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Scenario planning for water and wastewater infrastructure: A case study in Tucson, AZ 

Gwendolyn Woods, Hwee Hwang, Donghwi Jung, Kevin Lansey, Robert Arnold 

 

Abstract 

In water-short areas, particularly those in high growth regions, water reclamation and reuse can 

comprise a significant portion of the regional water budget. The integration of wastewater reclamation 

and reuse systems within regional water and sanitation facilities plans remains a complex matter of 

engineering importance. Scenario planning can be a useful tool for integrating water and wastewater 

system development in the presence of future uncertainties regarding growth, water demand 

characteristics, legal/administrative constraints, water resources availability and so forth. A high growth 

portion of the Tucson, AZ, water management area was selected as a study site. Stress on Southwestern 

water resources, including those of southern Arizona, is widely acknowledged (USBOR 2018). To 

illustrate the utility of scenario planning for water resources/sanitation management in water-stressed 

areas, a multi-step process was undertaken to (i) define the problem to be solved with scenario 

planning, (ii) identify the most relevant planning uncertainties, and (iii) establish rational bounds for 

those uncertainties. The process led to the development of several scenarios, or alternative futures for 

the Tucson planning area that attempt to define the probable limits of factors affecting water supply 

and wastewater treatment in the future. Each scenario, defined by a set of water demands, a quantity of 

water available through the Central Arizona Project (CAP), and a decision about whether certain 

demands outside the city limits would be served as part of the system, was imagined to be equally 

probable. The regional water/sanitation system was reduced to an array of nodes (demand points) and 

links (potential connecting pipes) on a grid consisting of square mile units.  A genetic algorithm was then 

used to find a near-optimal infrastructure development plan specific to each scenario. Inputs to the 

model included topographic data, a projected pattern of development, trajectory of water demand, 
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limits to the future availability of Colorado River water to the region, and potential sites of wastewater 

reclamation. Outputs were near-optimal pipe and pump locations and sizes and reclamation facility 

locations and capacities. By comparing the solutions for several individual scenarios, the range of 

possible values (e.g. commercial pipe sizes) for each decision variable was reduced to the range 

encountered among the various scenario-dependent solutions. A family of compromise solutions was 

then obtained using the NSGA II multi-objective heuristic algorithm. These outcomes were selected to 

provide both low total present worth costs, expressed as the sum of overpayment and supplementary 

cost, and low variation of costs among scenarios. The sensitivity of the compromise solution with 

respect to total demand, available supply, cost of additional water supplies, and discount rate was 

determined. Results were most sensitive to the cost of additional water supplies. 

Description of Contents 

The main body of this dissertation is a paper to be submitted to the Journal of Water Resources Planning 

and Management or a similar journal. Appendix A consists of the supplementary material submitted 

with this journal article. In the early stages of the scenario planning effort that eventually led to the 

paper mentioned above, we summarized the progress in the first several steps of the process, with a 

focus on stakeholder input and geospatial analysis to develop potential locations for infrastructure. 

Appendix B contains the paper that came out of this effort, originally published in the open-access 

journal Water; Christopher Scott is the primary author. Other efforts I have pursued are also related to 

the theme of integrated water resources management. A key component in looking at sustainability of 

water resource options is the environmental impact of the manufacture, transport, installation, use, and 

disposal of infrastructure components for water and wastewater systems. Appendix C contains the text 

of a paper presenting a life cycle analysis of water and wastewater pipe materials; this paper, with Fei 

Du as primary author, was originally published in the Journal of Environmental Engineering. The scenario 

planning work appearing in the body of the dissertation stemmed from the work for my Master of 
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Science in environmental engineering; that effort modified the Decision Support System for centralized 

vs. decentralized reuse developed originally by Malcolm Pirnie/ARCADIS under a grant from the 

WateReuse Foundation. The modified DSS was applied to the Houghton Area of southeast Tucson, AZ. 

The paper summarizing this work originally appeared in the Journal of Water Resources Planning and 

Management an is included herein as Appendix D; the Supplementary Information is included as well 

and has been updated slightly since publication of the DSS paper. This paper also appears as the primary 

component of my M.S. thesis, but it is included here for the sake of providing a more complete picture 

of the Tucson case study and the development of the methodologies and cost functions of the scenario 

planning effort. Finally, Appendix E contains the code from the genetic algorithm methods used for the 

scenario planning process described in the body of the dissertation. 

 

Background 

Scenario Planning 

Scenario planning is an approach to planning in the presence of acknowledged uncertainties whose 

eventual resolution will clearly impact planning outcomes. The most critical areas of uncertainty 

affecting the problem definition and future decisions are first identified.  End members representing 

upper and lower rational limits in each area of uncertainty are then identified by stakeholders. Multiple 

scenarios, or possible futures, are then created using combinations of those end members. Finally, 

developmental alternatives or other irreversible actions are evaluated in terms of their effectiveness 

within each of the alternative futures envisioned.  Scenario planning, its steps, and its uses were 

explained in detail by Schwartz (1996). The potential for applying this approach to infrastructure 

decisions was summarized by Marra and Thomure (2009).  
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Dembo (1991) proposed a model for optimization within the scenario planning methodology that 

involves defining scenarios, finding an optimal solution for each scenario, and then using a coordinating 

equation or model to come up with a single solution that is reasonable for all scenarios. Dominguez et 

al. (2011) posited three dominant perspectives from which scenario planning is typically approached: 

adaptive, modeling, and managerial. They described the adaptive approach as focused on operational 

and other changes that can improve the operation of a system designed for a specific future. The 

modeling approach was focused on quantifying uncertainties. The managerial approach was focused on 

designing infrastructure that is sufficiently flexible or robust to remain functional in the presence of 

future change. They then proposed a fourth approach relying heavily on dialogue with experts and 

stakeholders to describe solution dependent strengths and weaknesses when presented with specific 

futures. This fourth approach identified hurdles to be overcome to achieve success in scenarios with 

many advantages, such as creating a legal obligation for compliance for a wastewater management plan 

providing environmental and financial advantages. 

 

The scenario planning process we are employing bears similarity to this last strategy. Infrastructure 

designs were selected based on their ability to perform over a wide range of futures identified with 

stakeholder involvement.  Kang and Lansey (2013) developed an approach to minimize expected cost 

across a set of possible scenarios by optimizing infrastructure specific to single scenarios, reducing the 

search space by identifying infrastructure elements common to or similar across all scenarios, and then 

finding a single solution that acknowledges both total and regret costs incurred under all potential 

futures. Here, the approach of Kang and Lansey (2013) was applied within a larger, complex case study, 

incorporating a stakeholder-driven scenario planning process. A genetic algorithm was used to find near-

optimal water/sanitation infrastructure. The method can, in theory, support such planning within any 

study area. 
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Types of Reuse 

Water reuse, as envisioned here, depends on the treatment of municipal wastewater to a degree 

sufficient for intended use. Three main reuse paradigms exist. The first is non-potable reuse (NPR) and 

refers to treated wastewater that is used for non-potable purposes such as landscape and/or crop 

irrigation, industrial processes, or aesthetic uses (e.g. lakes). The second reuse framework is indirect 

potable reuse (IPR), whereby treated wastewater passes through an environmental buffer such as a 

river or the ground before becoming part of the potable water supply. This category includes both 

planned reuse projects and de facto IPR, which occurs in all cities whose potable water source contains 

effluent from one or more wastewater treatment plants. Finally, with direct potable reuse (DPR), the 

environmental buffer between wastewater treatment and potable use is replaced by multiple 

engineered barriers to ensure water safety. In this project, we primarily consider IPR and look at 

sensitivity of planning decisions to the possible use of DPR. The decision was influenced by the realities 

of regional water resource availability, cost and public opinion. Nonpotable reuse is currently practiced 

in Tucson, and many schools and virtually all golf courses are irrigated using reclaimed water. There is 

growing recognition in Tucson, however, that future water security depends on expansion of reuse 

practices to include IPR of treated wastewater. Scenarios developed here focus on this reuse option, 

which allows distribution of all water for all purposes via a single system of pipes. Despite current legal 

roadblocks for DPR, it remains an option under consideration for future water management. DPR may 

be a superior alternative in areas where underground storage capacity is limited or where the quality of 

native groundwater is too poor for efficient blending with treated water. 

Study area 
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The study area (Figure 1) is located south and southeast of most existing development in Tucson. The 

area encompasses about 260 square miles with a current population of about 50,000. Buildout 

population could be as high as 740,000, although the time period for such growth is uncertain. Primary 

emphasis is on portions of the study area that lie within the city limits of Tucson, although some 

scenarios also consider water demands in parts of the study area immediately outside the city (referred 

to herein as “County demands”). Six potential sites for water reclamation facilities were identified within 

or immediately adjacent to the study area. Three of these sites were previously identified as part of a 

Pima County Regional Wastewater Reclamation District (PCRWRD) study investigating possible 

reclamation opportunities in the area (Malcolm Pirnie 2011). The quantity of wastewater available at 

each site was assumed to equal the volume of wastewater generated locally plus wastewater from 

upstream basins (sewersheds; Morales 2003). 
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Figure 1. Study area overview. The study area consists of the Houghton Road area and the Southlands; it includes 
a significant amount of state land as well as other lands in the southern and southeastern portion of the city of 
Tucson and in Pima County. It was assumed that state lands within the city limits would be released for sale. 
Demands considered were limited to those inside the city limits except for several demands on the periphery of 
the city limits considered in some of the scenarios. Figure appeared previously in Woods et al. (2013). 

 

Methods 

Scenario Planning 

Overall system optimization was based on a scenario planning approach after Schwartz (1991, 1996). A 

detailed description of the first six of eight scenario planning steps, as applied to the Tucson area case 

study, was provided by Scott et al. (2012). See below. The scenario planning group consisting of utility 

stakeholders and university researchers subsequently altered the original scenarios to more accurately 

reflect trends in growth, public opinion, and per capita water use that emerged during 2012-16, leading 
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to the revised scenarios described here. A multi-scenario optimization (MSO) approach, based on the 

work of Kang and Lansey (2012c), was utilized to complete the final two steps.  Individual scenario 

planning steps and their application to the Tucson study area follow: 

1. Scenario planning begins by defining a framework for analysis, consisting most importantly of a 

planning horizon, a geographic area, and the types of infrastructure to be considered. For the 

Tucson-area case study, the planning period was 2015 to 2060, the physical boundaries were 

those illustrated in Figure 1 and infrastructure requirements were those of water and 

wastewater (potable water pumping, chlorination, and transmission; wastewater treatment or 

reclamation).  In consultation with stakeholders, it was determined that major scenario-

dependent modifications of existing wastewater collection infrastructure were not necessary 

under any scenario. 

2.  Driving forces that affect infrastructure design were identified.  In the Tucson case, dozens of 

driving forces, ranging from economics to climate change, were considered. (See Supplementary 

Material for more information about these factors.) 

3. Driving forces were ranked by stakeholders based on levels of both uncertainty and importance 

to the planning process. Scenario planning concerns itself only with those factors which are both 

critical to the planning task and highly uncertain.  About a dozen such factors were identified at 

this stage.  

4. The most critical or relevant drivers (3) were then identified. It was agreed that the top 

uncertainties were total future demand (driven by both population and per capita use), the 

future availability of Colorado River water and the possibility of wheeling water outside the 

Tucson city limits to serve adjacent areas of Pima County. 

5. A compass or matrix of scenarios was developed consisting of all possible combinations of low 

and high (bounding) values for each of the most critical uncertainties. If population numbers, 
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rate of growth, or population distribution is chosen as a critical uncertainty, GIS modeling can be 

used to model multiple population configurations based on development suitability model, or 

other plan of development and population targets. Otherwise, a single population trajectory can 

be used for all scenarios, with a predetermined population growth pattern (e.g. linear) defining 

populations at periods ranging from 5 to 10 years.  In this project, GIS modeling was employed 

with a relatively simple projected path of growth (Figure 2) developed in consultation with 

stakeholders. Parameters for the scenario compass are as summarized (Table 1). 

Table 1. Scenario parameters. For both the case of demands only within Tucson Water’s obligated service area 
(OSA) and the case of additional demands in County lands within the study area, low and high supply and low 
and high demand conditions were considered.  

 Low Demand High Demand 

Low Supply Supply: 20 % reduction of current 
CAP allocation to TW (116,000 afy) 

Demand: 0.25 MGD/sq mi 

Supply: 20 % reduction of current 
CAP allocation to TW (116,000 afy) 

Demand: 0.5 MGD/sq mi 

High Supply Supply: current CAP allocation to 
TW (144,000 afy) 

Demand: 0.25 MGD/sq mi 

Supply: current CAP allocation to TW 
(144,000 afy) 

Demand: 0.5 MGD/sq mi 

 

Because approximately 22.3% of the OSA lies within the study area, it was assumed that Tucson 

Water would allocate to the study area approximately the same percentage of the total CAP 

allocation to the agency. Although the County demand scenarios add other reclaimed water 

obligations, they do not change the volume of CAP water available. The wastewater return 

fraction for nodes with County demands was modified to reflect the fact that for the County 

demands, CAP or other ground/surface water will be supplied by another water provider, and 

Tucson Water would only supply reclaimed water to these nodes. 
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6.  More detailed descriptions of the Step 5 scenarios were created. They add qualitative terms to 

describe the sort of conditions that might lead to a given scenario and what it would be like to 

live under that scenario.   These descriptions are useful for communicating features of the 

various scenarios to the public.  See Supplementary Information for these descriptions. 

7. In Step 7, the infrastructure necessary to serve the public within the planning area specific to 

each scenario was determined based on the total present value of capital and O&M costs over 

the 45-year planning period.  Note that this necessarily involves distinct near-optimal solutions 

for each scenario.  

8. In the final step of the scenario planning process, infrastructure elements common to all 

scenarios were identified in order to narrow the solution space for the overall problem, i.e., to 

reduce the range of decision variables based on the results of Step 7.  For example, the original 

range of diameters considered for pipes may range from 0 to 72 inches, but results in all 

individual scenarios may have either a 24-inch or a 36-inch pipe at a particular location. Hence, 

the range for this pipe in the overall optimization would be reduced to just two commercial 

diameters. Once the new solution space has been established, it was possible to determine a 

globally optimal solution (set of decision variables) that minimizes the expected present value 

cost, given that each of the extreme scenarios posited is equally likely.   

The global solution necessarily produces regret costs—those that result because the solution 

was unnecessarily large in light of conditions that actually follow over the 45-year planning 

period or too small to serve all public requirements that evolve over that period without 

enlargement.  Treating the scenarios as equally likely allows regret costs to be calculated for 

each scenario, given that the infrastructure solution corresponding to the economic optimum is 

constructed.  The scenario-dependent regret costs can then be averaged to find the expected 

value of regret. These additional costs may be difficult to satisfy due to their unanticipated 
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natures. Consequently, it may be better to pursue reasonably low present worth cost solutions 

that produce lower regret costs.  It was anticipated that low cost solutions would necessarily 

increase regret costs (i.e., that there would be tradeoffs in this area), resulting in a Pareto front 

representing solutions that expose the relationship between economic costs and regret in terms 

of present values.  

 

Figure 2. Projected population growth pattern in the study area. Demand in each square in the grid was assumed 

to be either 0.25 MGD (low demand scenarios) or 0.5 MGD (high demand scenarios). The dates indicate the year in 

which buildout or full development would be reached in each grid element. Growth is expected to occur in a 

southward direction from existing development and infrastructure in Tucson to the proposed Aerospace Parkway.  
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South of the Parkway, the expected pattern of growth is from the Old Nogales Highway in an easterly direction to 

I-10. Full buildout is anticipated by 2060. 

Cost Curves and Design Assumptions 

Cost curve representations for capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses for pipes, 

pumps, wells, water and wastewater treatment plants, and groundwater recharge operations were 

obtained from the literature or developed as part of a previous project (Supplementary Information). 

The curve for pump capital cost, however, is based on Walski (2012). In each case, costs are functions of 

basic input parameters and reflect underlying assumptions.  For example, the pipe capital cost is 

updated from Clark et al. (2002) and requires explicit information regarding pipe material, diameter, and 

length. However, the function also depends on embedment depth, slope of trench walls, embedment 

material, and other parameters for which representative values have been assumed and embedded in 

the relationships shown. Costs calculated in this analysis did not include local-scale distribution pipes, 

fittings, and hydrants; the finest level of detail considered is limited to the one square mile grid (see 

below). 

Grid Development and EPANET 

Tucson’s transportation routes and utilities are primarily aligned on a square grid, with major arterials at 

1-mile intervals.  Accordingly, the model of potential infrastructure in the study area was based on a 1-

mile grid aligned with the existing Tucson grid.  The study area was divided into seven pressure zones at 

elevation intervals of 105 feet, matching those in the rest of the Tucson Water delivery system.  The 

extent of the resultant grid is illustrated in Figure 3.  For details regarding grid development and other 

infrastructure components, see the “Grid Development” section in Supplementary Information. 
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Hydraulic modeling in the proposed pipe/pump networks was carried out using the EPANET toolkit 

(Rossman 2000). Calls to EPANET’s hydraulic solver were integrated within the GA in the C programming 

language. Pumps within the network were modeled using EPANET’s feature for one-point pump curves.  

A modification to the toolkit was added to adjust the design head and flow of one-point pump curves. 

The method requires the curve index (identification number), the design flow in gpm, and the design 

head in feet. The code for this function is given in the Supplementary Information (under “Code”). 

Network links (Figure 3) represent possible locations for pipes, primarily aligned along the 1-mile grid. 

Each pump station on the network map contains up to four identical pumps that can be operated in 

parallel. Connections to the existing Tucson Water potable network (2) and potential wastewater 

reclamation sites (6) are modeled as reservoirs.  The wastewater reclamation facilities were 

conceptualized as including a conventional activated sludge treatment process, chlorine disinfection, 

infiltration to groundwater using surface infiltration basins, recovery through local wells after at least 

one year in the aquifer and final chlorination.  It should be noted that additional treatment could be 

implemented for the water recovered at these locations, in which case recovery costs would likely be  

similar to those for direct potable reuse, as explored in the sensitivity analysis. For details regarding the 

hydraulic modeling, see “EPANET” in Supplementary Information. 
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Figure 3. EPANET model of the study area water transmission network. Nodes show average demand at individual 

points for the high demand scenario. Low demand follows the same distribution but at half the demand values. 

Distance between typical adjacent nodes is 1 mile. Lines (links) represent candidate pipe locations. 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used since the 1990s for water distribution system (WDS) 

optimization.  Initial applications of GAs to network optimization problems were by Walters and Lohbeck 

(1993) and Simpson et al. (1994). Simpson et al. (1994) pointed out that GA-based optimization is 

significantly faster than complete enumeration techniques for solving pipe networks. While slower than 
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nonlinear (NLP) optimization approaches, the GA avoids the round-up/round-down problems 

encountered with nonlinear solvers employing continuous variables and generates a number of near-

optimal solutions that can be individually evaluated for other qualities that are not easily quantified 

(Simpson et al. 1994). Applications of GAs to water distribution system design range from Dandy et al. 

(1996) to more recent GA variations and applications such as Zheng et al. (2011), who utilized a 

dynamically expanding choice table within a GA. The GA employed here was coded by the project team 

in the C programming language. Input parameters for the GA are summarized in Table 2. Decision 

variables included diameters for 290 pipes, design head and design flow for 38 candidate pump stations, 

number of pumps (0 to 4) operating during average demand conditions, number of pumps operating 

during peak demand conditions (0 to 4, but ≥ the number operating under average demand condition), 

and capacities for six possible reclamation facilities. 

 

Table 2. Input parameters for the genetic algorithm employed in solving the pipe/pump network. 

Input Value 

Decision variables  448 (312 pipes, 38 pump stations, 6 plants) 

Individuals in population 100 

Generations before shuffle 500 

Total generations 5000 

Crossover proportion 0.9 

Mutation proportion 0.0085 

Range for pipe diameters (in.) 0, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36, 48, 60, 72 

Range for pump design heads (ft) 80-180 

Range for pump design flows (gpm) 100-20,000 increments of 100* 

Range for pumps operating, avg 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 
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Range for pumps operating, peak Pumps operating avg ≤ pumps peak ≤ 4 

Range for reclamation capacity 
(MGD) 

0 to available wastewater minus 1 

* Range for flows on most northwestern pump station pumps = 5,000 to 50,000 gpm. 
 
The GA’s objective is to minimize the calculated total present worth cost for installation of infrastructure 

at time zero (1/1/15) plus operation and maintenance costs of the system for 45 years. The discount 

rate used was 3%. In addition, the objective function ensures physically realistic operation of the pipe, 

pump, and treatment plant network by adding penalty costs for several operating conditions in the 

system—calculated local pressures outside an acceptable range and/or error flags (e.g. nodes becoming 

disconnected if too many pipes are removed) generated by EPANET. The system was required to meet 

performance objectives under both average demand and peak demand conditions.  Peak demands were 

1.6 times average demands (representative of a typical summer day). Table 3 summarizes the penalty 

functions employed by the GA. 

 

Table 3. Penalty functions used in the genetic algorithm. The assigned value of the penalty cost coefficient, Cp, was 

1010. All penalties except the capacity penalties wecre applied to both peak and average demand conditions; 

capacity penalties were assessed only for average conditions. 

Parameter Condition Penalty Cost 

Pressure at demand nodes <40 psi  𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(40− 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)2 

Pressure at demand nodes >90 psi 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 90)2 

Pressure at non-demand nodes <0 psi 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(0− 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)2 

Water supplied < demand 10𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 

EPANET run code Error or warning* 100𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 

Combined capacity of plants 5, 6 > max capacity of plant 5 10𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 
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Combined capacity of plants 1, 5, 6 > max capacity of plant 1 10𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 

Combined capacity of plants 2, 3 > max capacity of plant 2 10𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 

*Flow control valve warning was ignored, as this warning is returned if flow through FCV is less than the FCV 
setting. In this case, the FCV was designed to limit the flow coming out of the reclamation sites, so no warning is 
needed if flow is less than the setting. 
 
Regret Costs 
Regret costs arise from unavoidable imperfect representations of future conditions. Regret costs may 

have two components, overpayment cost and supplementary cost. Overpayment cost is the cost of 

initially building a system larger than is eventually required, i.e., the cost differential between the 

necessary capacity and the larger capacity installed. Supplementary cost is the cost of expanding an 

initially undersized system, as by installing additional pipes or pumps. Overpayment costs were 

estimated here by calculating the difference in operational costs for infrastructure selected in the 

compromise solution and infrastructure that is optimal for scenario i, given that scenario i occurs.  The 

calculation is repeated for each scenario, and the results are averaged. In estimating the supplementary 

cost, the compromise solution allows up to four additional pumps (total of 5-8) to operate at each pump 

station for specific scenarios, adding to the cost of supplementary infrastructure needed to meet the all 

scenario-dependent requirements. 

 

Non-Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA II) 

The non-sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA II), developed by Deb et al. (2002) was used to obtain the 

compromise solution. The algorithm allows optimization of two different objective functions, with the 

goal of generating a front of Pareto-optimal solutions to illustrate the trade-offs between the two 

objectives—minimization of (i) construction and operational costs attributable to the compromise 

solution and (ii) total regret costs. We used total present worth of expected cost (given an equal 

probability of all scenarios occurring) as the first objective and average regret cost (across all scenarios) 
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as the second objective. The approach is based on seemingly conflicting needs to pursue both a low 

expected value for present worth costs and a low expected value for regret costs that are difficult to 

anticipate and later to satisfy when devising the means to finance infrastructure installation and 

maintenance.  For example, on municipal projects funded by publicly-approved bonds, it is better to ask 

for $300 million to ensure there is sufficient water for all future conditions than to ask for $280 million 

and be unable to complete the work. 

Results and Discussion 

Single Scenario Solutions 

A near-optimal infrastructure solution specific to each scenario was first obtained. The EPANET input 

(.inp) files for each scenario (one file for peak conditions and one file for average conditions) and 

scenario-optimal present value costs calculated by the GA became inputs to the NSGA-II routine. Figure 

4 illustrates solutions obtained by the GA for two scenarios. Solutions for the other 6 scenarios are given 

in Supplementary Information. Larger pipe sizes are favored in the transmission infrastructure between 

pressure zones, particularly in the northwest of the study area, where most of the water coming from 

the city system must enter. This result makes sense because the pipes mentioned above are the pipes 

carrying the largest flowrates in the system.  Interestingly, the low supply/high demand scenario did not 

assign reclamation capacity but instead purchased over 19,000 acre feet of water at the fixed price of 

$1000 per acre foot; it was assumed in the model that these costs would occur over the last 20 years of 

the study period (2041 – 2060). In contrast, the high supply/low demand scenario solution included 

some reclamation capacity on the north side of the study area. Table 4 summarizes the 45-year present 

worth costs obtained for all scenarios.  
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Figure 4. Single scenario results for low supply, high demand (LS HD, left) and high supply, low demand (HS LD, right) 

scenarios. Line weight on network maps is proportional to design diameter for pipes. Node shade corresponds to 

pressure, which stayed within the acceptable range (40-90 psi at demand nodes and >0 at all nodes). For an explanation 

of slight deviations, see “Pressure readings” in the Supplementary Information. Plant design capacities in millions of 

gallons per day (MGD) are noted on the figure near plant locations. The LS HD scenario solution did not include any 

reclamation capacity. 

Table 4. Total present value costs for the near-optimal solutions for each of the scenarios. Costs represent the 45-year 

present-worth cost (in June 2015 dollars) of infrastructure built in year 2015 plus operation and maintenance (O&M) cost 

of the system over the 45-year planning period. The quantity of water purchased refers to water in excess of the CAP 

allocation, given that such water could be purchased for $1000 per acre foot in each of the last 20 years of the study 

period. 

Scenario Total Present Worth ($M) Water Purchased (AFY) 

High Supply, High Demand, No County Demands 1,465 186 

Low Supply, High Demand, No County Demands 1,596 8,770 

High Supply, Low Demand, No County Demands 936 0 

Low Supply, Low Demand, No County Demands 957 0 

3.6 
MGD 

4.0 
MGD 
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High Supply, High Demand, w/ County Demands 3,380 1,190 

Low Supply, High Demand, w/ County Demands 4,194 15,600 

High Supply, Low Demand, w/ County Demands 1,401 0 

Low Supply, Low Demand, w/ County Demands 1,223 4,480 

 

Compromise Solution 

To begin the final step of the scenario planning process, solutions for the various scenarios were 

compared in order to establish similarities between solutions and reduce the solution space for a 

compromise solution. Then, NSGA-II was employed to obtain a solution with the dual objective of 

minimizing expected cost (given an equal probability of all scenarios occurring) and minimizing the 

expected regret cost (that is, decreasing the variance between scenario costs). One compromise 

solution was obtained for the four scenarios that do not include County demands. Figure 5 illustrates 

this solution. The NSGA-II output actually consists of a family of solutions for the compromise. Note that 

there is generally a trade-off between regret costs and overall costs. In our application, however, regret 

cost tended to parallel overall cost so that the solution with the lowest overall cost also had the lowest 

expected regret cost. As such, we present here a single solution for each the cases without County 

demands. The overall expected present value cost was $2.36 billion, with a regret cost of $1.15 billion.  

In some cases, the NSGAII algorithm did not readily find a compromise solution. The primary reason for 

this difficulty seemed to be the wide range of demands covered by the different scenarios. A mechanism 

successfully employed to work around this difficulty was to run compromise solutions for narrower 

demand bounds (as for the sensitivity analysis for this parameter). The solution for the largest demand 

variation for which a compromise solution was found could then be used to seed the solutions for the 

base scenario. This approach allows the compromise solution to begin in a better region of the feasible 
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space rather than beginning randomly or even starting from individual scenario solutions. 

 

Figure 5. Compromise solution for scenarios not including Pima County demands. The compromise solution did not 

include any reclamation capacity. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The sensitivity of infrastructure solutions to several variables was examined. The variables were supply 

(potentially decreasing the uncertainty in CAP supply), demand (decreasing uncertainty), discount rate, 

years to buildout, treatment paradigm for water reclamation, and cost of “extra” water supply beyond 

the CAP supply. Table 5 shows the various cases examined in the sensitivity analysis. 
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Table 5. Variables examined in sensitivity analysis. 

 

 

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the cost of the solution to changes in the cost of additional water 

supply. Additional plots of sensitivity results are in the Supplementary Information.  

 

Figure 7. Sensitivity of total present worth cost to cost of additional water supply. If the cost of 

additional water increased 2-3 times, the total infrastructure present worth cost increased by 15-25%. 
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Sensitivity to Cost of Additional Supply

Variable Range of values 

Supply 0.8--1.0 times existing CAP (base case), 
0.85 – 0.95 times existing CAP, 
0.88-0.92 times existing CAP 

Demand 0.25 – 0.5 MGD/mi2 (base case), 
0.3 – 0.45 MGD/mi2, 0.35 – 0.4 MGD/mi2 

Discount Rate 3% (base case), 5%, 7% 

Years to buildout 15, 30, 45 (base case), 60, 90 

Treatment for 
reclamation 

Indirect potable reuse (IPR, base case), 
Direct potable reuse (DPR) 

Cost of extra 
wáter supply 

$0, $500, $1000 (base case), $1500, 
$2000 per acre foot 
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Conclusions 

Uncertainty in information needed to plan future development can greatly affect the planning process 

for infrastructure and can lead to large regret costs if the system is undersized or oversized or otherwise 

built in some way that is at odds with the future that, in fact, occurs. Scenario planning is one tool by 

which these uncertainties can be addressed. While scenario planning can potentially reduce regret 

costs, but the results of our analysis indicate that the process tends to produce solutions sized for larger 

demands, presumably due to the high cost of expanding, paralleling, or replacing infrastructure that was 

installed but initially undersized. Any efforts that can reduce uncertainty in key areas, particularly those 

that affect buried infrastructure, should be considered. 
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Appendix A: Supplementary Material 

Grid Development 

Tucson’s transportation and utilities are primarily aligned on a square grid, with major arterials at 1-mile 

intervals. Accordingly, the model of potential infrastructure in the study area is based on a 1-mile grid 

aligned with the existing grid in Tucson. Using ArcGIS, a grid of 1-sq-mi square blocks was established, 

with each block representing the area of land that would theoretically be served by the nearest vertex of 

the water distribution grid. The centroids of each of these grid squares were then assigned the projected 

demand for that block (0.25 MGD – 0.5 MGD for a fully-developable block). Lines were drawn 

connecting these centroids; the lines reflect projected pipe alignments, such that the area blocks 

representing demand areas are offset one half mile in both north-south and east-west directions. At this 

point, the network was exported to EPANET (see below) using the shp2epa tool from Zonums Software 

(http://www.zonums.com/shp2epa.html). Any existing pipes in the area that aligned with proposed 

pipes on the network were added to the network. Hence, if there is an existing pipe along a given major 

arterial, there are two modeled pipes in this section—the existing pipe (at actual installed diameter), 

and a proposed parallel pipe, with size that is a decision variable (and which could be set to 0). After 

establishing the proposed grid network, the grid was superimposed on a contour map reflecting Tucson 

Water’s pressure zones for distribution of water. Pressure zones in Tucson are 105 feet in elevation 

range and allow for acceptable pressures (neither too high nor too low) within a range served by a pump 

station from a storage reservoir or tank. These storage facilities are generally located at what is referred 

to as the “high water” elevation for the pressure zone located directly below the one in which the 

storage is actually located. For example, the high-water elevation for pressure zone C is located 92 feet 

above the highest elevation within zone C. When water is sent back into zone C from its high water 

reservoir, it gains 92 feet of head (40 psi) simply from the elevation difference, thus minimizing the need 

http://www.zonums.com/shp2epa.html
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for pumping after the storage tank/reservoir. All proposed pipes that crossed these high water elevation 

contours were either eliminated or turned into a pipe-pump station combination with a pump station 

located at the high water elevation (it was assumed that reservoirs/tanks would be located at or near 

ground level). These storage facilities themselves were not modeled explicitly within the EPANET file, as 

the storage volume of these facilities is insignificant to system operation given the timescale of the 

modeling. From the node located at the high water elevation, a pump station then can pump water 

down into the pressure zone served by that high water storage or up to the high water elevation for the 

next-highest pressure zone. See Figure 3 for a diagram of the proposed network and Figure S1 for a 

detail of a limited portion of the network. 

Figure S1. Detail of a portion of the EPANET network model. The diagram depicts 2 pump stations, (a) and (b). 
Water arriving at pump stations then goes down to major distribution pipes in the pressure zone immediately 
below the one in which the pump station is located, or it goes up to the next-highest high water storage location. 

 

EPANET 

Hydraulic modeling in the proposed pipe/pump networks was carried out using the EPANET toolkit 

(Rossman 2000). Calls to EPANET’s hydraulic solver were integrated within the GA in the C programming 

language. Pumps within the network were modeled using EPANET’s feature for one-point pump curves. 

a 

b 
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This curve describes the relationship between flow through the pump and head added by the pump and 

is described in the EPANET 2 Users Manual as follows:  

A single-point pump curve is defined by a single head-flow combination that represents 

a pump's desired operating point. EPANET adds two more points to the curve by 

assuming a shutoff head at zero flow equal to 133% of the design head and a maximum 

flow at zero head equal to twice the design flow. It then treats the curve as a three-

point curve. (Rossman 2000) 

The three-point curve is described by the equation ℎ𝑔𝑔 = 𝐴𝐴 − 𝐵𝐵𝑞𝑞𝐶𝐶, where A, B, and C are constants, hg is 

head gain, and q is flow rate (Rossman 2000). A modification to the toolkit was added to allow the 

setting of one-point pump curves. The function takes as inputs the curve index, the design flow in gpm, 

and the design head in feet. The code for this function is given in Appendix E. 

Figure 3 illustrates the EPANET network used to support modeling in the case study. Links represent 

possible locations for pipes in the network, primarily aligned along a 1-mile grid. Each pump link on the 

network map contains up to four pumps, each with identical pump characteristics, operating in parallel. 

Connections to the existing Tucson potable water network (2) and potential wastewater reclamation 

sites (6) are modeled as reservoirs. The connections to the existing system are modeled as reservoirs 

that can essentially supply as much water as needed to the network. If the volume of water supplied by 

these 2 reservoirs exceed the available potable supply for the study area, a penalty cost is added in the 

cost calculation phase. The wastewater reclamation facilities were conceptualized as including a 

conventional activated sludge treatment process, disinfection with chlorine, infiltration to the 

groundwater using surface infiltration basins, removal of recharged water through recovery wells after 

at least one year of travel time in the aquifer, and final chlorination before distribution. Each 

reclamation site is limited to withdrawals no greater than the quantity recharged at that site. This 

constraint was modeled by putting in a flow control valve (FCV) immediately downstream of the 
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reservoir to ensure that water withdrawn from the facility does not exceed the recharged quantity of 

water at that site for any given year. FCVs work by restricting the flow to the amount for which they are 

configured, that is, if an FCV is set at 800 gpm, it will allow no more (in reality, it may allow slightly more 

under certain conditions) to pass through it. EPANET also issues a warning if this FCV transmits less than 

the prescribed flow rate, but this warning was ignored for this particular application. The quantity of 

reclaimed water recharged was a decision variable for each site, subject to a constraint associated with 

wastewater availability. Wastewater available was defined as all of the wastewater generated in the 

basin in which the plant is located, plus wastewater in all upstream basins, minus 1.0 MGD of flow that 

must remain in the interceptor for solids transport; it was assumed that solids from proposed 

reclamation facilities would be returned to the Agua Nueva regional facility for treatment. A penalty cost 

(see “GA” below) was employed to ensure that wastewater reclaimed in an upstream basin was not 

double counted as available in a downstream basin. The process of defining which sewer basins are 

tributary to others is very site-specific. Relationships must be set up for each area modeled, with the 

penalty costs modified accordingly.  

 

Pressure Readings 

Pressure constraints within the GA were set to keep pressures between 40 and 90 psi at demand nodes 

(that is, nodes where demand is greater than 0) under both peak and average conditions in the final 

solutions, and at non-demand nodes, pressure constraints penalized pressures less than 0 psi. There is 

one node in the LS HD scenario that has a pressure reading of zero immediately preceding a pump 

station, and slight negative pressures were calculated at nodes next to potential plant location 6, but 

this result is in a closed pipe because the plant is not built in this solution.  
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Scenario Descriptions 

High supply, High demand, No county demands 

– Study area available water: 28.7 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– County demands supplied by other suppliers, no wheeling of reclaimed water 

• It’s 2060, and while supplies on the Colorado River have decreased, many farmers have sold 

their water rights to municipalities, which has mitigated the shortage such that the CAP 

allocation to Tucson has remained steady. 

• Tucson has been growing rapidly and land for expansion is getting hard to find.  The portion of 

the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service area (OSA) is heavily developed, and 

demand in these areas averages 0.5 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• While development exists outside of the obligated service area, other water providers are 

delivering this water, and Pima County has arranged for other wastewater treatment options 

that do not include treating any of this wastewater at plants in or near the OSA.  

 

Low supply, High demand, No county demands 

– Study area available water: 22.9 MGD 

– IPR accepted 
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– County demands supplied by other suppliers, no wheeling of reclaimed water 

• It’s 2060, and supplies on the Colorado River have decreased markedly, triggering shortage 

sharing agreements. Some farmers have sold their water rights to municipalities, which has 

mitigated the shortage to some extent, but the total Tucson Water allocation of CAP has 

dropped by 20%. 

• Tucson has been growing rapidly and land for expansion is getting hard to find.  The portion of 

the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service area (OSA) is heavily developed, and 

demand in these areas averages 0.5 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• While development exists outside of the obligated service area, other water providers are 

delivering this water, and Pima County has arranged for other wastewater treatment options 

that do not include treating any of this wastewater at plants in or near the OSA.  

 

High supply, Low demand, No county demands 

– Study area available water: 28.7 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– County demands supplied by other suppliers, no wheeling of reclaimed water 
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• It’s 2060, and while supplies on the Colorado River have decreased, many farmers have sold 

their water rights to municipalities, which has mitigated the shortage such that the CAP 

allocation to Tucson has remained steady. 

• Tucson has been growing steadily, with many water-efficient new homes and yards built in the 

southeast part of the city.  Demand in the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service 

area (OSA) averages 0.25 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• While development exists outside of the obligated service area, other water providers are 

delivering this water, and Pima County has arranged for other wastewater treatment options 

that do not include treating any of this wastewater at plants in or near the OSA.  

 

Low supply, Low demand, No county demands 

– Study area available water: 22.9 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– County demands supplied by other suppliers, no wheeling of reclaimed water 

• It’s 2060, and supplies on the Colorado River have decreased markedly, triggering shortage 

sharing agreements. Some farmers have sold their water rights to municipalities, which has 

mitigated the shortage to some extent, but the total Tucson Water allocation of CAP has 

dropped by 20%. 
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• Tucson has been growing steadily, with many water-efficient new homes and yards built in the 

southeast part of the city.  Demand in the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service 

area (OSA) averages 0.25 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• While development exists outside of the obligated service area, other water providers are 

delivering this water, and Pima County has arranged for other wastewater treatment options 

that do not include treating any of this wastewater at plants in or near the OSA.  

 

High supply, High demand, Include County demands 

– Study area available water: 28.7 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– Wheeling of reclaimed water to demands in County parts of study area 

• It’s 2060, and while supplies on the Colorado River have decreased, many farmers have sold 

their water rights to municipalities, which has mitigated the shortage such that the CAP 

allocation to Tucson has remained steady. 

• Tucson has been growing rapidly and land for expansion is getting hard to find.  The portion of 

the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service area (OSA) is heavily developed, and 

demand in these areas averages 0.5 MGD per square mile. 
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• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• There has been a significant amount of development outside of the obligated service area. 

While other water providers are delivering potable water, Pima County has arranged for indirect 

potable reuse of many of the wastewater flows generated. Tucson Water wheels the treated, 

potable water back to the areas of the County from which the flows originate.  

 

Low supply, High demand, Include County demands 

– Study area available water: 22.9 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– Wheeling of reclaimed water to demands in County parts of study area 

• It’s 2060, and supplies on the Colorado River have decreased markedly, triggering shortage 

sharing agreements. Some farmers have sold their water rights to municipalities, which has 

mitigated the shortage to some extent, but the total Tucson Water allocation of CAP has 

dropped by 20%. 

• Tucson has been growing rapidly and land for expansion is getting hard to find.  The portion of 

the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service area (OSA) is heavily developed, and 

demand in these areas averages 0.5 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  
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• There has been a significant amount of development outside of the obligated service area. 

While other water providers are delivering potable water, Pima County has arranged for indirect 

potable reuse of many of the wastewater flows generated. Tucson Water wheels the treated,  

potable water back to the areas of the County from which the flows originate.  

 

High supply, Low demand, Include County demands 

– Study area available water: 28.7 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– Wheeling of reclaimed water to demands in County parts of study area 

• It’s 2060, and while supplies on the Colorado River have decreased, many farmers have sold 

their water rights to municipalities, which has mitigated the shortage such that the CAP 

allocation to Tucson has remained steady. 

• Tucson has been growing steadily, with many water-efficient new homes and yards built in the 

southeast part of the city.  Demand in the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service 

area (OSA) averages 0.25 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• There has been some development outside of the obligated service area. While other water 

providers are delivering potable water, Pima County has arranged for indirect potable reuse of 

many of the wastewater flows generated. Tucson Water wheels the treated, potable water back 

to the areas of the County from which the flows originate.  
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Low supply, Low demand, Include County demands 

– Study area available water: 22.9 MGD 

– IPR accepted 

– Wheeling of reclaimed water to demands in County parts of study area 

• It’s 2060, and supplies on the Colorado River have decreased markedly, triggering shortage 

sharing agreements. Some farmers have sold their water rights to municipalities, which has 

mitigated the shortage to some extent, but the total Tucson Water allocation of CAP has 

dropped by 20%. 

• Tucson has been growing steadily, with many water-efficient new homes and yards built in the 

southeast part of the city.  Demand in the study area within Tucson Water’s obligated service 

area (OSA) averages 0.25 MGD per square mile. 

• Decreased water available via the CAP has prompted the Tucson public into acceptance of 

indirect potable reuse.  

• There has been some development outside of the obligated service area. While other water 

providers are delivering potable water, Pima County has arranged for indirect potable reuse of 

many of the wastewater flows generated. Tucson Water wheels the treated, potable water back 

to the areas of the County from which the flows originate.  

 

Scenario Results 
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High Supply, High Demand 

 

High Supply, Low Demand 

 

11.2 
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Low Supply, High Demand 

 

Low Supply, Low Demand 
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Abstract: Ensuring water availability for multiple needs represents a sustainable development 

challenge globally. Rigid planning for fixed water supply and reuse targets with estimated 

demand growth and static assumptions of water availability can prove inflexible in responding 

to changing conditions. Formal methods to adaptively respond to these challenges are needed, 

particularly in regions with limited natural resources and/or where multiple uncertain forces 

can influence water-resource availability and supply reliability. This paper assesses the 

application of Scenario Planning in one such region—Tucson, Arizona, USA—over the 

coming 40 years, and highlights broader lessons for addressing complex interrelationships of 

water management, infrastructure development, and population growth. Planners from multiple 
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jurisdictions and researchers identified ten key forces and prioritized three with the greatest 

uncertainty and the greatest impact for water and development planning: (1) changing demands 

based on potential future density, layout, and per capita water use/reuse; (2) adequacy of 

current water supplies to meet future demands; and (3) evolving public perceptions of water 

reuse including potential options to supplement potable water supplies. Detailed scenario 

modeling using GIS and infrastructure cost optimization is under development and is now 

beginning to produce results, to be discussed in future publications. The process has clearly 

demonstrated the value of Scenario Planning as a tool for bringing stakeholders into agreement 

over highly complex and historically divisive problems, and for prioritizing amongst diverse 

uncertainties. The paper concludes by characterizing possible outcomes for this case and draws 

lessons for other water scarce regions experiencing rapid development. 

Keywords: scenario planning; sustainable development; robustness; resilience; water reuse; 

uncertainty; adaptive management 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Context 

Water supply, sanitation, and associated public health and environmental quality are integral to 

sustainable development for all [1]. Management objectives for water and wastewater are centered on 

maintaining and improving the quality of service and addressing changes in supply and demand. In the 

short and medium terms, water supply variability responds to hydrological processes and to other human 

and environmental uses of water at the resource level of river basins and aquifers. Climate change is 

increasingly recognized as a major driver of longer-term water supply uncertainty [2]. While hydroclimatic 

processes also change water consumption, perhaps the more important influences on demand are social 

and institutional in nature, such as demographic change, the spatial pattern and density of urban 

development, water use and conservation practices, water pricing, and regulations. Added to these, as will 

be shown in this paper, public acceptance of potential water use and reuse plans will play an increasingly 

important role, especially where citizens actively participate in planning and management [3]. 

Of the various interrelated factors outlined above that affect water and reuse planning, each in its own 

right exerts influence on water supply reliability. However, in combination they represent a formidable 

mix of uncertain impacts that operate over varying spatial and temporal scales. For instance, how might 

climate-driven water scarcity at the river basin level affect infrastructure operations and thereby local 

costs and rates for service delivery? How would water rates, in turn, influence demand? Would public 

perception and user practice of watering outdoor vegetation influence planning for water recycling? And 

these do not address the “unknown unknowns”, which are factors that may present themselves in the future 

and whose influences are not understood even if they were currently identifiable. Decision-makers—that is, 

water managers, planners, political leaders, citizens’ groups, researchers, and others—often find such 

complexity overwhelming and may even avoid or reject the need to account for the many potential 

factors in planning. Tools are thus needed that address uncertainty via a structured process that makes 
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use of available and potential new sources of information while incorporating multiple perspectives of 

diverse stakeholders. 

It has long been recognized (see especially Schwartz [4]), that varying future conditions and planning 

options to address such issues may be resolved using scenario analysis. Conventionally, the construction 

and analysis of scenarios entails identifying multiple “what if” conditions that capture a credible range 

of possible trajectories for physical and/or institutional processes. Often, simulation models and decision 

support systems are created to project potential outcomes over time. Increasingly sophisticated physical 

simulation models and some agent-based models provide planners the ability to more robustly consider 

future conditions and decision-making responses. Such models are limited in their ability to account for 

the complex set of real-world factors that can influence the particular set of conditions under consideration. 

To address complexity, integrated assessment models have been developed [5] that seek to capture the 

effects of disparate processes and those that operate over broader spatial and temporal scales. 

While much progress has been made in harmonizing the interface between modeling and policymaking, 

two broad categories of uncertainty continue to challenge scenario assessment: (1) process uncertainty 

and (2) model uncertainty. Process uncertainty refers to the complexity problem mentioned above, e.g., 

what effects will climate, ecological, or institutional dynamics have on water resource availability? This 

is often addressed using statistical techniques to capture stochastic variability in probabilistic rather than 

deterministic terms. In other words, bounds of probability for key processes are considered. These may 

be resolved for decision-making purposes as high, medium, and low levels of the variable in question. 

An alternate approach is to consider business-as-usual compared to a set of options that seek to integrate 

multiple planning variables. Model uncertainty is often addressed through the application of a suite of 

models, for example, multiple general circulation models used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change. Responses to both process and model uncertainty have sought to improve the use of information. 

Despite increasing model complexity and improved information flows, less attention has been paid to 

how decision-making accounts for uncertainty itself. The interactive stakeholder-based process described 

here highlights the need to address those variables which exhibit the greatest uncertainty, and which in turn, 

can exert the greatest influence on decision-making outcomes. 

This paper contributes to the Water special issue on “Sustainable Water Systems” by: (a) advancing 

conceptual approaches to water and wastewater planning under uncertainty; (b) presenting ongoing 

experience with the applied technique known as Scenario Planning [4]; and (c) describing a specific 

case study that illustrates conceptual and applied considerations, especially through the use of optimization 

modeling to produce infrastructure results under scenarios that reflect what stakeholders believe are the 

critical uncertainties for sustainable urban water management. “Scenario Planning is a systematic method 

for thinking creatively about possible complex and uncertain futures. The central idea of Scenario Planning 

is to consider a variety of possible futures that include many of the important uncertainties in the system 

rather than to focus on the accurate prediction of a single outcome” [6]. Aiming to address in a robust 

manner the important uncertainties by including qualitative and quantitative understandings, Scenario 

Planning begins with a specific management issue and creates a structured account of a range of possible 

futures, or future transformation with respect to the given management issue. Based on unique 

combinations of possible futures, the process provides flexibility in planning by offering a range of options 

with various degrees of similarity and overlapping common elements. Scenario Planning is also a tool 

for engaging diverse stakeholders and maintaining engagement despite disagreements over even relatively 
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central issues. This approach builds on work by van der Heijden [7]. Relevant and related studies have been 

described by Kok et al. [8] and Gleeson et al. [9]. 

Figure 1 illustrates the way in which Peterson et al. [6] view the suitability of planning/management 

methods under different combinations of uncertainty and controllability. In the case study described below, 

uncertainty is high but controllability (particularly of growth and demand patterns) is low, necessitating 

Scenario Planning in favor of an approach based purely on adaptive management. In adaptive management, 

rather than focusing upon a course of action that is intended to be successful in all possible futures (but 

may also be sub-optimal in all or many possible futures), actions are taken that may involve a greater 

degree of risk, with the intention of learning from and correcting for failures. Pahl-Wostl et al. [10], 

however, pertinently observe that “large-scale infrastructure with a life-span of decades provides few 

opportunities for learning and may easily lead to lock-in situations… Adaptive management is mainly 

limited to the operational level.” Hedging seeks to reduce sensitivity to uncertainty by taking actions that 

will pay off in the same circumstances in which another action (also taken) fails, which essentially 

guarantees regret costs with their associated negative public reaction. Optimal control has long been the 

default for many infrastructure planning decisions, and assumes a future certain enough that a system can 

be safely optimized for a single scenario. However, as Milly et al. [2] observed, future climatic processes 

now appear to be subject to previously nonexistent or insignificant forces of change and cannot be 

predicted from past trends. 

Figure 1. Applicability of planning approaches (adapted from Peterson et al. [6]). 

 

Also important to the suitability of a planning approach is the degree to which the relevant problems 

have “structure” [11]. Highly structured problems, where decisions can be made using rules or algorithms, 

are limited in scope and lend themselves to hedging and optimization strategies. As structure decreases, 

the potential inputs, interconnectedness, and range of future possibilities will tend to increase, raising the 

need for adaptive management or Scenario Planning approaches. 

Based on the conceptual approach outlined here, this paper is organized as follows. This introductory 

section has highlighted the role of scenarios in accounting for multiple development trajectories and has 

addressed the crucial importance of uncertainty in decision-making. The responses of different planning 

methods in conditions of high uncertainty and low controllability make Scenario Planning especially 

applicable to the Arizona, USA case of water and wastewater planning addressed in the next section. 

Here, the focus lies on the application of Scenario Planning in addressing three critical planning forces, 

prioritized among many such forces identified, through an interactive science-policy process. The 

subsequent section discusses the technical and institutional options of the applied Scenario Planning case, 
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with emphasis on variable future water demand. Supply and public perception forces are described but not 

analyzed in detail due to lack of space. Local stakeholder priorities are discussed in such a way that 

generalizable lessons beyond the particular case may be learned. The concluding section broadens the 

assessment of multiple uncertainties and focuses on key questions raised. 

1.2. The EFRI-RESIN Project 

The Scenario Planning process referred to in this paper forms part of Optimization of Dual Conjunctive 

Water Supply and Reuse Systems with Distributed Treatment for High-Growth Water-Scarce Regions, an 

ongoing project supported by the Resilient and Sustainable Infrastructures (RESIN) program of the 

Emerging Frontiers in Research (EFRI) division of the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF). The 

project aims to develop new methods for integrated water and wastewater infrastructure planning, to seek 

economically viable decentralized treatment and dual distribution systems, and to identify, design and 

evaluate water supply/wastewater treatment system configuration alternatives in the presence of complex, 

competing objectives and uncertainties. 

Scenario Planning is used to incorporate social aspects of resilience and robustness (as defined below) 

into the multi-criteria, multi-stage optimization of an infrastructure system that is intended to be 

sustainable, resilient and robust. The goals of the EFRI-RESIN project strongly influence the Scenario 

Planning process being coordinated by a team within the project. 

The application of Scenario Planning in this study was intended to add scholarly research to an approach 

that is gaining wider currency in water planning in the study region [12]. The initiative responds to broader 

questions on robustness, resilience, sustainability, and decision-making. 

1.3. Sustainability, Robustness and Resilience 

This study uses definitions of sustainability, resilience and robustness agreed on by multiple teams 

supported with NSF RESIN projects and to be presented soon [13]. Sustainability is defined in terms of 

resource and infrastructure sustainability. Resource sustainability is the ability to provide a resource of 

desired quantity and quality for a defined long period of time. Infrastructure sustainability is the design 

and operation of infrastructure systems to provide a resource at least triple-bottom-line (i.e., social, 

environmental, and financial) impact in terms of total built life. Within this study, economic and 

environmental costs are monetized (to be detailed in further work), while the Scenario Planning process 

described here is intended to minimize social costs such as loss of choice, regretted investment and 

opposition between utilities and service users. Resilience is defined as the ability to gracefully degrade 

and subsequently recover from a potentially catastrophic disturbance that is internal or external in origin, 

and robustness is defined as the ability of a system to avoid failure and maintain functionality over a 

large range of future conditions. By examining several scenarios that encompass a range of futures, the 

Scenario Planning process also aims to increase robustness by finding infrastructure designs that can 

perform reasonably well in all futures. 
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2. Water in Tucson, Pima County, Arizona 

The City of Tucson, in Pima County, Arizona (Figure 2) has experienced rapid growth since the 

Second World War. The population of Pima County as a whole, for which Tucson is the major population 

center, increased 497% from 1950 to 2000, with a 2010 population of over 980,000 and an expectation 

of similarly rapid growth in the future [14]. Water supply, reuse, and development in Tucson and Pima 

County present many of the challenges that are illustrative for other water-scarce regions experiencing 

rapid development. The greater Tucson area, located in the Sonoran Desert region (but with relatively high 

total annual rainfall of 11.6 in., equivalent to 294 mm), has access to three sources of water supply: local 

groundwater, Colorado River water conveyed via the Central Arizona Project (CAP) aqueduct, and locally 

generated municipal effluent. Until recently, water users in the region relied solely on local groundwater 

mined from aquifer storage, and this historical practice has resulted in significant groundwater level 

declines and measurable land subsidence in some areas. Because continued reliance on local groundwater 

is unsustainable, the State of Arizona placed restrictions on agricultural and municipal groundwater 

use in order to achieve Safe Yield (equal or greater volumes of water recharged than withdrawn) in the 

greater Tucson area. The State instituted the Assured Water Supply rules, stipulating that new development 

requires a 100-year renewable water supply, as a lever to encourage the municipal sector to reduce its 

reliance on groundwater overdraft and shift to renewable supplies to meet increasing water demand 

associated with growth. Of the three water supplies available in the Tucson area, the State of Arizona 

recognizes only imported Colorado River water (i.e., CAP water) and locally generated municipal effluent 

as renewable supplies. 

Figure 2. Location of Tucson and Pima County in Arizona, USA. 

 

The city’s water utility, Tucson Water, has the largest annual CAP water allocation in the State of 

Arizona, currently 177.8 million cubic meters (MCM) (144,000 acre-feet) [15] per year. CAP water is 

an imported supply conveyed to the area via an aqueduct and pipeline system, which delivers more than 
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half of Arizona’s annual Colorado River water allocation over 530 km (330 miles) and which terminates 

in the Tucson area. Once Tucson Water and other local water utilities began utilizing CAP water, the local 

region’s water outlook was forced to broaden. When the Tucson area became connected with the Colorado 

River via the CAP, the local region of less than one million residents suddenly became linked with over 

25 million other Colorado River water users in seven American states and in Mexico. From a water 

resources perspective, this change means that the amount of annual precipitation that occurs in the Rocky 

Mountains is more important than the local annual precipitation in the Tucson area. This also means 

that water-resource decisions made in Phoenix, Los Angeles, San Diego, Las Vegas, Denver, and 

Washington, DC, are potentially more important than local water decisions made in either the City of 

Tucson or Pima County. When it comes to water resource planning, the Tucson region is no longer local. 

Drought in the near- to mid-terms [16] and longer-term climate change in the Colorado River basin will 

increase the resource vulnerability of Colorado River water users and hence decrease the supply reliability 

of many large urban centers. This in turn will likely leads to future high stakes conflict as well as the 

potential for creative cooperation among the seven basin states and Mexico in an effort to reduce future 

supply uncertainties associated with expected water shortages. The Tucson area as well as the other large 

urban areas in Arizona will have an active interest in those future negotiations. The uncertain outcomes 

of those negotiations will have a bearing on how the City of Tucson will utilize its rights to withdraw 

local groundwater and use its effluent entitlement as well as its interest in further promoting conservation 

and in acquiring additional water supplies. 

The City of Tucson, Pima County, the U.S. Secretary of the Interior (on behalf of the Tohono O’odham 

Native Nation) and other local water utilities have annual entitlements to the locally generated municipal 

effluent, which in 2011 represented a total of 39.5 MCM (32,000 acre-feet). The 1979 Intergovernmental 

Agreement between the City of Tucson and Pima County initially established the legal basis for these 

entitlements. Amongst other things, this agreement included a provision in which the City of Tucson gave 

Pima County its portion of the wastewater treatment system and the City was given 90% ownership of the 

effluent produced at Pima County wastewater treatment plants. Subsequent to this agreement, the Secretary 

of the Interior and other local water utilities also obtained annual entitlements to the locally generated 

effluent, but the City of Tucson continues to have the largest entitlement in the region. In an amendment 

to the 1979 Intergovernmental Agreement with Pima County, the Conservation Effluent Pool (CEP) was 

established, providing up to 12.3 MCM (10,000 acre-feet) per year for riparian/environmental 

enhancements. By agreement, the City of Tucson annually provides over 70% of the effluent allocated 

to the CEP with the balance provided by Pima County and the other local effluent entitlement holders. 

In the mid-1980s, Tucson Water began recycling a portion of its effluent by constructing a non-potable 

reclaimed water system which currently delivers tertiary treated effluent to large turf users such as local 

golf courses, school yards, parks, and so on. The reclaimed water system has expanded over time and 

in 2010, about 14.8 MCM (12,000 acre-feet) of the City’s entitlement was delivered to reclaimed water 

customers. However, only a portion of the City’s effluent entitlement is used in the City’s reclaimed water 

system with the remaining 24.7 MCM (20,000 acre-feet) being discharged into the local Santa Cruz River. 

Given future supply vulnerabilities associated with the City’s CAP allocation, that portion of the City’s 

entitlement not directed to the reclaimed water system will likely be used to buttress, or “firm up”, 

Tucson Water’s water-resource portfolio during times of shortage on the Colorado River. This need could 

potentially reduce future opportunities to expand the City’s reclaimed water system by directing unused 
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effluent to water banking facilities where it will be stored in the local aquifers for future non-potable 

and possible indirect potable reuse (IPR). IPR projects blend highly treated reclaimed water with 

conventional drinking water supplies via aquifer recharge before recovering it via wells and delivering it 

through the municipal potable supply system to customers’ taps. IPR represents a shift from the largely 

accepted supply-substitution strategy (substituting reclaimed water for potable water and using it for 

non-potable purposes) to an augmentation strategy which aims to expand potable supply by blending 

highly treated reclaimed water with an existing natural water source before delivery to municipal 

customers’ taps [3]. The ability to implement supply strategies that rely on the indirect potable reuse of 

effluent, however, depends on sufficient public acceptance [17]. Such acceptance is at this time uncertain 

and Tucson Water is developing its Recycled Water Master Plan to assess what needs to be done in order 

to prepare for that possible eventuality. 

When Tucson Water released its 50-year water resources plan called Water Plan: 2000–2050 in 2004, it 

provided a plan that focused on its resource-planning uncertainties. The adopted planning vehicle was 

Scenario Planning, and it provided a highly flexible and adaptive path forward with which to navigate 

future uncertainties. Tucson Water’s Recycled Water Master Plan was contemplated in 2004 and was 

formally initiated in 2011 as a means to secure physical access to the City’s effluent entitlement and to firm 

the City’s CAP allocation in times of shortage on the Colorado River, be that due to drought or longer-term 

climate change. Tucson Water’s Recycled Water Master Plan will incorporate effluent (existing and 

potential) produced by Pima County’s wastewater treatment plants in the southeast area in order to readily 

access and use this resources to meet in some way the future needs of Tucson Water’s service area. 

3. Initiating Scenario Planning 

In the language of Börjeson et al. [18], the scenario planning approach used in this study is 

“explorative” and “external”, examining the impacts of external forces on water use and reuse in part of 

Tucson and Pima County. It is intended to create a number of scenarios that will provide the context for 

the generation of multiple infrastructure systems optimized using a genetic algorithm. The multiple 

optimized systems will then be analyzed in an effort to find elements that are sustainable, resilient and 

robust across all scenarios. The final infrastructure recommendation should minimize the total expected 

triple-bottom-line cost across all scenarios. 

The EFRI-RESIN Scenario Planning process began by identifying participants from local agencies 

to assist in developing real-world scenarios in conjunction with decision support system modeling. After 

consulting with utility partners, a list of participants was agreed upon consisting of the University of 

Arizona research team and City of Tucson and Pima County employees, some of whom had prior 

experience with Scenario Planning from the process of preparing the Tucson Water Plan: 2000–2050. The 

Scenario Planning process can be very time and labor intensive. As a result, the research team has 

established ongoing and alternating meetings between a “small group” of very active participants 

(comprising University of Arizona researchers, City of Tucson Water Department (Tucson Water), and 

Pima County Regional Wastewater Reclamation Department (PCRWRD) staff, including project 

managers, planners, engineers, and hydrologists, and a “large group” of participants who attend only a 

subset of meetings but provide oversight and ratify (or modify) key decisions made by the small group. 

The large group meetings include members of the small group and add director and senior level staff 
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from Tucson Water and PCRWRD to assist at critical decision points including ranking the driving forces 

and identifying the most important uncertainties that influence the scenario matrix design. 

The initial question that framed the Scenario Planning process was outlined by the University of 

Arizona project team as finding the optimal use of integrated water and wastewater in the RESIN planning 

area, as established in the EFRI-RESIN project goals, using a strategic position that is robust enough to 

adapt to a credible range of possible uncertain futures. As a result, the optimization is focused on economic 

and environmental cost-reduction objectives across the entire set of scenarios instead of attempting to 

identify part of the set of scenarios as “optimal” outcomes. 

The geographic definition of the EFRI-RESIN study area is intended to capture possible economies of 

scale and negotiated to include the land that is most likely to be developed in the future, in consideration 

of both the physical and institutional environment of Tucson and eastern Pima County (e.g., Tucson 

Water’s Obligated Service Area for serving new potable water customers and Pima County’s Conservation 

Lands System aimed at preserving core areas of biological diversity). After framing the focal issue, the 

small group collectively considered the key factors influencing optimal use of integrated water and 

wastewater. The exhaustive list of forces (Table 1) included nearly sixty items covering a wide range of 

factors including: demand based forces (e.g., land-use, per capita residential consumption), supply 

based forces (e.g., potable water budget), cost based forces (e.g., price per gallon to produce reclaimed 

water), perception based forces (e.g., publically acceptable water quality), physical-engineering based 

forces (e.g., the ability to recharge surface/future water supplies), institutional-political based forces 

(e.g., regional planning uncertainties regarding jurisdiction), as well as the key driving forces in the 

macro-environment (e.g., external forces that affect rate of economic and population growth). Forces 

in bold type in Table 1 are those that were short-listed through group process to be included in the 

ranking of high importance and high uncertainty, as described next. 

Table 1. Forces influencing optimal use of integrated water and wastewater in Tucson. 

Code Demand-based forces 

D1–D2 Total water demand—population density & residential demand 

D3 Future commercial & industrial demand 

D4 Potential user: Rosemont Mine (proposed copper mine on edge of planning area) 

D5 Potential user: Tucson Electric Power (water for electricity generation) 

D6 Outdoor water demand (varies by housing type, swimming pools, vegetation, etc.) 

D7 Outdoor reclaimed water use 

D8 Water loss in potable distribution systems (loss and unaccounted water) 

D9 Water loss in reclaimed distribution system (loss & unaccounted water if dual distribution systems) 

Code Supply-based forces 

S1 Existing water supplies (legally available groundwater, CAP, effluent/reclaimed water) 

S2–S6 Potentially available supply—water transfers, importation, desalination, stormwater, Native 

water leases 

S7 Wastewater recovery (share of water returned)/ potential effluent supply (reclaimed water budget) 

S8 Spatial unavailability of “banked water” (Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District) 

Code Cost-based forces 

C1 Cost per gallon to acquire and produce potable water 

C2 Cost per gallon to produce reclaimed water 

C3 Wastewater collection and treatment 
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Table 1. Cont. 

Code Perception-based forces 

P1 Public opinion acceptability of decentralized wastewater treatment plants and facility siting 

P2 Publically desired water quality or risk perceptions 

P3 Public opinion of type of reclaimed water uses with dual distribution system 

P4 Public adoption of reclaimed water for residential outdoor (dual distribution system) 

P5 Public acceptance of reclaimed water for fire flow (dual distribution system) 

P6 Public acceptance/adoption of direct potable reuse (DPR) (single distribution system) 

P7 Public adoption of indirect potable reuse (IPR) (public acceptance and willingness to pay) 

P8 Water recovery rate/potential effluent supply (due to household level greywater & rainwater systems) 

P9 Environmental uses for reclaimed water (in-stream flows) 

P10 Outdoor greywater use and length (period) of adoption 

P11 Outdoor rainwater catchment/adoption 

P12 Willingness to pay to treat to high quality potable water 

P13 Willingness to pay for new potable water supplies  

P14 Willingness to pay for reclaimed water (e.g., reclaimed water by end-use water quality/class of effluent) 

Code (Physical)-engineering based forces 

E1 Ability to recharge reclaimed water supplies (e.g., physical location of recharge facilities) 

E2 Ability to recharge surface/future water supplies (e.g., depth to bedrock) 

E3 Ability to recharge stormwater 

E4 Ability to desalinate 

Code Institutional-political based forces 

I1 Planning and implementation uncertainties (City/County rights, jurisdictional issues & coordination) 

I2 Water providers 

I3 Potable water rates 

I4 Sewer rates (wastewater) 

I5 Reclaimed water rates 

I6 Conservation rules, ordinances, regulation, incentives for water (rainwater, greywater, stormwater) 

I7 Costs/rate subsidy for low-income residents 

I8 Utility level drought plans 

I9 Transfer of development rights across jurisdictions 

I10 Federal, state or local rules, ordinances, regulation, incentives for land (land use, zoning, planning) 

I11 State Lands release (sale for revenue), planning, and disposition (timing of release, which parcels) 

Code Macro forces in the larger environment  

M1 Population timing variability (rate of economic and population growth, vacancies) 

M2 Long-term population (when might it stabilize, and at what level?) 

M3 Supply uncertainty due to local drought 

M4–M5 Supply uncertainty—regional drought, Colorado River water sharing, climate change 

M6 Bond ratings of City or Tucson and Pima County  

M7 Infrastructure cost (finance, discount rate for timing of construction) 

M8 Federal institutional and legislative changes 

M9 State institutional and legislative changes 

M10 Existing water rights changes (surface, groundwater, reclaimed water rights) 
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4. Ranking Driving Forces 

The next step of the Scenario Planning process involved ranking the driving forces noted above in terms 

of their importance and uncertainty. Both the large and small groups participated in collectively plotting 

the relevant forces on axes of uncertainty and importance, as seen in Figure 3, which conveys the evolution 

of the priority-setting process. The ranking process was subjective and consensus based, with forces being 

ranked relative to one another rather than according to any absolute scale. The most uncertain and most 

important forces included: (a) demand based forces of population density and per capita residential demand 

(D1, D2); (b) supply based forces including all potentially available future water supplies (S1, S2, S4, 

S5, S8); (c) macro based forces including the regional supply uncertainty (both in terms of quantity and 

quality) due to extended droughts, Colorado River shortage sharing agreements, and the potential effects 

of climate change (M4, M7); (d) perception based forces of public adoption of indirect potable reuse of 

effluent (including willingness to pay) (P7); and (e) the institutionally based force of State Land release 

into the market, in terms of both location and timing (I11). 

Figure 3. (a) Initial plot of key forces according to importance and uncertainty. Only those 

forces considered to have particularly high importance and uncertainty were plotted;  

(b) Interim plot of forces reflecting merged forces and reconsidered uncertainties and 

importance; (c) Final plot of forces showing further merging and elimination of less  

critical forces. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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The most important step in the Scenario Planning process was to identify, among the critically ranked 

factors, the two or three with the highest impact and uncertainty for integrated water and wastewater 

planning in the study area. After multiple meetings and rounds of debate, consensus was achieved on 

the following three most important and uncertain scenario drivers and their “endmembers” (i.e., extreme 

maximum and minimum probable values): (a) water and reuse demand ranging from high to low 

population within the study area at high and low per capita demand; (b) available renewable water supply 

ranging from existing supply to a reduced supply; and (c) public perception of water reuse ranging from 

acceptance of indirect potable reuse (IPR) to no acceptance of IPR. These endmembers form the bounds 

of a wide range of probable futures, and ideally are chosen so as to be feasible but unlikely extremes. 

Solutions that are successful in all extreme, endmember futures should also be successful in the range of 

futures that are less extreme. 

In order to achieve consensus on just three drivers, these drivers were formed by merging multiple 

factors and attempting to find the single variable that is common to all merged factors. As an example, 

factors M4 and M5 (together comprising supply uncertainty due to regional drought, Colorado River 

shortage sharing and climate change) were merged with factors S1–S6 (existing supply and potentially 

available supply affected by local context) to create the Supply driver, on the grounds that for infrastructure 

purposes in an outlying portion of an existing service area, the total volume of supply is more crucial than 

the various factors that determine that volume. This demonstrates a key benefit of the Scenario Planning 

process: that it helps participants to reduce highly complex problems into their most critical and relevant 

components. For a different process, such as one to plan treatment strategies for the entire water utility, 

the source of water would perhaps be at least as critical as the volume, but in this case water enters the 

study area treated to potable standards regardless of source. Changes in the sources used for Tucson’s water 

supply could impact the cost of water, potentially resulting in higher pricing and lower demand, but that 

potential future is absorbed into the demand driver and need not be considered as part of the supply driver. 

These three drivers combine to form eight unique scenarios, or endmember futures, as follows, and as 

shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Scenario matrix. 
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5. Scenarios and Driving Forces 

High Supply, High Demand, IPR 

High Supply, High Demand, No IPR 

High Supply, Low Demand, IPR 

High Supply, Low Demand, No IPR 

Low Supply, High Demand, IPR 

Low Supply, High Demand, No IPR 

Low Supply, Low Demand, IPR 

Low Supply, Low Demand, No IPR 

5.1. Supply Based Drivers 

The supply-based driver is the most complex force with the widest geographical influences and 

greatest inter-regional effects. This is largely true of other regions. As a result, it forms the principal focus 

of this paper and may need some additional explanation. The selected endmembers were the continuation 

of the existing renewable supply or a reduction from the existing supply. The existing renewable supply 

is essentially made up only of Colorado River water delivered via CAP. As described in Section “1.1. 

Context” above, Colorado River supplies are likely to become increasingly vulnerable to the effects of 

climate change. Estimates of flow range from 9% to 30% reductions by mid-century, averaging around 

15% [19]. Given that the most recent shortage sharing agreement in 2007 affects purchasers of “excess” 

water, recharge and agricultural uses before tribal or municipal uses, the Arizona Department of Water 

Resources considers a 10% reduction in CAP supply to Tucson Water to be a reasonable maximum 

reduction before 2050 [20], and this has been adopted by the Scenario Planning team. 

In scenarios where the 10% reduction in supply occurs, additional water supplies could be used to make 

up a shortfall, such as large-scale local aquifer/groundwater mining being resumed or increasing reliance 

on additional water supplies imported from outside the local region, which could include desalinized 

seawater or brackish groundwater, groundwater mined from outlying basins, or Colorado River water 

currently being used by agricultural right-holders along the Colorado River. The latter two are currently 

being considered under the Central Arizona Project’s Acquisition, Development and Delivery (ADD 

Water) Program [21], which is under development. Importantly, the future availability of many of these 

potential supply options for the City of Tucson, Pima County, or other local water users are uncertain since 

they require agreement on the part of other parties. The generic relevance of the approach described in 

this paper is the stakeholder-based process, supported by advanced modeling, to address sustainable future 

availability. As shown in the Tucson case, continued reliance on local groundwater mining (i.e., overdraft) 

to support future municipal growth is currently constrained by the State’s Assured Water Supply rules as 

outlined in Arizona’s Groundwater Management Act [22]. In essence, the stakeholders and the Scenario 

Planning team assume additional water supplies will become available—even if there is currently 

“insufficient” supply—but importantly for the purposes of optimization it will come at a higher price, 

the determination of which has not yet been decided and will be covered in future work on the optimization 

process The optimization will also examine other mechanisms to achieve sustainability, such as demand 

reduction in the form of voluntary or mandatory restrictions on water use (lawn buyback, prohibition of 
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pools at single-family homes, etc.).The endmembers were agreed upon as continuation of the current 

177.8 MCM (144,000 acre-feet) per annum supply to Tucson Water’s entire service area, or a ten percent 

reduction in supply, resulting in 166.0 MCM (130,000 acre-feet) per annum. 

5.2. Perception Based Drivers 

The crucial perception-based uncertainty identified is whether the public will accept reclaimed water 

as part of their drinking water supplies through indirect potable reuse (IPR). This challenge exists, and 

will increase, worldwide [23]. Tucson Water has long valued the potential of reclaimed resources and 

most heavy irrigators (golf courses, public parks, and schools) are already connected to the reclaimed water 

system with highly visible public signage where it is being used [24]. Although reclaimed water use in 

the Tucson area is currently largely limited to outdoor irrigation, a number of additional reclaimed water 

applications are possible in the future, including IPR. 

A number of IPR projects are in practice or are being considered in high-growth urban areas throughout 

the southwestern USA [25], but an alternative of expanding the reclaimed water system to the household 

level to serve more non-potable uses (e.g., for residential outdoor uses or toilet flushing) is an option 

with high levels of public acceptance [26]. However, this option would require a dual pipe system to 

keep reclaimed supply separate from potable supply and so is likely to incur higher costs [26], which 

may or may not be acceptable to customers. Out of the range of possible effluent reuse futures outlined 

in Tucson Water’s 2004 Scenario Planning process (an entirely separate process to the one described here), 

IPR was considered to offer maximum water use efficiency [26]. While generally the preferred option 

for the stakeholders, future implementation of IPR will be heavily dependent upon public perception; as a 

result, alternatives to IPR such as continuing to release reclaimed water in otherwise-dry stream corridors, 

are given equal weight within the RESIN Scenario Planning process. When planning IPR projects, public 

perception is considered the greatest obstacle to successful implementation [27]. Research by Macpherson, 

Snyder and others for the WateReuse Research Foundation [27] suggests that exposing consumers to the 

existing de facto indirect potable reuse situation in the vast majority of water supplies can powerfully 

alter perceptions of planned potable reuse, with consumers viewing planned potable reuse as actually 

being safer than the status quo. 

Given that population growth will increase demand for water, attitudes toward regional growth and 

development are crucial to understanding opinions about risks and reclaimed water [28]. In addition to 

political resistance to urban sprawl, Tucson is also recognized for its rancorous water politics [29]. For 

example, in 2007 a citizen-led ballot initiative, entitled Tucson Water Users Bill of Rights, sought to 

ban any possibility of potable water reuse and limit future water connections. Although the 2007 ban 

failed, the threat of citizen intervention is considered a likely possibility where IPR is concerned; this 

is an important process that readers of Water, who may be disinterested in the specific details of the 

Tucson case, should consider. 

IPR, dual distribution or significant reductions in consumption all come with potential concerns or 

inconveniences for the customer. While Tucson Water prefers IPR as a future strategy, it is uncertain 

whether consumers will eventually come to accept IPR in the Tucson area, and a key use of the generated 

scenarios will be to test proposed distribution networks by considering how robust the planned 

infrastructure would be to changes in consumers’ perceptions about the acceptability of IPR. 
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5.3. Demand Based Drivers 

The generic infrastructure problem addressed in this paper is how to meet uncertain future demand for 

water. Urban planning at the city and county level currently directs much of the growth in the Tucson 

region toward the southeast, where the land is relatively flat and owned in the most part by the Arizona 

State Land Trust. This corresponds to the EFRI-RESIN study area (refer to boundary in Figure 5a–d, 

below). Local government master plans such as the Houghton Area Master Plan [30], covering the 

northeastern portion of the study area, have been designed to create higher densities of development than 

have previously been developed in the area. 

Figure 5. (a) Legend for projected population densities in the EFRI-RESIN study area;  

(b) Projected 2050 population densities using the Status Quo model; (c) Projected 2050 

population densities using the Habitat Protection model; (d) Projected 2050 population 

densities using the Infrastructure Efficient model. 

 
(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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If continually supported and enforced, Pima County’s Conservation Lands System Regional Plan 

Policy [31] has the potential to form a clearly defined edge to future development within the study area, 

but not to the patchwork of development or densities that may result within the area to be developed. The 

southeastern portion of the study area is defined as “Biological Core”, requiring that a 4:1 conservation 

land set-aside ratio be integrated into rezonings and comprehensive plan amendments. In addition, a 

combination of riparian corridors protected by the Conservation Lands System and floodways defined by 

the Lee Moore Wash Basin Management Study [32] creates multiple corridors of open space running 

through the southwestern portion of the study area. All this adds significantly to uncertainties. The 

joint City of Tucson and Pima County study entitled Location of Growth, Urban Form and Cost of 

Infrastructure [33] analyzed the effect of the Conservation Land System and potential high-density 

development on predicted build-out densities across the Tucson metropolitan area, expected in the coming 

50 years or longer. 

For the EFRI-RESIN study, the white paper’s patterns and densities of development were analyzed 

again at a coarser scale to ease future computer modeling of infrastructure and to incorporate the Lee 

Moore Wash Basin Management Study. A Microsoft Excel and ESRI ArcGIS model was run with various 

input populations to provide the Scenario Planning small group with a selection of potential endmembers 

ranging from 85,000 to 740,000 inhabitants in the study area, based upon projections for the year 2050 

from multiple City, County and joint studies. Figure 5 shows the current population distribution and three 

possible 2050 distribution types modeled for this paper using a population of 460,000. The small group 

indicated a preference to use only the Infrastructure Efficient model (Figure 5d), stating that the newest 

developments in the study area already demonstrate higher densities than are present in the Habitat 

Protection and Status Quo models. The small and large groups agreed that 2050 populations of 460,000 

and 740,000 should form the population endmembers, as both figures came from sources created jointly 

and frequently referenced by City and County departments. The use of previously existing and widely 

accepted sources should bolster the legitimacy of the scenarios when they are revealed to a wider audience. 

Like numerous cities in developed and developing countries alike, Tucson has experienced very rapid 

growth but was also hit very hard by the economic recession and real-estate slowdown in the late 2000s, so 

growth rates may be subject to the extreme volatility suggested by the broadly divergent endmembers. 

The Scenario Planning team uses a genetic algorithm for infrastructure considering all eight scenarios, 

based upon a square grid modeled on Tucson’s existing street layout. All links of the grid represent 

possible potable or reclaimed water transmission pipes. Each intersection (node) on the grid represents 

a demand point for water, with demand determined by the MS Excel/ESRI ArcGIS model described above. 

Using a genetic algorithm, the model selects pipe diameters and pump parameters (design head and flow). 

The genetic algorithm can also select amongst multiple possible locations for decentralized wastewater 

reclamation. Costs for the pipe are based on a function that is nonlinear with respect to diameter and the 

depth of excavation and linear with respect to length, given in Clark et al. [34]. Pipes 12 in. and lower 

in diameter are modeled as PVC; those of larger diameters, as ductile iron. Costs for pumps are modeled 

as a nonlinear function of design pressure and flow. Additionally, life-cycle costs of pipes, pumps and 

decentralized treatment facilities, including environmental offset costs, are estimated. While system design 

considerations such as these occur after Scenario Planning, and as such are not reported on in detail here, 

they are a direct result of the process and are considered to provide robust planning results under conditions 

of uncertainty. This optimization process, which will generate eight solutions based upon the eight 
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scenarios, will be discussed in detail in a future paper. The final stages of the process will be to find 

common elements amongst all of these solutions, narrow the solution space for elements that are not 

identical between scenarios, and solve for an overall solution that minimizes expected cost over the eight 

scenarios. Thus, the network model is used to analyze the eight scenarios identified and prioritized through 

the stakeholder process described above. 

6. Discussion 

In applying Scenario Planning to water and wastewater system optimization in the Tucson and Pima 

County study area, it became necessary to make several assumptions in order to fix “non-critical” but 

clearly important uncertainties, notably D3 (industrial and commercial demand), I2 (water providers) and 

M1 (population timing variability). Scenario Planning was a tool developed for strategic challenges to aid 

decision-making in broad, complex contexts. Optimization of pipe sizes, on the other hand, requires 

absolute rather than relative information, which potentially overspecifies the scenarios. An example of 

complex challenges that Scenario Planning is suited to address is provided by population growth rates. 

The EFRI-RESIN team used a starting population for the study area provided by the 2010 U.S. Census 

(just over 50,000), and populations for the year 2050 defined by the Demand endmembers of 460,000 

and 740,000. The project team intended to find optimal system definitions at multiple stages within the 

40-year period to determine the timing of proposed construction, and so population had to be interpolated 

somehow. The choice of a population growth model was far from trivial, and it could be argued that the 

difference between a boom-and-bust cycle of growth and steady growth is every bit as critical an 

uncertainty as the final population figures. Challenges in applying Scenario Planning to this type of 

problem were expected. 

The Scenario Planning process has provided an opportunity for staff from two organizations that are 

often out of step, with divergent mandates and institutional cultures, to work jointly in a facilitated 

process. Fundamental differences of opinion have occurred, but in the effort to make progress towards 

a common objective, accommodation and compromise were found relatively easily. The building of 

mutual understanding is a core aim of Scenario Planning, whether within a single organization or in a 

multi-stakeholder process. Particularly valuable is the way in which the use of endmembers allows the 

expectations of all stakeholders to be bracketed without agreement over specific figures. Stakeholders 

thereby maintain their voice throughout the process without being forced into painful compromises. 

Scenario Planning has also served to clearly identify which uncertainties critically apply at which scale 

of planning. Previous Scenario Planning efforts by Tucson Water identified public tolerance of high 

dissolved solids (the “salty taste of water”) as a critical uncertainty in choosing how to manage Tucson’s 

CAP allocation. At the more local scale, however, Tucson Water’s treatment process for CAP water was 

not considered a critical uncertainty, and other forces took precedence. The focus upon only critical 

uncertainties required by Scenario Planning significantly aided the team in making long-range plans in 

what would otherwise represent a confusingly broad array of factors. The way in which uncertainties have 

tended to become increasingly generalized, such as the merging of factors M4 and M5 (macro-scale 

climatic change) with factors S1–S6 (local supply uncertainties including paper water transfers), during 

the determination of drivers and endmembers has also been extremely valuable in reducing the difficulty 

of planning around “unknown unknowns”. It becomes apparent that in many ways it matters little what 
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causes a critical factor to change if the system is designed to be resilient and robust enough to handle 

the change. 

The evolving, iterative process of Scenario Planning described in this paper reflects the importance of 

new information, both on changing current conditions but also on enhanced understanding of future trends. 

As a result, the process must be seen as continuous, entailing reconsideration—even redefinition—of 

uncertainties. And following the typology of planning models presented in Figure 1, some planning forces 

may themselves be subject to management if not outright “control.” In this sense, Scenario Planning is 

a robust tool to accommodate broad regional and global forces such as climate change or urban 

development. By contrast, adaptive management may seek to alter the degree and intensity of more 

localized driving forces, such as water use from a particular source, by limiting their impacts on planning 

and development. 

7. Conclusions 

Planning for the future requires flexibility to adapt to changing future conditions. Even local initiatives 

with relatively good access to information and future projections—such as the Tucson and Pima County, 

Arizona case presented here—are confronted with major uncertainties. When considered in a broader 

global context, uncertainties can lead to poor outcomes from investments of financial, human, and natural 

resources by public and private and decision-makers. In this case, Scenario Planning has provided a 

robust tool to consider multiple potential outcomes over the long term. This paper has demonstrated that 

rigorously ranking planning forces by the level of uncertainty and degree of importance can clarify 

discussion and build consensus among decision-makers on ways forward, particularly where a wide 

divergence of opinions is present and the number of factors under consideration is large. 

The collaboration of researchers and planners described in this paper, which is a particular instance 

of science-policy dialogue to address global change in the broadest sense, has led to some notable 

innovations. Chief among these is the enhanced identification of drivers and uncertainties and the 

integration of qualitative, participatory processes with quantitative modeling, leading to the improved 

uptake of information in scientific/engineering and planning models and improvement to the relevance of 

these models to real-world conditions and to political and institutional contexts in which decision-making 

occurs. Finally, the inclusion of policy questions and challenges in research at the fundamental level of 

framing questions and not simply in the more conventional mode of science providing answers without 

regard to stakeholders’ needs and priorities is leading toward valuable results not only for the research 

team but for the stakeholders involved. 

The approach described in this paper has addressed numerous uncertainties that confront water, reuse, 

and urban growth planning in the context of water scarcity, climate variability, uncertain development 

processes, and evolving public perception. The implications of the specific Arizona case assessed here 

have broader generic relevance. First, the sustainable development objectives of urban growth conforming 

to natural resource constraints can be pursued through Scenario Planning aided by modeling. Second, a 

more open and iterative science-policy process greatly enhances the interface between the scenario 

modeling and policy-making and can improve working relationships not only between academia and 

government but also between government entities. Finally, emerging approaches to decision making must 

account for uncertainties not only through attempts to reduce uncertainty (though modeling may enhance 
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this ability) but also, as demonstrated here, by identifying and focusing upon critical uncertainties and 

considering their impacts in complex biophysical, social, and political-institutional contexts. 
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Abstract 

A life cycle analysis (LCA) was performed for six commonly used types of water and 

wastewater pipe materials: polyvinyl chloride (PVC), ductile iron, cast iron, high density 

polyethylene (HDPE), concrete and reinforced concrete. Objectives were to (i) compare the six 

pipe materials in terms of global warming potential (GWP) through four LCA phases: pipe 

production, transport, installation and use; (ii) determine the primary source(s) of differences in 

LCA results; and (iii) examine the effectiveness of currently used pipe size selection criteria 

when LCA GWP is considered. Results for unit lengths of discrete pipe sizes were used to 

generate functions relating GWP per kilometer of pipe to diameter and material selections.  LCA 

results were monetized using an emission penalty of $25/equivalent metric ton of CO2.  For pipe 

diameters ≤ 61 cm (24 in), GWP due to pipe manufacture, transport, and installation of ductile 

iron pipe was largest among the six materials compared.  At diameters ≥ 76 cm (30 in), the GWP 

of PVC was highest.  Concrete pipe resulted in the lowest GWP across the entire range of pipe 

sizes investigated. GWP for pipe production, transport and installation in a high-growth planning 

area in southeast Tucson, AZ was about one-tenth of the GWP derived from pipe network 
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operation. The lifetime GWP from production, transport and installation increased monotonically 

with pipe diameter for all materials analyzed while, for a given flow, GWP from energy loss due 

to friction in flow simulations was inversely related to pipe diameter.  The tradeoff suggests that 

there is an optimum diameter that minimizes lifetime GWP.  Optimum pipe sizes based on GWP 

were similar to pipe diameters selected based on economic cost alone, however, suggesting that 

LCA of water distribution and wastewater collection systems will not yield major changes in 

criteria for selection of pipe size. 

 

DOI: 

Keywords:  life cycle analysis, global warming potential, water distribution systems, wastewater 

collection systems, pipe materials 

 

Introduction 

Analysis of environmental impacts arising from water distribution and wastewater 

collection systems has grown increasingly relevant due to refinement of life cycle analysis 

(LCA) methods. The potential environmental effects of pipe material selection for water 

distribution systems were studied previously.  Dennison, et al. (1999), for example, compared the 

fractional contributions of manufacturing, materials and energy to material-dependent global 

warming potential (GWP) without comparing the two materials holistically. Piratla et al. (2012) 

ranked overall CO2 emissions from the manufacture and use of a hypothetical, 20.3 cm (8-in), 

500-ft pipe over a 50-year lifetime for four different pipe materials. Molecular oriented polyvinyl 

chloride (PVCO) provided the lowest equivalent CO2 emissions over pipe lifetime. Herstein et 
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al. (2009) and Herstein and Filion (2011) introduced a multiobjective optimization technique and 

a unique environmental index to extend water distribution system planning beyond consideration 

of economic objectives alone. Because their environmental index tended to be dominated by 

pumping energies, environmental and economic objectives were jointly satisfied for the most 

part (Herstein et al. 2011). Recio et al. (2005) investigated the life cycle energy consumption and 

related greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) attributable to PVC, HDPE, polypropylene, ductile iron 

and concrete pipes. That study indicated that externalized costs such as GHG emissions 

contribute significantly to the overall cost of water distribution system construction and use.   

Here the LCA damages of six commonly used pipe materials were analyzed.  Material-

dependent GWPs were organized as functions of pipe diameter for use in (i) designing real pipe 

networks and (ii) reevaluating criteria used to select optimal pipe sizes. LCA estimates of GWP 

were monetized in order to strengthen economic comparisons of pipe system alternatives in a 

high growth planning area in southeast Tucson, AZ. 

 

Methods 

LCA methodology 

Standard LCA methodology (ISO 14040, 2006) consists of the following four steps:  

i. Goal and scope definition to identify the objectives and boundaries of the system 

analyzed. 

ii. Life cycle inventory (LCI) analysis to quantify collected data (LCA inputs, e.g. material 

and energy use) and calculate LCA outputs (LCI results, e.g. emissions, waste, etc.). 
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iii. Life cycle assessment, to convert LCI results into environmental impacts. During this 

step, environmental effects are assigned to different impact categories to obtain category-

specific indicator values. 

iv. Interpretation, to evaluate and summarize results obtained from the previous steps and 

move toward a comprehensive conclusion. 

The main objectives of this study were to determine material-specific LCA damages for 

water and wastewater transmission—specifically, GWP and other categories of environmental 

impact for six commonly used pipeline materials. In the final analysis, however, the primary 

LCA result considered was GWP.  Four phases were modeled in terms of their contributions to 

GWP—pipe production, transport, installation, and use. The “functional unit” used to present 

and compare LCA results was unit pipeline length (km), as opposed to more commonly used 

functional units based on the volume of water produced or delivered. Simplifications were 

necessary (Table 1) to make the problem manageable.  It was not possible, for example, to 

generalize on the GWP arising from energy demand for water pressurization and delivery 

because results are sensitive to system topography (static lift).  Those damages were considered, 

however, when LCA was applied to water distribution system design in a high-growth Tucson 

area in which topography is known. 

Data collection 

The discrete pipe sizes selected for inclusion in the study ranged from 10.2 to 122 cm (4-

48 inches) in diameter for six distinct types of pipelines—PVC, ductile iron, cast iron, HDPE, 

concrete and reinforced concrete.  LCA requires certain information at each stage of the analysis 

(i.e., production, transport, etc; Figure 1; Table 2). Data for the pipeline LCA were collected 

from all available sources, although mainly from environmental reports, archival scientific 
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literature and personal communication with private companies. LCI calculations were carried out 

using commercial software, GaBi 4 (Goedkoop et al., 2008).   

For the production phase, material-dependent energy demands for discrete sizes of pipe 

were calculated as the embodied energies. Embodied energy includes the energy expended for 

raw material acquisition and all processes necessary for material production—that is, all energy 

consumed up to the point at which materials (in this case finished pipes) leave the factory. 

References supporting estimation of material- and size-dependent embodied energies are 

summarized in Tables 3-4.  In summary, raw material inputs for 1-km pipe lengths were 

calculated from published pipe dimensions and consequent material volume requirements.  

Ductile iron pipe calculations are used to illustrate the non-linearity in relationships between pipe 

diameter and material requirements (and ultimately GWP) per kilometer of pipe (Table 3).  

Conversion of material demands to embodied energy requirements was based on literature values 

(Table 4).  GWP was estimated from energy requirements using default conversions in the LCA 

software.  Since these were derived to represent fuel blends in Europe, calculations were 

repeated using a blend of fuels that is more representative of southwestern (US) municipalities.  

GWP estimates obtained using the two blends differed by < 1%.  The overall emissions factor for 

each blend was in the range 0.90-0.91 kg CO2 equivalent/kWh. 

Transport between points of production and installation was based on a 322-kilometer 

(200-mile) round trip between Phoenix and Tucson. Diesel-fueled, 13-ton road trucks were the 

assumed transport vehicles for all pipe materials. 

In the installation phase, we accounted primarily for fuel consumed during trench 

excavation, which was calculated based on the volume of soil removed and consequent trenching 

velocity (see below).  The calculation of trench volume differed for each pipe material based on 
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trenching and installation standards (Bonds 2001, Ductile Iron Pipe Design 2004, 

Aluminiumwalla et al. 2005, AWWA 1996, American Concrete Pipe Association 2007).  The 

basis of concrete pipe trench volume estimates illustrates the procedure used for all pipeline 

materials (Figure 2). 

Trench volume is a non-linear function of pipe diameter. When the volume per unit 

length was known, the trenching velocity was determined from: 

U = C × V-0.7   (1) 

where   V is the excavation volume per unit length of pipe (m3/m),  

U is the average trenching velocity (m/day), and 

C is a fitted constant.  

The estimated trenching velocity for the installation of 10.2-cm (4-inch) pipe was 100 m/(8-hr 

working day), leading to C= 4100 m2.4/day. 

Then      Te = 1000/U   (2) 

where Te is the time to excavate a 1-km trench (days, assuming 8 hr/working day) 

and         Cf = Te x Df    (3)  

where Cf is the fuel (gallons) consumed per km of trench and Df is the daily fuel demand 

(gallons/day). 

It was also assumed that the hydraulic excavator used consumes 363 L (96 gal) of diesel 

fuel per 8-hour working day (Caterpillar INC 2007). In-place disposal was presumed at the end 

of pipeline service life based on guidance from the City of Tucson—that is, no recycling or reuse 

benefits were taken, and there was no excavation or transportation cost for recovery. 
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LCI outputs consisting of emissions, wastes, etc. can be organized into a few 

environmental impact categories (Guinee et al. 2001) such as GWP, human toxicity potential, 

acidification potential, etc. (Figure 3). In this study, however, GWP was the primary impact 

category.  The use and potential importance of LCA end points other than GWP are illustrated in 

the supplementary materials section.                             

Results of LCA—Global Warming Potential  

Single pipe application 

GWP values in units of equivalent CO2 mass per km of pipeline were compared for the 

six pipeline types investigated (Table 5, 30.5-cm (12-inch) diameter only). For the 12-inch 

diameter example, iron pipes contributed the greatest increment to GWP among the six kinds of 

pipe materials compared. Concrete pipe had the lowest GWP despite the energy demand 

associated with cement production (Marceau et al. 2007, Martin et al. 1999). Nevertheless, 

concrete pipe was selected to illustrate the dependence of GWP on pipe diameter and to separate 

GWP components attributable to production, transport and installation phases (Figure 4). Pipe 

production (embodied energy) was the dominant source of GWP for all six pipe materials (Table 

5). GWP per km of pipe was then expressed as a continuous function of pipe diameter for each 

material investigated (Figure 5, Table 6).  Because GWP from pipe use is a function of flow and 

topography, the use phase was temporarily omitted from the analysis.  

For the monetization of GWP in Table 3, a value of $25 per metric ton was selected. 

While there are a few different methods to pay for carbon emissions or estimate their value, there 

is a fairly similar range of values for all of these methods. In the European Union, where 

emissions credits are exchanged as part of a cap-and-trade scheme to meet Kyoto Protocol 

targets, the going rate is roughly $22 per metric ton of CO2 equivalent ($20/ton; Serchuk 2009). 
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Australia’s recently enacted carbon trading framework prices a metric ton of CO2 equivalent at 

$23, to rise to $25.40 by 2015 (Cubby 2012). A carbon tax suggested by American legislator 

John B. Larson would start at $16.50/MT ($15/ton) and increase by $11/MT per year 

(GovTrack.us 2009, Komanoff 2009). A review in the UK of valuations of the social cost of 

carbon emissions found estimates ranging (in year 2000 dollars) from about $3 to $264 per 

metric ton (Clarkson and Deyes 2002). The purchase price for carbon offsets generally ranges 

from $3 to $100 per metric ton, with most offsets in the $10-$30 range (EcoBusinessLinks 

2012). Given this range of available carbon valuations, we felt that $25 per metric ton represents 

a reasonable value to use in this analysis. This assumption was examined via a sensitivity 

analysis (see below). 

 When the relationship between pipe type and GWP was generalized to include pipe 

diameters from 10.2-121.9 cm (4-48 inches), it became apparent that iron pipe is responsible for 

the highest GWP at diameters ≤ 61.0 cm (24 inches, Figure 5). At diameters ≥ 76.2 cm (30 

inches), PVC yields the greatest GWP per unit pipe length.  The seeming anomaly arises from 

the material-dependent schedule of pipe thicknesses, which increase dramatically for plastic 

water pipes of diameter greater than 61.0 cm (24 inches) (supplementary material).  Thickness 

requirements for iron pipes increase monotonically with diameter, but at a much more measured 

rate. 

Results are insensitive to transport distance and fuel efficiency assumptions since 

transport and installation contribute relatively little (from 1-8 percent) to GWP, even when the 

use phase is omitted from the analysis.  For this reason, several potential weaknesses of the 

analysis can be overlooked. For example, the insensitivity of results to assumptions regarding 

travel distance and fuel efficiency during transport is evident. Furthermore, the LCA impacts of 
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obtaining and emplacing trench bedding material were ignored. Sand and gravel bedding 

material were assumed to be locally available and easy to obtain, and their contribution to GWP 

was held to be negligible.  As expected, GWP is a non-linear function of pipe diameter, due 

primarily to material requirements (increased pipe thickness) for larger pipe sizes.  Diameter- 

and material-dependent GWP per km were fitted with second-order polynomials that were 

constrained to pass through the origin such that 

Yi=Aix2+Bix    (4) 

where Yi is the total GWP per km of pipe material i, x is the pipe diameter (cm), and Ai and Bi 

are constants derived from non-linear regression analysis (Table 6).    

 

Pipe Size Selection to Minimize GWP, Including Use Phase 

The LCA exercise to this point excluded environmental costs derived from pipe use.  It is 

probable, however, that energy requirements for water pressurization and transmission contribute 

significantly to both (i) total economic cost and (ii) damages to human and environmental health 

derived from manufacture, transport, installation and use of network distribution systems.  For a 

given rate of water delivery, small pipe sizes lower material requirements and energy use during 

production but increase energy losses during water transport.  Both energy use for pipe 

production and energy required to satisfy delivery objectives are non-linear functions of pipe 

size.  It follows that pipe size can be selected to minimize total GWP production over the design 

life of a pipe.  Furthermore, the optimal size of water transmission system elements may be 

affected by GWP and other external costs that are not paid by utilities and are thus not normally 

considered in pipe size selection. 
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The following exercise was carried out to determine the material-dependent pipe sizes 

that minimize overall GWP from construction and use of a 1-km length of pipe for water 

transmission at an average rate of 43.8 L/s (1.0 MGD) that is capable of transmitting a fireflow 

of 190 L/s (3000 gpm). Two pipe materials, PVC and reinforced concrete, were selected because 

they represent near extremes in terms of LCA costs.  Pipe service life was initially assumed to be 

30 years. Future GWP due to pressure requirements over the life of the pipe were discounted in 

the same way as economic costs (discount operator, 0.06 yr-1), so that the Figure 6 comparisons 

represent the “present value” GWP.  Use of a discount operator, although unconventional in this 

sense, is appropriate because (i) there will someday be a penalty or tax for GHG emissions, as in 

Europe today (a price of $25/MT is used here to monetize GWP) and (ii) the environmental 

damage due to GHG emissions is cumulative.  That is, current emissions are more damaging 

than future emissions because at any point in time, GHGs emitted earlier have a longer residence 

time in the atmosphere. Roshani et al. (2012) and Wu et al. (2010) provide insight on the use of 

discounting related to GWP in water systems. Elevation change over the 1-km length of pipe was 

ignored in the analysis because it does not affect the relative, size-dependent GWP—that is, 

static lift requirements are identical for all pipe sizes.  The Hazen-Williams equation (C=130 for 

PVC, 120 for ductile iron, 100 for reinforced concrete, 140 for HDPE) was utilized to calculate 

friction losses and relative energy requirements during pipe use (Mays 2010).  GWP during pipe 

production, delivery and installation was estimated per above. 

At a flow rate of 43.8 L/s (1.0 MGD), results indicate that the optimal pipe size to 

minimize GWP is weakly related to selection of pipe materials—from 50.8-60.9 cm (18-22 inch) 

diameter for PVC pipe to 56-66 cm (22-26 inch) diameter for reinforced concrete (Figures 6a 

and b, respectively).  Results for all pipe types are summarized in Table 7. The 1 MGD flow was 
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representative of a single transmission main designed to transport potable water to a housing 

development.  At a per capita demand of 606 liters per day (160 gpcd, a reasonable estimate for 

southwestern municipalities), the pipeline would be the primary potable water source for a 

hypothetical development of 6,250 people. 

Pipe size selection based on economic criteria alone leads to much the same result.  Here 

we utilized energy assumptions provided above and capital/installation costs for a 1-km pipe 

from Clark et al. (2002) within a decision support system (DSS) described by Woods et al. 

(2012). The least-cost PVC pipe (without considering GWP) is 40.6-50.8 cm (16-20 inches) in 

diameter (Figure 7). It is also apparent that for near-optimal pipe diameters, the GWP from 

energy consumed during pipe use (i.e., energy to convey water, ignoring static lift and pressure 

requirements) is approximately equal to that which results from pipe manufacture, transport and 

installation combined. 

Sensitivity analysis.  

The sensitivity of pipe diameter for minimum lifetime GWP to service life and discount 

operator was explored by varying each parameter and recalculating the optimal pipe diameter, 

per above, for PVC pipe.  At higher discount rates, smaller pipe sizes are preferred, reflecting the 

diminished present value of future emissions (Figure 8a). Longer service life favors larger pipe 

size since size-dependent GWP arising from pipe manufacture and installation can be amortized 

over a longer period.  As expected, the effect of service life on optimal diameter is minimal at the 

highest discount rate used in the analysis (0.08 yr-1).  

           Pipe design to minimize economic cost responds similarly to assumptions regarding 

service life and discount operator, although the analysis recommends modestly smaller diameter 

pipes than does optimization based on GWP (Figure 8b).  The difference in sizes is ≤ 4 inches, or 
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at most one commercial pipe size, again suggesting that consideration of LCA-GWP would not 

result in major shifts in pipe size selection for water conveyance. 

 The sensitivity of optimum pipe diameter to GWP penalty cost was also examined 

(Figure 9). The optimization was based on total cost, or the sum of total present worth (capital 

plus operations and maintenance over 30 years at a 6% discount rate) and the total present worth 

of GWP contributions. The diameter to minimize economic cost was close to that which 

minimizes GWP.  Consequently, pipe diameter for minimum total cost is remarkably insensitive 

to carbon price, varying less than 2.54 cm (1 inch) over a range of $0 to $300 per metric ton of 

CO2 equivalent. 

Pipe network application 

            The network application that follows is designed to overcome limitations of the previous 

single-pipe analysis, i.e., the inability to account for site-specific topography at points of delivery.  

It necessarily involves, however, a site-specific application.  The primary problem faced is 

related to the external nature of human and environmental health costs.  Since costs attributable 

to GWP are paid by the public at large, as opposed to the GWP generator, they are frequently 

omitted from economic comparisons of engineering alternatives.  To account for GWP, we 

monetized environmental costs based on a unit cost of $25/equivalent MT of CO2 emitted (see 

above).   

            The illustration builds on the results of a related study (Woods et al. 2012) in which a 

DSS was used to compare the economic costs of centralized vs. distributed water reclamation 

facilities in a high-growth area of Tucson, AZ, herein referred to as the Houghton area.  The 

Houghton area consists of 45 km2 in southeast Tucson (Figure 10).  Water from a central 

distribution system must be pumped ~40 km with a vertical lift of ~270 m to reach the Houghton 

area.  Reclaimed water can be provided for landscape irrigation from either (i) a central 
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wastewater treatment facility, the Roger Road Wastewater Reclamation Facility, which requires 

transport over a similar distance and elevation change or (ii) construction of a local reclamation 

facility in the Houghton area to reclaim water for landscape irrigation at a much reduced 

transport cost.  The DSS considered the cost of energy for water distribution and the capital cost 

of distribution system elements, but non-economic LCA damages of the distribution system (i.e., 

GWP calculated here for pipeline production, transport, installation and use) were originally 

omitted.   

           To illustrate the potential importance of GWP emissions, we rely on a scenario developed 

by Woods et al. in which 26,460 m3/day (7.0 MGD) of reclaimed water is used in the Houghton 

area for landscape irrigation and aquifer replenishment.  The water is reclaimed at a facility 

located directly adjacent to the Houghton area, and wastewater in excess of the plant’s 26,460 

m3/day (7.0 MGD) capacity is conveyed to a downstream regional facility. The DSS located and 

sized a total of 80 km of water distribution pipes in the Houghton area based on projected 

regional water demands.  At $0.08/kWh, the present value cost of energy to pump water through 

those pipes over a period of 30 years was ~$46M (discount rate = 6%), and the CO2 emissions 

for energy required to distribute water were estimated at 3.3 x 104 MT/yr.  Because all pipe 

diameters, lengths and types were part of the DSS output, it was possible to calculate the GWP 

from pipe production, transport, and installation (3.7 x 104 MT of CO2) to build the eventual 

water distribution system using the tools described here.  Based on a penalty cost of $25/MT of 

CO2, the incremental GWP from pipe production, transport and installation represents a one-time 

externalized cost of $0.93M.  This is about 2% of the present value cost of energy purchase 

(~$46M) for water transmission. When all delivery system GWP for potable and non-potable 

water in the Houghton area were considered, the total monetized GWP for pipe production, 
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transport, installation and system use phases was ~$12.4M, of which about $11.5M arose from 

use. This is about one-quarter of the $46M cost of energy for water distribution estimated for the 

Houghton area in the scenario analyzed. 

 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

The following observations are based on the previous analyses. 

1. For pipes ≤ 60.9 cm (24 inches) in diameter, ductile iron resulted in the greatest LCA-

GWP among the six pipe types compared.  At diameters ≥ 76.2 cm (30 inches), PVC pipe 

produced the greatest GWP per kilometer of pipe.  The seeming anomaly results from the 

pipe thickness schedule.  Plastic pipe thickness increases more rapidly as a function of 

diameter than does ductile iron pipe.  The GWP of concrete pipe was the lowest at 10.2 

cm ≤ diameter ≤ 121.9 cm (4 ≤ diameter ≤ 48 inches) despite high energy demand and 

carbon dioxide emissions associated with cement production. 

2. When GWP was calculated for pipe production, transport to site and installation 

(ignoring the use phase, where GWP is site specific), the production phase  or embodied 

energy accounted for 92-99% of total GWP, for the range of pipe materials considered.  

Because of the relatively small contributions of transport and installation to overall GWP, 

results are insensitive to assumptions related to transport distance and installation. 

3. For the same reasons, there are material dependent pipe diameters that minimize lifetime 

economic costs (capital plus O&M) and lifetime GWP.  Because the pipe diameters that 

minimize economic costs are similar to those that minimize LCA-GWP, inclusion of 
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GWP in analyses leading to pipe diameter selection is unlikely to change optimal size 

selection.   

4. Even when static lift and pressure requirements are ignored, the energy required to 

overcome friction losses is of the same magnitude as the embodied pipe energy.  When 

the energies to satisfy static lift and delivery pressure objectives are considered, however, 

use phase GWP is likely to be much larger than GWP arising from manufacture, transport 

and installation. 

5. When both GWP and economic costs are considered, longer pipe service life leads to 

selection of larger optimal pipe diameters, as does selection of lower discount rates. 

Selection of pipe diameter to minimize total cost (economic cost plus monetized GWP) 

was insensitive to the assumed GWP penalty cost. 

6. GWP is an external cost that is paid by the public in general and therefore ignored in 

comparisons of alternative water production and delivery scenarios. Externalized costs 

represent a small portion of overall water transmission costs—as illustrated by an 

exercise in which the water distribution system costs (economic plus monetized GHG 

emissions) were projected for the Houghton area in Tucson, AZ.    
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Table 1. Summary of elective constraints/simplifications for LCA of water/wastewater pipeline 
systems. 

LCA phase Included in the analysis Excluded 
Production Material- and size-specific 

energy consumption during 
raw material acquisition, pipe 
production. 

Production and maintenance of 
machinery required in the 
production phase.  

Transport Transport distance, fuel 
consumption, vehicle types. 

Production and maintenance of 
transportation vehicles.  

Installation Fuel consumption for trench 
excavation. 

Production and maintenance of 
excavator, embodied energy of 
bedding and backfill materials. 

Use Friction losses during water 
transmission. 

Static lift, delivery pressure. 
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Recovery/disposal None—the elective method for 
pipe disposal was 
abandonment in place. 

All—no recovery expense or 
salvage value was taken. 

 

 
Table 2.  Detailed Summary of input data for the LCA software. 

 Production process inputs per km of pipe 

Materials 

PVC Polyvinyl chloride granulate (kg), electricity (MJ), 
industrial water (kg) 

Ductile iron Iron ore (kg), electricity (MJ), industrial water (kg) 

Concrete Sand (kg), rock (kg), Portland cement (kg), electricity 
(MJ), industrial water (kg) 

HDPE High density polyethylene granulate (kg), electricity (MJ), 
industrial water (kg) 

Reinforced 
concrete 

Sand (kg), rock (kg), Portland cement (kg), steel (kg), 
electricity (MJ), industrial water (kg) 

Cast Iron Iron ore (kg), electricity (MJ), industrial water (kg) 
Transport 1Distance (km), cargo weight (kg) 
Installation Diesel (kg) 

 1Total delivery distance plus return (km) 
 
Table 3. Representative calculation--weight per unit length of ductile iron pipe. Parallel 
calculations for other pipe materials are provided in the supplementary materials. 
(AWWA/ANSI C150/A21.50-91Standards, Ductile Iron Design, 2004) 

Size (cm) Size(in) O.D(in) Thickness(in) Weight(kg/km) 

10.2 4 4.8 0.24 1.68E+04 
20.3 8 9.05 0.27 3.28E+04 
30.5 12 13.2 0.31 5.42E+04 
40.6 16 17.4 0.34 8.27E+04 
50.8 20 21.6 0.39 1.16E+05 
61.0 24 25.8 0.41 1.53E+05 
76.2 30 32 0.43 2.14E+05 
91.4 36 38.3 0.48 2.76E+05 
106.7 42 44.5 0.53 3.41E+05 
121.9 48 50.8 0.58 4.22E+05 

 

Table 4. Material-specific embodied energies for the pipe materials investigated.  The 
values shown are from the references indicated.  

Materials Category Embodied Energy Source 
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Table 5.  Summary of phase-dependent and total GWP per km of 30.5-cm (12-in) diameter pipe for 
different materials. Equivalent costs were calculated using a penalty cost of $25/MT of CO2 

equivalent.  

 

Table 6. Summary of material-dependent coefficients from non-linear regression analysis 
using LCA estimates of diameter-dependent GWP.  See Equation (4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Material-dependent, optimal pipe diameter range to minimize economic cost, LCA 
GWP or total cost (including the monetized LCA-GWP). 

(MJ/kg) 
Ductile Iron 34.4  Piratla et al, 2012 
Cast Iron 25.5  Energy Conservation in Iron Casting 

Industry, UNIDO&MITI, 1998 
PVC 75.2  Piratla et al, 2012 
HDPE 74.9  Piratla et al, 2012 
Reinforced Concrete 3.5  Struble, L., and Godfrey, J, 2004 & 

Marceau, M.L., Nisbet, M.A 2007 
Concrete 1.34  Marceau, M.L., Nisbet, M.A, 2007 

Pipe 
materials 
(12-inch 
pipe) 

Total 
GWP 
(103 kg 
CO2 /km) 

Production 
Phase  
(103  kg CO2  
/km) 

Installation 
Phase  
(103  kg 
CO2/km)  
 

Transportation 
Phase (103  

kg CO2  
/km) 

Equivalent
cost for 
total GWP 
@ $25/MT 

PVC 318 315 2.81 0.26 $7950 
Ductile iron 472 468 3.28 0.88 $11,800 
Concrete 68.3 63.1 2.91 2.26 $1706 
HDPE 218 215 2.81 0.17 $5450 
Reinforced 
concrete 152 146 2.91 2.47      $3791 

Cast iron 353 349 3.28 0.84 $8820 

Pipe Material A B 
PVC 3.9E02 -4.1E03 
Ductile Iron 1.4E02 1.3E04 
Concrete 0.3E02 1.5E03 
HDPE 3.2E03 -7.4E03 
Cast Iron 1.1E02 9.6E03 
Reinforced Concrete 0.8E02 3.5E03 
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Pipe materials  Size (in) to 
minimize economic 
cost 

Size (in) to 
minimize GWP 

Size (in) to minimize 
total cost  

PVC 16-20 18-22 16-20 
Ductile Iron 18-20 18-22 18-20 
HDPE  16-18 20-22 16-18 
Reinforced Concrete 20-24 22-26 20-24 
Concrete 20-24 28-30 20-24 
Cast Iron 18-22 22-24 18-22 
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Appendix D: Centralized vs. Decentralized Wastewater Reclamation in the Houghton Area of Tucson, AZ  

Gwendolyn J. Woods1, Doosun Kang2, Daniel R. Quintanar3, Edward F. Curley4, Stephen E. 
Davis5, Kevin E. Lansey6, Robert G. Arnold7 

 

ABSTRACT 

Reclaimed wastewater is increasingly important to satisfaction of water sustainability objectives 
in water-short municipalities throughout the United States and particularly in the Southwest. Water 
reclamation and reuse present new challenges for urban planners, who now tend to consider 
renewable fresh water and reclaimed wastewater as unique parts of a single water resources 
portfolio.  Efficiency objectives in geographically disperse communities lead planners to explore 
the relative merits of centralized versus decentralized wastewater treatment capacity when new 
construction is required.  However, the complexity of the planning landscape, in which existing 
water distribution and sewerage capacities; geographic factors; and uncertainty in growth 
projections, energy cost and even the sustainability of existing freshwater supplies contribute to 
plan selection, suggests that decision support methods can usefully supplement engineering 
judgment in order to find a near optimal level of decentralization in facilities planning.  Here, an 
existing decision support system (DSS) was modified to include costs attributable to infrastructure 
construction, operation, and maintenance for wastewater collection and both potable and reclaimed 
water transmission at the regional (city or city subsection) level in order to aid water supply 
planning. The modified DSS was then applied to a study area in southeast Tucson, AZ. Several 
scenarios are developed and compared on the basis of cost and energy consumption. A sensitivity 
analysis is provided. In general, increased peripheral demand, limited existing capacity, greater 
elevation differences, and lower discount rates favor decentralized design and construction. 
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BACKGROUND 

Rapidly growing municipal water needs and a diminishing portfolio of water supply 

alternatives are common characteristics of United States water resources management, not just in 

the water-scarce Southwest, but also in the drought-prone Southeast. Urban water shortages, 

coupled with environmental imperatives and tightening regulations, elevate the need for integrated 

water planning. Prior to the recent economic downturn, Arizona and Nevada experienced the 

highest rates of population growth in the nation. The model for southwestern urban growth has 

been decentralized, with new communities or developments appearing at the periphery of 

metropolitan areas. Nonetheless, in many cases, peripheral developments remain dependent on 

centralized water and wastewater services. 

Not surprisingly, the development of new water supplies has grown increasingly expensive, 

and competition among communities for limited supplies is sometimes high. In many cases, the 

last remaining assured supply is reclaimed wastewater. Indirect potable reuse of wastewater is 

contemplated, planned or practiced in every major southwestern municipality, so that water supply 

and wastewater treatment are linked as not imagined even a decade ago.  

In many cases, water supply and wastewater infrastructures were constructed after a 

paradigm in which (i) fresh water is pumped to customers for potable and non-potable uses through 

a single water distribution system, (ii) wastewater is collected and transported to a central facility 

for treatment and (iii) a portion of the treated water is reused for proximate landscape irrigation 

while the remainder is discharged to the environment. However, the advantages of consolidated 

water supply and wastewater treatment systems—economy of scale and operational simplicity—

can be secondary to more efficient water/wastewater service models that are better adapted to 
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future needs. Clearly, treated wastewater is sometimes too valuable to surrender to the environment 

and should be an integral part of regional water resource portfolios.  Water-short areas throughout 

the world no longer question the trend toward water reclamation and reuse.  In many areas, the 

primary issues are the identification of acceptable uses for reclaimed water; use-dependent 

treatment requirements; and the optimal spatial distribution of water reclamation facilities, 

particularly in communities that are experiencing decentralized growth. 

Finding an appropriate degree of decentralization within integrated water/wastewater 

treatment systems is an engineering challenge (NAE 2008).  For efficiency, such a system might, 

for example, collect and treat wastewater at one or more satellite wastewater reclamation facilities.  

The reclaimed water could then be distributed locally, in a parallel, or dual, distribution system for 

landscape irrigation, toilet flushing and/or fire fighting. It is hypothesized that peripheral 

reclamation and reuse of considerable volumes of municipal wastewater is economically justified. 

However, finding the optimal distribution of water reuse infrastructure requires innumerable 

engineering decisions related to the location and size of wastewater reclamation facilities, 

treatment process selection, the size of water mains and trunk sewers whose capacities depend on 

the degree of water/wastewater system decentralization, selection of appropriate applications for 

reclaimed water, treatment requirements for surface discharge, public acceptance, solids handling 

decisions, and so forth.  The complexity of facilities planning at a range of scales, in the presence 

of uncertainty, suggests that systems analytical tools should complement engineering judgment in 

this area.  

Consideration of non-economic objectives in integrated water/wastewater planning has 

become increasingly important. For example, the cost of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is 

largely or completely externalized and thus omitted from economic analyses. Nevertheless, 
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environmental costs are real and paid for by the public at large. It is possible that inclusion of such 

costs will both increase the overall acknowledged project cost and, more importantly, affect the 

comparative (total) costs of alternative projects. 

Okun (2000) indicated that dual (potable and reclaimed) systems can be economically 

attractive when distance from renewable water sources, energy costs, and the costs of advanced 

treatment necessary for unrestricted water reuse are considered. Similar factors favor satellite 

wastewater treatment and local reuse (Davis and Osgood 2008).  Finding the tipping point at which 

the advantages of peripheral water reclamation/reuse outweigh those of centralized treatment is 

complicated by uncertain population growth and water demand factors. 

Greater Tucson, Arizona, (population ~1 million) illustrates the potential advantage of joint 

water/wastewater planning.  Annual average water demand in the Tucson Active Management 

Area (TAMA, the hydrologic unit established by the state for regional water resources planning) 

is projected to be, in a low demand scenario, between 430 and 495 gigaliters per year (GLY, or 

350,000 - 400,000 acre-feet per year, AFY), of which about half is for municipal use (ADWR 

2010).  Unlike some regions of the U.S. in which water reclamation/reuse is already practiced 

(Asano 1998; Dove 1977; Johnson 1991; Miles et al. 2001), in southern Arizona, a balanced water 

budget (required by 2025 per state legislation) depends on (i) full utilization of the area’s allotment 

of Central Arizona Project (CAP) water and (ii) reuse of municipal wastewater (Figure 1). 

Decentralized growth has extended Tucson’s sewerage system outward 50 km (30 mi) from major 

wastewater treatment facilities (Figure 2), and fifty pumping stations are necessary for regional 

wastewater collection.  Despite dependence on water reuse to achieve a water balance, the range 

of acceptable uses for reclaimed water (landscape irrigation, indirect potable reuse, firefighting, 

etc.) remains to be determined. 
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Here, the objective of the study is to illustrate the utility of systems analysis for water 

resource planning in situations where water scarcity has elevated the importance of effective water 

management and reclaimed water is relied upon to supplement regional water resources. The 

Tucson metropolitan area provides the basis of a case study.  With permission from the WateReuse 

Research Foundation (WRRF) and assistance from Malcolm Pirnie, Inc., a decision support system 

(DSS) developed by Malcolm Pirnie under contract to the WRRF (Davis and Osgood 2008; Davis 

2009) was modified to accommodate (i) alternative reclaimed water distribution system 

configurations, (ii) reuse-dependent changes in potable water distribution and wastewater 

collection infrastructures, (iii) use of excess reclaimed water for aquifer replenishment, and (iv)  

calculation of greenhouse gas production. Alternative system configurations designed to 

accommodate growth in a portion of southeast metropolitan Tucson (Houghton Area) were 

compared based on economics and energy demand. The importance of specific physical, 

geographic and economic assumptions or conditions as drivers for DSS outcomes was illustrated 

via sensitivity analysis.  

Planning area description.  The Houghton Area consists of almost 4,450 hectares (11,000 

acres) in southeast Tucson that have been designated for residential and commercial development 

by the State of Arizona and City of Tucson (Figure 2).  The build-out population estimate for the 

Houghton Area is 85,000 (by the Pima Association of Governments, PAG), resulting in a projected 

wastewater flow of 40 megaliters per day ( MLD, or 10.5 million gallons per day, MGD), or 45 

MLD (12 MGD) when tributary communities to the east are included. The average 

domestic/commercial potable water demand in the Houghton Area at build-out was estimated at 

53 MLD (14 MGD), based on population projections by PAG and a per capita water consumption 

of 617 L (163 gallons) per day (Malcolm Pirnie 2008a, 2008b). An additional 11.4 MLD (3 MGD) 
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will be required for landscape irrigation (Table 1), so that the total projected Houghton Area 

average water demand was 64 MLD (17 MGD) in all scenarios. (Malcolm Pirnie 2008a, 2008b). 

The fact that about 25% of potable water and all reclaimed water is used consumptively (i.e. it 

does not return to the wastewater interceptors), combined with the fact that the wastewater 

tributary area is somewhat larger than the Houghton Area itself results in the imbalance in water 

and wastewater flows projected. 

The Houghton Area lies at the southeast terminus of Tucson’s existing reclaimed water 

distribution system.  A 17 ML (4.5-million gallon) reclaimed water reservoir at the northwest 

corner of the planning area lies near the end of the reclaimed distribution system (Figure 3) so that 

(pipe capacity permitting) extension of the existing water distribution system would  allow the city 

to provide reclaimed water to the area for landscape irrigation.  Irrigation requirements potentially 

satisfied using reclaimed water include golf courses, schools and parks both in and adjacent to the 

Houghton Area (Figure 3) for a combined average demand of about 11.4 MLD (3.0 MGD) at 

build-out (Malcolm Pirnie 2008b). Also considered is the possibility of indirect potable reuse, in 

which reclaimed water would be used for local aquifer replenishment.  After an unspecified period 

of time or distance of underground transport, infiltrate would be recovered and used without 

restriction.  

The Pantano Interceptor (PTI) and Southeast Interceptor (SEI) provide trunk sewer 

capacity for wastewater flow generated in the Houghton Area and areas that are hydraulically 

tributary to the region (Figure 3). The capacities of portions of these interceptors, particularly the 

SEI, will not satisfy the projected Houghton Area wastewater flow requirements at build-out 

(Malcolm Pirnie 2008a).  Furthermore, at several locations in the downstream system of 

interceptors that flow north/ northeast and connect the Houghton Area to central wastewater 
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reclamation facilities, including Roger Road WRF, along the Santa Cruz River (Figure 2), the 

timing and scale of sewer capacity enlargement will depend on upstream water reclamation and 

reuse decisions. 

City plans call for provision of water service to the Houghton Area via the City’s primary 

potable water distribution system.  The size of the connecting main, however, will depend on water 

reuse decisions in the Houghton Area.  Furthermore, energy costs for transmission of water from 

the Central Avra Valley Storage and Recovery Project (CAVSARP) through the Hayden-Udall 

water treatment plant to the Houghton Area contirbute substantially to the price of delivered water.  

The total static lift along that route is estimated at 90-120 m (300-400 feet) from ground water to 

land surface and an additional 270 m (900 ft) of above-ground net lift.  Since water reuse for 

irrigation and indirect potable reuse in the Houghton Area reduces the need for water use from 

CAVSARP, in effect enlarging the city’s potable water portfolio, it is possible to claim an 

economic benefit for reclaimed water use, whether that water comes from a centralized or 

peripheral reclamation facility.  

METHODS 

Scenario building. The primary objective of this work was to provide an economic 

comparison of water reclamation/reuse alternatives for the Houghton area, where rapid growth is 

projected at the periphery of the Tucson city limits. The scenarios chosen as the basis of that 

comparison range from now water reuse whatsoever to indirect potable reuse of wastewater 

effluent. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that the location of water reclamation facilities would 

be critical—that is, that the costs of (i) collection for treatment and redistribution of reclaimed 

water (in this case to the Houghton Area) would be very different from (ii) construction of a 

“peripheral” treatment plant in the Houghton Area itself for water reclamation leading to 
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satisfaction of local demands for reclaimed water. Relatively minor differences in the constructed 

scenarios were premised on the selection of a treatment capacity for such a satellite wastewater 

reclamation facility. That is, the water reclamation plant would be sized solely to satisfy local 

irrigation requirements, or a bigger plant could be constructed in the Houghton Area to reclaim as 

much wastewater as possible. In the latter case, water not immediately used for irrigation would 

be stored locally, at a significantly higher elevation, for later redistribution and reuse. Four basic 

scenarios for water supply and wastewater treatment in the Houghton Area (Figure 4 and Table 

2)) are described below. 

• Scenario 1—No reclamation/reuse: A centralized treatment plant (the Roger Road 

Wastewater Reclamation Facility, RRWRF) located along the Santa Cruz River, treats all 

Houghton Area wastewater, including wastewater from tributary communities to the east 

(45 MLD, 12 MGD, from the entire study area), and the City of Tucson provides potable 

water from CAVSARP to satisfy the entire regional water demand (64 MLD, 17 MGD, at 

build-out). 

• Scenario 2—Centralized treatment/redistribution for peripheral reuse: Reclaimed 

water from RRWRF is redistributed to satisfy the 11.4 MLD (3.0 MGD) Houghton Area 

demand for landscape irrigation, and satellite wastewater treatment is not constructed in 

this scenario. The relative elevations of the RRWRF and the Houghton Area preclude 

redistribution of reclaimed water to the Houghton Area in excess of local requirements for 

landscape irrigation (11.4 MLD, 3 MGD). Additional wastewater flows could be reclaimed 

for use in the vicinity of RRWRF. 

• Scenario 3—Satellite treatment/reuse: Wastewater treatment capacity (26 MLD, 7 

MGD) is constructed along the SEI in the Houghton Area for peripheral treatment of 
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wastewater. Reclaimed water is used locally for landscape irrigation (11.4 MLD, 3 MGD) 

or infiltrated (15 MLD, 4 MGD) for groundwater replenishment in the Houghton Area. 

Plant capacity was selected to treat all the wastewater that can be drawn from a single 

interceptor (SEI or PTI) in the Houghton Area. 

• Scenario 4—Indirect potable reuse (with satellite treatment): Wastewater treatment 

capacity (26 MLD, 7 MGD) is constructed along the SEI in the Houghton Area for 

peripheral treatment.  Treated wastewater is infiltrated locally for groundwater 

augmentation and allowed to mix with native ground water before it is recovered for 

unrestricted potable use. Thus, potable water satisfies all demands, and a dual (potable, 

non-potable) water supply system is unnecessary, in contrast to Scenarios 2 and 3. 

Scenario 2 was subsequently divided (2 and 2a) to account for the possibility that new 

pipeline construction would be required to transport reclaimed water from the RRWRF to the 

Houghton Area (Scenario 2a).  Similarly, Scenario 3 gave rise to derivative case 3a. In Scenario 

3a, the satellite plant produces only enough reclaimed water (11.4 MLD, 3 MGD) to satisfy 

Houghton Area needs for landscape irrigation and seasonal variation is met using an underground 

storage and recovery system.   

Modified Decision Support System (MDSS) application. The economic costs and 

greenhouse gas emissions for all system configurations and operating rules were compared using 

the modified DSS software. The purpose of the MDSS is to provide a planning level cost estimate. 

Cost estimates provide a Class 4 level of accuracy or effort, as defined by the Association for the 

Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE 2005), that is appropriate for initial budget decisions 

that do not require detailed site layouts. The presumed accuracy of the estimates ranges from minus 
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15-30% to plus 20-50%. All costs were adjusted to January 2011 dollars using the Engineering 

News Record (ENR) Cost Construction Index (CCI) 20-Cities Average.  

The MDSS is a program based in Microsoft Excel. It contains sections for different 

components of water and wastewater systems, such as potable water wells, water and wastewater 

reclamation facilities, potable and reclaimed water transmission systems, and wastewater 

interceptor systems. Templates are available to accept system information on the configuration, 

type and size of components and their construction timing and operation.  Construction staging is 

permitted.  Pipe systems layouts and sizes can be entered directly on the spreadsheet or defined 

using an EPANET model (USEPA 2008), but hydraulic analyses are completed within the MDSS 

for water distribution, using standard hydraulics equations (Darcy-Weisbach, Hazen-Williams). 

Operational decisions are also supplied to the model and appropriate costs are calculated.  For 

potable and reclaimed water pipe sizing, an average demand condition and a peak demand 

condition are used to size pipes; a design maximum velocity dictates a pipe diameter, and pump 

sizing is then determined such that a minimum pressure constraint in the system is met. For 

wastewater interceptors, sizing is based on achieving a minimum (scour) velocity in the interceptor 

at 85% full (peak dry weather flow). Lift stations are added if the minimum velocity constraint 

cannot be met through deeper burial of the downstream end of the pipe. Costs of water and 

wastewater reclamation facilities are based on the capacity of the plant and type of treatment 

employed. Costs for infiltration of potable or reclaimed water, including reclaimed water for 

indirect potable reuse (IPR), are computed from a design infiltration rate and a user-defined 

operational schedule. Costs for capital as well as operation and maintenance (O&M) are totaled, 

and a present worth is computed based on a defined discount rate. GHG production is estimated 

using the relationships between a power generation mix for the study area (coal, natural gas, etc) 
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and GHG emissions from each source of power (Pacific Institute 2004).  The MDSS displays a 

cost breakdown by component system, split into capital and O&M costs. Details about the MDSS, 

cost estimation methods, and equations used can be found in the supplementary material.   

MDSS input requirements.  The following information is required in order to use the 

MDSS for cost comparison purposes:  (i) User must lay out candidate pipe networks consisting of 

wastewater interceptors and potable/reclaimed water transmission lines. The entire network need 

not be defined; only elements representing major interceptors and transmission pipelines are 

required; this network layout can be in the form of an EPANET input (.INP) file (ii) Wastewater 

flows are required, as are demands for potable and non-potable water in the planning area—here 

the Houghton Area. (iii) Elevations at major points of wastewater discharge and water demand 

must be known. (iv) The proposed location(s) and treatment process descriptions for wastewater 

reclamation facilities must be provided, as must distances from proposed satellite treatment 

locations to major sources of wastewater—i.e., wastewater interceptors. (v) The process (e.g. 

wells, surface treatment) and flow volumes for obtaining potable water must be specified. (v) DSS 

users should specify needs for aquifer storage and recovery facilities necessary to satisfy either 

seasonal demand patterns for reclaimed water or long-term aquifer replenishment planning 

requirements (groundwater banking).  (vi) If indirect potable reuse is to be pursued, this must be 

specified as a program input.  (vii) The sizes (or capacities for interceptors) and roughness of 

existing pipes and wastewater interceptors must be provided. (viii) Many other factors (e.g. 

distribution system peaking factors, power generation mix, discount operator, etc.) can be specified 

by the user to create the most realistic scenario possible, but DSS defaults (see Table 12 in 

supplementary material) will be utilized in the absence of user input.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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MDSS outputs. With the data, parameter estimates and so forth mentioned above, the 

MDSS will calculate comparative economic costs and energy use/greenhouse gas production for 

centralized vs. peripheral treatment for any of the alternative water supply/wastewater treatment 

scenarios that could be posited. The MDSS identifies pipes where capacity enlargement is 

necessary and sizes them and other new pipes based on projected flows and a design maximum 

velocity. Pump power, associated operational cost, and greenhouse gas production are also 

computed. Pumping and treatment costs for potable water from wells or surface water sources can 

be obtained from the model, as can associated greenhouse gas production. Similar costs are also 

calculated for wastewater reclamation facilities. For recharge facilities, the DSS computes the 

number of basins or wells needed, the size of infiltration basins, the pipe and pumping 

requirements, and the total size of the facility. Additionally, model use makes sensitivity analysis 

convenient, so that engineers and utilities can easily expose component costs and the cost of design 

modifications to maximize system reliability. 

Cost comparisons—general. A detailed breakdown of scenario-dependent economic cost 

and greenhouse gas production, as well as the effect of considering the value of offsetting the use 

of potable water for the Houghton Area is provided (Tables 3 and 4). A few observations can be 

made based on the summary cost and greenhouse gas emission estimates: 

1. Perhaps the largest single factor affecting the relative attractiveness of the alternatives 

evaluated  is the adequacy of the existing reclaimed water distribution system for delivery of 

reclaimed water from the regional plant to the Houghton Area.  Regional reclamation for 

distributed reuse is very nearly the least cost alternative (20-yr present worth cost of $320 M, 

scenario 2) if the reclaimed water pipeline connection to the Houghton Area does not have to 

be paid for.  If it does, regional reclamation/distributed use is by far the most expensive 
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alternative (20-yr present worth cost of $346 M, scenario 2a).  The analysis indicates that the 

Tucson area geography and growth pattern favor satellite reclamation alternatives, at least after 

delivery capacity in the existing reclaimed water distribution system is accounted for.  In new 

system planning satellite reclamation for local reuse would again be economically justified. 

2. The no reclamation alternative (scenario 1) is relatively inexpensive but may be unacceptable 

for other reasons.  That is, some form of water reclamation/reuse is required for water 

sustainability in the TAMA (Figure 1), and in the current analysis the only penalty for 

greenhouse gas emissions is energy cost.  Were externalized costs of CO2 emissions somehow 

accounted for, the no reclamation alternative might again be eliminated. Additionally, when 

a benefit is taken for potable water that is conserved for other uses by using reclaimed water, 

the no reclamation alternative becomes less attractive (Table 5). 

3. The total present value costs for satellite reclamation/reuse via landscape irrigation  

alternatives (scenarios 3 and 3a) differ by only $4 M. The larger satellite water reclamation 

plant with infiltration basin capacity for excess water (scenario 3) is the less expensive of the 

two.  Albeit the satellite plant is more expensive in this option, the additional cost is more than 

recovered in downstream capacity savings.  This would not occur if excess capacity in central 

treatment facilities were available, indicating that potential savings attributable to installation 

of satellite wastewater treatment capacity depends on timely facilities planning—at points 

where the future capacity of centralized facilities is actually a decision variable. Notice that 

scenario 3 is economically preferable to scenario 3a (smaller plant with no net peripheral 

aquifer replenishment) even when no benefit is assigned to peripheral water storage by the 

MDSS.  There is likely some value, however, to water storage at relatively higher elevations, 

and a significant fraction of the wastewater that is treated centrally and discharged to the Santa 
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Cruz River is lost to the TAMA, adding to the actual value of peripheral aquifer replenishment. 

When recharged water is valued at $140 per acre foot ($113/ML), the approximate price of 

current CAP supplies, scenario 3 becomes even more cost effective relative to scenario3a.  

4. The most cost effective, lowest energy alternative involves satellite reclamation for indirect 

potable reuse (scenario 4). The primary savings, which lie in reduced cost for central treatment 

capacity and lower costs for potable water transmission, more than offset increased capital and 

O&M costs for satellite wastewater treatment and local water infiltration. The State of Arizona 

sanctions IPR without reverse osmosis treatment when water is introduced underground via 

infiltration. Results of this analysis suggest that this practice will be cost effective. 

5. The highest and lowest-cost scenarios differed by only 9%.  However, all scenarios had in 

common capital cost elements related to expansion of central wastewater treatment capacity, 

potable water transmission lines, pumping stations, water storage tanks, etc.  Similarly, there 

were common operation and maintenance costs for central treatment facilities and water 

treatment and transmission.  Potable water transmission costs were by far the largest of these 

common costs.  To analyze these costs in common, minimum costs for elements common to 

Scenarios 2, 3, and 4 were summed. Elements consisted of all collection, treatment, and 

transmission system components. Together, the common costs amongst the scenarios represent 

non-discretionary costs. Their combined value is about $260 M.  As a fraction of discretionary 

or scenario-dependent costs, differential cost noted are much larger. There is a 33% cost 

differential between the lowest and highest cost options based on discretionary costs alone.  

6. A similar case can be made for the significance of scenario-dependent differences in energy 

use and GHG emissions. In fact, the worst (scenario 1--no reclamation) and best (scenario 
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4—indirect potable reuse) cases differ by almost 25% in terms of the greenhouse gas 

emission values shown in Table 4.  Were only the discretionary elements of energy use 

considered, differences would be much greater.  Energy requirements for potable water 

delivery to the Houghton Area are the largest contributor to energy demand in each alternative 

considered—over 50% in each case.  Elimination of energy components that are common to 

all alternatives considered would, again, elevate the significance of scenario-dependent 

differences. Furthermore, consideration of GHG emissions in the overal costs can widen the 

cost gap between some scenarios, as in the case of Scenario 4, which becomes relatively less 

costly compared to all other alternatives when GHG costs are taken into account. 

Sensitivity analysis. Numerous sources of uncertainty in the cost estimates could affect 

scenario competiveness. For example, there is uncertainty in selections of the discount rate; pump 

cost parameters; unit electricity cost; reclaimed system peaking factor; pipe roughness; ENR CCI 

(due to regional variation, which is not considered here); electricity generation mix (coal, natural 

gas, renewable energy, etc.); population density and growth rate; irrigation demand assumptions; 

per capita demand for potable and reclaimed water, conservation effects, greywater reuse and/or 

rainwater harvesting; physical and apparent water loss in transmission systems; full life cycle cost 

analysis of scenarios; construction timing; value of reclaimed water recharged to ground water; 

and social and institutional constraints, including financing issues and water rights. The 

importance of uncertainty in the first five of these topics was addressed via sensitivity analysis. In 

addition, the effects of changing elevation, total (potable and reclaimed) demand in the study area, 

and reclaimed water demand are explored in order to make the overall analysis more general. 

Not surprisingly, higher discount rate favors solutions that are weighted toward future 

spending—those with relatively high operation and maintenance costs and lower construction 
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costs (Figure 5).  Scenario 1, in which costs were very dependent on energy consumption for 

potable water delivery to the Houghton Area, shows the greatest sensitivity to selection of the 

discount operator.  Although the present worth cost of each scenario is sensitive to discount 

operator (Table 6), each alternative responded similarly, and variation of the discount rate within 

the range tested produced no changes in the relative economic costs of the seven scenarios 

investigated, except that scenario 4 became more expensive than scenarios 1 and 2 with increases 

in the discount rate of more than 20%. The relation between discount operator and present worth 

is not perfectly linear—it is better fitted with a quadratic function. Nevertheless, changes in 

fractional cost per fractional changes in the parameters indicated were used to indicate relative 

sensitivity of scenario-dependent economic costs to the parameters tested (Table 6).  A similar 

strategy was followed for all sensitivities given in Table 6; in cases where the relation was not 

linear, scenario-dependent cost sensitivity was determined for small positive changes in each 

parameter. 

Pumping requirements are scenario specific, so that present worth costs for alternative 

water/wastewater system configurations respond differently to changes in the unit cost of pumping 

capacity in the seven scenarios. Scenarios 2 and 2a (regional reuse without/with a new line) are 

particularly sensitive to pumping cost, as the 11.4 MLD (3 MGD) of reclaimed water demand at 

Houghton Area build-out must be provided from the RRWRF, 42 km (26 miles) from the edge of 

the Houghton Area.  Increasing or decreasing the unit capital cost (from the base rate of 

$15,196/kW, $11,330/HP) for pump capacity by 50% raised and lowered the total present worth 

cost of Scenarios 2 and 2a by 12-13%. All other alternatives changed approximately 9-10%. 

The effect of changes in unit power costs in the range $0.04-$0.12 per kWh produced 

similar changes in the economic costs scenarios.  Again, scenario 1 was slightly more sensitive 
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than other scenarios due to higher energy use for delivery of potable water than reclaimed water 

to the Houghton Area.  

The overall peaking factor used for reclaimed water irrigation system design is dominated 

by seasonal variation in demand.  When summer irrigation is scheduled uniformly over the entire 

24-hour day, peak hourly and peak daily demands for irrigation water are similar.  The effect of 

total present value cost on reclaimed water peaking factor was directly related to the volume of 

water reused (here equal for all scenarios other than scenario 1) and delivery distance, so  Scenario 

2 alternatives proved most sensitive to increases in peaking factor.  Not surprisingly, Scenarios 1 

and 4 were particularly insensitive to variation in the assumed peaking factor for irrigation water 

since these scenarios do not require a dual water supply system (Table 6).  Cost sensitivity to the 

selection of peaking factor was significantly lower than sensitivities to unit energy and pump 

station costs.     

Modest increases in system present worth were also observed with increases in pipe 

roughness. Scenario 2a was the most sensitive, followed by Scenario 2. Pipe roughness tends to 

affect these scenarios more due to the large length of pipe needed to carry water from RRWRF to 

the Houghton Area. Scenario 1 was the least sensitive to pipe roughness values. In all cases except 

Scenario 2a, the sensitivity was less than 0.1% change in present worth per percent change in 

roughness. Because increased pipe roughness contributes to higher future energy cost, the 

sensitivity to roughness is analogous to a combination of higher energy cost sensitivity and 

discount rate. 

For 10% (approx. 21 m, 70 ft) increase in the elevation difference between the Houghton  

Area and CAVSARP, present worth costs for the no reclamation (scenario 1) and satellite 

reclamation scenarios (3 and 3a) increased by about 1-1.2%. The present worth cost for the 
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indirect potable reuse alternative (Scenario 4) increased by only ~0.7%, however, reflecting 

reduced demand for CAVSARP water in that alternative. Total present worth costs for the regional 

reclamation scenarios (2 and 2a) increased by about 1.4% due to energy requirements for water 

retransmission to the Houghton Area. Large lift requirements to peripheral, high growth areas are 

sure to favor peripheral treatment and reuse alternatives since energy costs are a significant fraction 

of the total present worth cost in all scenarios analyzed. Because friction losses in water 

transmission are relatively low (in this case, the headloss due to friction going to the Houghton 

Area was less than 1/3 of the headloss due to elevation change), flat terrain may favor selection of 

centralized systems.  That hypothesis remains to be more thoroughly tested, however, due to needs 

for wastewater lift and the increased potential for crown corrosion in warm climate, flat terrain 

areas. 

As expected, changing total water demand in the planning area produced the largest 

changes in total present worth cost, with over 0.7% change in total cost for each 1% change in 

total demand for all scenarios except Scenario 1 (no reclamation) and Scenario 3 (peripheral 

treatment plant with excess capacity), which were slightly lower. Scenario 2 (centralized 

treatment) was the most sensitive to the demand assumption. The sensitivity of Scenario 2 to 

water demand in the planning area indicates that peripheral treatment/reuse schemes become more 

cost effective in higher population, outlying areas, or perhaps that some critical level of water 

demand is necessary to justify water reuse of any kind in peripheral parts of a community.   

The sensitivity of total present worth cost to the total demand for reclaimed water in the 

study area varied significantly among scenarios.  Scenario 3 (peripheral treatment plant with 

excess capacity) was the least sensitive, presumably because excess treatment capacity—up to 26 

MLD (7 MGD) average flow—was built into that scenario. Scenario 2 (central treatment and 
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redistribution for reuse) was easily the most sensitive to altered demand, a consequence of 

inadequate existing pipeline capacity and very high incremental energy costs in the existing 

regional reclaimed water distribution system.   

Other points to note about the study are that in the wastewater system, interceptors are only 

undersized at a few key bottlenecks, so that addition of parallel pipes was only necessary in a small 

number of locations. Previous planning/construction in the region minimized the number of areas 

requiring upsizing, in effect favoring a more centralized wastewater system. In a similar way, the 

connection at the northwestern corner of the Houghton Area to the existing reclaimed system 

reduces the cost to connect to an existing, centralized reclaimed water supply, again favoring the 

centralized system. Finally, the relatively small size of the Houghton Area (less than 10% of total 

demand and about 10% of the expected growth in the southern portion of Tucson) makes it difficult 

to justify satellite reclamation. Were an expanded area considered, however, the balance might tip 

in favor of decentralized facilities. 

Although parameter changes frequently reversed the relative costs of alternative scenarios, 

the dependence of total present worth cost on parameter selection was, in general, too cumbersome 

to display; modeling results in that area are fully presented as supplemental material (Figures 6-

13). 

SUMMARY 

A decision support system was modified for economic evaluation of water reuse 

alternatives (system configurations and operating rules) in the Tucson metropolitan area. The 

primary comparison was between alternative systems based on (i) collection and centralized 

treatment of wastewater after which reclaimed water was redistributed for use in landscape 
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irrigation versus (ii) construction of decentralized wastewater treatment and reuse capacity.  The 

Houghton Area was selected for development of a case study in which seven scenarios were 

developed and evaluated based on relative cost and energy or greenhouse gas production. Indirect 

potable reuse provided the least-cost alternative investigated. In general, satellite treatment for 

local reuse suffers from scale considerations--higher treatment plant costs per unit of treatment 

capacity--but enjoys lower pump and collection system capacity requirements. Particularly in high 

growth areas where existing water transmission infrastructure is nearing capacity limits, satellite 

treatment is a reasonable choice. Non-economic factors such as life cycle analysis, relative system-

wide reliability, or ability to respond to uncertainty in future demand/supply also play roles in 

siting sanitary infrastructure. Public attitude regarding potable reuse will likely affect scenario 

planning, treatment process selection, and other considerations related to the relative costs of 

centralized versus decentralized treatment facilities. Next-generation optimization models should 

account for such factors, if possible. 

Because uncertainties remain in a great many areas of water supply planning, sensitivity 

analysis was used to identify operational and cost parameters that are particularly important to cost 

estimation. As refinements occur in the estimation of the most critical parameters, scenario 

dependent cost estimates can be similarly refined.  Sensitivity analysis was also used to generalize 

the results of what is otherwise a Tucson-area case study. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 1. Projected demands for large-scale, landscape irrigation in the Houghton Area at 
build-out. See Figure 3 for locations. Rita Ranch is adjacent to the western edge of the Houghton 
Area boundary, Rocking K is adjacent to the eastern edge, and Del Lago is located at the southeast 
corner of the Houghton Area. 
 

Projected Reclaimed Water Demand 

Area 
Average 
(MGD) 

Average 
(MLD) 

Peak Day 
(MGD) 

Peak Day 
(MLD) 

Houghton 1.51 5.72 2.52 9.54 
Rita Ranch 0.49 1.85 0.82 3.10 
Rocking K 0.38 1.44 0.63 2.38 
Del Lago 0.59 2.23 0.99 3.75 

http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/wswrd/dw/epanet.html
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Total 2.97 11.24 4.96 18.78 
Table 2. Descriptions of the reclamation scenarios examined. (Adapted from Woods et al. 2011, ASCE.) 

Scenario Description 

1 No Reclamation -- All water needs are supplied with potable water from CAVSARP.  A dual water 
distribution system is unnecessary. 

2 Regional Reclamation -- Wastewater is reclaimed at Roger Road WRF, and 11.4 MLD (3 MGD) 
reclaimed water is returned to the Houghton Area for landscape irrigation.  The existing reclaimed 
water distribution system is used to transport reclaimed water from the RRWWP to the Houghton 
Area. While wastewater may be reclaimed at RRWRF, effluent may be used in areas outside of the 
Houghton Area and therefore additional flow is not considered in this study. 

2a Regional Reclamation with New Reclaimed Line-- Wastewater is reclaimed at Roger Road WRF, and 
11.4 MLD (3 MGD) reclaimed water is again returned to the Houghton Area, but through a newly 
constructed pipeline. 

3 Satellite Reclamation -- 26 MLD (7 MGD) wastewater is reclaimed at a new satellite plant near the 
Houghton Area. During the cooler 6 months of year, 23 MLD (6 MGD) is recharged to groundwater 
and 3.8 MLD (1 MGD) of reclaimed water is used within the Houghton Area for landscape irrigation. 
During the warmer 6 months, 7.6 MLD (2 MGD) is recovered from the local ground water and 
combined with 11.4 MLD (3 MGD) of direct-use reclaimed water.  The 19 MLD (5 MGD) total is 
used for landscape irrigation in the Houghton Area.  

3a Satellite Reclamation with a Smaller Plant-- 11.4 MLD (3 MGD) wastewater is reclaimed at a new 
plant near the Houghton Area; during the cooler 6 months of year, 7.6 MLD (2 MGD) is used for 
groundwater augmentation and 3.8 MLD (1 MGD) reclaimed water is used directly for landscape 
irrigation in the Houghton Area. During the warmer 6 months, 7.6 MLD (2 MGD) is recovered and 
combined with 11.4 MLD (3 MGD) of direct-use reclaimed water.  The 19 MLD (5 MGD) total is 
used for landscape irrigation in the Houghton Area. 

4 Indirect Potable Reuse -- 26 MLD (7 MGD) wastewater is reclaimed at a plant near the Houghton 
Area; all water is used for aquifer replenishment.  All 26 MLD (7 MGD) is recovered, chlorinated, and 
used without restriction to satisfy water demand in the Houghton Area. This scenario does not require 
a dual water distribution system. 
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Table 3. Summary of scenario-dependent economic costs.  Scenario descriptions are provided as Table 2 and Figure 4. 
Scenario 1 2 2a 3 3a 3b 4 

Brief Description 
No 
Reclamation 

Regional 
Reclamation 

Regional 
Reclamation 
New Line 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
26 MLD (7 
MGD )with 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
11.4 MLD 
(3 MGD) 
with 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
11.4 MLD 
(3 MGD) no 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
26 MLD (7 
MGD) with 
Indirect 
Potable 
Reuse 

Capital Cost ($ millions as 20-year present worth) 

Wastewater Rec.          Central $71.93  $71.93  $71.93  $30.22  $54.13  $54.13  $30.22  

Satellite $0  $0  $0  $44.33  $35.88  $35.88  $44.33  

Satellite Influent / Solids $0  $0  $0  $0.87  $0.66  $0.66  $0.87  

Recharge $0  $0  $0  $18.11  $8.17  $0  $21.71  

Pot. Water Trans.           Pipes $23.98  $17.66  $17.66  $17.66  $17.66  $17.66  $23.59  

Pumps $21.01  $16.63  $16.63  $16.63  $16.63  $16.63  $19.55  

Tanks $29.13  $23.99  $23.99  $23.99  $23.99  $23.99  $29.13  

Rec. Water Trans.           Pipes $0  $6.87  $23.81  $7.16  $7.16  $7.16  $0  

Pumps $0  $12.86  $19.45  $4.93  $4.93  $7.97  $0  

Tanks $0  $4.62  $4.62  $4.62  $4.62  $6.43  $0  

Wastewater Collection     Pipes $8.48  $8.48  $8.48  $3.68  $4.48  $4.48  $3.68  

SUB-TOTAL $154.52  $163.05  $186.57  $172.20  $178.31  $174.99  $173.08  

               

Operations and Maintenance ($ millions as 20-year present worth) 

Wastewater Rec. Central $33.78  $33.78  $33.78  $14.19  $25.42  $25.42  $14.19  

Satellite $0  $0  $0  $20.82  $11.19  $11.19  $20.82  

Satellite Influent / Solids $0  $0  $0  -$0.12 -$0.08 -$0.08 -$0.12 

Recharge $0  $1.48  $1.48  $5.39  $1.81  $0.68  $8.22  

Water Source                   Wells $20.04  $16.50  $16.50  $16.50  $16.50  $16.50  $11.79  

  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  

Treatment $25.15  $20.72  $20.72  $20.72  $20.72  $20.72  $25.15  

Potable Water Transmission $86.44  $70.93  $70.93  $70.93  $70.93  $70.93  $57.62  
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Reclaimed Water Transmission $0  $12.51  $15.14  $4.39  $4.39  $8.40  $0  

Wastewater Collection $1  $0.66  $0.66  $1.24  $1.09  $1.09  $1.24  

SUB-TOTAL $166.07  $156.57  $159.20  $154.05  $151.97  $154.85  $138.91  

GRAND TOTAL $320.59  $319.62  $345.77  $326.26  $330.28  $329.84  $311.99  
 

 
 
Table 4. Scenario-dependent greenhouse gas production (20-yr service life). Emission figures are as CO2 equivalents in 
kilotonnes per year. Emissions from wastewater system are zero. 
 

Scenario 1 2 2a 3 3a 3b 4 

Brief Description 
No 

Reclamation 
Regional 

Reclamation 

Regional 
Reclamation 

New Line 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
26 MLD (7 
MGD )with 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
11.4 MLD (3 
MGD) with 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
11.4 MLD (3 
MGD) no 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
26 MLD (7 
MGD) with 
Indirect 
Potable 
Reuse 

Greenhouse Gases (kilotonnes/yr) 

Wastewater Reclamation          Central 8.89 8.89 8.89 3.70 6.67 6.67 3.70 

Satellite 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.18 2.22 2.22 5.18 

Recharge 0.00 0.81 0.81 2.93 0.88 0.36 4.94 

Water Source                                Wells 12.75 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 7.50 

Treatment 0.88 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.88 

Potable Water Transmission      Pumps 36.45 29.92 29.92 29.92 29.92 29.92 22.51 

Reclaimed Water Transmission  Pumps 0.00 2.15 3.25 0.82 0.82 1.33 0.00 

TOTAL 58.96 52.98 54.08 53.78 51.73 51.71 44.72 
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Table 5. Cost of greenhouse gas production and benefits of offsets to potable water use. GHG 
production was valued at a cost of $20/ton ($22/MT, Serchuk 2009), and offsets to potable 
water were valued at $140/acre-foot ($113/ML). 

Scenario 1 2 2a 3 3a 4 

Brief Description 
No 

Reclamation 
Regional 

Reclamation 

Regional 
Reclamation 

New Line 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
26 MLD (7 
MGD )with 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
11.4 MLD (3 
MGD) with 
Recharge 

Satellite 
Reclamation 
11.4 MLD (3 
MGD) no 
Recharge 

Scenario Costs (economic 
only) $320.59  $319.62  $345.77  $324.82  $328.84  $316.94  

Cost of GHG emissions 
(20-yr present worth) $14.88 $13.37 $13.65 $13.57 $13.05 $11.28 

Benefit of Recharge (20-
yr present worth) $0.00 -$5.40 -$5.40 -$12.59 -$5.40 -$12.59 

Total, including GHG 
Costs and Recharge 
Benefits $335.47  $327.59  $354.03  $325.80  $336.50  $315.64  

 
 
Table 6. Scenario sensitivity to various factors. The values shown represent the slopes of curves for small changes 
from the base value of the parameter relating total present value cost to parameter values for the parameters shown.   

 % change in present worth per % change in parameter 
 Scenario           
Parameter 1 2 2a 3 3a 4 
Total Demand 0.63 0.81 0.73 0.63 0.75 0.7 
Interest Rate -0.22 -0.21 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -0.17 
Pump Capital Cost 0.19 0.22 0.24 0.18 0.17 0.15 
Electricity Cost 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.12 
Elevation 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.07 
Reclaimed Water Demand 0.11 0.18 0.12 0.04 0.07 0.12 
RW Peaking Factor 0 0.04 0.1 0.01 0.01 0 
Pipe Roughness 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.04 0.04 0.02 
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Figure 1. Historic/projected water demand and supply in the TAMA. Notice that a balance between supply and 

demand, although required by law, cannot be achieved without reliance on wastewater reclamation and reuse. Any 

areas where demand is not met by renewable supplies imply that groundwater is mined to meet demand. (Adapted 

from ADWR 2010.)  
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Figure 2. Regional layout of current Tucson wastewater, potable water, and reclaimed water infrastructure. The 

Houghton Area in the southeast corner. Total distance from the Roger Road Wastewater Reclamation Facility 

(WWTP) to the Houghton Area is approximately 42 km (26 miles). Total geographical distance from the Central Avra 

Valley Storage and Recovery Project (CAVSARP) through the Hayden Udall Water Treatment Plant (WTP) to the 

Houghton Area is also about 42 km (26 miles). 
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Figure 3. Locations of current and potential sites for water reuse in and around the HAMP (Malcolm Pirnie, 2008a, 

2008b) 
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Figure 4. Schematics of the four main reclamation system configurations evaluated: 1) no reclamation, 2) regional 

reclamation, 3) satellite reclamation, and 4) indirect potable reuse (with satellite reclamation). (Adapted from Woods, 

et al. 2011, ASCE.) 
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Figure 5. Total present value cost as a function of discount operator (0.03 < r < 0.09 yr-1 

, base case is r=0.6) for the 

seven alternative water futures investigated.  All other parameters and unit costs were as indicated (Table 12). 
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Supplementary Material 
 
Cost Estimation. 
 
All costs were adjusted to January 2011 dollars by using the Engineering News Record (ENR) 

Cost Construction Index (CCI) 20-Cities Average. Hence the cost of a given component in 

January 2011 dollars is the base cost of the component times the ratio of the CCI value for 

January 2011 (8938, ENR 2011) to the CCI value for the year of the cost basis. 

To compare the four basic scenarios (no reclamation, regional reclamation, satellite reclamation, 

and indirect potable reuse), the costs of local infrastructure elements common to all scenarios 

were ignored; cost differences are presumably valid, but cost estimates do not represent the 

entire cost of water provision/wastewater treatment in the Houghton Area and cannot be used to 

estimate future financial needs or to rationally price services. Costs estimates included in the 

modified DSS fall into three general categories: water reclamation infrastructure (treatment 

plants, infiltration sites, transmission lines, pumps, storage, etc.), potable water systems (well 

sites, treatment plants, transmission lines, pumps, storage, etc.) and wastewater 

collection/conveyance systems. Because reclaimed water uses included landscape irrigation at 

parks, schools, playgrounds, and golf courses, as opposed to private lawn watering or other 

household-level applications, only the costs of major reclaimed water transmission mains entered 

the economic comparison.  

 

Potable water sources. 

All potable water in the scenarios was assumed to originate from the well field at Tucson’s 

Central Avra Valley Storage and Recovery Project (CAVSARP) facilities southwest of the city, 

except in the case of Scenario 4, where local wells drawing from a recharged aquifer would 
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provide 7 MGD of potable water to the Houghton Area. Capital costs for wells were based on a 

well capacity of 1400 gallons per minute and a cost per well of $2,239,000. Energy requirements 

to pump potable water from the water table to ground level at CAVSARP were set at 800 

kWh/ac-ft, calculated by the DSS as the energy required to pump one acre foot of water up a 

vertical pipe, 400 ft long, with a pressure of 15 psi at the upward end. This cost, at $0.08 per 

kWh, works out to roughly $0.25-per-1000-gallons when contingency is included. Rationale and 

sources for all design and cost parameters are described in Table 12. 

 

Potable water hydraulics and pipe sizing.  

The capacities of new and existing potable water transmission system elements were estimated 

using a design velocity of 5 fps at the projected maximum daily flow. Water to supply peak 

demands was assumed to come from storage within the system, so a storage capacity of 105% of 

maximum day demand was included in cost estimates, consistent with City of Tucson standards 

(City of Tucson, 2006).  The assumed ratio of maximum daily flow to average flow was 1.8, and 

the ratio of peak hourly to average flow was assumed to be 3.15, again following City of Tucson 

standards.  Since the procedure necessarily produced non-integer pipe diameters, the next larger 

commercially available pipe size was selected.  Existing water supply infrastructure in the 

Houghton Area was described previously (Malcolm Pirnie, 2008b). 

 

The adequacy of existing pumping capacity and the capital cost of supplementary capacity were 

determined as follows (see also Table 10). Head loss in individual pipes was calculated from the 

Hazen-Williams equation: 

 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿 = � 𝑣𝑣

1.318𝐶𝐶∙� 𝐷𝐷
4∙12�

0.63�
1.85

∙ 𝐿𝐿 ,  
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where 

 v is velocity in the pipe [ft/s] 

 D is pipe diameter [in] 

 L is pipe length [ft] 

 and C is pipe roughness, here taken as 100 or 120. 

Pumping capacity in horsepower (PHP) needed for pipe i is given by   

 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = (𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻 + ∆𝑧𝑧𝐻𝐻) �
𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖∙𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
1440

� ∙ 1
∙3960∙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝∙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

 

where  

Qi is average flow in pipe i [gpd]  

 fpeak is the peaking factor (ratio of peak flow to average flow) [] 

 epump and emotor are pump and motor efficiencies [ ] 

 HLi is the head loss in pipe i [ft]  

and Δzi is the static lift (elevation gain from inlet to outlet of pipe i) [ft] 

The total power required in the system, in horsepower, is calculated as  

𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = �𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝑁𝑁

𝐻𝐻=1

+
2.31 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 ∙ 60

1440 ∙ 3960 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓
 

where  

 N is the number of pipes in the pipeline system 

Pmin is the minimum pressure requirement at points of delivery [psi] 

 Q is the total average flow in the system = ΣQi [gpd]  

HLmax is the maximum headloss to any single node in the system [ft] 

Qfire is the design fireflow (here not included) [gpm] 

tfire is the design fire duration [hr] 
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 and all other terms are as previously defined. 

The total power requirement was converted to capital cost using a flat rate of $11,330/HP. Pump 

O&M costs included energy consumption for pumping under average flow conditions ($0.08 per 

kWh, baseline case), and pipeline maintenance was calculated at a fixed cost ($3625/yr-mile of 

transmission main). 

 

Potable water distribution costs were estimated differently for infrastructure elements located 

inside and outside the Houghton Area.  Cost estimation for potable water transmission from 

CAVSARP to the Houghton Area was necessarily complicated because the conveyance elements 

for that water will serve users both within and external to the Houghton Area.  For simplicity, it 

was assumed that the transmission capacity necessary to bring potable water to the Houghton 

Area required no new construction of pumps or pipes.  Only operations and maintenance costs 

were calculated for those portions of the transmission system that lay outside the Houghton Area.  

Energy costs were based on the static lift (from the water table at the CAVSARP facility to the 

Houghton Area boundary) plus a fixed frictional head loss that was estimated at 2 ft/1000ft 

(engineering estimate for acceptable head loss in a distribution system).  The estimated pipe 

length for purpose of the analysis was 26 miles.  

 

Analysis of water transmission costs within the Houghton Area itself was based on a branched 

network of pipelines that was proposed previously (Malcolm Pirnie, 2008a).  The adequacy of 

existing delivery system elements was evaluated using design velocity considerations (as above 

for potable water).  Undersized pipes were supplemented with parallel pipes to satisfy flow 

requirements. In general, the scenarios involving peripheral water reuse required significantly 
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less supplemental pipe capacity. A detailed description of pipe sizes and locations for each 

system alternative is provided in supplementary material. The capital cost of new pipes was 

estimated from Clark et al. (2002).  Estimates include the costs of trenching and excavation, 

embedment, backfill and compaction, and valves and fittings.   

 

Reclaimed water transmission. 

Costs for reclaimed water transmission mains within the Houghton Area were estimated based 

on design flow parameters specified in the Malcolm Pirnie assessment of reclaimed water 

demands and distribution system requirements (Malcolm Pirnie 2008a). Pumping costs were 

estimated using peak flow for the capital costs and average flow for the operations costs, and 

maintenance costs were again estimated using at $3625 per year per mile of pipeline. Peaking 

factors in the reclaimed water system, however, were assumed to be 1.67 for both maximum day 

and peak hour. This peaking factor is intended primarily to account for seasonal variation in the 

flow; while demand in and around Houghton Area has an average of 3 MGD, it was assumed 

that this flow actually occurs as 5 MGD during the warmer 6 months of the year and at 1 MGD 

during the cooler 6 months. To meet instantaneous peak demands, 5 MGD of storage within the 

Houghton Area was included among the reclaimed water distribution system costs.  

 

For transmission of reclaimed water from central wastewater treatment facilities (when 

necessary), it was first assumed that there was sufficient capacity in the existing reclaimed water 

distribution system to serve Houghton Area needs (scenario 2).  For energy calculations, the 

connection from RRWWTP to the Houghton Area was represented as a single 24-inch main, 26 

miles in length. It was assumed that the 24-inch size would be reasonably representative of the 
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diameters found in the existing reclaimed system. In a variation on this scenario, it was assumed 

that there was no transmission capacity in place, or that the existing reclaimed water distribution 

system was already at full capacity, so that new construction must include a 18-inch main of the 

same length (Scenario 2a). This pipe was sized in accordance with the 5 fps maximum velocity 

at maximum daily flow, as described above for potable water. 

 

Wastewater collection. 

Two major wastewater interceptors span the Houghton Area—the Southeast Interceptor (SEI), 

which runs along the southwest side of the area (Figure 1), and the Pantano Interceptor (PTI), at 

the northeast side of the area.  Both carry domestic wastewater generated primarily in and 

immediately east of the Houghton Area.  To support the economic comparison of alternative 

system configurations, it was necessary to examine the capacities of both Houghton Area 

interceptors and downstream sewer segments connecting the Houghton Area to the regional 

wastewater treatment facility—the Roger Road Wastewater Treatment Plant (RRWWTP).  

Projected flows in these interceptors to 2030 were based on 85 gallons per capita per day (gpcd) 

of produced wastewater and regional population projections (Pima County 2006).  Sewer 

interceptor capacity calculations were based on the dry weather flow at 85% full.  The remaining 

capacity was reserved for wet weather infiltration and inflow.  The calculated capacities were 

compared to respective peak dry weather flow projections to determine if and when additional 

capacity would be required.  A peaking factor of 1.9 was adopted for pipes greater than 12 inches 

in diameter. For the few interceptors less than 12 in., the assumed peaking factor was 2.6 (Pima 

County 2006). 
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When the projected flow exceeded capacity, a parallel pipe was required.  New pipe capacities 

were estimated based on the amount by which projected flow exceeded current interceptor 

capacity.  New pipes were sized so that headloss was the same across new and existing pipes, 

and a minimum velocity of 2.0 fps was to be obtained (scour velocity) at peak dry weather flow. 

Relevant equations for hydraulic capacity calculations were based on the Darcy-Weisbach 

equation (Table 10). The capital cost of new interceptor capacity was estimated from Clark et al. 

(2002).  Estimates include the costs of trenching and excavation, embedment, backfill and 

compaction, and fittings.   

 

To estimate operational costs for the interceptor system, an algorithm was first used to determine 

if wastewater in a given section of pipeline could flow by gravity or if a lift station was 

necessary. For each section of interceptor, existing or new, the average slope for that section was 

determined from the difference in ground elevations and the length of the interceptor. If this 

slope was sufficient to produce a peak flow velocity of at least 2 feet per second, it was 

determined that wastewater could flow by gravity. If the slope was insufficient, excavation to 

increase the pipe slope was investigated; if a downstream sewer depth of greater than 30 feet was 

necessary to produce the required scour velocity at peak flow, a lift station was provided and 

included in the cost estimate. Capital costs for lift stations were based on capacity needed for 

peak wet weather flows and priced at $11,330/HP, and operational costs were determined from 

power usage at average flow. Maintenance costs were based on $3625/yr-mi of interceptor. 

 

 
 
 
Regional and Satellite Wastewater Reclamation Facilities. 
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The total flow of wastewater leaving the Houghton Area was estimated at 12 MGD. All of this 

wastewater was assumed to be treated at either the RRWWTP or a proposed satellite reclamation 

plant near the Houghton Area. At the regional treatment plant, existing capacity was assumed to 

be 35 MGD (Pima County 2006).  The incremental capital cost for new treatment capacity 

necessary to treat water from the Houghton Area was given by: 

𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻 = 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 − 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟35, 

where Creg35 is the cost of a 35 MGD conventional activated sludge wastewater treatment plant 

and  CregQmax is the cost of the plant with a capacity of 35 MGD + the volume of wastewater from 

Houghton Area.  Treatment capacity cost estimates were taken from EPA (2008): 

𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 =  8,179,250 ∙ Qt
0.903 

where Qt is the capacity of the plant in MGD (average flow) and cost is in dollars.  

 

In cases where the total projected average flow was less than 5 MGD, plant capacity was 

rounded up to 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, or 5.0 MGD for calculating capital costs,  reflecting an assumption 

that a package plant of fixed size would be constructed. For example, in the two scenarios 

involving 3 MGD satellite treatment plants, the constructed capacity of the plant was assumed to 

be 5 MGD. The cost ($US) function for satellite treatment capacity as a sequencing batch reactor 

facility was given by: 

𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻 = (1 + 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠) ∙ 12892000 ∙ Qt
0.6289  , 

where Qt is the plant capacity (MGD), and fs  increases the total plant cost if solids handling is 

provided on site. Here, it was assumed that fs = 0, i.e. that solids would be handled centrally.  

 

Reclaimed water recharge. 
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It was assumed that surface spreading basins would be used to infiltrate reclaimed water, 

obviating the need to precede recharge with reverse osmosis treatment (State of Arizona, 2001). 

The infiltration rate was assumed to be 2 ft/day, and the necessary total basin area was divided 

equally among 5 basins, so that all basins could be operated on a schedule consisting of a one-

day water application period followed by a four-day infiltration and drying period. Hence, the 

area of each basin was determined from: 

𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 = 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚
7.48∙𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

,  

where Abasin is the area of the basin in square feet, Qr  is the volume rate of recharge (gallons per 

day), and rinf is the rate of infiltration in feet per day. Basin dimensions were based on a 2:1 

length:width ratio, a 33% berm slope, a ramp in each basin with 10% grade, and 12 ft spacing 

between basins. Capital cost of the recharge basins was calculated based on $107,000 per acre. 

Rationale and sources for all design and cost parameters are provided in Table 12. 

 

Greenhouse gas production. 

Greenhouse gas production from all operational activities was estimated from the Pacific 

Institute Water to Air model: 

𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 = 1.1x10−6�554 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 + 865 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜 + 568 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 1432 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 + 699 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 938 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 +

908 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛�  

where the result is in (equivalent) tons of CO2 per year, and the x terms represent the proportions 

of power generated by natural gas power plants, oil-fired power plants, natural gas direct drive, 

diesel direct drive, biogas, and biogas direct drive, respectively. 

The Pima County average fuel mixture was used for the calculations—61% natural gas, 27% 

coal, 3% solar/wind (produces no emissions), and 12% biogas (Pima County Wastewater 
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Management Department, personal communication, 2010)--although the composition used for 

marginal electricity production may differ. 

 
 
Excess flow was found in calculations for the existing 24” potable water line in HAMP. In the no 

reuse scenario (1), the 7 sections had to have added parallel pipes with diameters of 46, 44, 40, 

38, 34, 32, and 20 inches. In the scenarios with direct nonpotable reuse (2, 2a, 3, 3a, 3b), the 

parallel pipes added had diameters 40, 38, 30, 34, 32, 28, and 16 inches. These results indicate 

that a reduction of 4 to 6 inches in diameter was achieved in each pipe by incorporating reuse 

into the regional water supply scheme. In the indirect potable reuse scenario, new calculated 

diameters were 34, 32, 20, 18, and 10 inches (only 5 parallel pipes, although one completely new 

pipe of diameter 42 inches was also added).  

 

The following tables show pipe diameters calculated for all pipes in the systems. “Diameter” 

column indicates diameter of a new or existing pipe. If the existing pipe was insufficient to carry 

the required flow, a parallel pipe was sized, the diameter of which is indicated in the “Parallel” 

column.  
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Table S1. Diameters found by the DSS for potable system in and around the Houghton Area. 

Potable System Diameters 
Scenario 1 Scenarios 2, 2a, 3, 3a, 3b Scenario 4 

Pipe 
ID Diameter (in) Parallel (in) 

Pipe 
ID Diameter (in) Parallel (in) 

Pipe 
ID Diameter (in) Parallel (in) 

25 24 46 25 24 40 South System 
29 24 36 29 24 30 29 24 36 
30 24 22 30 24 16 30 24 22 
41 30 0 41 30 0 41 30 0 
42 30 0 42 30 0 42 30 0 
43 30 0 43 30 0 43 30 0 
44 8 0 44 8 0 44 8 0 
46 28 0 46 24 0 46 28 0 
47 24 0 47 24 0 47 24 0 
51 10 0 51 8 0 51 10 0 
52 8 0 52 4 0 52 8 0 
53 8 0 53 8 0 53 8 0 
54 14 0 54 6 0 54 14 0 
57 14 0 57 14 0 57 14 0 
58 16 0 58 16 0 58 16 0 
59 12 0 59 12 0 59 12 0 
63 8 0 63 8 0 82 24 34 
65 14 0 65 14 0 5 6 0 
66 24 38 66 24 32 7 8 0 
67 24 40 67 24 36 8 6 0 
68 8 0 68 8 0 9 6 0 
69 6 0 69 6 0 2 12 0 
70 24 44 70 24 38 10 2 0 
71 10 0 71 10 0 11 10 0 
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72 6 0 72 6 0 12 10 0 
74 10 0 74 10 0 18 8 0 
75 16 0 75 16 0 19 2 0 
45 12 0 45 12 0 20 12 0 
77 8 0 77 8 0 21 10 0 
17 12 0 78 8 0 22 10 0 
82 24 34 82 24 28 3 44 0 
3 8 0 3 8 0 North System (IPR) 
4 6 0 4 6 0 25 24 18 
5 6 0 5 6 0 63 8 0 
6 10 0 6 10 0 65 14 0 
7 8 0 7 8 0 66 24 0 
8 6 0 8 6 0 67 24 0 
9 6 0 9 6 0 68 8 0 
2 12 0 

   
69 6 0 

10 2 0 
   

70 24 12 
11 10 0 

   
71 10 0 

12 10 0 
   

72 6 0 
13 10 0 

   
74 10 0 

14 8 0 
   

75 16 0 
15 8 0 

   
45 12 0 

16 6 0 
   

77 8 0 
18 8 0 

   
17 12 0 

19 2 0 
   

3 8 0 
20 12 0 

   
4 6 0 

21 10 0 
   

6 10 0 
22 10 0 

   
13 10 0 
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Table S2. Diameters found by the DSS for reclaimed system in and around the Houghton Area. 

Reclaimed Water System 
  Scenario 2 Scenario 2a Scenarios 3, 3a 
Pipe 
ID Diameter (in) Diameter (in) Diameter (in) 

1 18 18 4 
2 4 4 4 
3 18 18 6 
4 8 8 8 
5 14 14 12 
6 8 8 16 
7 2 2 2 
8 8 8 16 

10 12 12 12 
11 12 12 12 
12 10 10 10 
13 8 8 8 
14 8 8 8 
15 8 8 8 
16 8 8 8 
17 16 16 8 
18 4 4 4 
19 2 2 2 
20 10 10 10 
21 8 8 8 
22 8 8 16 
P1 24 18 24 
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Table S3. Diameters found by the DSS for wastewater system in and around the Houghton Area and to Roger Rd. WWTP. 

Wastewater System 
  Scenarios 1, 2, 2a Scenarios 3, 4 Scenarios 3a, 3b 
Pipe 
ID Diameter (in) 

Parallel 
(in) Diameter (in) 

Parallel 
(in) Diameter (in) 

Parallel 
(in) 

32 27 18 27 0 27 0 
33 12 20 12 20 12 20 
35 12 14 12 14 12 14 
36 30 0 30 0 30 0 
37 30 0 30 0 30 0 
38 12 12 12 12 12 12 
39 12 0 12 0 12 0 
40 33 0 33 0 33 0 
41 36 0 36 0 36 0 
42 36 0 36 0 36 0 
43 36 0 36 0 36 0 
44 48 0 48 0 48 0 
45 48 0 48 0 48 0 
46 54 0 54 0 54 0 
47 48 0 48 0 48 0 
48 54 0 54 0 54 0 
49 54 0 54 0 54 0 
50 12 0 12 0 12 0 
51 66 0 66 0 66 0 
52 78 0 78 0 78 0 
53 66 32 66 32 66 32 
54 30 8 30 0 30 0 
55 30 0 30 0 30 0 
56 36 14 36 0 36 0 
57 30 24 30 8 30 20 
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58 30 32 30 16 30 26 
59 33 36 33 20 33 32 
60 60 0 60 0 60 0 
61 42 34 42 28 42 32 
62 42 14 42 0 42 0 
63 42 22 42 0 42 0 
64 42 0 42 0 42 0 
65 48 0 48 0 48 0 
18 36 16 36 0 36 0 

 
 
Table S4. Cost and sizing equations employed in the DSS. 

Equation Description Equation Reference 

PIPE COSTS 

Pipe Cost—base installed cost, 
concrete cylinder (ww) 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 = (11.7 +  0.51𝐷𝐷1.38)𝐿𝐿 

Clark, et al., 
2002 

Pipe Cost—base installed cost, 
ductile iron (potable, reclaimed) 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 = (−44 +  0.33𝐷𝐷1.72 + 2.87 ∗ 500.74)𝐿𝐿 

Clark, et al., 
2002 

Pipe Cost – trenching and 
excavation cost, assuming sandy 

gravel soil with 1:1 side slope 
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐ℎ = �2.9 +  0.0018𝐷𝐷1.9 + 0.13𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐

1.77�𝐿𝐿 
Clark, et al., 

2002 

Pipe Cost— ordinary 
embedment 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛 = (1.6 +  0.0062 𝐷𝐷1.83)𝐿𝐿 

Clark, et al., 
2002 

Pipe Cost—backfill and 
compaction, assuming sandy 
native soil with 1:1 side slope 

𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = �−0.094 −  0.062𝐷𝐷0.73 + 0.18𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐
2.03 + 0.02𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐�𝐿𝐿 

Clark, et al., 
2002 

Pipe Cost—valves, fittings, and 𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 = (9.8 +  0.02 𝐷𝐷1.8)𝐿𝐿 Clark, et al., 
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hydrants (med. spacing) 2002 

Pipe Cost—total, including 
conversion to Dec. 2006 $ 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 =

7888
5862 �

𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 + 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐ℎ + 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛 + 𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚� 
Clark, et al., 

2002 

Pipe Maintenance 
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 = 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 ∙

𝐿𝐿
5280

 
Original DSS 

   

PUMP STATION COSTS 

Pump Station Capital Cost 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 Original DSS 

Pump Station Maintenance 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 = 𝑐𝑐%𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 Original DSS 

Pump Station Energy Use 
𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 =  0.7456999 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

1
𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

∙ 365 
Original DSS 

Pump Station Energy Cost 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 =  𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 Original DSS 

Pipe/Pump Operations and 
Maintenance 

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 Original DSS 

RECHARGE COSTS 

Potable or Recovery Well, or 
Spreading Basin, O&M Cost 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 =

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 ∙ 365
1000

 
 

Spreading Basin Capital Cost 
𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 =

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏
43560

 
 

TANK COSTS 

Tank Capital Cost 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 = 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝  
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Tank O&M 𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 = 𝑐𝑐%𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝  

TREATMENT PLANT COSTS 

Water Treatment Plant (WTP) 
Cost—Conventional Treatment 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑒𝑒14.444+0.5372

2 ∙ 1.314667𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝0.881 
EPA 2006a 

Additional WTP Cost for 
Reverse Osmosis (RO) 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑂𝑂 = 𝑒𝑒14.344+0.7972

2 ∙ 1.314667𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝0.814 
EPA 2006a 

WTP O&M Cost 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 = 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 ∙ 365 ∙ 1000  

Wastewater Reclamation Facility 
Capital Cost,  

Conventional Activated Sludge 

𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻 = 8179250 ∙ Qt
0.903 EPA 2008 

Wastewater Reclamation Facility 
Capital Cost,  

Sequencing Batch Reactor 

𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻 = (1 + 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠) ∙ 12892000 ∙ Qt
0.6289  

Wastewater Reclamation Facility 
O&M Cost 

𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝 = 0.05(1 + 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠)𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻,𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚  

Land Cost 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛 = 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛  

Charge for Water Lost to 
Downstream (Effluent 

Discharge) 
𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 = 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟ℎ − 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 − 𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓� ∙ 365 

 

ECONOMIC CALCULATIONS 

Salvage Value and Replacement 
Cost 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣 =

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 − (𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 − 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛))
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒

∙
1

(1 + 𝑖𝑖)(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏) 
 

Present Worth 
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

1
(1 + 𝑖𝑖)𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏

+ 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑝𝑝
(1 + 𝑖𝑖)(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏) − 1

𝑖𝑖(1 + 𝑖𝑖)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡
− 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣(1 + 𝑖𝑖)−𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏  
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ENR CCI Cost Adjustment 
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 = 𝐶𝐶

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸
7888

 
 

 

EMISSIONS 

CO2 Emissions 𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 = 1.1𝑥𝑥10−6�554 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 + 865 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜 + 568 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 1432 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 + 699 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 938 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠
+ 908 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛� 𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

 

Pacific 
Institute 

Water-To-Air 
model 

HYDRAULICS 

Lift Station Head 𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 = 𝑧𝑧𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 − 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 + 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 − 𝑧𝑧𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃 + 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐,𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃  

Average Excavation Depth 
𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 =

𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃 + 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐,𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃

2
 

 

Pump Horsepower, for peak wet 
weather flow (eliminate the 

factor of 0.85 for pressurized 
flow calculations) 

𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝
𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

1440 ∙ 3960 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 ∙ 0.85
 

 

Darcy Weisbach—Pipe  
Hydraulic Radius 𝑟𝑟ℎ =

0.3042𝐷𝐷
12

 
 

Velocity in Pipe (wastewater; do 
not use the factor of 0.85 for 

pressurized flow) 

𝑣𝑣 =
𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿

0.85𝜋𝜋4𝐷𝐷
 

 

Kinematic Viscosity 𝜈𝜈 = 0.0000108𝜈𝜈𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜  

Reynold's Number 

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 =
𝑣𝑣 𝐷𝐷12
𝜈𝜈
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Darcy-Weisbach Friction Factor 

𝑓𝑓 =

⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧

1.325

log� 𝜀𝜀
3.7 𝐷𝐷

12
+ 5.74
𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒0.9�

2 , 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 ≥ 4000

64
𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒

, 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 < 2000

𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑟𝑟[𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑥3 + 𝑥𝑥4)],              2000 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 < 4000      

 

Colebrook, 
Hagen-

Poiseuille,  
interpolation 

formula 
developed by 
E. Dunlop (all 

found in 
EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—y2 
𝑦𝑦2 =

𝜖𝜖

3.7 𝐷𝐷
12

+
5.74
𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒0.9  

Dunlop 
(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—y3 
𝑦𝑦3 = −0.86859 log�

𝜖𝜖

3.7 𝐷𝐷
12

+
5.74

40000.9� 
Dunlop 

(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—fa 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 =
1

�𝑦𝑦3
 

Dunlop 
(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—fb 
𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 = �2 −

0.00514215
𝑦𝑦2𝑦𝑦3

� 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 
Dunlop 

(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—r 
𝑟𝑟 =

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒
2000

 
Dunlop 

(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—x1 𝑥𝑥1 = 7𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 − 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 Dunlop 
(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—x2 𝑥𝑥2 = 0.128 − 17𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 + 2.5𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 Dunlop 
(EPANET) 

Darcy-Weisbach—x3 𝑥𝑥3 = −0.128 + 13𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝 − 2𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 Dunlop 
(EPANET) 
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Darcy-Weisbach—x4 𝑥𝑥4 =  𝑟𝑟 ∗  (0.032 −  3 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝  +  0.5 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏) Dunlop 
(EPANET) 

Minimum Pipe Slope 
𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 =

𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣2

8 ∙ 32𝑟𝑟ℎ
 

Darcy-
Weisbach 

Pipe Cross-Sectional Area (from 
Darcy-Weisbach) 𝐴𝐴 =

𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

7.48 ∙ 24 ∙ 3600�𝑆𝑆 ∙ 8 ∙ 32 𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑓𝑓1

 
Darcy-

Weisbach 

Pipe Diameter (from geometry) 

𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

⎝

⎜
⎛
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 �� 𝐴𝐴

0.6736 ∙ 12 + 0.05,1�

2
, 0

⎠

⎟
⎞
∙ 2 

 

Argument for calculation of θ 
𝑋𝑋 = 1 −

2𝑦𝑦
𝐷𝐷
12

 
ASCE, 2007 

Angle to water surface in 
partially full pipe 𝜃𝜃 = cos−1 𝑋𝑋 = tan−1 �

−𝑋𝑋
√−𝑋𝑋 ∙ 𝑋𝑋 + 1

� + 2 tan−1 1 
ASCE, 2007; 
Excel 2007 

Help 

Hydraulic Radius 
𝐸𝐸ℎ =

𝐷𝐷
12 ∙ 4

∙
1 − sin(2𝜃𝜃)

2𝜃𝜃
 

ASCE, 2007 

Area of flow 

𝐴𝐴 =
� 𝐷𝐷12�

2

4
(𝜃𝜃 − 0.5 sin(2𝜃𝜃)) 

ASCE, 2007 

Peak fluid velocity 
𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 =

𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝐴𝐴
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Peak fluid velocity, Darcy-
Weisbach 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿 = �𝑆𝑆 ∙ 8 ∙ 32

𝐸𝐸ℎ
𝑓𝑓

 
 

Friction Headloss in Pipe 

𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿 = �
𝑣𝑣

1.486
𝑅𝑅 ∙ � 𝐷𝐷

4 ∙ 12�
2/3�

2

∙ 𝐿𝐿 

Manning’s 
equation 

Headloss in Static Lift 
Calculation 

𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿 = ℎ𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿  

Total Headloss in Pipe 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿,𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑊𝑊 = 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿 + ∆𝑧𝑧 + 2.31 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚  

Max Day Flow + Fireflow 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 = 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 + 1440 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒  

Peak Hour Flow 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 = 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓  

Capacity of Existing Pipe 

𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 =
�𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚12 �

2

4
𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣 ∙ 7.48 ∙ 3600 ∙

24
𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

−
𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 ∙ 1440

𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
 

 

Existing Demand with Fireflow 

𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷,𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = �
�𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚12 �

2

4
𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣 ∙ 7.48 ∙ 3600 ∙ 24 − 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 ∙ 1440� ∙

𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚
𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

 

 

Existing Demand w/o Fireflow 

𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷 =
�𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚12 �

2

4
𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣 ∙ 7.48 ∙ 3600 ∙ 24 ∙

𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚
𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

 

 

Existing Pump Power with 
Fireflow in Pipe 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 𝐻𝐻𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 �

𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
1440

+ 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒� ∙
1

∙ 3960 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓
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Pipe Diameter with Fireflow 

𝐷𝐷 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

⎝

⎛2 ∙ �
𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
24 ∙ 60 + 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒

60 ∙ 7.48 ∙ 𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣 ∙ 144 + 0.05, 1

⎠

⎞

2
, 0

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

∙ 2 

 

Pipe Diameter without Fireflow 
(from flow geometry) 

𝐷𝐷 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

⎝

⎜
⎛
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 �2 ∙ �

𝑄𝑄 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
7.48 ∙ 24 ∙ 3600 ∙ 𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣 ∙ 144 + 0.05, 1�

2
, 0

⎠

⎟
⎞
∙ 2 

 

 

Volume of Storage in System 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 + 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 ∙ 60  

RECHARGE SIZING 

Recharge Basin Depth 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 = 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒   

Spreading Basins Needed 
𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 �

𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 + 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚
𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚

+ 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 + 0.5, 0� 
 

Spreading Basin Area 
𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 =

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓
7.48 ∙ 𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

 
 

Spreading Basin Length 
𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑�𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊�

𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊

+ 2𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 +
𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

+
𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

+ 0.5, 0� 
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Spreading Basin Width 
𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑��

𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊

+ 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 +
2 𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

+ 0.5, 0� 
 

Recharge Facility Area 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 = 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠  

Spreading Basin New Piping 
Length 

𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑤𝑤 = 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊 + 0.5 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿) − 0.5 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊 + 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚  

Spreading Basin Total Piping 
Length 

 
𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 = 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑤𝑤 + 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 + 0.5 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚)−  𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 

 

 

Water Recharged Annually for 
ASR Operations 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 ∙ 365 ∙

𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒
12

 
 

Recovery Rate for ASR 
Operations 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 =

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒

�1 −
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒

12 � ∙ 365
 

 

Recovery Wells Needed 
𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝�

𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓
1440 ∙ 𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿,𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

, 1� + 1, 
 

Recovery Well Capital Cost 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  

Recovery, Groundwater 
Pumping, Water Treatment 

Energy Use 

𝐸𝐸 = 𝑄𝑄 ∙ 1120 ∙ 𝑃𝑃  

Groundwater Wells Needed 
𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝�

𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤
1440 ∙ 𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿,𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

, 1� + 1 
 

Potable Water Wells Needed 
𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝�

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
1440 ∙ 𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿,𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

+ 0.5, 1� + 1 
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Piping Length for Injection, 
Groundwater, or Recovery Wells  

𝐿𝐿𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠  

PLANT CAPACITY CALCULATIONS 

Treatment Plant Capacity 
Expansion 

𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑤𝑤 − 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚  

Volume Returned through Plant 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟ℎ = 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟ℎ  
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Table S5. Abbreviations used 
  
A—pipe cross-sectional area 
Abasin—area of spreading basin, ft2 

AL—area of land to be purchased, ac 
Ar—total area of recharge area, ft2 

c%—pump  station or tank maintenance cost, 
fraction of capital cost 
cb—cost of spreading basin capacity, $/ac  
ce—energy cost, $/kWh 
cland—capital cost of land, $/acre 
clost—cost of water lost to downstream uses 
(that is, water not reused), $/ac-ft 
cpipeM—maintenance cost for pipeline, 
$/mile/yr 
cPS—capital cost of pumping capacity, $/HP 
crOM—operations and maintenance cost of 
injection, potable supply, or recovery well, 
or spreading basin  
ctank—cost of storage tank capacity, $/gal 
ctreatOM—treatment cost for water, $/1000 gal 
cwell—capital cost for single injection, 
groundwater, or recovery well, $/well 
C—cost, $ 
Cbasin—capital costs of recharge area with 
spreading basins, $ 
Ccap—capital cost, $ 
Cadj—cost adjusted for ENR CCI, $ 
Cland—capital cost of land, $ 
COM—operations and maintenance cost, $/yr 
CpipeM—maintenance cost for pipes, $/yr 
CpipeOM—total operations and maintenance 
cost for pipes, $/yr 
Cplant—capital cost of water treatment plant, 
$ 
CplantOM—operations and maintenance cost 
of water treatment plant, $/yr 
CplantRO—additional capital cost for reverse 
osmosis at water treatment plant, $ 
Cpres—present worth (cost), $ 
CPS— capital cost of pump station(s), $  
CPSe—cost of energy for operation of pump 
station(s), $/yr 
CPSOM— maintenance cost of pump 
station(s), $/yr 

Crecwell—capital cost for all recovery or all 
groundwater wells, $ 
CrOM—operations and maintenance cost for 
recovery operations, $/yr 
Ctank—capital cost of all tanks, $ 
CTOM—operations and maintenance cost of 
all tanks, $/yr 
Cwell—capital cost for all injection wells, $ 
CWWTP—capital cost of wastewater 
treatment plant, (with capacity rounded to 
nearest increment of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, or 5  MGD 
if capacity <5 MGD), $ 
CWWTP, Qact—capital cost of wastewater 
treatment plant at actual design flow (no 
rounding), $ 
CWWTPOM—operations and maintenance cost 
of wastewater treatment plant 
dbasin—depth of recharge basin, ft 
dexc—average excavation depth for pipe, ft  
dexcDS—excavation depth for downstream 
end of pipe, ft  
dexcUS—excavation depth for upstream end 
of pipe, ft  
dfree—depth of free space above recharge 
basin, ft  
dwater—water depth in recharge basin, ft 
D—pipe diameter, inches  
Dexist— diameter of existing pipe, inches   
eco2—emissions of CO2, tons/yr 
emotor—efficiency of pump motor 
epump—hydraulic efficiency of pump 
E—energy used in water treatment or 
recovery, kWh/yr 
EPS—energy use of pump station(s), kWh/yr 
ETot—energy use, kWh/yr 
ENRCCI—Engineering News Record Cost 
Construction Index, unitless 
f, f1—Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, 
unitless 
fa, fb—parameters for approximating the 
Darcy-Weisbach f 
fpeak—peaking factor 
fmaxday—daily peaking factor, = maximum 
daily flow/ average daily flow 
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fpeakhour— hourly peaking factor, = 
maximum hourly flow/ average daily flow 
fs—fraction of wastewater treatment plant 
capital cost to be added if solids handling 
included at facility 
fstor—fraction of maximum day flow to be 
provided as storage 
fthrough—fraction of water returned out of 
plant = plant effluent/plant influent 
hLavg—average headloss in generic pipe, 
ft/1000 ft 
HL—friction headloss in pipe, ft 
HL,TOT—total headlosss in pipe, ft 
Hlift—head supplied by lift station pump, ft 
Hpump—head supplied by pump, ft 
i—discount rate for engineering economics 
lwell—length of pipe per injection, 
groundwater, or recovery well, ft 
L—pipe length, ft 
Lbb—space between spreading basins, ft 
LbasinL—length of spreading basin, ft 
LbasinW—width of spreading basin, ft 
LbasinWexist—width of existing spreading 
basins, ft 
Lwell—length of piping for injection, 
groundwater, or recovery wells in recharge 
area, ft 
Lspread—total length of piping for spreading 
basins (existing and new), ft 
Lspread, new—length of new piping for 
spreading basins, ft 
n—Manning friction factor 
Nbasins—number of spreading basins in 
recharge area 
Nbasinsout—number of spreading basins 
assumed to be out of use at any given time 
Ncust—number of customers receiving 
service at a given node 
Npotwells—number of potable water wells 
needed 
Nrecwells—number of recovery wells needed 
Nwells—number of injection, groundwater, or 
recovery wells  
pbase—base installed cost of pipe, $ 
pfill –backfill and compaction cost of pipe, $ 
pembed—embedment cost of pipe, $ 

ptotal—total cost of pipe, including 50% 
contingency 
ptrench—trenching cost for pipe, $ 
P—power used in water treatment or 
recovery, kWh/ac-ft 
PexistHP—power of existing pumping 
capacity, HP 
PHP—pump required power for peak wet 
weather flow, HP 
Pmin—minimum pressure required at 
downstream end of pipe, psi 
qmax,well—capacity of single injection or 
recovery well, gpm/well 
qmax,gw well—capacity of groundwater well, 
gpm/well 
Q—flow, gpd 
Qavg—average flow in system, MGD 
Qdr—flow to direct reuse,  MGD 
QD—existing demand in pipe in pipe not 
carrying fireflow 
QD,FF—existing demand in pipe in pipe 
carrying fireflow 
Qexist—existing flow capacity, MGD 
Qfire—design fireflow, gpm 
Qgw—groundwater to be pumped, MGD 
Qmax—maximum flow in pipe, cfs 
Qmaxadd—capacity to be added to existing 
treatment plant, MGD 
Qmaxday—maximum daily flow, gpd 
Qmaxexist—existing capacity to at treatment 
plant, MGD 
Qmaxnew—planned capacity of treatment 
plant, MGD 
Qnew—planned flow capacity, MGD 
Qp—water treatment plant capacity, MGD 
Qr—quantity of water to be recharged, 
MGD 
Qt—design capacity of wastewater treatment 
plant, MGD 
Qthrough—volume of plant effluent, MGD 
r—parameter for approximating the Darcy-
Weisbach f 
rinf—infiltration rate in recharge basins, ft/d 
rr—recovery rate for ASR wells, gpd 
Re—Reynolds number, unitless 
Rh—hydraulic radius, ft 
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RLW—length-to-width ratio in spreading 
basin 
S—interceptor slope, ft/ft 
Sberm—spreading basin berm slope, ft/ft 
Smin—minimum required slope for 
interceptor, ft/ft 
Sramp—spreading basin ramp slope, ft/ft 
tbuild—time until construction of component 
or system, years 
tdry—time during spreading basin cycle in 
which no water is being applied, days 
tfire—time of design fire, hr 
tlife—lifetime of infrastructure component, 
years 
top—time of operation of pumps, hr/day 
trecharge—time during the year spent in the 
recharge phase for ASR operations, months 
ttotal—total timeperiod of analysis, years 
twet—application period for water in 
recharge basin, days 
v—velocity in pipe, ft/s 
vmax—peak fluid velocity in pipe, ft/s 
Vrecharge—water recharged annually into 
ASR operations, MG 
Vsalv—salvage value and replacement cost 
(positive value indicates a reduction in total 
cost of project; negative an additional cost 
due to equipment replacement) 
Vstorage—total volume of storage in system, 
gal 
x1, x2, x3, x4—parameters for approximating 
the Darcy-Weisbach f 
xnat—fraction of energy production from 
natural gas 
xoil—fraction of energy production from oil 
xndd—fraction of energy production from 
natural gas direct drive 
xcoal—fraction of energy production from 
coal 
xddd—fraction of energy production from 
deisel direct drive 
xbgas—fraction of energy production from 
bio-gas 
xbgdd—fraction of energy production from 
bio-gas direct drive 
X—argument for calculation of θ, unitless 

y—depth of wastewater in interceptor, ft 
y2, y3—parameters for approximating the 
Darcy-Weisbach f 
zDS— elevation of downstream end of 
interceptor, ft above datum 
zUS— elevation of upstream end of 
interceptor, ft above datum 
∆z—elevation difference across pipe, ft 
ε—pipe wall roughness, ft 
ν—kinematic viscosity, ft2/s 
νrel—relative kinematic viscosity, = 
viscosity of fluid concerned/ viscosity of 
water 
θ—angle to wall surface in partially full 
interceptor, radians 
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Table S6. Description of parameter values used in calculations 
Constant 
parameter 
description in 
DSS 

Constant 
parameter 
name in 
equations 

Description Value 
used 

Units Rationale and/or reference 

General / Financial     

ENRCCI ENRCCI Engineering News Record Cost Construction 
Index, relates prices from one time period to 
another to allow expression as dollars from a  
given year (e.g. 2006 dollars) 

7888 - Corresponds to December 2006. This is the 
original reference year from which many of 
the DSS costs are based. 

Discount Rate  I Discount (interest) rate. Does not include 
inflation but reflects the time value of money, 
allowing future costs to be expressed as present 
worth and other economic analysis 

6 % Original value in DSS; may be a bit high 
considering present economic state, but was 
examined in sensitivity analysis 

Time Period 
for Evaluation  

ttotal Length of time over which economic analysis 
is conducted 

20 yr Standard industry practice; costs incurred 
beyond 20 years in the future at 6% discount 
rate have relatively little effect on present 
worth 

Electricity 
Cost 

ce Cost of electricity for operation of pump 
stations, etc. 

0.08 $/kWh Utility guidance, near the rate commonly 
available to utilities 

Charge for 
Water Lost to 
Downstream 

clost Cost of water lost to downstream uses, that is, 
water which is not reused; effluent discharge 

0 $/ac-ft Not a conventional included cost, used in 
sensitivity analysis 

Potable Water Supply 

Groundwater qmax,gw well Capacity of a single groundwater well to pump 1400 gpm Assumed to be the same as for recovery wells 
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Well Capacity  (potable) water from the subsurface at recharge sites (see below) 

GW Well 
Capital Cost 

cwell Cost of a single groundwater well 2,050,000 $ Assumed to be the same as for recovery wells 
at recharge sites (see below) 

GW Well 
O&M  

crOM Operations and maintenance cost (excluding 
energy use) of groundwater well 

0.05 $/1000 
gal 

Low value because only costs other than 
electricity being considered 

GW Well Pipe 
Length 

Lwell Length of pipe within groundwater well site 
per well (average) 

2640  ft Engineering judgment 

GW Well Pipe 
Diameter 

D Average diameter of pipe at groundwater well 
site 

8 in Engineering judgment 

Average 
Energy Use 
for GW 
Pumping 

P Energy needed to pump groundwater 800 kWh/ 
ac-ft 

Somewhat higher than the average value 
recommended by the Pacific Institute, due to 
large depths to the water table in Tucson 

Water 
Treatment 
O&M 

ctreatOM Operations and maintenance cost for water 
treatment plant 

0.30 $/1000 
gal 

Engineering judgment 

Average 
Energy Use 
for Water 
Treatment 

P Energy needed for treatment of potable water 55 kWh/ 
ac-ft 

Pacific Institute average value 

Recovery 
Through 
Treatment , 
not Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) 

fthrough Portion of water recovered after treatment at 
plant, accounting for water lost in the treatment 
process 

100 % As the only treatment which occurs is 
chlorination, it is assumed that no water is lost 
during the process 
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Potable Water Distribution 

Minimum 
Pressure 

Pmin Minimum pressure needed at service end of 
transmission pipelines (before further pressure 
losses in distribution pipes) 

60 psi 40 psi is generally needed at household 
connections; pressure must be higher in the 
transmission mains 

Peaking 
Factor (max 
day / avg day) 

fmaxday Ratio of maximum daily flowrate to average 
daily flowrate in potable system 

1.8 - Tucson design standard 

Peaking 
Factor (peak 
hour / avg 
day) 

fpeakhour Ratio of peak hourly flowrate to average daily 
flowrate 

3.15 - Tucson design standard 

Required 
Storage, not 
including fire 
storage 

fstor Fraction of maximum day flow to be provided 
as storage within the distribution system, not 
including storage for firefighting (fire storage) 

105 % of 
max 
day 

Tucson design standard 

Fireflow Qfire Design flowrate of water for firefighting 0 gpm Peak hour rather than max day + fireflow 
design criterion used 

Design Fire 
Duration 

tfire Duration of design fire 0 hr Peak hour rather than max day + fireflow 
design criterion used 

Reclaimed Water Distribution 

Minimum 
Pressure 

Pmin Minimum pressure needed at service end of 
transmission pipelines (before further pressure 
losses in distribution pipes) 

40 psi A lower pressure was assumed to be 
necessary in the reclaimed water than the 
potable transmission system 

Peaking 
Factor (max 

fmaxday Ratio of maximum daily flowrate to average 1.7 - Utility guidance 
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day / avg day) daily flowrate in reclaimed system 

Peaking 
Factor (peak 
hour / avg 
day) 

fpeakhour Ratio of peak hourly flowrate to average daily 
flowrate 

1.7 - Utility guidance 

Required 
Storage, not 
including fire 
storage 

fstor Fraction of maximum day flow to be provided 
as storage within the distribution system, not 
including storage for firefighting (fire storage) 

100 % of 
max 
day 

Engineering judgment—a full maximum 
day’s storage was assumed to be sufficient to 
supply all instantaneous peaks within the 
system 

Fireflow Qfire Design flowrate of water for firefighting 0 gpm Reclaimed system was assumed not to carry 
fireflow 

Design Fire 
Duration 

tfire Duration of design fire 0 hr Reclaimed system was assumed not to carry 
fireflow 

Pumps/Pipes 

Hours of 
Operation at 
Average Flow 

top Time per day during which pumps are 
operating 

24 hr/day Assumed continuous operation 

Pump Station/ 
Storage Tank 
Parts/ Labor 

c% Maintenance cost for pump stations and storage 
tanks 

1 % of 
capital 
cost 

Engineering judgment 

Pipeline O&M cpipem Maintenance cost for pipeline 3200 $/mile/
yr 

Engineering judgment 

Storage Tank 
Capital Cost 

ctank Capital cost for storage tanks within the 
transmission system 

0.80 $/gal Engineering judgment 
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Pump Station 
Capital Cost 

cPS Capital cost of pump stations 10,000 $/hp Engineering judgment 

Motor 
Efficiency 

emotor Average efficiency of motors used in system 80 % Utility guidance 

Pump 
Efficiency 

epump Average efficiency of pumps used in system 70 % Utility guidance 

Roughness 
Coefficient 
(Darcy-
Weisbach f) 

f, f1 Roughness height for the calculation of pipe 
flow using the Darcy-Weisbach equation 

0.008 ft Relatively smooth concrete (used for 
wastewater flow calculations) 

Roughness 
Coefficient 
(Manning’s n) 

N Roughness coefficient used in calculation of 
pipe flow using Manning’s equation 

0.013  Concrete 

Design 
Velocity, 
Potable and 
Reclaimed 

V Maximum allowable fluid velocity in potable 
and reclaimed water transmission pipe at 
design maximum flow 

5.0 ft/s Tucson design standard 

Design 
Velocity, 
Wastewater 

V Minimum fluid velocity in wastewater 
interceptor needed to maintain adequate self-
cleaning at design maximum flow 

2.0 ft/s ASCE  

Average 
Headloss 

hLavg Average headloss for transmission of water in 
pipes 

2 ft/ 
1000 ft 

Engineering judgement 

Recharge 

Minimum Pmin Minimum pressure needed at recharge location 20 psi Need just enough pressure to avoid clogging 
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Pressure of site appurtenances 

Peaking 
Factor to 
Recharge Site 

fpeak Ratio  of maximum day flow to average flow 
on recharge site 

1.2  Should have consistent flow, but want a little 
room  in case of flow variation. 

System 
Storage 
Capacity 

Vstor Volume of above-ground storage provided 
within the recharge system 

0 gal Storage tanks should not be necessary 

Average 
Energy Use 
for Recovery 
Pumping 

E Energy needed to pump out water that has been 
recharged to the groundwater 

325-650 kWh/ 
ac-ft 

650 is default/average from Pacific Institute, 
used for IPR scenario with continual 
recovery; half to two-third this value used for 
scenarios with part-time recovery 

Recharge 
Basin 
Infiltration 
Rate 

rinf Rate at which water can be infiltrated to the 
subsurface via spreading basins 

2 ft/day Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 

Basin Max 
Water Depth  

dwater Maximum allowable water depth in spreading 
basins 

2 ft Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 

Basin 
Freeboard 

dfree Free space above water depth and ground 
surface in spreading basins 

3 ft Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 

Spreading 
Basin Capital 
Cost 

cb Construction cost for a spreading basin 97802 $/ac Surprise, AZ 

Basin L:W 
ratio 

RLW Ratio of spreading basin length to width 2  Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 
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Basin Ramp 
Grade 

Sramp Grade (slope) of access ramp leading into 
spreading basin 

0.1 ft/ft Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 

Basin Berm 
Slope 

Sberm Slope of sides of spreading basin 0.33 ft/ft Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 

Distance 
Between 
Basins 

Lbb Distance between consecutive spreading basins 12 ft Crites, 2000, as cited in US EPA, 2006b 

Basin O&M 
(no pump, 
pipes) 

crOM Operations and maintenance cost for the 
spreading basins themselves 

.02 $/ 1000 
gal 

Goodyear Adaman Design Concept and 
Report 

Basins Out of 
Service 

Nbasinsout Number of basins to be out of use at any one 
time 

0 basins Assumed that all basins are in use 

Recovery 
Well Capacity 

qmax,well Pumping capacity of recovery well 1400  gpm Goodyear Adaman Design Concept and 
Report 

Recovery 
Well Capital 
Cost 

cwell Construction cost of single recovery well 2,050,000 $ Goodyear Adaman Design Concept and 
Report 

Recovery Pipe 
Length 

lwell Average length of pipe needed at recovery site  2640  ft Engineering judgment 

Recovery Pipe 
Diameter 

D Average diameter of pipe needed at recovery 
site 

8 in Engineering judgment 

Wastewater Collection 

Peaking 
Factor, pipes 

fpeak Ratio of peak to average flow for pipes over 1 
ft in diameter 

1.9 - Tucson design standard 
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over 12 in dia 

Peaking 
Factor, pipes 
12 in dia or 
less 

fpeak Ratio of peak to average flow for pipes less 
than 1 ft in diameter 

2.6 - Tucson design standard 

Minimum 
Pipe Diameter 

D Minimum diameter required for interceptors 8 In Engineering judgement 

Required 
Storage 

Vstor Volume of storage required in the wastewater 
system 

0 gal Storage typically not provided in wastewater 
systems 

Average 
Energy Use 
for 
Wastewater 
(Secondary) 
Treatment 

E Energy needed for the secondary treatment of 
wastewater 

440 kWh/ 
ac-ft 

Pacific Institute 

Average 
Energy Use 
for 
Reclamation 
(Tertiary 
Treatment) 

E Energy needed for the tertiary treatment of 
wastewater 

350 kWh/ 
ac-ft 

Pacific Institute 

Solids 
Handling Cost 

fs Portion of regular wastewater treatment plant 
cost that should be added to obtain costs for 
solids handling 

0 % of 
plant 
cost 

Solids handling was not included 

Recovery 
Through 
Treatment , 

fthrough Portion of water recovered after treatment at 
plant, accounting for water lost in the treatment 

95 % Engineering judgment 
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not Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) 

process, including solids diposal 

Recovery 
Through 
Treatment , 
not Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) 

fthrough Portion of water recovered after treatment at 
plant, accounting for water lost in the treatment 
process 

72 % Engineering judgment 
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Figure S1. Sensitivity to discount rate, expressed as net present worth versus change in discount rate from base value (6%). 
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Figure S2. Sensitivity to pump station cost, expressed as net present worth versus change in pump station cost from base value 
($11,330/HP). 
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Figure S3. Sensitivity to electricity cost, expressed as net present worth versus change in electricity cost from base value 
($0.091/kWh). 
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Figure S4. Sensitivity to peaking factor in the reclaimed water system, expressed as net present worth versus change in peaking factor 
from base value (1.7). 
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Figure S5. Sensitivity to peaking factor in the reclaimed water system, expressed as net present worth versus change in peaking factor 
from base value (1.7). 
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Figure S6. Sensitivity to elevation of the study area relative to CAVSARP (with similar differences in relative elevation from Roger 
Road WWTP, expressed as net present worth versus change in elevation difference from base value (700 ft). 
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Figure S7. Sensitivity to total demand (potable and reclaimed) within the study area, expressed as net present worth versus change in 
total demand from base value (14 MGD potable, 3 MGD reclaimed). 
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Figure S8. Sensitivity to reclaimed water demand within the study area, expressed as net present worth versus change in reclaimed 
water demand from base value (3 MGD). 
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Appendix E: Code for Scenario Planning Optimization 
 
Modifications to EPANET Toolkit 
/*** Updated 06/18/12 ***/ 
int DLLEXPORT ENgetpumplinkindex(int pindex, int *lindex) 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  Input:   pindex = index of pump in list of pumps 
**  Output:  lindex = index of pump in list of links 
**  Returns: error code                               
**  Purpose: retrieves link index of a pump, given the pump index 
** 
**---------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
{ 
   if (!Openflag) return(102); 
   *lindex = Pump[pindex].Link;                    
   return(0); 
 } 
 
/*** Updated 04/12/12 ***/ 
int DLLEXPORT ENsetheadcurve(int index, int curveno) 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  Input:   index = index of pump for which to set head curve in list of pumps 
**    curveno = index of head curve to be set for this pump 
**  Output:  none 
**  Returns: error code                               
**  Purpose: Sets index of a head curve for specific pump index 
** 
**---------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
{ 
   if (!Openflag) return(102); 
   Pump[index].Hcurve = curveno;                    
   return(0); 
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} 
 
/*** Updated 4/17/12 ***/ 
int DLLEXPORT ENsetheadcurveparams (int curveindex, double flow, double head) 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  Input:   curveindex = index (not ID) of curve for which parameters are to be set  
**     Note that setting a pump curve will not affect pump behavior until an inp file is written and reloaded.     
**     flow = design flow for 1-pt pump curve, same units as file in question 
     head = design head for 1-pt pump curve, same units as file in question 
**  Output:  none 
**  Returns: error code                               
**  Purpose: Sets parameters of a 1-pt head curve for specific curve index 
** 
**---------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
{ 
   if (!Openflag) return(102);    
 
 
   /* Only a single h-q point */ 
   /* supplied so use generic */ 
   /* power function curve.   */  
   // error codes? 
   Curve[curveindex].X[0] = flow; 
   Curve[curveindex].Y[0] = head; 
   return(0); 
   } 
 
int DLLEXPORT ENsetpumpcurveparams (int pumpindex, double flow, double head) 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  Input:   pumpindex = index (not ID) of pump for which curve parameters are to be set  
**    flow = design flow for 1-pt pump curve, gpm 
    head = design head for 1-pt pump curve, ft 
**  Output:  none 
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**  Returns: error code                               
**  Purpose: Sets head and flow for 1-pt head curve for specific pump index 
** 
**---------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
{ 
   double a,b,c,h0,h1,h2,q1,q2; 
   if (!Openflag) return(102); 
   /* Only a single h-q point */ 
   /* supplied so use generic */ 
   /* power function curve.   */  
   // error codes? 
   //Curve[curveindex].X[0] = flow; 
   //Curve[curveindex].Y[0] = head; 
   /*h0 = 1.33334*h1;  
   q2 = 2.0*q1; 
   h2 = 0.0;*/   
 
   /* Generic power curve   */ 
    
  // convert GPM to CFS 
     q1 = flow/7.48/60; 
     h1 = head; 
     h0 = 1.33334*h1; 
     q2 = 2.0*q1; 
     h2 = 0.0; 
      Pump[pumpindex].Ptype = POWER_FUNC; 
      if (!powercurve(h0,h1,h2,q1,q2,&a,&b,&c)) return(206); 
      Pump[pumpindex].H0 = -a; 
      Pump[pumpindex].R  = -b; 
      Pump[pumpindex].N  = c; 
      Pump[pumpindex].Q0 = q1; 
      Pump[pumpindex].Qmax  = pow((-a/b),(1.0/c)); 
      Pump[pumpindex].Hmax  = h0; 
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   return(0); 
   } 
 
/*** Updated 04/12/12 ***/ 
int DLLEXPORT ENdisconnected() 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  Input:   none 
**  Output:  number of disconnected nodes 
**  Returns: error code                               
**  Purpose: Accesses method disconnected() in report.c 
** 
**---------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
{ 
   return(disconnected()); 
} 
 
/*** Updated 9/14/13 ***/ 
int DLLEXPORT ENget1ptpumpcurve(int index, float *flow, float *head) 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
**  Input:   index = index of pump in list of links 
**  Output:  flow = design flow for 1-pt pump curve 
    head = design head for 1-pt pump curve 
**  Returns: error code                               
**  Purpose: retrieves design flow and head for the curve assigned to a pump with the specific link index 
** 
**---------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
{ 
   int i; 
   *flow = 0; 
   *head = 0; 
   if (!Openflag) return(102); 
   for (i=1; i<=Npumps; i++) 
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   { 
      if(Pump[i].Link == index)  
      { 
   *flow = Curve[Pump[i].Hcurve].X[0]; 
   *head = Curve[Pump[i].Hcurve].Y[0]; 
         return(0); 
      } 
   } 
   return(204); 
} 
 
Code for individual scenario solutions (BuildoutwithPlantsGenIPR.c) 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include "epanet2.h" 
 
//#define PI 3.14159265358979323846 
 
void hydrun (int nnode, int npipe, int numExt, int pumpDv, int numRes, int plantDv, float *presss, float *ppflow, float *resflow, int errr[2]) 
{ 
 
 int nodenumber, pipenumber; 
 long t, tstep; 
 float pres, flow; 
 
 // for debugging only 
 //ENopen("TestPeak.inp", "buildout_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
 
 //// run hydraulics 
 //ENinitH(0); 
 //do { 
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 // ENrunH(&time); 
 
 // if(time % 3600 == 0 || tstep==0) 
 // { 
 
 //  //for(pipenumber = 1; pipenumber <= npipe; pipenumber++) 
 //  //{ 
 //  // ENgetlinkvalue(pipenumber, EN_FLOW, &pflow[pipenumber]); 
 //  // ENgetlinkvalue(pipenumber, EN_HEADLOSS, &head[pipenumber]); 
 //  //} 
 
 //  for(nodenumber = 1; nodenumber <= nnode; nodenumber++) 
 //  { 
 //   ENgetnodevalue(nodenumber, EN_PRESSURE, &presss[nodenumber]); 
 //  } 
 // } 
 
 // ENnextH(&tstep); 
 
 //} while (tstep>0); 
 
 
    //Hydraulic simulation 
    ENopenH(); 
    ENinitH(0); 
    do { 
        errr[1]=ENrunH(&t); 
        ENnextH(&tstep); 
    } while (tstep>0); 
    ENcloseH();  
 
 for(nodenumber = 1; nodenumber <= nnode; nodenumber++){ 
  ENgetnodevalue(nodenumber, EN_PRESSURE, &pres); 
  presss[nodenumber] = pres; 
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 } 
 
 for(nodenumber= nnode+1; nodenumber <=nnode + numRes; nodenumber++){    
  ENgetnodevalue(nodenumber, EN_DEMAND, &flow); 
  resflow[nodenumber-nnode] = flow; 
 } 
 
 for(pipenumber = npipe+numExt; pipenumber <= npipe+numExt+4*pumpDv+plantDv; pipenumber++){ 
  ENgetlinkvalue(pipenumber, EN_FLOW, &flow); 
  ppflow[pipenumber] = flow; 
 } 
 
 // for debugging only! 
 //ENclose(); 
 
} 
 
 
void CostFunc_pw(int npop, int pipeDv, int pumpDv, int nRes, int plantDv, int numExt, int diampw[11], float PeakFactorWW, float Qpot, float 
*plength, float *pcostm, int **Devar, float **newCap, float *regFlow, float *Sat_wwtp, float *RechFlow, float begPStationflow[37], float 
totDemand, float *flowAct, float *pcost1, float *pcost2, float *QpotExcessAFY, float *cost) 
{ 
 int ii, jj; 
 float Epump=0.1; // pump energy cost (USD/kWh), 1hp=0.746kW 
 float Effpump=0.75; // pump efficiency constant 
 float HoursOfOp=24; // hours per day that pumps run 
 float ENRCCI=10037.4; // ENR construction cost index July 2015 
 float OMperMile=3200; // maintenance cost for pipes, $/yr 
 float years = 45; 
 float discountrate = 0.03; 
 float begDemand = 0; 
 
 // Pipes and pumps 
 float PerOfCap=0.01; // annual O&M cost for pumps and tanks/capital cost 
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 float TankCostPerGal=0.8; // capital cost of storage capacity, $/gal 
 
 float a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, d1, d2, d3, d4, e1, e2, e3, e4, f2, f3, f4, u1, u2, u3, u4; 
 float PipeMC, CTrench, CEmbed, CBackfill, CEquip, PipeIC; 
 float PipeCapCost, PipeOM, PumpCapCost, PumpOM, PumpOMinit, PumpOMfinal, G; 
 float temp_PumpQ, PVF, satww, yr, QPotSavings; 
 
 // Potable water source (wells) 
 float ProdCapPerWell = 1400; // production capacity of individual well, gpm 
    float CostPerWell = 1975600; // capital cost of production well, $ 
    float OMWell = 0.05; // operations and maintenance cost of well, $/1000 gal (excludes energy cost) 
    float PeakFactor = 1.6; // peaking factor in wellfield 
    float PumpPower = 800; // average energy use for pumping, kWh/ac ft 
    //float PumpPower = 600; // average energy use for pumping reclaimed water (?), kWh/ac ft 
    //float QPot =  73000000; // gpd = 73 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, high demand case 
 float QPotExcessCharge = 1000; // $/af for water above available CAP 
 float QPotBenefit = 250; // $/af for CAP water saved through reuse of other water 
 
 float totCap, WellCapCost, WellEnergy, WellOM, TreatOM, WaterTreatPower, Capacity, WTPCapCost, WTPEnergy, WTPOM; 
 float AddHP1, AddHP2, PStationEnergy, PStationEnergyCost, StorageCapCost, StorageOMCost; 
 float StaticLiftHeadloss, StaticLiftDistance, StaticLift, StaticLiftHP, CapCostTotal, OMCost, ExcessCharge, PV_ExcessCharge; 
 
 // Wastewater reclamation plants  
 int SolidsHandling = 0; // whether solids handling is included in costs or not. If included, SolidsHandling is the multiplier on plant cost to 
be added as the cost of the solids handling system 
 float ReturnFrac = 0.05; // fraction of wastewater flow to satellite plants that is returned to regional plant-- would need to change for RO 
system     
 float totSatFlow; // total flow treated at wwrf 
 float Reg_ww; // total design flow to regional plant 
 float A1, A2, B1, B2; // cost coefficients for wwrf capital costs 
 float SatCapCost, SatOM, DisCost, RegCapCost, RegOM; 
 float ExistCapacity;  // existing regional wwtp capacity, MGD 
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    // Recharge and recovery facilities 
    float Dist1  = 2640;                      // distance to recharge facility from reclamation facility, ft 
    float ExistDemand= 0;                     // existing capacity of recharge facility, gpm 
    int TimeWet = 1;        // time over which water is applied to spreading basin, days 
    int TimeDry = 3;        // time over which water is not applied to spreading basin, days 
    float PeakFactorRech = 1.2;               // peaking factor (= peak flow/avg flow) 
    float ElectricityCost = Epump;            // energy cost for operations, $/kWh 
    float Roughness = 0.013;                  // Manning's n roughness value 
    float Fps = 5;                            // design flowrate in pipes at peak flow, fps 
    float Pressure = 10;                      // minimum pressure at spreading basin, psi 
    float InfiltrationRate = 2;               // infiltration rate in basins, ft/day 
    float BasinWaterDepth = 2;                // maximum depth of water in spreading basins, ft 
    float BasinFreeboard = 3;                 // depth of basin above max waterline, ft 
    float BasinCapCostPerAc = 94250;          // capital cost of basins, $/ac    
    float LWRatio =2;                         // ratio of length to width for basins 
    float RampGrade = 0.1;                    // ramp slope into basins 
    float BermSlope = 0.33;                   // slope of berms on sides of basins 
    float DistBtwnBasins = 12;                // distance between basins, ft 
    int BasinsOut = 1;                        // number of basins designed to be out of service at any given time 
    float OMBasin = 0.03;                     // operations and maintenance for basins, $/1000 gal 
    float RecoveryWellCapacity = 1400;        // recovery capacity of recovery well, gpm 
    float RecoveryWellCost = 1975600;         // capital cost of recovery well, $ 
    float RecoveryWellOM = 0.19;              // O&M for recovery wells, $/1000 gal 
    float RecoveryPipePerWell = 2640;         // length of piping needed per recovery well, ft 
    int RecoveryPipeD = 8;                    // diameter of pipes for recovery wells, in 
    float RecoveryPower = 650;                // energy use of water recovery, kWh/ac-ft 
 float BasinDepth, BasinArea, BasinLength, BasinWidth, RechargeArea, ExistBasinArea, ExistBasinLength, ExistBasinWidth; 
 float PipeCost, RechCapCost, RechargeOM, RechargePipeLength, TotalRechargePipeLength, Headloss, EnergyCost, RecoveryEnergy; 
 float PSPartsLabor, RecoveryCapCost, RecoveryOM, RecoveryPipeLength, TotalRecoveryPipeLength, TotalHead; 
 float PipeD1, NumBasins, TotalRecoveryWells, RecoveryWells, RechargePipeD; 
 
 //FILE *ptr2; 
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 // Present value factor 
 PVF=(pow((1+discountrate),years)-1)/(discountrate*pow((1+discountrate),years)); 
 
 //// Open output file 
 /*ptr2=fopen("test_output.txt", "a"); 
 if (ptr2 == NULL){ 
  printf("File failed to open."); 
 } 
 fprintf (ptr2, "npopID \t cost\n");*/ 
 
 /****************************** Pipes and Pumps *******************************************************/ 
 // (1) Pipe capital costs ********************************************************** 
 // (A) Pipe material cost - ductile iron pipe, push-on joints, indicator variable for class u=50 
 a1=-44.0; b1=0.33; c1=1.72; d1=2.87; e1=0.74; u1=50.0;  // with push on joints 
 // (B) Pipe installation cost 
 // (B-1) Trenching and Excavation - sandy gravel soil (indicator variable u=4, trench depth 4ft) 
 a2=2.9; b2=0.0018; c2=1.90; d2=0.13; e2=1.77; f2=0.0; u2=4.0; // 1:1 side slope 8-144 inch 
 // (B-2) Embedment - indicator variable u=0 (ordinary) 
 a3=1.6; b3=0.0062; c3=1.83; d3=-0.20; e3=1.00; f3=0.07; u3=0.0; 
 // (B-3) Backfill and Compaction - sandy gravel soil (indicator variable u=4, trench depth 4ft) 
 a4=-0.094; b4=-0.062; c4=0.73; d4=0.18; e4=2.03; f4=0.02; u4=4.0; 
 // (B-4) Valve, fitting and hydrant - medium spacing frequency 
 a5=9.8; b5=0.020; c5=1.8; 
 
 for(ii= 1; ii <= npop; ii++){ 
  PipeCapCost=0; 
  PipeOM=0; 
  for(jj= 1; jj <= pipeDv; jj++){ 
   if(Devar[ii][jj] > 1) 
   { 
    PipeMC=(a1+b1*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*plength[jj]; 
 
    CTrench=(a2+b2*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c2))+d2*(pow(u2,e2))+f2*(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]*u2))*plength[jj]; 
    CEmbed=(a3+b3*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]*u3))*plength[jj]; 
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    CBackfill=(a4+b4*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]*u4))*plength[jj]; 
    CEquip=(a5+b5*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c5)))*plength[jj]; 
    PipeIC=CTrench+CEmbed+CBackfill+CEquip;  
 
    PipeCapCost=PipeCapCost+(PipeMC+PipeIC)*pcostm[jj]*(7888.0/5826.0)*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
    //if(jj==pipeDv)  
    // printf ("value= %f\n", PipeCapCost);       
    // (2) Pipe O&M costs - pipeline maintenance 
********************************************************** 
    PipeOM=PipeOM+OMperMile*plength[jj]/5280.0*(ENRCCI/7888.0)*PVF; // OMperMile: per mile cost per year 
   } 
   // else, PipeCapCost and PipeOM remain unchanged. 
  } 
 
  PumpCapCost=0; 
  PumpOM=0; 
  // Set peak demand 
  for(jj= 1; jj <= pumpDv; jj++){ 
   // (3) Pump costs ********************************************************** 
   if(Devar[ii][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+jj]!=0){ 
   // Pump group 
   // C (3): P1, 2, 3 
   // D (2): P4, 5 
   // E (4): P6, 7, 8, 9 
   // FS(5):P10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
   // FN(2):P15, 16 
   // G (6): P17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 
   // H (5): P23, 24, 25, 26, 27 
   // I (5): P28, 29, 30, 31, 32 
    temp_PumpQ=Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+jj]; 
   
 PumpCapCost=PumpCapCost+Devar[ii][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+jj]*500.0*pow(temp_PumpQ,(float)0.7)*pow(Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj],
0.4)*(ENRCCI/4406.0); 
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    begDemand += begPStationflow[jj]; 
    
    // Calculate pump O&M cost based on cost increasing over time as flows increase. Use a linear growth curve. 
    // Present value function for Linear Gradient Series from http://books.google.com/books?id=W-
k9eNQ5oj8C&pg=PA987&lpg=PA987&dq=present+value+from+series+of+linearly+increasing+payments&source=bl&ots=BzyDwqjRQ3&sig=Zpu7
Xt5-
7Tommo0vYWTH2ObXVPg&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FTBiVP6_NIuaigLg6IGYBw&ved=0CCwQ6AEwAg#v=onepage&q=present%20value%20from%20serie
s%20of%20linearly%20increasing%20payments&f=false 
    if (begPStationflow[jj]/temp_PumpQ > 0.5) 
    { 
     if(begPStationflow[jj]/temp_PumpQ < 1) 
      Effpump = 0.4*begPStationflow[jj]/temp_PumpQ + 0.45; 
     else if(begPStationflow[jj]/temp_PumpQ < 1.5) 
      Effpump = -0.4*begPStationflow[jj]/temp_PumpQ + 1.25; 
     else 
      Effpump = 0.1; 
    } 
    else 
     Effpump = 0.1; 
       
    PumpOMinit = 
(0.746/Effpump)*(62.4*0.133681/60.0*begPStationflow[jj]*Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj]/(550.0*Effpump))*Epump*HoursOfOp*365.0*(ENRCC
I/7888.0); 
 
    if (flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/temp_PumpQ > 0.5) 
    { 
     if(flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/temp_PumpQ < 1) 
      Effpump = 0.4*flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/temp_PumpQ + 0.45; 
     else if(flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/temp_PumpQ < 1.5) 
      Effpump = -0.4*flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/temp_PumpQ + 1.25; 
     else 
      Effpump = 0.1; 
    } 
    else 
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     Effpump = 0.1; 
       PumpOMfinal = 
Devar[ii][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+jj]*(0.746/Effpump)*(62.4*0.133681/60.0*temp_PumpQ*Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj]/(550.0*Effpump))*Epump
*HoursOfOp*365.0*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
    // This line can cause negative values for G. This would represent a decreasing series but seems problematic. Set 
G to 0? For that pump, cost over time will be equivalent to running at original design flow/head. 
       G = (PumpOMfinal - PumpOMinit)/(years-1);  
       PumpOM += PumpOMinit * PVF + G * (pow((1+ discountrate),years) - discountrate*years -1)/(pow(discountrate,2) * 
pow((1 + discountrate),years)); 
            }  
  } 
 
  // Total cost 
  cost[ii]=PipeCapCost+PipeOM+PumpCapCost+PumpOM+pcost1[ii]+pcost2[ii]; 
  //printf ("cost1 = %f \n", cost[ii]);  
 } 
 
 // Potable water source (CAP) 
 /* This part of the function calculates the cost of operating wells for withdrawing groundwater for potable use,  
 and the cost of (potable) water treatment based on type of treatment utilized*/ 
  
 //int NumWells 
 
    // Wells (reclaimed, i.e. at Sweetwater) 
 for(ii= 1; ii <= npop; ii++){ 
  // Convert gpm to gpd, make up for well supply showing as negative demand. 
  totCap = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=nRes-plantDv; jj++){ 
   newCap[ii][jj] = newCap[ii][jj] * (-1440);  
   totCap += newCap[ii][jj]; 
  } 
          
  // (1 - Well) Calculate well costs ************************************* 
  //  Calculate number of wells necessary 
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   //NumWells = ceil(NewProdCap * PeakFactor / 1440 / ProdCapPerWell);  
  // Capital cost 
   //WellCapCost = NumWells * CostPerWell * (ENRCCIlocal / 7888);  
  // Leave out capital cost for capacity that already exists 
  WellCapCost = 0; 
 
  // O & M cost 
  WellEnergy = totCap /1000000 * 1120 * PumpPower;  // Energy, MGD --> ac-ft/yr 
  WellOM = (WellEnergy * Epump) * (ENRCCI / 7888) + totCap * 365 / 1000 * OMWell * (ENRCCI / 7888);  // OMWell is in $/ 1000 
gal 
 
 
  // (2 - WTP) Calculate water treatment cost **************************************** 
  // Assume no actual treatment plant, just chlorination 
  TreatOM = 0.05; /* O&M for water treatment, $/1000 gal, based on 
    
http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyNET.exe/901G0C00.txt?ZyActionD=ZyDocument&Client=EPA&Index=1991%20Thru%201994&Docs=&Query=&Time
=&EndTime=&SearchMethod=1&TocRestrict=n&Toc=&TocEntry=&QField=&QFieldYear=&QFieldMonth=&QFieldDay=&UseQField=&IntQFieldOp
=0&ExtQFieldOp=0&XmlQuery=&File=D%3A%5CZYFILES%5CINDEX%20DATA%5C91THRU94%5CTXT%5C00000018%5C901G0C00.txt&User=ANO
NYMOUS&Password=anonymous&SortMethod=h%7C-
&MaximumDocuments=1&FuzzyDegree=0&ImageQuality=r75g8/r75g8/x150y150g16/i425&Display=p%7Cf&DefSeekPage=x&SearchBack=ZyActi
onL&Back=ZyActionS&BackDesc=Results%20page&MaximumPages=1&ZyEntry=2# 
    and http://www.fwrj.com/articles/9805.pdf and the fact that chlorine has to get trucked to the wells. */ 
  WaterTreatPower = 4.2;  /* average enegy use for water treatment, kWh/ac ft. Based on http://www.ecw.org/prod/222-1.pdf,  
    energy to chlorinate is about 9 kWh/MG, = 0.009 kWh/1000 gal = 4.2 kWh/ac-ft adjusted to ENR = 7888 from 1996 
dollars (ENR = 5071). */ 
 
  // No treatment plant 
  Capacity = 0; 
  // Capital cost - Treatment = 'Conventional Filt.' 
  WTPCapCost = exp(14.444 + 0.5372 / 2) * pow(Capacity, 0.881) * 1.314667; 
  WTPCapCost = WTPCapCost * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
  // O & M cost 
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  WTPEnergy = WaterTreatPower * totCap /1000000 * 1120;  // Energy - convert gpd to MGD to AFY and multiply by default 
energy use 
  WTPOM = (WTPEnergy * Epump + TreatOM * totCap /1000 * 365) * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
      
  ///* Static lift cost to use area-- first connection is in Zone C; second 
  // is in Zone FN. (this part is study-area specific--perhaps could convert to vectors to generalize). */ 
  StaticLiftHeadloss = 2;  // ft/1000ft 
  StaticLiftDistance = 142560;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Martin Reservoir (18 miles 
x 1.5 = 27 miles = 142560 ft) 
  StaticLift = 310;  // ft = difference between elevation at Martin Reservoir (2555 ft) and CAVSARP (2245 ft) on Google Earth-- 
assumed that can go southern route to bypass Clearwell Res. 
  AddHP1 = newCap[ii][1] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
  AddHP2 = 0; 
  StaticLiftDistance = 221760;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Houghton/Irvington 
intersection (28 miles x 1.5 = 42 miles = 221760 ft) 
  StaticLift = 567;  // ft = difference between elevation at Houghton/Irvington intersection (2812 ft) and CAVSARP (2245 ft) on 
Google Earth-- assumed that can go southern route to bypass Clearwell Res. 
  AddHP2 = newCap[ii][2] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
 
 
  /* Static lift cost to use area-- first connection is in Zone C; second 
   is in Zone FN. (this part is study-area specific--perhaps could convert to vectors to generalize). */ 
  //StaticLiftHeadloss = 2;  // ft/1000ft 
  //StaticLiftDistance = 87120;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from TW Reclaimed Facility at Agua Nueva 
to Martin Reservoir (11 miles x 1.5 = 16.5 miles = 87120 ft) 
  //StaticLift = 275;  // ft = difference between elevation at Martin Reservoir (2555 ft) and TW Reclaimed Facility at Agua Nueva 
(2280 ft) on Google Earth 
  //AddHP1 = newCap[ii][1] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
  // 
  //AddHP2 = 0; 
  //StaticLiftDistance = 134640;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Houghton/Irvington 
intersection (17 miles x 1.5 = 25.5 miles = 134640 ft) 
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  //StaticLift = 532;  // ft = difference between elevation at Houghton/Irvington intersection (2812 ft) and CAVSARP (2280 ft) on 
Google Earth 
  //AddHP2 = newCap[ii][2] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
  StaticLiftHP = AddHP1 + AddHP2; 
  PStationEnergy = StaticLiftHP * 0.7456999 * HoursOfOp  * 365;  
  PStationEnergyCost = (PStationEnergy * Epump) * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
      
 
  // (3 - Well & WTP) Calculate capital & OM costs *********************** 
        
  // Cost of unmet demand (doesn't apply for rw system) 
   if (Qpot < totCap){ 
    ExcessCharge = QPotExcessCharge * (totCap - Qpot) / 1000000 * 1120; //Charge per year (1120 afy per MGD) 
    PV_ExcessCharge = ExcessCharge * ((pow(1+0.03,20) -1)/(0.03*pow(1+0.03,20)))*(1/(pow(1+0.03,20))); 
    QpotExcessAFY[ii] = (totCap - Qpot)/1000000*1120; 
    //yr = (Qpot-begDemand)/(totCap-begDemand)*years; 
    //QpotExcessAFY[ii] = 0.5 *(totCap - Qpot)* (years - yr) - 0.5* (Qpot-begDemand)*yr; 
    } 
   else { 
    PV_ExcessCharge = 0; 
    QpotExcessAFY[ii] = 0; 
    //QpotExcessAFY[ii] = (totCap - Qpot)/1000000*1120; 
   } 
   
  // Storage cost 
   StorageCapCost = totDemand*24*60* 1.05 * PeakFactor* TankCostPerGal; // 1.05 for 105% of max day demand in 
storage (5% for emergencies) as per Tucson Water standards (2006) 
   StorageOMCost = StorageCapCost * PerOfCap; 
 
  // Benefit for CAP water saved 
   // CAP water is saved if water is obtained via IPR at local reclamation facilities, if it is used preferentially over available 
CAP water 
   // Take a value per acre foot. 
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   QPotSavings = (totDemand*1440 - totCap)/1000000 *1120 *QPotBenefit; 
 
  CapCostTotal = (WellCapCost + WTPCapCost + StorageCapCost); 
  OMCost = (WellOM + WTPOM + PStationEnergyCost + StorageOMCost - QPotSavings); 
    
     
         
  // (4) Calculate total costs for potable water source ******************************************* 
  cost[ii] += CapCostTotal + OMCost*PVF + PV_ExcessCharge;  // Total Present Worth Value 
  //printf ("cost2 = %f \n", cost[ii]);  
 } 
 
 // WW Reclamation Plants 
 for(ii=1; ii<=npop; ii++){ 
  totSatFlow = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   satww = Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+jj]; 
   Sat_wwtp[jj] = satww; // vector to hold wwrf design capacities for one individual from population 
   totSatFlow += Sat_wwtp[jj]; //gpm 
  } // for jj 
   
  Reg_ww = regFlow[ii] + ReturnFrac*totSatFlow; // total design flow to regional plant 
  //Reg_wwtp = Reg_ww;                  % RR wwtp capacity expansion (differential cost), MGD 
   
   
  // (1) WWTP capital and O&M costs ******************************************     
      
  // (A) Satellite plants 
  // Power function coefficients 
  A1 = 8179250; 
  B1 = 0.903; 
  A2 = 327; 
        B2 = 0.496; 
  // Facility capital costs given by a power function 
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  SatCapCost = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   SatCapCost += (1 + SolidsHandling) * A1 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440,B1) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
   // Add disinfection cost 
            DisCost = A2 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440,B2) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
            SatCapCost += DisCost; 
  } //for jj 
  // O&M cost is 5% of capital cost  
  SatOM = 0.05 * SatCapCost; 
 
  // (B) Regional plant 
  // Power function coefficients 
  A1 = 8179250; 
  B1 = 0.903; 
  A2 = 327; 
        B2 = 0.496; 
  SolidsHandling = 0.6; 
  // Facility capital costs given by a power function 
  ExistCapacity = 20833;  // existing regional wwtp capacity, gpm (=30 MGD) 
  RegCapCost = (1 + SolidsHandling) * A1 * pow((Reg_ww*PeakFactorWW+ExistCapacity)/1000000.0 *1440, B1) * (ENRCCI / 7685) 
     -(1 + SolidsHandling) * A1 * pow(ExistCapacity/1000000.0 *1440, B1) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
  // Add disinfection cost 
        DisCost = A2 * pow((Reg_ww+ExistCapacity)/1000000.0 *1440, B2) * (ENRCCI / 7685) 
     -(1 + SolidsHandling) * A2 * pow(ExistCapacity/1000000.0 *1440, B2) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
        RegCapCost += DisCost; 
 
  // O&M cost is 5% of capital cost 
  RegOM = 0.05 * RegCapCost;  
     
  // (C) Combine    
  cost[ii] += SatCapCost + RegCapCost + (SatOM + RegOM)*PVF; 
  //printf ("cost3 = %f \n", cost[ii]);  
 } // for ii 
 // Recharge and recovery for IPR. This section calculates the cost of a surface spreading facility. 
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    // compute basin depth 
    BasinDepth = BasinWaterDepth + BasinFreeboard; 
 
 for(ii=1; ii<=npop; ii++){ 
  CapCostTotal = 0; 
  OMCost = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   RechFlow[jj] = Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+jj]*0.95; // vector to hold recharge facility design capacities for one 
individual from population 
   if (RechFlow[jj] != 0) 
   { 
    /* Calculate pipe diameter for recharge delivery piping to recharge area 
     and within area for spreading basins */ 
    PipeD1 = ceil(ceil(10*sqrt((RechFlow[jj] * PeakFactorRech) / 60 / 7.48 / Fps / 3.14159 * 12 * 12) * 2 ) / 10 / 2) * 
2; 
                
    // Calculate recharge basin costs 
    NumBasins = ceil((TimeWet + TimeDry) / TimeWet + BasinsOut); 
    /* Sizing guidelines follow EPA Process Design Manual "Land Treatment of Municipal Wastewater Effluents," 
2006, 
      as used by Malcolm Pirnie in recharge calculator. Basins are arranged side-by-side with roads around each. */ 
    BasinArea = RechFlow[jj] * 60 * 24 / 7.48 / InfiltrationRate;    // yields basin area in ft^2 
    BasinLength = ceil(sqrt(BasinArea / LWRatio) * LWRatio + 2 * DistBtwnBasins + BasinDepth / RampGrade + 
BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
    BasinWidth = ceil(sqrt(BasinArea / LWRatio) + DistBtwnBasins + 2 * BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
    RechargeArea = BasinLength *BasinWidth * NumBasins; 
      
    /* Calculate old dimensions for O&M and proper pipe length-- assume new basins are added at end of line of old 
ones, and with 
      parallel pipe laid to feed these basins. ExistDemand in gpm. */ 
    if (ExistDemand >0){  
     ExistBasinArea = ExistDemand * 60 * 24 / 7.48 / InfiltrationRate; 
     ExistBasinLength = ceil(sqrt(ExistBasinArea / LWRatio) * LWRatio + 2 * DistBtwnBasins + BasinDepth / 
RampGrade + BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
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     ExistBasinWidth = ceil(sqrt(ExistBasinArea / LWRatio) + DistBtwnBasins + 2 * BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
    } 
    else{ 
     ExistBasinArea = 0; 
     ExistBasinLength = 0; 
     ExistBasinWidth = 0; 
    } 
        
    // Convert recharge area to acres and multiply by price per acre 
    RechCapCost = RechargeArea / 43560 * BasinCapCostPerAc * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
    RechargeOM = OMBasin * RechFlow[jj] * 1440 * 365 / 1000 * (ENRCCI / 7888); // Basin OM is in $/ 1000 gal 
    RechargePipeLength = NumBasins * (BasinWidth + 0.5 * BasinLength) - 0.5 * BasinWidth + NumBasins * 
ExistBasinWidth; 
    TotalRechargePipeLength = RechargePipeLength + NumBasins * (ExistBasinWidth + 0.5 * ExistBasinLength) - 0.5 
* ExistBasinWidth; 
    /* Use distance to farthest basin, which is the total length of pipe minus the rest of the pipes that lead into other 
individual basins 
      (each with length 0.5 * BasinLength) */ 
    RechargePipeD = PipeD1; 
    // Assume larger headloss is to outlying (new) basins. 
    Headloss = pow((Fps/((1.486 / Roughness) * pow(RechargePipeD / 4 / 12, 2.0 / 3.0))),2)*(RechargePipeLength - 
(NumBasins - 1) * 0.5 * BasinLength); 
        
    // Compute cost of recovery wells       
    RecoveryWells = ceil(RechFlow[jj] / RecoveryWellCapacity) + 1; 
    TotalRecoveryWells = ceil((RechFlow[jj] + ExistDemand) / RecoveryWellCapacity)+1; 
 
    RecoveryCapCost = RecoveryWells * RecoveryWellCost * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
    RecoveryOM = RecoveryWellOM *RechFlow[jj] * 1440 * 365 / 1000 * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
               
    RecoveryPipeLength = RecoveryWells * RecoveryPipePerWell; 
    TotalRecoveryPipeLength = TotalRecoveryWells * RecoveryPipePerWell; 
        
    // Total recharge/recovery facility capital cost 
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    WellCapCost = RechCapCost + RecoveryCapCost; 
        
    // Total headloss includes end pressure 
    TotalHead = Headloss + Pressure * 2.31; 
        
    // Calculate needed power of pump within recharge area. Assume pump cost for recovery is included in cost of 
recovery wells. 
    PumpCapCost = 500 * pow(RechFlow[jj]*PeakFactorRech, 0.7) * pow(TotalHead, 0.4) * (ENRCCI / 4406);  // 
Walski et al. (1987), ENR1987=4406 
    PSPartsLabor = PerOfCap * PumpCapCost * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
        
    // Assume water to be recharged to flow by gravity to recharge area. Calculate costs for piping. Cost functions 
from Clark, et al. (2002) 
 
    PipeMC=(a1+b1*(pow(PipeD1,c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*Dist1 + 
(a1+b1*(pow(RechargePipeD,c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*RechargePipeLength +  
     (a1+b1*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
 
    CTrench=(a2+b2*pow(PipeD1,c2)+d2* pow(u2,e2) +f2*(PipeD1*u2))*Dist1 + 
(a2+b2*pow(RechargePipeD,c2)+d2*pow(u2,e2) 
     + f2*(RechargePipeD*u2))*RechargePipeLength + 
(a2+b2*pow(RecoveryPipeD,c2)+d2*pow(u2,e2)+f2*(RecoveryPipeD*u2))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    CEmbed=(a3+b3*(pow(PipeD1,c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(PipeD1*u3))*Dist1 + 
(a3+b3*(pow(RechargePipeD,c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(RechargePipeD*u3))*RechargePipeLength 
     + (a3+b3*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(RecoveryPipeD*u3))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    CBackfill=(a4+b4*(pow(PipeD1,c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(PipeD1*u4))*Dist1 + 
(a4+b4*(pow(RechargePipeD,c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(RechargePipeD*u4))*RechargePipeLength 
     + (a4+b4*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(RecoveryPipeD*u4))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    CEquip=(a5+b5*(pow(PipeD1,c5)))*Dist1 + (a5+b5*(pow(RechargePipeD,c5)))*RechargePipeLength + 
(a5+b5*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c5)))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    PipeIC=CTrench+CEmbed+CBackfill+CEquip;  
 
    PipeCost=(PipeMC+PipeIC)*(7888.0/5826.0)*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
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    PipeOM= OMperMile*(Dist1 + TotalRechargePipeLength + TotalRecoveryPipeLength)/5280.0*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
// OMperMile: per mile cost 
     
    RecoveryEnergy = RechFlow[jj] *1440 / 1000000 * 1120 * RecoveryPower; 
    EnergyCost = (RecoveryEnergy * ElectricityCost) * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
   } //if (RechFlow[jj] != 0) 
   else 
   { 
    WellCapCost = 0; 
    PipeCost = 0; 
    PumpCapCost = 0; 
    RechargeOM = 0; 
    RecoveryOM = 0; 
    PipeOM = 0; 
    PSPartsLabor = 0; 
    EnergyCost = 0; 
   } 
   // Total present worth value (USD) 
   // Capital costs 
   CapCostTotal += WellCapCost + PipeCost + PumpCapCost; 
   // O & M costs 
   OMCost += RechargeOM + RecoveryOM + PipeOM + PSPartsLabor + EnergyCost; 
  } // for jj 
 cost[ii] += CapCostTotal+ OMCost*PVF; 
 
 
 /*printf ("cost = %f \n", cost[ii]);  
 fprintf (ptr2, "%i \t %f \n", ii, cost[ii]);*/ 
 
 } //for ii 
 //fclose(ptr2); 
} 
void GArun (int nnode, int diampw[11], float *plength, float *pcostm, float *bdemand, float *pdemand, int **Devar, int pipeDv, int pumpDv, 
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   int nDv, int numExt, int numRes, int plantDv, int distPipe, float PeakFactorWW, float QPot, float *satplantcap, float 
begPStationflow[37], int npop, int ngen, float crossover, 
   float mutationr, float *QpotExcessAFY, float *cost, int bestcostindex[2], float bestcost[2]) 
{ 
 int i, ii, jj, zz, iter, temp_designflow, temp1, temp2, nocrossgene, cconst, tempz, errr[2], demandnodes; 
 int valveindex; 
 float minPpw, minPrw, maxP, pcost3[3], pcost4[3], check_penalty, penalty_cost, cost3[3]; 
 float SatWWTreat; 
 double tempconst, temp11, temp22, nansoopc, temp, tempco, totalPeakDemand, totalBaseDemand, totresflow; 
 
 // Allocate dynamic arrays 
 int **parent2, **parent3, *crosssite; 
 float *presss, *ppflow, *pcost1, *pcost2, *regWWflow, **regPWflow, *respotflow, *satdesflow, *recharge; 
 double *cumulcost; 
 parent2 = malloc (sizeof (float *) * (2+1)); 
 if(parent2 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
   { 
     parent2[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (nDv+1));  
  if(parent2[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 parent3 = malloc (sizeof (float *) * (2+1)); 
 if(parent3 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
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  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
   { 
     parent3[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (nDv+1));  
  if(parent3[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 crosssite = malloc((nDv+1) * sizeof(int)); 
 if(crosssite == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 presss = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(presss == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 ppflow = malloc((pipeDv + 4*pumpDv + plantDv + numExt +1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(ppflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 pcost1 = malloc((npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
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 if(pcost1 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 pcost2 = malloc((npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(pcost2 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 regWWflow = malloc((npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(regWWflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 regPWflow = malloc (sizeof (float *) * (npop+1)); 
 if(regPWflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < npop+1; i++) 
   { 
     regPWflow[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (numRes-plantDv+1));  
  if(regPWflow[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
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   } 
 
 cumulcost = malloc((npop+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(cumulcost == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 respotflow = malloc((numRes+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(respotflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 satdesflow = malloc((plantDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(satdesflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 recharge = malloc((plantDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(recharge == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 // Reset random seed 
 srand((unsigned)time(NULL));  
 
 // Pressure requirements 
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 minPpw= 40; 
 minPrw= 40; 
 maxP  =90; 
 penalty_cost=10000000000; // 1E10 
 errr[1]=0; 
 
 //for(ii = 1; ii <= 26; ii++){ 
 // ENgetpumplinkindex(ii, &test); 
 //} 
 
 
for(zz = 1; zz <= npop; zz++) 
{ 
 
 //// Hydraulic calc. 
 // Set peak demands 
 totalPeakDemand = 0; 
 demandnodes = 0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
  ENsetnodevalue(ii, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemand[ii]); 
  totalPeakDemand += pdemand[ii]; 
  if (pdemand[ii] > 0) 
  { 
   demandnodes++; 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Pipe diameters 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= pipeDv; ii++){ 
  if(Devar[zz][ii] >1) 
  { 
   ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_DIAMETER, diampw[Devar[zz][ii]]); 
   ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
  } 
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  else 
  { 
   ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_DIAMETER, 0.5); 
   ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 // Pumps 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= pumpDv; ii++){ 
  if(Devar[zz][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+ii] != 0){ 
   temp_designflow=Devar[zz][pipeDv+ii]/Devar[zz][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+ii]; // design flow (gpm) / # of pump on peak 
condition 
   ENsetheadcurveparams(ii, temp_designflow, Devar[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]); 
   for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
    if(jj<=Devar[zz][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+ii]){ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1);  
     ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(ii-1)+jj, temp_designflow, Devar[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=1; 
      //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=temp_designflow; 
      //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=Devar[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]; 
    } 
    else{ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
     ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(ii-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
      //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
      //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  else{ 
   ENsetheadcurveparams(ii, 99, 99); 
   for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
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    ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
    ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(ii-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
     //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
     //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
     //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Plants 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= plantDv; ii++){ 
  valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 4*pumpDv + ii; // index of valve corresponding to plant's recharge facility in list of links 
  ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[zz][valveindex - numExt]*1.6); 
 } 
 
 //ENsaveinpfile("TestPeak.inp"); 
 //ENclose(); 
  
 hydrun (nnode, pipeDv, numExt, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, presss, ppflow, respotflow, errr); 
 
 //for(ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
 // press[zz][ii]=presss[ii]; 
 //} 
 //for(ii = 1; ii <= npipe+numExt+4*pumpDv; ii++){ 
 // pflow[zz][ii]=ppflow[ii]; 
 //} 
 
 // Calculate amounts of water coming from regional water supply. 
 totresflow = 0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= numRes-plantDv; ii++){ 
  regPWflow[zz][ii] = respotflow[ii]; 
  totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
 } 
 for (ii = numRes-plantDv+1; ii <= numRes; ii++){ 
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  totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
 } 
 
 check_penalty=0; 
 // Calculate penalty cost 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= demandnodes; ii++){ 
  if(presss[ii]<minPrw){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(minPrw-presss[ii],2); 
  } 
  else if(presss[ii]>maxP){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[ii]-maxP,2); 
  } 
 } 
 for(ii = demandnodes+1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
  if(presss[ii]<0){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(0-presss[ii],2); 
  } 
  /*else if(presss[ii]>maxP){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[ii]-maxP,2); 
  }*/ 
 } 
 
 if(totresflow < totalPeakDemand-1){ // account for potential rounding error 
  check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
 } 
 
 if((errr[1] != 0)&&(errr[1] !=5)){ 
  check_penalty=check_penalty+100*penalty_cost; 
 } 
 pcost1[zz]=check_penalty; 
 
 // Set base demands 
 totalBaseDemand = 0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
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  ENsetnodevalue(ii, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemand[ii]); 
  totalBaseDemand += bdemand[ii]; 
 } 
 
 // Pumps 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= pumpDv; ii++){ 
  if(Devar[zz][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+ii] != 0){ 
   for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
    if(jj<=Devar[zz][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+ii]){ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=1; 
    } 
    else{ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  else{ 
   for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
    ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
     //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Plants 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= plantDv; ii++){ 
  valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 4*pumpDv + ii; // index of valve corresponding to plant's recharge facility in list of links 
  ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[zz][valveindex - numExt]); 
 } 
  
 //ENsaveinpfile("TestAvg.inp"); 
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 hydrun (nnode, pipeDv, numExt, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, presss, ppflow, respotflow, errr); 
 
 //for(ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
 // press[zz][ii]=presss[ii]; 
 //} 
 //for(ii = 1; ii <= pipeDv+numExt+4*pumpDv; ii++){ 
 // pflow[zz][ii]=ppflow[ii]; 
 //} 
 
 // Calculate amounts of water coming from regional water supply and going to regional ww treatment 
 SatWWTreat = 0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= plantDv; ii++){ 
  SatWWTreat += Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+ii]; 
 } 
 regWWflow[zz] = 0.5* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; // IPR--Assume 50% of total use goes to ww (might need to change for 
nonpotable reuse scenarios) 
 //regWWflow[zz] = 4.167* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; //RW 
 //regWWflow[zz] = 0.5682* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; // PW, although this value is really not used for calculating pw costs 
 // multiplier for rw is 4.167; for ipr, 0.5; for pw in non-ipr scenarios, 0.5682 (although this number ends up not being used in the pw, 
non-ipr scenario) 
 if (regWWflow[zz] < 0){ 
  regWWflow[zz] = 0; // no ww to regional plant if satellite capacity exceeds ww generated 
 } 
 totresflow = 0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii<=numRes-plantDv; ii++){ 
  regPWflow[zz][ii] = respotflow[ii]; 
  totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
 } 
 for (ii = numRes-plantDv+1; ii <= numRes; ii++){ 
  totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
 } 
 
 check_penalty=0; 
 // Calculate penalty cost 
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 for(ii = 1; ii <= demandnodes; ii++){ 
  if(presss[ii]<minPrw){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(minPrw-presss[ii],2); 
  } 
  else if(presss[ii]>maxP){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[ii]-maxP,2); 
  } 
 } 
 for(ii = demandnodes+1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ // check for nonnegative pressures at nondemand nodes 
  if(presss[ii]<0){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(0-presss[ii],2); 
  } 
 } 
 if(totresflow < totalBaseDemand-1){ // account for potential rounding error 
  check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
 } 
 
 // check ww availability constraints, if applicable 
 if (plantDv > 0) 
 { 
  if (Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5]+ Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcap[5]){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  if (Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5] + Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcap[1]){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  if (Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+2]+ Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] > satplantcap[2]){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  /*if (Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3]+ Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > satplantcap[3]){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  if (Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] + Devar[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > satplantcap[1]){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
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  }*/ 
 } 
 
 // Check for errors and warnings (other than FCV warning-- in this case, flow can be less than FCV setting) 
 if((errr[1] != 0)&&(errr[1] !=5)){ 
  check_penalty=check_penalty+100*penalty_cost; 
 } 
 pcost2[zz]=check_penalty; 
 //printf("%i, %f, %f\n", zz, pcost1[zz], pcost2[zz]); 
} 
 
 
 
// Calculate pipe and pump cost 
CostFunc_pw(npop, pipeDv, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, numExt, diampw, PeakFactorWW, QPot, plength, pcostm, Devar, regPWflow, 
regWWflow, satdesflow, recharge, begPStationflow, totalBaseDemand, ppflow, pcost1, pcost2, QpotExcessAFY, cost);  
// satdesflow and recharge are just pointers to vectors that will be used within the function. cost is a return vector. 
 
// Donghwi's efficient Genetic Algorithm 
for(iter = 1; iter <= ngen; iter++) 
{ 
 
 // Selection (Roulette wheel selection: high fitness solution has high probability to be selected) 
 tempconst=cost[1]; // store most expensive cost in tempconst 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= npop; ii++) 
 { 
  if (cost[ii] < tempconst) 
   tempconst=cost[ii]; 
  //printf( "%i   %f\n", ii, cost[ii]); 
 } 
 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= npop; ii++) 
 { 
  if(cost[ii]==tempconst){ 
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   cumulcost[ii]=10.0; 
  } 
  else if(cost[ii]>tempconst && cost[ii]<=2.0*tempconst){ 
   cumulcost[ii]=5.0; 
  } 
  else if(cost[ii]>2.0*tempconst && cost[ii]<=10.0*tempconst){ 
   cumulcost[ii]=2.0; 
  } 
  else{ 
   cumulcost[ii]=1.0; 
  } 
  //printf("%i   %f\n", ii, cumulcost[ii]); 
 } 
 
 cumulcost[0]=0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= npop; ii++) 
 { 
  cumulcost[ii]=cumulcost[ii-1]+cumulcost[ii]; 
  //printf("%i   %f\n", ii, cumulcost[ii]); 
 } 
 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= npop; ii++) 
 {  
  cumulcost[ii]=cumulcost[ii]/cumulcost[npop]; 
  //printf("%i   %f\n", ii, cumulcost[ii]); 
 } 
 
 do { 
   
  temp11=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX; 
  temp22=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX; 
 
 } while (temp11 == temp22 || temp11 > temp22 || temp11 == 1 || temp22 == 1); 
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 cumulcost[0]=0; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= npop; ii++) 
 { 
  if(temp11 >= cumulcost[ii-1] && temp11 < cumulcost[ii]) 
   temp1=ii; 
  if(temp22 >= cumulcost[ii-1] && temp22 < cumulcost[ii]) 
   temp2=ii; 
 } 
 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= nDv; ii++) 
 { 
  parent2[1][ii]=Devar[temp1][ii]; 
  parent2[2][ii]=Devar[temp2][ii]; 
  parent3[1][ii]=Devar[temp1][ii]; 
  parent3[2][ii]=Devar[temp2][ii]; 
 } 
 
 // Crossover (Multipoint crossover: this work best among many methods) 
 nansoopc = (double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX; 
 nocrossgene = rand()%(nDv-1+1)+1; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
  
 for (ii = 1; ii <= nocrossgene; ii++) 
 { 
  crosssite[ii] = rand()%(nDv-1+1)+1; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
  //printf("%i   %i\n", ii, crosssite[ii]); 
 } 
 
 if(nansoopc < crossover){ // cross over is conducted if the random number is smaller than the crossover rate (default: 85%) 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= nDv; ii++) 
  { 
   for(jj = 1; jj <= nocrossgene; jj++) 
   { 
    if(ii == crosssite[jj]){ 
     parent3[1][ii]=parent2[2][ii]; 
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     parent3[2][ii]=parent2[1][ii]; 
     //printf("%i   %i\n", diampw[parent3[1][ii]], diampw[parent3[2][ii]]); 
     //printf("%i   %i\n", parent3[1][ii], parent3[2][ii]); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 for (ii = pipeDv+2*pumpDv+1; ii <= pipeDv+3*pumpDv; ii++){ 
  if(parent3[1][ii]<parent3[1][pumpDv+ii]){ 
   parent3[1][pumpDv+ii]=rand()%(parent3[1][ii]-0+1)+0; 
  } 
  if(parent3[2][ii]<parent3[2][pumpDv+ii]){ 
   parent3[2][pumpDv+ii]=rand()%(parent3[2][ii]-0+1)+0; 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Mutation (generate random number while scanning each gene, mutate when the random number is smaller than mutation rate 
(default: 5%)) 
 for(ii = 1; ii <= 2; ii++) 
 { 
  for(jj = 1; jj <= nDv; jj++) 
  { 
   temp=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX; 
   if(temp < mutationr) { 
    cconst=parent3[ii][jj]; 
    if(jj<=distPipe){ 
     do { 
      tempz=rand()%(10-1+1)+1; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
     } while(parent3[ii][jj]==cconst); 
    } 
    if(jj>distPipe && jj<=pipeDv){ 
     do { 
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      tempz=rand()%(10-1+1)+1; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
     } while(parent3[ii][jj]==cconst); 
    } 
    else if(jj>pipeDv && jj<=pipeDv+pumpDv){ 
     do { 
      tempz=(rand()%(200-1+1)+1)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; //2060 operation 
      //tempz=(rand()%(80-1+1)+1)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;   //2025 operation 
      // refer the excel file PumpGroup.xlsx 
      parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
     } while(parent3[ii][jj]==cconst); 
    } 
    else if(jj>pipeDv+pumpDv && jj<=pipeDv+2*pumpDv){ 
     do { 
      tempz=rand()%(180-80+1)+80; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 2060 operation 
      //tempz=rand()%(180-60+1)+60; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;  2025 operation 
      parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // Design heads in ft 
     } while(parent3[ii][jj]==cconst); 
    } 
    else if(jj>pipeDv+2*pumpDv && jj<=pipeDv+3*pumpDv){ 
     do { 
      tempz=rand()%(4-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (peak conditions) 
     } while(parent3[ii][jj]==cconst); 
    } 
    else if(jj>pipeDv+3*pumpDv && jj<=pipeDv+4*pumpDv){ 
     do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
      tempz=rand()%(4-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg conditions) 
     } while(parent3[ii][jj]==cconst); 
    } 
    else if (jj>pipeDv +4*pumpDv && jj<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +plantDv){      
     if((double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX<=0.5){ 
      tempz=rand()%((int)satplantcap[jj-pipeDv-4*pumpDv]-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
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      tempz=tempz - (tempz % 100); 
     } 
     else{ 
      tempz=0; 
     } 
     parent3[ii][jj]=tempz; // capacity of satellite reclamation plant (avg, gpm) 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 }// end of mutation 
 
 for (ii = pipeDv+2*pumpDv+1; ii <= pipeDv+3*pumpDv; ii++){ 
  if(parent3[1][ii]<parent3[1][pumpDv+ii]){ 
   parent3[1][pumpDv+ii]=rand()%(parent3[1][ii]-0+1)+0; 
  } 
  if(parent3[2][ii]<parent3[2][pumpDv+ii]){ 
   parent3[2][pumpDv+ii]=rand()%(parent3[2][ii]-0+1)+0; 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Evaluate new solutions 
 for(zz = 1; zz <= 2; zz++){ 
 
  //// Hydraulic calc. 
  // Set peak demands 
  for (ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
   ENsetnodevalue(ii, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemand[ii]); 
  } 
 
  // Pipe diameters 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= pipeDv; ii++){ 
   if(parent3[zz][ii] >1) 
   { 
    ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_DIAMETER, diampw[parent3[zz][ii]]); 
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    ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_DIAMETER, 0.5); 
    ENsetlinkvalue(ii, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
   } 
  } 
 
  // Pumps 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= pumpDv; ii++){ 
   if(parent3[zz][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+ii] != 0){ 
    temp_designflow=parent3[zz][pipeDv+ii]/parent3[zz][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+ii]; // design flow (gpm) / # of pump 
on peak condition 
    ENsetheadcurveparams(ii, temp_designflow, parent3[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]); 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     if(jj<=parent3[zz][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+ii]){ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1);  
      ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(ii-1)+jj, temp_designflow, parent3[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]); 
       //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=1; 
       //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=temp_designflow; 
       //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=parent3[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]; 
     } 
     else{ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(ii-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
       //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
       //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
       //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else{ 
    ENsetheadcurveparams(ii, 99, 99); 
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    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
     ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(ii-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
      //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
      //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  // Plants 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= plantDv; ii++){ 
   valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 4*pumpDv + ii; // index of valve corresponding to plant's recharge facility in list of links 
   ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, parent3[zz][valveindex - numExt]*1.6); 
  } 
 
   
  //ENsaveinpfile("TestPeak.inp"); 
 
  hydrun (nnode, pipeDv, numExt, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, presss, ppflow, respotflow, errr); 
 
  //for(ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
  // press[zz][ii]=presss[ii]; 
  //} 
  //for(ii = 1; ii <= pipeDv+numExt+4*pumpDv; ii++){ 
  // pflow[zz][ii]=ppflow[ii]; 
  //} 
 
  // Calculate amounts of water coming from regional water supply. 
  totresflow = 0; 
  for (ii = 1; ii <= numRes-plantDv; ii++){ 
   regPWflow[zz][ii] = respotflow[ii]; 
   totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
  } 
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  for (ii = numRes-plantDv+1; ii <= numRes; ii++){ 
   totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
  } 
 
  check_penalty=0; 
  // Calculate penalty cost 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= demandnodes; ii++){ 
   if(presss[ii]<minPrw){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(minPrw-presss[ii],2); 
   } 
   else if(presss[ii]>maxP){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[ii]-maxP,2); 
   } 
  } 
  for(ii = demandnodes+1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ // check for nonnegative pressures at nondemand nodes 
   if(presss[ii]<0){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(0-presss[ii],2); 
   } 
  } 
  if(totresflow < totalPeakDemand-1){ // account for potential rounding error 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  if((errr[1] != 0)&&(errr[1] !=5)){ 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+100*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  pcost3[zz]=check_penalty; 
 
  // Set base demands 
  for (ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
   ENsetnodevalue(ii, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemand[ii]); 
  } 
 
  // Pumps 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= pumpDv; ii++){ 
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   if(parent3[zz][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+ii] != 0){ 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     if(jj<=parent3[zz][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+ii]){ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
       //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=1; 
     } 
     else{ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
       //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else{ 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(ii-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  // Plants 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= plantDv; ii++){ 
   valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 4*pumpDv + ii; // index of valve corresponding to plant's recharge facility in list of links 
   ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, parent3[zz][valveindex - numExt]); 
  } 
   
  //ENsaveinpfile("TestAvg.inp"); 
   
  hydrun (nnode, pipeDv, numExt, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, presss, ppflow, respotflow, errr); 
 
  //for(ii = 1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ 
  // press[zz][ii]=presss[ii]; 
  //} 
  //for(ii = 1; ii <= pipeDv+numExt+4*pumpDv; ii++){ 
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  // pflow[zz][ii]=ppflow[ii]; 
  //} 
 
  // Calculate amounts of water coming from regional water supply and going to regional ww treatment. 
  SatWWTreat = 0; 
  for (ii = 1; ii <= plantDv; ii++){ 
   SatWWTreat += parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+ii]; 
  } 
  regWWflow[zz] = 0.5* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; // Assume 50% of total use goes to ww  
  //regWWflow[zz] = 4.167* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; 
  //regWWflow[zz] = 0.5682* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; // this value is really not used for calculating pw costs 
  // multiplier for rw is 4.167; for ipr, 0.5; for pw in non-ipr scenarios, 0.5682 
   
  if (regWWflow[zz] < 0){ 
   regWWflow[zz] = 0; // no ww to regional plant if satellite capacity exceeds ww generated 
  } 
 
  totresflow = 0; 
  for (ii = 1; ii <= numRes-plantDv; ii++){ 
   regPWflow[zz][ii] = respotflow[ii]; 
   totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
  } 
  for (ii = numRes-plantDv+1; ii <= numRes; ii++){ 
   totresflow -= respotflow[ii]; 
  } 
 
  check_penalty=0; 
  // Calculate penalty cost 
  for(ii = 1; ii <= demandnodes; ii++){ 
   if(presss[ii]<minPrw){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(minPrw-presss[ii],2); 
   } 
   else if(presss[ii]>maxP){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[ii]-maxP,2); 
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   } 
  } 
  for(ii = demandnodes+1; ii <= nnode; ii++){ // check for nonnegative pressures at nondemand nodes 
   if(presss[ii]<0){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(0-presss[ii],2); 
   } 
  } 
 
  if(totresflow < totalBaseDemand-1){ // account for potential rounding error 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
  } 
   
  // check ww availability constraints, if applicable 
  if (plantDv > 0) 
  { 
   if (parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5]+ parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcap[5]){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
   } 
   if (parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5] + parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > 
satplantcap[1]){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
   } 
   if (parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+2]+ parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] > satplantcap[2]){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
   } 
   /*if (parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3]+ parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > satplantcap[3]){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
   } 
   if (parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] + parent3[zz][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > 
satplantcap[1]){ 
    check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
   }*/ 
  } 
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  if((errr[1] != 0)&&(errr[1] !=5)){ // penalize error; ignore error from FCVs not having full flow. 
   check_penalty=check_penalty+100*penalty_cost; 
  } 
  pcost4[zz]=check_penalty; 
  //printf("%i, %i, %f, %f\n", temp1, temp2, pcost3[zz], pcost4[zz]); 
 
 }//for(zz = 1; zz <= 2; zz++) 
 
 CostFunc_pw(2, pipeDv, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, numExt, diampw, PeakFactorWW, QPot, plength, pcostm, parent3, regPWflow, 
regWWflow, satdesflow, recharge, begPStationflow, totalBaseDemand, ppflow, pcost3, pcost4, QpotExcessAFY, cost3); 
 
 // Update solutions or not? 
 if(cost3[1] < cost[temp1]){ 
  for(jj = 1; jj <= nDv; jj++) 
  { 
   Devar[temp1][jj]=parent3[1][jj]; 
  } 
   cost[temp1]=cost3[1]; 
 } 
 
 if(cost3[2] < cost[temp2]){ 
  for(jj = 1; jj <= nDv; jj++) 
  { 
   Devar[temp2][jj]=parent3[2][jj]; 
  } 
   cost[temp2]=cost3[2]; 
 } 
 
 tempco=1E50; 
 for (ii = 1; ii <= npop; ii++) 
 { 
  if(cost[ii] < tempco) 
  { 
   tempco = cost[ii]; 
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   bestcostindex[1]=ii; 
  } 
 } 
 
 bestcost[1]=tempco; 
 //printf ("ngen = %i, indi = %i, best cost = %f (%f x1E8)\n", iter, bestcostindex[1], bestcost[1], bestcost[1]/penalty_cost);  
 
}//for(iter = 1; iter <= ngen; iter++) 
 
 // Free dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1) 
 // Free each of the pointers  and then the final double pointer 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2; i++) 
   { 
    free (parent2[i]);  
   } 
 free (parent2); 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2; i++) 
   { 
    free (parent3[i]);  
   } 
 free (parent3); 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
    free (regPWflow[i]);  
   } 
 free (regPWflow); 
 
 free (crosssite); 
 free (presss); 
 free (ppflow); 
 free (pcost1); 
 free (pcost2); 
 free (regWWflow); 
 free (respotflow); 
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 free (satdesflow); 
 free (recharge); 
 free (cumulcost); 
} 
 
 
int main() 
{ 
 
 int   i, j, jj, k, x, tempz, temp_designflow, numRes, numExt, numValv, numValvTot, distPipe, npop, ngen, gaend, pipeDv, pumpDv, 
  nDv, nnode, nlink, npipe, err, diampw[11], diamrw[12], bestcostindex[2], valveindex, type, oncount, diaindex, scen; 
 float  Dpeakpw, Hpeakpw, Speakrw, Ipeakrw, Dpeakww, QPot, crossover, mutationr,  bestcost[2], tempdesignflow, cap, dia, flow, head, 
stat, setting, begPStationflow[39]; 
 float *testdemand; 
 // Set up dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1) 
 int **Devar; 
 float *bdemand, *pdemand, *plength, *pcostm, *QpotExcessAFY, *cost, *results1, *results2, *results3, *satplantcap; 
 
 FILE *ptr; 
 
 // Reset random seed 
 srand((unsigned)time(NULL));  
  
    begPStationflow [1] = 2937.5; 
    begPStationflow [2] = 20.83; 
    begPStationflow [3] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [4] = 1250; 
    begPStationflow [5] = 1145.83; 
    begPStationflow [6] = 750; 
    begPStationflow [7] = 687.5; 
    begPStationflow [8] = 625; 
    begPStationflow [9] = 250; 
    begPStationflow [10] = 458.33; 
    begPStationflow [11] = 479.17; 
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    begPStationflow [12] = 458.33; 
    begPStationflow [13] = 479.17; 
    begPStationflow [14] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [15] = 541.67; 
    begPStationflow [16] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [17] = 166.67; 
    begPStationflow [18] = 166.67; 
    begPStationflow [19] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [20] = 562.5; 
    begPStationflow [21] = 562.5; 
    begPStationflow [22] = 520.83; 
    begPStationflow [23] = 500; 
    begPStationflow [24] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [25] = 416.67; 
    begPStationflow [26] = 416.67; 
    begPStationflow [27] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [28] = 125; 
    begPStationflow [29] = 166.67; 
    begPStationflow [30] = 62.5; 
    begPStationflow [31] = 20.83; 
    begPStationflow [32] = 270.83; 
    begPStationflow [33] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [34] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [35] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [36] = 0; 
 begPStationflow [37] = 0; 
 begPStationflow [38] = 0; 
 
 
 //debug/experiment 
 /*int ind, typee; 
 float status;*/ 
 for (scen = 1; scen <=4; scen++) 
 //for (scen = 1; scen <=3; scen +=2) 
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 { 
 
  //// Open output file 
  switch (scen) 
  { 
   // 2060 files 
   case 1: 
    ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputA1.txt", "w"); 
 
    //// Open EPANET inp file 
    err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand_PRV.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
     
    QPot =  28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, high demand case 
    break; 
   case 2: 
    ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputE2.txt", "w"); 
 
    //// Open EPANET inp file 
    err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand_PRV.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
    
    QPot =  22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, high demand case 
    break; 
   case 3: 
    ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputC3.txt", "w"); 
 
    //// Open EPANET inp file 
    err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_low_basedemand_PRV.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
     
    QPot = 28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, low demand case 
    break; 
   case 4: 
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    ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputG4.txt", "w"); 
 
    //// Open EPANET inp file 
    err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_low_basedemand_PRV.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
    
    QPot =  22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, low demand case 
 
   // 2035 files 
   //case 1: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputA1_2035.txt", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2035_high_basedemand.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
   //  
   // QPot =  28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, high demand case 
   // break; 
   //case 2: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputE2_2035.txt", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2035_high_basedemand.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
   // 
   // QPot =  22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, high demand case 
   // break; 
   //case 3: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputC3.txt_2035", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2035_low_basedemand.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
   //  
   // QPot = 28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, low demand case 
   // break; 
   //case 4: 
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   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputG4.txt_2035", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2035_low_basedemand.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
   // 
   // QPot =  22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, low demand case 
 
 
 
 
   //// 2025 files 
   //case 1: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputA1_2025.txt", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2025_high_basedemand_mini.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
   //  
   // QPot =  28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, high demand case 
   // break; 
   //case 2: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputE2_2025.txt", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2025_high_basedemand_mini.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
   // 
   // QPot =  22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, high demand case 
   // break; 
   //case 3: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputC3_2025.txt", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
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   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2025_low_basedemand_mini.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
   //  
   // QPot = 28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, low demand case 
   // break; 
   //case 4: 
   // ptr=fopen("buildout_plants_gen_newscen_outputG4_2025.txt", "w"); 
 
   // //// Open EPANET inp file 
   // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2025_low_basedemand_mini.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base 
demand 
   // 
   // QPot =  22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, low demand case 
 
 
  } 
  //debug/experiment 
  /*err = ENgetlinkindex("342", &ind); 
  err = ENgetlinkvalue(ind, EN_INITSTATUS, &status); 
  err = ENgetlinktype(ind, &typee); 
  err = ENsetlinkvalue(ind, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
  err = ENgetlinkvalue(ind, EN_INITSTATUS, &status); 
  err = ENgetlinktype(ind, &typee);*/ 
  // end debug/experiment 
 
  //// Constants 
  // Peaking factors 
  Dpeakpw= 1.6; // potable daily peak (=1.6) 
  Hpeakpw= 2.8; // potable hourly peak (=1.6*1.75=2.8) 
  Speakrw= 1.6; // reclaimed seasonal peak (=1.6) 
  Ipeakrw= 5.0; // reclaimed instantaneous peak (=5.0) 
  Dpeakww= 1.5; // wastewater daily peak (=1.5) 
  
  // GA parameters 
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  npop=100; // population size 
  ngen=500; 
  gaend=5000; // GArun repetition 
  crossover=0.9; // crossover rate 
  mutationr=0.0085; // mutation rate 
 
  // Read the number of nodes and links 
  ENgetcount(EN_NODECOUNT, &nnode); 
  ENgetcount(EN_LINKCOUNT, &nlink); 
  ENgetcount(EN_TANKCOUNT, &numRes); 
  ENgetcount(EN_PUMPCOUNT, &pumpDv); 
  pumpDv = pumpDv / 4; // 4 pumps per pump station 
 
  // Number of nonnodal node (reservoir and tank) 
//  numRes=2; //  
        //numRes=8; // 2 reservoirs for potable water and 6 reclaimed plants 
 
  // Number of each link 
//  pumpDv=26; //  
        //pumpDv=32; // number of pump stations in the network 
  //numExt=25; // number of existing pipes (not decision variables) 
  numExt=0; // number of existing pipes (not decision variables) 
  numValv=0; //  
  numValvTot=0; 
        //numValv=6; // number of valves 
  distPipe = 0; // number of new, non-parallel pipes in (skeleton) distribution network 
   
  for (i = 1; i <= nlink; i++) 
  { 
   ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
   if (type <= EN_PIPE) // that is, type is EN_PIPE or EN_CVPIPE (check valve) 
   { 
    ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
    if (dia < 100) 
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    { 
     numExt++; 
    } 
    if (dia == 180) 
    { 
     distPipe++; 
    } 
   } 
   else if (type >= EN_PRV) 
   { 
    numValvTot++; 
    if (type == EN_FCV) 
    { 
     numValv++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  nnode=nnode-numRes; 
  npipe=nlink-numExt-4*pumpDv-numValvTot; 
 
  // Decision variable 
  pipeDv=npipe; // npipe=301, from zone I to C: 38+34+53+46+14+62+42+12 
  nDv=pipeDv+4*pumpDv+numValv; // 32 int: design flows, 32 int: design heads, 
  // 32 int: # of operating pump on peak condition (max 4), 32 int: # of operating pump on avg condition (max 4) 
  // valves are set to maximum flow out of reclamation/recharge facility 
 
  // Set up dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-
c?rq=1 
  // and http://cboard.cprogramming.com/c-programming/70750-need-help-dynamic-array-syntax.html) 
  
  /* Allocate the first dimension, which is actually a pointer to pointer to int.   */ 
  Devar = malloc (sizeof (int *) * (npop+1)); 
  if(Devar == NULL) 
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  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  /* Then allocate each of the pointers allocated in previous step arrays of pointer to ints 
   * within each of these arrays are floats.   */ 
  for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
    { 
      Devar[i] =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (nDv+1)); 
   if(Devar[i] == NULL) 
   { 
    printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
    return; 
   } 
    } 
     
  bdemand = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(bdemand == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
  pdemand = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(pdemand == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
  plength = malloc((pipeDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(plength == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
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  } 
  pcostm = malloc((pipeDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(pcostm == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  QpotExcessAFY = malloc((npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(QpotExcessAFY == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  cost = malloc((npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(cost == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
  results1 = malloc((4*pumpDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(results1 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
  results2 = malloc((4*pumpDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(results2 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
  results3 = malloc((4*pumpDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
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  if(results3 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
  satplantcap = malloc((numValv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(satplantcap == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  // Bounds 
  i = pipeDv +numExt +4*pumpDv+1; 
  j = 1; 
  ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
  while ((type == EN_FCV) && (i<=nlink)) 
  { 
   ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_INITSETTING, &cap); 
   satplantcap[j] = cap; 
   printf ("satplantcap[%i] = %f \n", j, satplantcap[j]); 
   i++; 
   j++; 
   ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
  } 
  /*satplantcap[1] = 25463.45; satplantcap[2]= 6588.54; satplantcap[3] = 6588.54; satplantcap[4] = 1423.19; satplantcap [5] = 
18791.70; 
  satplantcap[6] = 4205.26;*/ 
 
 
  // Obtain pipe lengths and cost multiplier that will be used for pipe cost calc. 
  for (i = 1; i <= pipeDv; i++){ 
   ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_LENGTH, &plength[i]); 
   ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
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   if((int)dia % 5 == 2) 
   { 
    pcostm[i] = 2; 
   } 
   else if ((int)dia % 5 == 3) 
   { 
    pcostm[i] = 3; 
   } 
   else 
    pcostm[i] = 1; 
     
   //printf("%f \n", pcostm[i]); 
  } 
 
  // Obtain base and peak demands 
  for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++){ 
   ENgetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, &bdemand[i]);  
   pdemand[i]=Dpeakpw*bdemand[i];  
   //fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", pdemand[i]); 
  } 
  //fprintf(ptr,"========================================== \n"); 
 
  //// Pipe size candidates (in) 
  /*diampw[1]=1; diampw[2]=6; diampw[3]=8; diampw[4]=10; diampw[5]=12; diampw[6]=16; diampw[7]=20; diampw[8]=24;  
  diampw[9]=30; diampw[10]=36; diampw[11]=48; diampw[12]=60; diampw[13]=72;*/  
  diampw[1]=0; diampw[2]=12; diampw[3]=16; diampw[4]=20; diampw[5]=24;  
  diampw[6]=30; diampw[7]=36; diampw[8]=48; diampw[9]=60; diampw[10]=72; 
 
  diamrw[1]=0; diamrw[2]=6; diamrw[3]=8; diamrw[4]=10; diamrw[5]=12; diamrw[6]=16; diamrw[7]=20; diamrw[8]=24;  
  diamrw[9]=30; diamrw[10]=36; diamrw[11]=48; 
 
  /*************************** Load previous solution or warm start (comment out for random 
start)********************************/ 
  //load peak file 
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  //ENclose(); 
  //switch (scen) 
  //{ 
  // case 1: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results1Peak.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  // case 2: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results2Peak.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  // case 3: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results3Peak.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  // case 4: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results4Peak.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  //} 
 
  //for (j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++) 
  //{ 
  // ENgetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
  // if(dia == 0.5) 
  //  diaindex = 1; 
  // else 
  // { 
  //  diaindex = 7; //use a medium diameter if diameter in file is not one of the choices (could modify to find closest 
diameter) 
  //  for(i = 1; i<=10; i++) 
  //  { 
  //   if(diampw[i]==dia) 
  //   { 
  //    diaindex = i; 
  //    break; 
  //   } 
  //  } 
  // } 
  // Devar[1][j] = diaindex; 
  //} 
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  //for (j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
  //{ 
  // oncount = 0; 
  // for (i =1; i<=4; i++) 
  // { 
  //  ENgetlinkvalue(4*(j-1) + i + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
  //  if (stat == 1) 
  //   oncount++; 
  // } 
  // Devar[1][j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv] = oncount; 
  // ENget1ptpumpcurve(4*j-3 + pipeDv + numExt, &flow, &head); 
  // Devar[1][j+pipeDv] = flow*oncount; 
  // Devar[1][j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = head; 
  //} 
  // 
  //ENclose(); 
  //// load avg file 
  //switch (scen) 
  //{ 
  // case 1: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results1Avg.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  // case 2: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results2Avg.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  // case 3: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results3Avg.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  // case 4: 
  //  err=ENopen("Results4Avg.inp", "warmstart.rpt", ""); 
  //} 
 
  //for (j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
  //{ 
  // oncount = 0; 
  // for (i =1; i<=4; i++) 
  // { 
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  //  ENgetlinkvalue(4*(j-1) + i + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
  //  if (stat == 1) 
  //   oncount++; 
  // } 
  // Devar[1][j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv] = oncount; 
  //} 
  //for (j =1; j<=numValv; j++) 
  //{ 
  // ENgetlinkvalue(j + pipeDv + numExt + 4*pumpDv, EN_INITSETTING, &setting); 
  // Devar[1][j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv] = setting; 
  //} 
  //ENclose(); 
  //if (scen >2) 
  // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_low_basedemand.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); 
  //else 
  // err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); 
  /*********************************************************end load warm 
start***************************************************/ 
 
  //// Initial population 
  for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++) 
  { 
   for(j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) 
   { 
   // /************************************* Non-random solution-- comment out for random 
solution********************************/ 
    /*if(i<2*npop/4) 
     Devar[i][j] = Devar[1][j]; 
    else 
    {*/ 
   // Random generation for the first population 
   /************************** comment out down from here to start from non-random 
solution***********************************/ 
     if(j<= distPipe){ 
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      tempz=rand()%(10-5+1)+5; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
     } 
     else if(j>distPipe && j<=pipeDv){ 
      tempz=rand()%(10-5+1)+5; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
     } 
     else if(j>pipeDv && j<=pipeDv+pumpDv){ 
      if(j==pipeDv+1){ 
       tempz=(rand()%(500-50+1)+50)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;    // 2060 operation 
       //tempz=(rand()%(80-5+1)+5)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;    // 2025 operation 
       // refer the excel file PumpGroup.xlsx 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
      } 
      else{ 
       tempz=(rand()%(200-10+1)+10)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;   //2060 operation 
       //tempz=(rand()%(20-1+1)+1)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; // 2025 
operation 
       // refer the excel file PumpGroup.xlsx 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
      } 
     } 
     else if(j>pipeDv+pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+2*pumpDv){ 
      tempz=rand()%(150-100+1)+100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;  //2060 operation 
      //tempz=rand()%(150-80+1)+80; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min;   //2025 
operation 
      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design heads in ft 
     } 
     else if(j>pipeDv+2*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+3*pumpDv){ 
      tempz=rand()%(4-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (peak conditions) 
     } 
     else if(j>pipeDv+3*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+4*pumpDv){ 
      do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
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       tempz=rand()%(4-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg conditions) 
      } while(Devar[i][j-pumpDv]<Devar[i][j]); 
     } 
     else if (j>pipeDv +4*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +numValv){     
  
      if((double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX<=0.5){ 
       tempz=rand()%((int)satplantcap[j-pipeDv-4*pumpDv]-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
       tempz=tempz - (tempz % 100); 
      } 
      else{ 
       tempz=0; 
      } 
      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // capacity of satellite reclamation plant (avg, gpm) 
     } 
    //}  // comment out for random start, leave in for warm start 
   /*************************************************************/ 
    if(j<=pipeDv){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", diampw[Devar[i][j]]); 
     // fprintf(ptr,"Initial indi= %i, %ith gene= %i\n", i, j, diampw[Devar[i][j]]); 
    } 
    else{ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", Devar[i][j]); 
     // fprintf(ptr,"Initial indi= %i, %ith gene= %i\n", i, j, Devar[i][j]); 
    } 
   } 
 
  // fprintf(ptr,"end of %i=========================================== \n", i); 
  } 
 
  for(k=1;k<=gaend;k++) 
  { 
  /////////// GA run 
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   GArun (nnode, diampw, plength, pcostm, bdemand, pdemand, Devar, pipeDv, pumpDv, nDv, numExt, numRes, numValv, 
distPipe, Dpeakww, QPot, satplantcap, begPStationflow, npop, ngen, crossover, mutationr, QpotExcessAFY, 
    cost, bestcostindex, bestcost); 
  ////////// 
   printf ("GAend = %i, best cost= %e \n", k, bestcost[1]);  
   fprintf (ptr, "%i, %f\n", k, bestcost[1]);  
 
   //if(k != gaend){ 
   //// Random generation for the first population 
   // for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++) 
   // { 
   //  if(i<=0.2*npop){ 
   //   for(j = 1; j <= nDv; j++){ 
   //    Devar[i][j]=Devar[bestcostindex[1]][j]; 
   //   } 
   //  } 
   //  else{ 
   //   for(j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) 
   //   { 
   //    if(j<= distPipe){ 
   //     tempz=rand()%(11-2+1)+2; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //     Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
   //    } 
   //    else if(j>distPipe && j<=pipeDv){ 
   //     tempz=rand()%(11-2+1)+2; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //     Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
   //    } 
   //    else if(j>pipeDv && j<=pipeDv+pumpDv){ 
   //     if(j==pipeDv+1){ 
   //      tempz=(rand()%(500-1+1)+1)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //      // refer the excel file PumpGroup.xlsx 
   //      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
   //     } 
   //     else{ 
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   //      tempz=(rand()%(500-1+1)+1)*100; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //      // refer the excel file PumpGroup.xlsx 
   //      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
   //     } 
   //    } 
   //    else if(j>pipeDv+pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+2*pumpDv){ 
   //     tempz=rand()%(250-30+1)+30; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //     Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design heads in ft 
   //    } 
   //    else if(j>pipeDv+2*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+3*pumpDv){ 
   //     tempz=rand()%(4-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //     Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (peak conditions) 
   //    } 
   //    else if(j>pipeDv+3*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+4*pumpDv){ 
   //     do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
   //      tempz=rand()%(4-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
   //      Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg conditions) 
   //     } while(Devar[i][j-pumpDv]<Devar[i][j]); 
   //    } 
   //    else if (j>pipeDv +4*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +numValv){   
    
        //if((double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX<=0.5){ 
        // tempz=rand()%((int)satplantcap[j-pipeDv-4*pumpDv]-0+1)+0; // 
rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
        // tempz=tempz - (tempz % 100); 
        //} 
        //else{ 
        // tempz=0; 
        //} 
        //Devar[i][j]=tempz; // capacity of satellite reclamation plant (avg, gpm) 
   //    } 
   //   } 
   //  } 
   // } 
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   //} 
  } 
 
  fprintf(ptr,"BEST COST SOLUTION========================================== \n"); 
  for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
   if(bestcostindex[1]==i){ 
    for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
     if(Devar[i][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j] != 0){ 
      tempdesignflow=Devar[i][pipeDv+j]/Devar[i][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j]; // design flow (gpm) / # of 
pump on peak condition 
      for(x = 1; x <= 4; x++){ 
       if(x<=Devar[i][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j]){ 
         results1[4*(j-1)+x]=1; 
         results2[4*(j-1)+x]=tempdesignflow; 
         results3[4*(j-1)+x]=Devar[i][pipeDv+pumpDv+j]; 
       } 
       else{ 
         results1[4*(j-1)+x]=0; 
         results2[4*(j-1)+x]=99; 
         results3[4*(j-1)+x]=99; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     else{ 
      for(x = 1; x <= 4; x++){ 
        results1[4*(j-1)+x]=0; 
        results2[4*(j-1)+x]=99; 
        results3[4*(j-1)+x]=99; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  fprintf(ptr,"%i =pipe sizes========================================== \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  for(j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++){ 
   fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", diampw[Devar[bestcostindex[1]][j]]); 
  } 
 
  fprintf(ptr,"%i =pump on off (peak)========================================== \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  for(j = 1; j <= 4*pumpDv; j++){ 
   fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", results1[j]); 
  } 
 
  fprintf(ptr,"%i =pump on off (avg)========================================== \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
   if(Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+j] != 0){ 
    for(x = 1; x <= 4; x++){ 
     if(x<=Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+j]){ 
      fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", 1.0); 
     } 
     else{ 
      fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", 0.0); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else{ 
     for(x = 1; x <= 4; x++){ 
      fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", 0.0); 
     } 
   } 
  } 
 
  fprintf(ptr,"%i =pump design flow========================================== \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
   fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", results2[4*(j-1)+1]); 
  } 
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  fprintf(ptr,"%i =pump design head========================================== \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
   fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", results3[4*(j-1)+1]); 
  } 
  fprintf(ptr,"%i =satellite plant capacities================================ \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  for(j=pipeDv +4*pumpDv + 1; j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +numValv; j++){ 
   fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", Devar[bestcostindex[1]][j]); 
  } 
 
  fprintf(ptr,"%i =Purchased water (AFY)=============================== \n", bestcostindex[1]); 
  fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", QpotExcessAFY[bestcostindex[1]]); 
 
  //// Write results to inp files 
  // Set peak demands 
  for (j = 1; j <= nnode; j++){ 
   ENsetnodevalue(j, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemand[j]); 
  } 
 
  // Pipe diameters 
  for(j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++){ 
   if(Devar[bestcostindex[1]][j] >1) 
   { 
    ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, diampw[Devar[bestcostindex[1]][j]]); 
    ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, 0.5); 
    ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
   } 
  } 
 
  // Pumps 
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  for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
   if(Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j] != 0){ 
    temp_designflow=Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+j]/Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j]; // design 
flow (gpm) / # of pump on peak condition 
    ENsetheadcurveparams(j, temp_designflow, Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+pumpDv+j]); 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     if(jj<=Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j]){ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1);  
      ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(j-1)+jj, temp_designflow, 
Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+pumpDv+j]); 
       //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=1; 
       //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=temp_designflow; 
       //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=parent3[zz][pipeDv+pumpDv+ii]; 
     } 
     else{ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(j-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
       //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
       //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
       //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else{ 
    ENsetheadcurveparams(j, 99, 99); 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
     ENsetpumpcurveparams(4*(j-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
      //results2[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
      //results3[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=99; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
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  // Plants 
  for(j = 1; j <= numValv; j++){ 
   valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 4*pumpDv + j; // index of valve corresponding to plant's recharge facility in list of links 
   ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[bestcostindex[1]][valveindex - numExt]*1.6); 
  } 
 
   
  switch (scen) 
  { 
   case 1: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results1Peak.inp"); 
    break; 
   case 2: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results2Peak.inp"); 
    break; 
   case 3: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results3Peak.inp"); 
    break; 
   case 4: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results4Peak.inp"); 
    break; 
  } 
 
  // Set base demands 
  for (j = 1; j <= nnode; j++){ 
   ENsetnodevalue(j, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemand[j]); 
  } 
 
  // Pumps 
  for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
   if(Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+j] != 0){ 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     if(jj<=Devar[bestcostindex[1]][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+j]){ 
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      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
     } 
     else{ 
      ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   else{ 
    for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
     ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+4*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      //results1[zz][4*(ii-1)+jj]=0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  // Plants 
  for(j = 1; j <= numValv; j++){ 
   valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 4*pumpDv + j; // index of valve corresponding to plant's recharge facility in list of links 
   ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[bestcostindex[1]][valveindex - numExt]); 
  } 
   
  switch (scen) 
  { 
   case 1: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results1Avg.inp"); 
    break; 
   case 2: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results2Avg.inp"); 
    break; 
   case 3: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results3Avg.inp"); 
    break; 
   case 4: 
    ENsaveinpfile("Results4Avg.inp"); 
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    break; 
  } 
 
 fclose(ptr); 
 
 ENclose(); 
 
 // Free dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1) 
 // Free each of the pointers  and then the final double pointer 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
    free (Devar[i]);  
   } 
 free (Devar); 
 
 free (bdemand); 
 free (pdemand); 
 free (plength); 
 free (QpotExcessAFY); 
 free (cost); 
 free (results1); 
 free (results2); 
 free (results3); 
 free (satplantcap); 
 
 }//end for scen = 1 . . .  
  
 return 0; 
} 
 
 
 
Code for finding compromise solutions (SMORO.c) 
#include <stdlib.h> 
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include "epanet2.h" 
 
 
//#define PI 3.14159265358979323846 
 
void solncompare (int pipeDv, int pumpDv, int numExt, int numValv, int *minbounds, int *maxbounds) 
/* This function compares various solution files and determines the range for each decision variable.  
numfiles - number of files to be compared 
filenames - pointer to array of filenames for the solution files to be compared 
minbounds - minimum value for each decision variable that is found in the solution files 
maxbounds - maximum value found for each decision variable within the solution files 
*/ 
 
{ 
 int i, j, jj, oncount, err; 
 float dia, flow, head, stat, setting; 
 char *loc; 
 char filenames[4][21], avgfilenames[4][20]; 
 //char fileavg[20]; 
 int numfiles = 4; 
 
 // Set up array of filenames 
 strcpy(filenames[0], "Results1Peak.inp"); 
 strcpy(filenames[1], "Results2Peak.inp"); 
 strcpy(filenames[2], "Results3Peak.inp"); 
 strcpy(filenames[3], "Results4Peak.inp"); 
 strcpy(avgfilenames[0], "Results1Avg.inp"); 
 strcpy(avgfilenames[1], "Results2Avg.inp"); 
 strcpy(avgfilenames[2], "Results3Avg.inp"); 
 strcpy(avgfilenames[3], "Results4Avg.inp"); 
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 printf("%s \n", avgfilenames[0]); 
 printf("%s \n", avgfilenames[1]); 
 printf("%s \n", avgfilenames[2]); 
 printf("%s \n", avgfilenames[3]); 
 
 //err=ENopen("Results_Peak.inp", "comparison.rpt", ""); 
 err=ENopen(filenames[0], "comparison.rpt", ""); 
 for(j=1; j<=pipeDv; j++){ 
  ENgetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
  minbounds[j]= dia; 
  maxbounds[j] = dia; 
 } 
 for(j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
 { 
  oncount = 0; 
  for (jj =1; jj<=4; jj++) 
  { 
   ENgetlinkvalue(4*(j-1) + jj + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
   if (stat == 1) 
    oncount++; 
  } 
  minbounds[j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv] = oncount; 
  maxbounds[j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv] = oncount; 
 
  if (oncount >0) 
  { 
   ENget1ptpumpcurve(4*j-3 + pipeDv + numExt, &flow, &head); 
   minbounds[j+pipeDv] = flow; 
   maxbounds[j+pipeDv] = flow; 
   minbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = head; 
   maxbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = head; 
  } 
  else //use values likely to be overwritten by next file's values 
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  { 
   minbounds[j+pipeDv] = 80000; 
   maxbounds[j+pipeDv] = 10; 
   minbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = 260; 
   maxbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = 5; 
  } 
 } 
 ENclose(); 
 
 /*loc = strstr(filenames[0], "Peak"); 
 strncpy(fileavg, filenames[0], loc-filenames[0]); 
 strcat(fileavg, "Avg.inp\0");*/ 
 
 err=ENopen(avgfilenames[0], "comparison.rpt", ""); 
 for(j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
 { 
  oncount = 0; 
  for (jj =1; jj<=4; jj++) 
  { 
   ENgetlinkvalue(4*(j-1) + jj + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
   if (stat == 1) 
    oncount++; 
  } 
  minbounds[j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv] = oncount; 
  maxbounds[j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv] = oncount; 
 } 
 for (j =1; j<=numValv; j++) 
 { 
  ENgetlinkvalue(j + pipeDv + numExt + 4*pumpDv, EN_INITSETTING, &setting); 
  minbounds[j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv] = setting; 
  maxbounds[j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv] = setting; 
 } 
 ENclose(); 
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 for (i=1; i<numfiles; i++) 
 { 
  err=ENopen(filenames[i], "comparison.rpt", ""); 
  for(j=1; j<=pipeDv; j++){ 
   ENgetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
   if (dia < minbounds[j]) 
    minbounds[j] = dia; 
   else if (dia > maxbounds[j]) 
    maxbounds[j] = dia; 
  } 
  for(j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
  { 
   oncount = 0; 
   for (jj =1; jj<=4; jj++) 
   { 
    ENgetlinkvalue(4*(j-1) + jj + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
    if (stat == 1) 
     oncount++; 
   } 
   if (oncount < minbounds[j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv]) 
    minbounds[j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv] = oncount; 
   else if (oncount > maxbounds[j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv]) 
    maxbounds[j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv] = oncount; 
    
   if (oncount >0) 
   { 
    ENget1ptpumpcurve(4*j-3 + pipeDv + numExt, &flow, &head); 
    if (flow < minbounds[j+pipeDv]) 
     minbounds[j+pipeDv] = flow; 
    if (flow  > maxbounds[j+pipeDv]) // not else if so that we get proper replacement of dummy values 
     maxbounds[j+pipeDv] = flow; 
    if (head < minbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv]) 
     minbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = head; 
    if (head > maxbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv])  // not else if so that we get proper replacement of dummy values 
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     maxbounds[j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = head; 
   } 
  } 
  ENclose(); 
  err=ENopen(avgfilenames[i], "comparison.rpt", ""); 
  for(j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
  { 
   oncount = 0; 
   for (jj =1; jj<=4; jj++) 
   { 
    ENgetlinkvalue(4*(j-1) + jj + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
    if (stat == 1) 
     oncount++; 
   } 
   if (oncount < minbounds[j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv]) 
    minbounds[j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv] = oncount; 
   else if (oncount > maxbounds[j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv]) 
    maxbounds[j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv] = oncount; 
  } 
  for (j =1; j<=numValv; j++) 
  { 
   ENgetlinkvalue(j + pipeDv + numExt + 4*pumpDv, EN_INITSETTING, &setting); 
   if (setting < minbounds[j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv]) 
    minbounds[j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv] = setting; 
   else if (setting > maxbounds[j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv]) 
    maxbounds[j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv] = setting; 
  } 
  ENclose(); 
 
 } 
 // check whether maxbounds > minbounds (that is, that dummy values were overwritten because a pump curve exists) 
 for (j=pipeDv+1; j<=pipeDv+2*pumpDv; j++) 
 { 
  if (maxbounds[j] < minbounds[j]) 
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  { 
   maxbounds[j] = 99; 
   minbounds[j] = 99; 
  } 
 } 
 
} 
void hydrun (int nnode, int npipe, int numExt, int pumpDv, int numRes, int plantDv, float *presss, float *ppflow, float *resflow, int errr[2]) 
{ 
 
 int nodenumber, pipenumber; 
 long t, tstep; 
 float pres, flow; 
 
 // for debugging only 
 //ENopen("TestPeak.inp", "buildout_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
 
 //// run hydraulics 
 //ENinitH(0); 
 //do { 
 // ENrunH(&time); 
 
 // if(time % 3600 == 0 || tstep==0) 
 // { 
 
 //  //for(pipenumber = 1; pipenumber <= npipe; pipenumber++) 
 //  //{ 
 //  // ENgetlinkvalue(pipenumber, EN_FLOW, &pflow[pipenumber]); 
 //  // ENgetlinkvalue(pipenumber, EN_HEADLOSS, &head[pipenumber]); 
 //  //} 
 
 //  for(nodenumber = 1; nodenumber <= nnode; nodenumber++) 
 //  { 
 //   ENgetnodevalue(nodenumber, EN_PRESSURE, &presss[nodenumber]); 
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 //  } 
 // } 
 
 // ENnextH(&tstep); 
 
 //} while (tstep>0); 
 
 
    //Hydraulic simulation 
    ENopenH(); 
    ENinitH(0); 
    do { 
        errr[1]=ENrunH(&t); 
        ENnextH(&tstep); 
    } while (tstep>0); 
    ENcloseH();  
 
 for(nodenumber = 1; nodenumber <= nnode; nodenumber++){ 
  ENgetnodevalue(nodenumber, EN_PRESSURE, &pres); 
  presss[nodenumber] = pres; 
 } 
 
 for(nodenumber= nnode+1; nodenumber <=nnode + numRes; nodenumber++){    
  ENgetnodevalue(nodenumber, EN_DEMAND, &flow); 
  resflow[nodenumber-nnode] = flow; 
 } 
 
 for(pipenumber = npipe+numExt; pipenumber <= npipe+numExt+8*pumpDv+plantDv; pipenumber++){ 
  ENgetlinkvalue(pipenumber, EN_FLOW, &flow); 
  ppflow[pipenumber] = flow; 
 } 
 
 // for debugging only! 
 //ENclose(); 
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} 
 
 
void CostFunc_pw(int startpopval, int npop, int pipeDv, int pumpDv, int nRes, int plantDv, int numExt, int scen, int diampw[14], float 
PeakFactorWW, float Qpot, float *plength,  
     float *pcostm, int **Devar, float **newCap, float *regFlow, float *Sat_wwtp, float *RechFlow, float 
begPStationflow[39], float totDemand, float *flowAct, float *pcost1, float *pcost2, float *scencost, double *CapCost, double *OMCost, float 
*QpotExcessAFY, double *cost) 
{ 
 int ii, jj; 
 float Epump= 0.1; // pump energy cost (USD/kWh), 1hp=0.746kW 
 float Effpump= 0.75; // pump efficiency constant-- varies according to efficiency equation in pump cost section 
 float Effmotor = 0.75; // pump motor efficiency constant 
 float HoursOfOp= 24; // hours per day that pumps run 
 float ENRCCI= 10037.4; // ENR construction cost index July 2015 
 float OMperMile= 3200; // maintenance cost for pipes, $/yr 
 float years = 45; 
 float discountrate = 0.03; 
 
 // Pipes and pumps 
 float PerOfCap=0.01; // annual O&M cost for pumps and tanks/capital cost 
 float TankCostPerGal=0.8; // capital cost of storage capacity, $/gal 
 
 float a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, d1, d2, d3, d4, e1, e2, e3, e4, f2, f3, f4, u1, u2, u3, u4; 
 float PipeMC, CTrench, CEmbed, CBackfill, CEquip, PipeIC; 
 float PipeCapCost, PipeOM, PumpCapCost, PumpOM, PumpOMinit, PumpOMfinal, G; 
 float PVF, satww; 
 
 // Potable water source (wells) 
 float ProdCapPerWell = 1400; // production capacity of individual well, gpm 
    float CostPerWell = 1975600; // capital cost of production well, $ 
    float OMWell = 0.05; // operations and maintenance cost of well, $/1000 gal (excludes energy cost) 
    float PeakFactor = 1.6; // peaking factor in wellfield 
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    float PumpPower = 800; // average energy use for pumping, kWh/ac ft 
 float QPotExcessCharge = 1000; // $/af for water above available CAP 
 float QPotBenefit = 250; // $/af for CAP water saved through reuse of other water 
 
 float totCap, WellCapCost, WellEnergy, WellOM, TreatOM, WaterTreatPower, Capacity, WTPCapCost, WTPEnergy, WTPOM; 
 float AddHP1, AddHP2, PStationEnergy, PStationEnergyCost, StorageCapCost, StorageOMCost, QPotSavings; 
 float StaticLiftHeadloss, StaticLiftDistance, StaticLift, StaticLiftHP, CapCostTotal, OMCostTotal, ExcessCharge, PV_ExcessCharge; 
 
 // Wastewater reclamation plants  
 int SolidsHandling = 0; // whether solids handling is included in costs or not 
 float ReturnFrac = 0.10; // fraction of wastewater flow to satellite plants that is returned to regional plant-- would need to change for RO 
system     
 float totSatFlow; // total flow treated at wwrf 
 float Reg_ww; // total design flow to regional plant 
 float A1, A2, B1, B2; // cost coefficients for wwrf capital costs 
 float SatCapCost, SatOM, DisCost, RegCapCost, RegOM; 
 float ExistCapacity;  // existing regional wwtp capacity, MGD 
 
  
    // Recharge and recovery facilities 
 
    float Dist1  = 2640;                      // distance to recharge facility from reclamation facility, ft 
    float ExistDemand= 0;                     // existing capacity of recharge facility, gpm 
    int TimeWet = 1;        // time over which water is applied to spreading basin, days 
    int TimeDry = 3;        // time over which water is not applied to spreading basin, days 
    float PeakFactorRech = 1.2;               // peaking factor (= peak flow/avg flow) 
    float ElectricityCost = Epump;            // energy cost for operations, $/kWh 
    float Roughness = 0.013;                  // Manning's n roughness value 
    float Fps = 5;                            // design flowrate in pipes at peak flow, fps 
    float Pressure = 10;                      // minimum pressure at spreading basin, psi 
    float InfiltrationRate = 2;               // infiltration rate in basins, ft/day 
    float BasinWaterDepth = 2;                // maximum depth of water in spreading basins, ft 
    float BasinFreeboard = 3;                 // depth of basin above max waterline, ft 
    float BasinCapCostPerAc = 94250;          // capital cost of basins, $/ac    
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    float LWRatio =2;                         // ratio of length to width for basins 
    float RampGrade = 0.1;                    // ramp slope into basins 
    float BermSlope = 0.33;                   // slope of berms on sides of basins 
    float DistBtwnBasins = 12;                // distance between basins, ft 
    int BasinsOut = 1;                        // number of basins designed to be out of service at any given time 
    float OMBasin = 0.03;                     // operations and maintenance for basins, $/1000 gal 
    float RecoveryWellCapacity = 1400;        // recovery capacity of recovery well, gpm 
    float RecoveryWellCost = 1975600;         // capital cost of recovery well, $ 
    float RecoveryWellOM = 0.19;              // O&M for recovery wells, $/1000 gal 
    float RecoveryPipePerWell = 2640;         // length of piping needed per recovery well, ft 
    int RecoveryPipeD = 8;                    // diameter of pipes for recovery wells, in 
    float RecoveryPower = 650;                // energy use of water recovery, kWh/ac-ft 
 float BasinDepth, BasinArea, BasinLength, BasinWidth, RechargeArea, ExistBasinArea, ExistBasinLength, ExistBasinWidth; 
 float PipeCost, RechCapCost, RechargeOM, RechargePipeLength, TotalRechargePipeLength, Headloss, EnergyCost, RecoveryEnergy; 
 float PSPartsLabor, RecoveryCapCost, RecoveryOM, RecoveryPipeLength, TotalRecoveryPipeLength, TotalHead; 
 float PipeD1, NumBasins, TotalRecoveryWells, RecoveryWells, RechargePipeD, CapCostRecharge, OMCostRecharge; 
 //DPR 
 float CapCostDPR, OMCostDPR; 
 
 //FILE *ptr2; 
 
 
 // Present value factor 
 PVF=(pow((1+discountrate),years)-1)/(discountrate*pow((1+discountrate),years)); 
 
 //// Open output file 
 /*ptr2=fopen("test_output.txt", "a"); 
 if (ptr2 == NULL){ 
  printf("File failed to open."); 
 } 
 fprintf (ptr2, "npopID \t cost\n");*/ 
 
 /****************************** Pipes and Pumps *******************************************************/ 
 // (1) Pipe capital costs ********************************************************** 
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 // (A) Pipe material cost - ductile iron pipe, push-on joints, indicator variable for class u=50 
 a1=-44.0; b1=0.33; c1=1.72; d1=2.87; e1=0.74; u1=50.0;  // with push on joints 
 // (B) Pipe installation cost 
 // (B-1) Trenching and Excavation - sandy gravel soil (indicator variable u=4, trench depth 4ft) 
 a2=2.9; b2=0.0018; c2=1.90; d2=0.13; e2=1.77; f2=0.0; u2=4.0; // 1:1 side slope 8-144 inch 
 // (B-2) Embedment - indicator variable u=0 (ordinary) 
 a3=1.6; b3=0.0062; c3=1.83; d3=-0.20; e3=1.00; f3=0.07; u3=0.0; 
 // (B-3) Backfill and Compaction - sandy gravel soil (indicator variable u=4, trench depth 4ft) 
 a4=-0.094; b4=-0.062; c4=0.73; d4=0.18; e4=2.03; f4=0.02; u4=4.0; 
 // (B-4) Valve, fitting and hydrant - medium spacing frequency 
 a5=9.8; b5=0.020; c5=1.8; 
 
 for(ii= startpopval; ii <= npop; ii++){ 
  PipeCapCost=0; 
  PipeOM=0; 
  for(jj= 1; jj <= pipeDv; jj++){ 
   if(Devar[ii][jj] > 1) 
   { 
    PipeMC=(a1+b1*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*plength[jj]; 
 
    CTrench=(a2+b2*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c2))+d2*(pow(u2,e2))+f2*(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]*u2))*plength[jj]; 
    CEmbed=(a3+b3*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]*u3))*plength[jj]; 
    CBackfill=(a4+b4*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]*u4))*plength[jj]; 
    CEquip=(a5+b5*(pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]],c5)))*plength[jj]; 
    PipeIC=CTrench+CEmbed+CBackfill+CEquip;  
 
    PipeCapCost=PipeCapCost+(PipeMC+PipeIC)*pcostm[jj]*(7888.0/5826.0)*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
    //if(jj==pipeDv)  
    // printf ("value= %f\n", PipeCapCost);       
    // (2) Pipe O&M costs - pipeline maintenance 
********************************************************** 
    PipeOM=PipeOM+OMperMile*plength[jj]/5280.0*(ENRCCI/7888.0)*PVF; // OMperMile: per mile cost per year 
   } 
   // else, PipeCapCost and PipeOM remain unchanged. 
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  } 
 
  PumpCapCost=0; 
  PumpOM=0; 
  //supcost[ii]=0; 
  // Set peak demand 
  for(jj= 1; jj <= pumpDv; jj++){ 
   // (3) Pump costs ********************************************************** 
   if((Devar[ii][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+jj]!=0) || (Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+plantDv+2*(scen-1)*pumpDv+jj] != 0)){ 
    PumpCapCost= PumpCapCost +(Devar[ii][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+jj] + Devar[ii][pipeDv +4*pumpDv +plantDv 
+2*(scen-1)*pumpDv +jj]) *500.0 *pow(Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj],0.7)*pow(Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj],0.4)*(ENRCCI/4406.0); 
    //supcost[ii] += Devar[ii][pipeDv +4*pumpDv +plantDv +2*(scen-1)*pumpDv +jj] *500.0 
*pow(Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj],0.7)*pow(Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj],0.4)*(ENRCCI/4406.0); 
     
    //supcost[ii] += Devar[ii][pipeDv +4*pumpDv +plantDv +2*(scen-1)*pumpDv +jj] *0.746 *Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] 
*Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj] /3960 /Effpump /Effpump *Epump *HoursOfOp *365.0 *PVF *(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
     
    // Calculate pump O&M cost based on cost increasing over time as flows increase. Use a linear growth curve. 
    // Present value function for Linear Gradient Series from http://books.google.com/books?id=W-
k9eNQ5oj8C&pg=PA987&lpg=PA987&dq=present+value+from+series+of+linearly+increasing+payments&source=bl&ots=BzyDwqjRQ3&sig=Zpu7
Xt5-
7Tommo0vYWTH2ObXVPg&hl=en&sa=X&ei=FTBiVP6_NIuaigLg6IGYBw&ved=0CCwQ6AEwAg#v=onepage&q=present%20value%20from%20serie
s%20of%20linearly%20increasing%20payments&f=false 
    // old factor of 62.4*0.133681/(60*550) is the same factor as 1/3960 -- the first involves a gpm-cfs conversion. 
Just using the 3960 seems more clear 
     
    if (begPStationflow[jj]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] > 0.5) 
    { 
     if(begPStationflow[jj]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] < 1) 
      Effpump = 0.4*begPStationflow[jj]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] + 0.45; 
     else if(begPStationflow[jj]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] < 1.5) 
      Effpump = -0.4*begPStationflow[jj]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] + 1.25; 
     else 
      Effpump = 0.1; 
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    } 
    else 
     Effpump = 0.1; 
       
    PumpOMinit = 0.746*begPStationflow[jj]*Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj] /3960 /Effpump /Effmotor *Epump 
*HoursOfOp *365.0 *(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
 
    if (flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] > 0.5) 
    { 
     if(flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] < 1) 
      Effpump = 0.4*flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] + 0.45; 
     else if(flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] < 1.5) 
      Effpump = -0.4*flowAct[pipeDv + numExt +4*jj-3]/Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] + 1.25; 
     else 
      Effpump = 0.1; 
    } 
    else 
     Effpump = 0.1;     
     
       PumpOMfinal = (Devar[ii][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+jj] + Devar[ii][pipeDv +4*pumpDv +plantDv+ (2*(scen-1)+1)*pumpDv 
+jj]) *0.746 *Devar[ii][pipeDv+jj] *Devar[ii][pipeDv+pumpDv+jj] /3960 /Effpump /Effmotor *Epump *HoursOfOp *365.0 *(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
       G = (PumpOMfinal - PumpOMinit)/(years-1); 
       PumpOM += PumpOMinit * PVF + G * (pow((1+ discountrate),years) - discountrate*years -1)/(pow(discountrate,2) * 
pow((1 + discountrate),years)); 
    }  
  } 
 
  // Total cost 
  scencost[ii]= PipeCapCost+PipeOM+PumpCapCost+PumpOM+pcost1[ii]+pcost2[ii]; 
  CapCost[ii] += PipeCapCost + PumpCapCost; 
  OMCost[ii] += PipeOM + PumpOM; 
  cost[ii]+= PipeCapCost+PipeOM+PumpCapCost+PumpOM+pcost1[ii]+pcost2[ii]; 
  //printf ("cost1 %i = %f \n", ii, cost[ii]);  
 } 
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 // Potable water source (CAP) 
 /* This part of the function calculates the cost of operating wells for withdrawing groundwater for potable use,  
 and the cost of (potable) water treatment based on type of treatment utilized*/ 
  
 //int NumWells 
 
    // Wells 
 for(ii= startpopval; ii <= npop; ii++){ 
  // Convert gpm to gpd, make up for well supply showing as negative demand. 
  totCap = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=nRes-plantDv; jj++){ 
   newCap[ii][jj] = newCap[ii][jj] * (-1440);  
   totCap += newCap[ii][jj]; 
  } 
      
  // (1 - Well) Calculate well costs ************************************* 
  //  Calculate number of wells necessary 
   //NumWells = ceil(NewProdCap * PeakFactor / 1440 / ProdCapPerWell);  
  // Capital cost 
   //WellCapCost = NumWells * CostPerWell * (ENRCCIlocal / 7888);  
  // Leave out capital cost for capacity that already exists 
  WellCapCost = 0; 
 
  // O & M cost 
  WellEnergy = totCap /1000000 * 1120 * PumpPower;  // Energy, MGD --> ac-ft/yr 
  WellOM = (WellEnergy * Epump) * (ENRCCI / 7888) + totCap * 365 / 1000 * OMWell * (ENRCCI / 7888);  // OMWell is in $/ 1000 
gal     
 
  // (2 - WTP) Calculate water treatment cost **************************************** 
  // Assume no actual treatment plant, just chlorination 
  TreatOM = 0.05; /* O&M for water treatment, $/1000 gal, based on 
    
http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyNET.exe/901G0C00.txt?ZyActionD=ZyDocument&Client=EPA&Index=1991%20Thru%201994&Docs=&Query=&Time
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=&EndTime=&SearchMethod=1&TocRestrict=n&Toc=&TocEntry=&QField=&QFieldYear=&QFieldMonth=&QFieldDay=&UseQField=&IntQFieldOp
=0&ExtQFieldOp=0&XmlQuery=&File=D%3A%5CZYFILES%5CINDEX%20DATA%5C91THRU94%5CTXT%5C00000018%5C901G0C00.txt&User=ANO
NYMOUS&Password=anonymous&SortMethod=h%7C-
&MaximumDocuments=1&FuzzyDegree=0&ImageQuality=r75g8/r75g8/x150y150g16/i425&Display=p%7Cf&DefSeekPage=x&SearchBack=ZyActi
onL&Back=ZyActionS&BackDesc=Results%20page&MaximumPages=1&ZyEntry=2# 
    and http://www.fwrj.com/articles/9805.pdf and the fact that chlorine has to get trucked to the wells. */ 
  WaterTreatPower = 4.2;  /* average enegy use for water treatment, kWh/ac ft. Based on http://www.ecw.org/prod/222-1.pdf,  
    energy to chlorinate is about 9 kWh/MG, = 0.009 kWh/1000 gal = 4.2 kWh/ac-ft adjusted to ENR = 7888 from 1996 
dollars (ENR = 5071). */ 
 
  // No treatment plant 
  Capacity = 0; 
  // Capital cost - Treatment = 'Conventional Filt.' 
  WTPCapCost = exp(14.444 + 0.5372 / 2) * pow(Capacity, 0.881) * 1.314667; 
  WTPCapCost = WTPCapCost * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
  // O & M cost 
  WTPEnergy = WaterTreatPower * totCap /1000000 * 1120;  // Energy - convert gpd to MGD to AFY and multiply by default 
energy use 
  WTPOM = (WTPEnergy * Epump + TreatOM * totCap /1000 * 365) * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
      
  /* Static lift cost to use area-- first connection is in Zone C; second 
   is in Zone FN. (this part is study-area specific--perhaps could convert to vectors to generalize). */ 
  StaticLiftHeadloss = 2;  // ft/1000ft 
  StaticLiftDistance = 142560;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Martin Reservoir (18 miles 
x 1.5 = 27 miles = 142560 ft) 
  StaticLift = 310;  // ft = difference between elevation at Martin Reservoir (2555 ft) and CAVSARP (2245 ft) on Google Earth-- 
assumed that can go southern route to bypass Clearwell Res. 
  AddHP1 = newCap[ii][1] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
  AddHP2 = 0; 
  StaticLiftDistance = 221760;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Houghton/Irvington 
intersection (28 miles x 1.5 = 42 miles = 221760 ft) 
  StaticLift = 567;  // ft = difference between elevation at Houghton/Irvington intersection (2812 ft) and CAVSARP (2245 ft) on 
Google Earth-- assumed that can go southern route to bypass Clearwell Res. 
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  AddHP2 = newCap[ii][2] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
  StaticLiftHP = AddHP1 + AddHP2; 
  PStationEnergy = StaticLiftHP * 0.7456999 * HoursOfOp  * 365;  
  PStationEnergyCost = (PStationEnergy * Epump) * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
      
 
  // (3 - Well & WTP) Calculate capital & OM costs *********************** 
   // Cost of unmet demand (doesn't apply for rw system) 
   if (Qpot < totCap){ 
    ExcessCharge = QPotExcessCharge * (totCap - Qpot) / 1000000 * 1120; //Charge per year (1120 afy per MGD) 
    PV_ExcessCharge = ExcessCharge * ((pow(1+0.03,20) -1)/(0.03*pow(1+0.03,20)))*(1/(pow(1+0.03,20))); 
    QpotExcessAFY[ii] += (totCap - Qpot)/1000000*1120; 
    //yr = (Qpot-begDemand)/(totCap-begDemand)*years; 
    //QpotExcessAFY[ii] = 0.5 *(totCap - Qpot)* (years - yr) - 0.5* (Qpot-begDemand)*yr; 
    } 
   else { 
    PV_ExcessCharge = 0; 
    QpotExcessAFY[ii] += 0; 
    //QpotExcessAFY[ii] = (totCap - Qpot)/1000000*1120; 
   } 
   
  // Storage cost 
   StorageCapCost = totDemand*24*60* 1.05 * PeakFactor* TankCostPerGal; // 1.05 for 105% of max day demand in 
storage (5% for emergencies) as per Tucson Water standards (2006) 
   StorageOMCost = StorageCapCost * PerOfCap; 
 
  // Benefit for CAP water saved 
   // CAP water is saved if water is obtained via IPR at local reclamation facilities, if it is used preferentially over available 
CAP water 
   // Take a value per acre foot. 
   QPotSavings = (totDemand*1440 - totCap)/1000000 *1120 *QPotBenefit; 
 
  CapCostTotal = (WellCapCost + WTPCapCost + StorageCapCost); 
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  OMCostTotal = (WellOM + WTPOM + PStationEnergyCost + StorageOMCost - QPotSavings); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
  // (4) Calculate total costs for potable water source ******************************************* 
  scencost[ii] += CapCostTotal + OMCostTotal*PVF + PV_ExcessCharge;  // Total Present Worth Value 
  CapCost[ii] += CapCostTotal; 
  OMCost[ii] += OMCostTotal*PVF + PV_ExcessCharge; 
  cost[ii] += CapCostTotal + OMCostTotal*PVF + PV_ExcessCharge;  // Total Present Worth Value 
  //printf ("cost2 = %f \n", cost[ii]);  
 } 
 
 // WW Reclamation Plants 
 for(ii= startpopval; ii<=npop; ii++){ 
  totSatFlow = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   satww = Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+jj]; 
   Sat_wwtp[jj] = satww; // vector to hold wwrf design capacities for one individual from population 
   totSatFlow += Sat_wwtp[jj]; //gpm 
  } 
   
  Reg_ww = regFlow[ii] + 0.05*totSatFlow; // total design flow to regional plant 
  //Reg_wwtp = Reg_ww;                  % RR wwtp capacity expansion (differential cost), MGD 
   
   
  // (1) WWTP capital and O&M costs ******************************************     
      
  // (A) Satellite plants 
  // Power function coefficients 
  A1 = 8179250; 
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  B1 = 0.903; 
  A2 = 327; 
        B2 = 0.496; 
  // Facility capital costs given by a power function 
  SatCapCost = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   SatCapCost += (1 + SolidsHandling) * A1 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440,B1) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
   // Add disinfection cost 
            DisCost = A2 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440,B2) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
            SatCapCost += DisCost; 
  } 
  // O&M cost is 5% of capital cost  
  SatOM = 0.05 * SatCapCost; 
 
  // (B) Regional plant 
  // Power function coefficients 
  A1 = 8179250; 
  B1 = 0.903; 
  A2 = 327; 
        B2 = 0.496; 
  // Facility capital costs given by a power function 
  ExistCapacity = 20833;  // existing regional wwtp capacity, gpm (=30 MGD) 
  RegCapCost = (1 + SolidsHandling) * A1 * pow((Reg_ww*PeakFactorWW+ExistCapacity)/1000000.0 *1440, B1) * (ENRCCI / 7685) 
     -(1 + SolidsHandling) * A1 * pow(ExistCapacity/1000000.0 *1440, B1) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
  // Add disinfection cost 
        DisCost = A2 * pow((Reg_ww+ExistCapacity)/1000000.0 *1440, B2) * (ENRCCI / 7685) 
     -(1 + SolidsHandling) * A2 * pow(ExistCapacity/1000000.0 *1440, B2) * (ENRCCI / 7685); 
        RegCapCost += DisCost; 
 
  // O&M cost is 5% of capital cost 
  RegOM = 0.05 * RegCapCost;  
     
  // (C) Combine    
  scencost[ii] += SatCapCost + RegCapCost + (SatOM + RegOM)*PVF; 
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  CapCost[ii] += SatCapCost + RegCapCost; 
  OMCost[ii] += (SatOM + RegOM) *PVF; 
  cost[ii] += SatCapCost + RegCapCost + (SatOM + RegOM)*PVF; 
  //printf ("cost3 %i = %f \n", ii, cost[ii]);  
 } 
 // Recharge and recovery for IPR. This section calculates the cost of a surface spreading facility. 
    // compute basin depth 
    BasinDepth = BasinWaterDepth + BasinFreeboard; 
 
 for(ii= startpopval; ii<=npop; ii++){ 
  CapCostRecharge = 0; 
  OMCostRecharge = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   RechFlow[jj] = Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+jj]*0.95; // vector to hold recharge facility design capacities for one 
individual from population 
   if (RechFlow[jj] != 0) 
   { 
    /* Calculate pipe diameter for recharge delivery piping to recharge area 
     and within area for spreading basins */ 
    PipeD1 = ceil(ceil(10*sqrt((RechFlow[jj] * PeakFactorRech) / 60 / 7.48 / Fps / 3.14159 * 12 * 12) * 2 ) / 10 / 2) * 
2; 
                
    // Calculate recharge basin costs 
    NumBasins = ceil((TimeWet + TimeDry) / TimeWet + BasinsOut); 
    /* Sizing guidelines follow EPA Process Design Manual "Land Treatment of Municipal Wastewater Effluents," 
2006, 
      as used by Malcolm Pirnie in recharge calculator. Basins are arranged side-by-side with roads around each. */ 
    BasinArea = RechFlow[jj] * 60 * 24 / 7.48 / InfiltrationRate;    // yields basin area in ft^2 
    BasinLength = ceil(sqrt(BasinArea / LWRatio) * LWRatio + 2 * DistBtwnBasins + BasinDepth / RampGrade + 
BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
    BasinWidth = ceil(sqrt(BasinArea / LWRatio) + DistBtwnBasins + 2 * BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
    RechargeArea = BasinLength *BasinWidth * NumBasins; 
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    /* Calculate old dimensions for O&M and proper pipe length-- assume new basins are added at end of line of old 
ones, and with 
      parallel pipe laid to feed these basins. ExistDemand in gpm. */ 
    if (ExistDemand >0){  
     ExistBasinArea = ExistDemand * 60 * 24 / 7.48 / InfiltrationRate; 
     ExistBasinLength = ceil(sqrt(ExistBasinArea / LWRatio) * LWRatio + 2 * DistBtwnBasins + BasinDepth / 
RampGrade + BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
     ExistBasinWidth = ceil(sqrt(ExistBasinArea / LWRatio) + DistBtwnBasins + 2 * BasinDepth / BermSlope); 
    } 
    else{ 
     ExistBasinArea = 0; 
     ExistBasinLength = 0; 
     ExistBasinWidth = 0; 
    } 
        
    // Convert recharge area to acres and multiply by price per acre 
    RechCapCost = RechargeArea / 43560 * BasinCapCostPerAc * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
    RechargeOM = OMBasin * RechFlow[jj] * 1440 * 365 / 1000 * (ENRCCI / 7888); // Basin OM is in $/ 1000 gal 
    RechargePipeLength = NumBasins * (BasinWidth + 0.5 * BasinLength) - 0.5 * BasinWidth + NumBasins * 
ExistBasinWidth; 
    TotalRechargePipeLength = RechargePipeLength + NumBasins * (ExistBasinWidth + 0.5 * ExistBasinLength) - 0.5 
* ExistBasinWidth; 
    /* Use distance to farthest basin, which is the total length of pipe minus the rest of the pipes that lead into other 
individual basins 
      (each with length 0.5 * BasinLength) */ 
    RechargePipeD = PipeD1; 
    // Assume larger headloss is to outlying (new) basins. 
    Headloss = pow((Fps/((1.486 / Roughness) * pow(RechargePipeD / 4 / 12, 2.0 / 3.0))),2)*(RechargePipeLength - 
(NumBasins - 1) * 0.5 * BasinLength); 
        
    // Compute cost of recovery wells       
    RecoveryWells = ceil(RechFlow[jj] / RecoveryWellCapacity) + 1; 
    TotalRecoveryWells = ceil((RechFlow[jj] + ExistDemand) / RecoveryWellCapacity)+1; 
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    RecoveryCapCost = RecoveryWells * RecoveryWellCost * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
    RecoveryOM = RecoveryWellOM *RechFlow[jj] * 1440 * 365 / 1000 * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
               
    RecoveryPipeLength = RecoveryWells * RecoveryPipePerWell; 
    TotalRecoveryPipeLength = TotalRecoveryWells * RecoveryPipePerWell; 
        
    // Total recharge/recovery facility capital cost 
    WellCapCost = RechCapCost + RecoveryCapCost; 
        
    // Total headloss includes end pressure 
    TotalHead = Headloss + Pressure * 2.31; 
        
    // Calculate needed power of pump within recharge area. Assume pump cost for recovery is included in cost of 
recovery wells. 
    PumpCapCost = 500 * pow(RechFlow[jj]*PeakFactorRech, 0.7) * pow(TotalHead, 0.4) * (ENRCCI / 4406);  // 
Walski et al. (1987), ENR1987=4406 
    PSPartsLabor = PerOfCap * PumpCapCost * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
        
    // Assume water to be recharged to flow by gravity to recharge area. Calculate costs for piping. Cost functions 
from Clark, et al. (2002) 
 
    PipeMC=(a1+b1*(pow(PipeD1,c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*Dist1 + 
(a1+b1*(pow(RechargePipeD,c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*RechargePipeLength +  
     (a1+b1*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c1))+d1*pow(u1,e1))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
 
    CTrench=(a2+b2*pow(PipeD1,c2)+d2* pow(u2,e2) +f2*(PipeD1*u2))*Dist1 + 
(a2+b2*pow(RechargePipeD,c2)+d2*pow(u2,e2) 
     + f2*(RechargePipeD*u2))*RechargePipeLength + 
(a2+b2*pow(RecoveryPipeD,c2)+d2*pow(u2,e2)+f2*(RecoveryPipeD*u2))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    CEmbed=(a3+b3*(pow(PipeD1,c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(PipeD1*u3))*Dist1 + 
(a3+b3*(pow(RechargePipeD,c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(RechargePipeD*u3))*RechargePipeLength 
     + (a3+b3*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c3))+d3*(pow(u3,e3))+f3*(RecoveryPipeD*u3))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    CBackfill=(a4+b4*(pow(PipeD1,c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(PipeD1*u4))*Dist1 + 
(a4+b4*(pow(RechargePipeD,c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(RechargePipeD*u4))*RechargePipeLength 
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     + (a4+b4*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c4))+d4*(pow(u4,e4))+f4*(RecoveryPipeD*u4))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    CEquip=(a5+b5*(pow(PipeD1,c5)))*Dist1 + (a5+b5*(pow(RechargePipeD,c5)))*RechargePipeLength + 
(a5+b5*(pow(RecoveryPipeD,c5)))*RecoveryPipeLength; 
    PipeIC=CTrench+CEmbed+CBackfill+CEquip;  
 
    PipeCost=(PipeMC+PipeIC)*(7888.0/5826.0)*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
    PipeOM= OMperMile*(Dist1 + TotalRechargePipeLength + TotalRecoveryPipeLength)/5280.0*(ENRCCI/7888.0); 
// OMperMile: per mile cost 
     
    RecoveryEnergy = RechFlow[jj] *1440 / 1000000 * 1120 * RecoveryPower; 
    EnergyCost = (RecoveryEnergy * ElectricityCost) * (ENRCCI / 7888); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    WellCapCost = 0; 
    PipeCost = 0; 
    PumpCapCost = 0; 
    RechargeOM = 0; 
    RecoveryOM = 0; 
    PipeOM = 0; 
    PSPartsLabor = 0; 
    EnergyCost = 0; 
   } 
   // Total present worth value (USD) 
   // Capital costs 
   CapCostRecharge += WellCapCost + PipeCost + PumpCapCost; 
   // O & M costs 
   OMCostRecharge += RechargeOM + RecoveryOM + PipeOM + PSPartsLabor + EnergyCost; 
  } 
 scencost[ii] += CapCostRecharge+ OMCostRecharge*PVF; 
 CapCost[ii] += CapCostRecharge; 
 OMCost[ii] += OMCostRecharge*PVF; 
 cost[ii] += CapCostRecharge+ OMCostRecharge*PVF; 
 //printf ("cost %i = %f \n", ii, cost[ii]);  
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 //fprintf (ptr2, "%i \t %f \n", ii, cost[ii]); 
 
 } 
 
 
 
 // DPR (MF + NF + Ozone/activated carbon) 
 //for(ii= startpopval; ii<=npop; ii++){ 
 // CapCostDPR = 0; 
 // OMCostDPR = 0; 
 // for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
 //  RechFlow[jj] = Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+jj]*0.95; // vector to hold recharge facility design capacities for one 
individual from population 
 //  if (RechFlow[jj] != 0) 
 //  { 
 //   CapCostDPR += 2.75 * pow(RechFlow[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440, 0.87);  // Microfiltration (MF), costs 
from McGivney and Kawamura (2008), as reported in Arnold et al (2012) 
 //   CapCostDPR += 0.9*8.41 * pow(RechFlow[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440, 0.72);  // Nanofiltration (NF), 
estimated from RO costs from McGivney and Kawamura (2008), as reported in Arnold et al (2012), modified by relative factors from Brinson et 
al. (2002?) 
 //   CapCostDPR += 4.17 * pow(RechFlow[jj]*PeakFactorWW/1000000.0 *1440, 0.52);  // Ozone/activated carbon, 
costs from McGivney and Kawamura (2008), as reported in Arnold et al (2012) 
 
 //    
 //   OMCostDPR += 0.3 * pow(RechFlow[jj]/1000000.0 *1440, 0.43);  // Microfiltration (MF), costs from McGivney 
and Kawamura (2008), as reported in Arnold et al (2012) 
 //   OMCostDPR += 0.75*1.46 * pow(RechFlow[jj]/1000000.0 *1440, 0.65);  // Nanofiltration (NF), estimated from 
RO costs from McGivney and Kawamura (2008), as reported in Arnold et al (2012), modified by relative factors from Brinson et al. (2002?) 
 //   OMCostDPR += 0.26 * pow(RechFlow[jj]/1000000.0 *1440, 0.33);  // Ozone/activated carbon, costs from 
McGivney and Kawamura (2008), as reported in Arnold et al (2012) 
 //  } //if (RechFlow[jj] != 0) 
 //   
 // } // for jj 
 // 
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 //scencost[ii] += CapCostDPR+ OMCostDPR*PVF; 
 //CapCost[ii] += CapCostDPR; 
 //OMCost[ii] += OMCostDPR*PVF; 
 //cost[ii] += CapCostDPR+ OMCostDPR*PVF; 
 
 
 /////*printf ("cost = %f \n", cost[ii]);  
 ////fprintf (ptr2, "%i \t %f \n", ii, cost[ii]);*/ 
 
 //} //for ii 
 
 
 
 
 
 //fclose(ptr2); 
} 
 
void GHGFunc_pw(int startpopval, int npop, int pipeDv, int pumpDv, int nRes, int plantDv, int scen, int diampw[14], float PeakFactorWW, float 
Qpot, float *plength,  
     int **Devar, float **newCap, float *regFlow, float *Sat_wwtp, float *RechFlow, float *scenghg, double 
*totalghg) 
{ 
 int ii, jj; 
    int years = 40; 
 float Effpump=0.75; // pump efficiency constant 
 float PipeGHG; // greenhouse gases from construction of pipes, kg CO2e 
 float totCap; // total capacity of potable water wells used to supply study area, gpd 
 float WellEnergy; // annual energy use by potable water wells, kWh/yr 
    float PumpPower = 800; // average energy use for pumping, kWh/ac ft 
 float WellGHG; // greenhouse gas emissions from operation of potable water wells (non-IPR), kg CO2e/yr 
 float WaterTreatPower = 4.2;  /* average enegy use for water treatment, kWh/ac ft. Based on http://www.ecw.org/prod/222-1.pdf,  
    energy to chlorinate is about 9 kWh/MG, = 0.009 kWh/1000 gal = 4.2 kWh/ac-ft adjusted to ENR = 7888 from 1996 
dollars (ENR = 5071). */ 
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 float WTPEnergy; // annual energy use by water treatment plant, kWh/yr 
 float WTPGHG; // greenhouse gas emissions from operation of water treatment plant, kg CO2e/yr 
 float StaticLiftHeadloss; // headloss through transmission pipes fron potable water (non-IPR) source to study area, ft/1000 ft 
 float StaticLiftDistance; // distance of water travel through transmission pipes fron potable water (non-IPR) source to study area, ft 
 float StaticLift; // elevation difference between potable water (non-IPR) source and study area, ft 
 float AddHP1; // power to move water from potable water source to first study area entrance, hp 
 float AddHP2; // power to move water from potable water source to second study area entrance, hp 
 float StaticLiftHP; // sum of AddHP1 and AddHP2 
 float PStationEnergy; // pumping energy required to move water from potable water source to study area, kWh/yr 
 float LiftGHG; // greenhouse gas emissions from moving water from potable water source to study area, kg/yr 
 float HoursOfOp = 24; // hours per day of pump operation 
 float totSatFlow; // total flow to all satellite plants, gpm 
 float A, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, B, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6; // coefficients for wastewater ghg emissions calcs 
 float PlantGHG; // greenhouse gas emissions from construction of wastewater treatment plants, kg 
 float PlantOpGHG; // greenhouse gas emissions from operation of wastewater treatment plants, kg/yr 
    float RegExistCap = 20833;  // existing regional wwtp capacity, gpm (=30 MGD) 
 float Reg_ww; // total design flow to regional plant, gpm 
 int SolidsHandling = 0; // whether solids handling is included in costs or not 
 float satww; // wwrf design capacity 
    float RecoveryPower = 650;  // energy use of water recovery, kWh/ac-ft 
 float RecoveryEnergy; // energy use for water recovery, kWh/yr 
    float RecoveryGHG; // greenhouse gas emissions from water recovery, kg CO2e/yr 
 
 
 for(ii= startpopval; ii <= npop; ii++){ 
  /****************************** Pipes and Pumps *******************************************************/ 
  PipeGHG=0; 
  for(jj= 1; jj <= pipeDv; jj++){ 
   if(Devar[ii][jj] > 1) 
   { 
    // Material = Ductile Iron 
    PipeGHG += (912.47 *pow(diampw[Devar[ii][jj]], 2) + 32697 * diampw[Devar[ii][jj]]) * plength[jj] / 5280 / 
0.62137; 
    /*ElseIf Material = "Reinforced Concrete" Then 
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     PipeGHG = (0.51532 * Diameter ^ 2 + 8.8319 * Diameter) * Length / 5280 / 0.62137 
    ElseIf Material = "HDPE" Then 
     PipeGHG = (2.095 * Diameter ^ 2 - 18.769 * Diameter) * Length / 5280 / 0.62137 
    Else 'PVC 
     PipeGHG = (2.5321 * Diameter ^ 2 - 10.432 * Diameter) * Length / 5280 / 0.62137 
    End If*/ 
   } 
   // else, PipeGHG remains unchanged. 
  } 
  scenghg[ii] = PipeGHG; 
  totalghg[ii] += PipeGHG; 
 
  /****************************** Wells *******************************************************/ 
  totCap = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=nRes-plantDv; jj++){ 
   //newCap[ii][jj] = newCap[ii][jj] * (-1440); // uncomment this line if GHGFunc calculation does not follow CostFunc 
calculation  
   totCap += newCap[ii][jj]; 
  } 
  // Pumping 
  WellEnergy = totCap /1000000 * 1120 * PumpPower;  // Energy in kWh/yr, 1 MGD --> 1120 ac-ft/yr 
  WellGHG = WellEnergy * 0.9; // 0.9 kg CO2 equivalent per kWh 
  scenghg[ii] += WellGHG*years; 
  totalghg[ii] += WellGHG*years; 
 
  /********************** Water Treatment *****************************************************/ 
  // Assume no actual treatment plant, just chlorination 
   
  WTPEnergy = WaterTreatPower * totCap /1000000 * 1120;  // Energy in kWh/yr - convert gpd to MGD to AFY and multiply by 
default energy use 
  WTPGHG = WTPEnergy * 0.9; // 0.9 kg CO2 equivalent per kWh 
  scenghg[ii] += WTPGHG*years; 
  totalghg[ii] += WTPGHG*years; 
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  /************************* Static Lift *****************************************************/ 
  // first connection is in Zone C; second is in Zone FN. (this part is study-area specific--perhaps could convert to vectors to 
generalize). */ 
  StaticLiftHeadloss = 2;  // ft/1000ft 
  StaticLiftDistance = 142560;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Martin Reservoir (18 miles 
x 1.5 = 27 miles = 142560 ft) 
  StaticLift = 310;  // ft = difference between elevation at Martin Reservoir (2555 ft) and CAVSARP (2245 ft) on Google Earth-- 
assumed that can go southern route to bypass Clearwell Res. 
  AddHP1 = newCap[ii][1] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
  AddHP2 = 0; 
  StaticLiftDistance = 221760;  // ft = 1.5 times straight-line distance on Google Earth from CAVSARP to Houghton/Irvington 
intersection (28 miles x 1.5 = 42 miles = 221760 ft) 
  StaticLift = 567;  // ft = difference between elevation at Houghton/Irvington intersection (2812 ft) and CAVSARP (2245 ft) on 
Google Earth-- assumed that can go southern route to bypass Clearwell Res. 
  AddHP2 = newCap[ii][2] / 1440 * (StaticLiftHeadloss * StaticLiftDistance / 1000 + StaticLift)  / 3960 / Effpump; 
   
  StaticLiftHP = AddHP1 + AddHP2; 
  PStationEnergy = StaticLiftHP * 0.7456999 * HoursOfOp  * 365; // kWh/yr 
  LiftGHG = PStationEnergy * 0.9; // 0.9 kg CO2 equivalent per kWh 
  scenghg[ii] += LiftGHG*years; 
  totalghg[ii] += LiftGHG*years; 
 
  // Unmet demand??????? What is the GHG impact???? Calc for large static lift or something???????????????????????????? 
 
  /********************************* WW Reclamation Plants ************************************/ 
  totSatFlow = 0; 
  PlantGHG = 0; 
  PlantOpGHG = 0; 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   satww = Devar[ii][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+jj]; 
   Sat_wwtp[jj] = satww; // vector to hold wwrf design capacities for one individual from population 
   totSatFlow += Sat_wwtp[jj]; //gpm 
  } 
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  Reg_ww = regFlow[ii] + 0.05*totSatFlow; // total design flow to regional plant 
         
        // GHGs from construction 
        // Satellite plants 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
   // Pretreatment 
   A1 = 125950; 
   B1 = 0.804; 
   // Sedimentation 
   A2 = 683030; 
   B2 = 0.798; 
   // Activated sludge 
   A3 = 4241813; 
   B3 = 0.694; 
   // Clarification 
   A4 = 664570; 
   B4 = 0.746; 
   // Chlorination 
   A5 = 42155; 
   B5 = 0.459; 
   // Reservoir (clearwell) 
   A6 = 234690; 
   B6 = 0.409; 
   PlantGHG += A1 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B1) + A2 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B2) + A3 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B3) + A4 * 
pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B4) + A5 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B5) + A6 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B6); 
   // Solids handling  
   if(SolidsHandling > 0) 
   { 
    A = 1686404; 
    B = 0.724; 
    PlantGHG += A *pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B); 
   } 
        } 
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        // Regional plant 
        PlantGHG += A1 * pow(Reg_ww, B1) + A2 * pow(Reg_ww, B2) + A3 * pow(Reg_ww, B3) + A4 * pow(Reg_ww, B4) + A5 * pow(Reg_ww, B5) + 
A6 * pow(Reg_ww, B6); 
  // Solids handling  
  if(SolidsHandling > 0) 
  { 
   A = 1686404; 
   B = 0.724; 
   PlantGHG += A *pow(Reg_ww, B); 
  } 
  // Subtract existing regional plant 
  PlantGHG -= A1 * pow(RegExistCap, B1) + A2 * pow(RegExistCap, B2) + A3 * pow(RegExistCap, B3) + A4 * pow(RegExistCap, B4) + 
A5 * pow(RegExistCap, B5) + A6 * pow(RegExistCap, B6); 
  // Solids handling  
  if(SolidsHandling > 0) 
  { 
   A = 1686404; 
   B = 0.724; 
   PlantGHG -= A *pow(RegExistCap, B); 
  } 
        scenghg[ii] += PlantGHG; 
  totalghg[ii] += PlantGHG;  
               
        // GHGs from O&M 
        // Satellite plants 
  for(jj = 1; jj<=plantDv; jj++){ 
            // Pretreatment 
            A1 = 20040; 
            B1 = 0.76; 
            // Sedimentation 
            A2 = 4431; 
            B2 = 0.943; 
            // Activated sludge 
            A3 = 15829; 
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            B3 = 0.93; 
            // Clarification 
            A4 = 5414; 
            B4 = 0.263; 
            // Chlorination 
            A5 = 24804; 
            B5 = 0.637; 
            // Reservoir (clearwell) 
            A6 = 0; 
            B6 = 0; 
            PlantOpGHG += A1 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW, B1) + A2 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW, B2) + A3 * 
pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW, B3) + A4 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW, B4) + A5 * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW, B5) + A6 * 
pow(Sat_wwtp[jj]*PeakFactorWW, B6); 
            // Solids handling 
            if (SolidsHandling > 0) 
   { 
                A = 101050; 
                B = 0.931; 
                PlantOpGHG += A * pow(Sat_wwtp[jj], B); 
   } 
  } 
  // Regional plant 
        PlantOpGHG += A1 * pow(Reg_ww *PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B1) + A2 * pow(Reg_ww *PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B2) + A3 * 
pow(Reg_ww *PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B3) + A4 * pow(Reg_ww *PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B4) + A5 * pow(Reg_ww 
*PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B5) + A6 * pow(Reg_ww *PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B6); 
  // Solids handling  
  if(SolidsHandling > 0) 
  { 
   A = 1686404; 
   B = 0.724; 
   PlantOpGHG += A *pow(Reg_ww *PeakFactorWW + RegExistCap, B); 
  } 
  // Subtract existing regional plant 
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  PlantOpGHG -= A1 * pow(RegExistCap, B1) + A2 * pow(RegExistCap, B2) + A3 * pow(RegExistCap, B3) + A4 * pow(RegExistCap, 
B4) + A5 * pow(RegExistCap, B5) + A6 * pow(RegExistCap, B6); 
  // Solids handling  
  if(SolidsHandling > 0) 
  { 
   A = 1686404; 
   B = 0.724; 
   PlantOpGHG -= A *pow(RegExistCap, B); 
  } 
        scenghg[ii] += PlantOpGHG*years; 
  totalghg[ii] += PlantOpGHG*years;  
   
  /************************* Recharge and Recovery *******************************************/ 
  // Assume that energy/GHGs for construction and O&M of recharge basins is dominated by recovery energy. 
  RecoveryEnergy = totSatFlow *0.95 *1440 / 1000000 * 1120 * RecoveryPower; // kWh/yr 
  RecoveryGHG = RecoveryEnergy * 0.9; // 0.9 kg CO2 equivalent per kWh 
        
        scenghg[ii] += RecoveryGHG*years; 
  totalghg[ii] += RecoveryGHG*years; 
   
 } 
} 
 
void NondominatedSortingGA2_1(int nnode, int diampw[14], float *plength, float *pcostm, float *bdemandH, float *pdemandH, float 
*bdemandL, float *pdemandL, int npop, int ngen, 
int nscen, int nDv, int pipeDv, int pumpDv, int numExt, int numRes, int plantDv, int distPipe,  float PeakFactorWW, float QPot[5], double 
scenoptcost[5], float *satplantcapH, float *satplantcapL,  
float begPStationflow[39], float crossover, float mutationr,  float *QpotExcessAFY, int **Devar, double *obj1, double *obj2, double *capcost, 
double *OMcost, int *minb, int *maxb) 
{ 
 // *cost = *obj1 and *variance = *obj2 
 struct rank 
 { 
  int count; 
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  float **rankgroup; 
  int *original_location; 
  int *original_location1; 
  int *original_location2; 
  int totalcount; 
  int rankend; 
  float *diversity1; 
  float *diversity2; 
 }; 
 
 struct CD 
 { 
  float standardize; 
 }; 
  
 int i, j, k, L, z, combinepop, temp1, temp2, nocrossgene, cconst, tempz, oktoprocess, iter, errr[2], demandnodes; 
 int valveindex, scen, evalparents, startpopval; 
 float minPpw, minPrw, maxP, check_penalty, penalty_cost; 
 float SatWWTreat; 
    float temp, nansoopc; 
 double totalPeakDemand, totalBaseDemand, totresflow, sumregret, sumsquares; 
 char rptfilename[80]; 
 
 // Dynamic arrays 
 float *presss, *ppflow, *pcost1, *pcost2, *regWWflow, **regPWflow, *respotflow, *satdesflow, *recharge, **scencost;  
 //float **scenghg; 
 int **parent1, **parent2, **parent3, *crosssite; 
 int *Np; 
 struct rank *Rank; 
 int *parentrank; 
 double *parentdiversity, **tempparent; 
 int *combinerank; 
 double *combinediversity; 
 struct CD diversity; 
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 FILE *errptr; 
 
 // Reset random seed 
 srand((unsigned)time(NULL)); 
 
 // Pressure requirements 
 minPpw= 40; 
 minPrw= 40; 
 maxP  = 1000; 
 
 penalty_cost=100000000000; // 1E11 
 errr[1]=0; 
 combinepop = 1; 
 evalparents = 1; 
 iter = 0; 
 
 // initialize/clear cost 
 for(z = 1; z <= 2*npop; z++) 
 { 
  obj1[z] = 0; 
  obj2[z] = 0; 
  capcost[z] = 0; 
  OMcost[z] = 0; 
  QpotExcessAFY[z]=0; 
 } 
  
 // Allocate dynamically sized arrays 
 presss = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(presss == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
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 ppflow = malloc((pipeDv + 8*pumpDv + plantDv + numExt +1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(ppflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 pcost1 = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(pcost1 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 pcost2 = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(pcost2 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 regWWflow = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(regWWflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 regPWflow = malloc (sizeof (float *) * (2*npop+1)); 
 if(regPWflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
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 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
   { 
     regPWflow[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (numRes-plantDv+1));  
  if(regPWflow[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 respotflow = malloc((numRes+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(respotflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 satdesflow = malloc((plantDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(satdesflow == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 recharge = malloc((plantDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(recharge == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 scencost = malloc((nscen+1) * sizeof(float *)); 
 if(scencost == NULL) 
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 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < nscen+1; i++) 
   { 
     scencost[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (2*npop+1));  
  if(scencost[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 /*supcost = malloc((nscen+1) * sizeof(float *)); 
 if(supcost == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < nscen+1; i++) 
   { 
     supcost[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (2*npop+1));  
  if(supcost[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   }*/ 
 
 /*scenghg = malloc((nscen+1) * sizeof(float *)); 
 if(scenghg == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
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  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < nscen+1; i++) 
   { 
     scenghg[i] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (2*npop+1));  
  if(scenghg[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   }*/ 
 
 parent1 = malloc (sizeof (int *) * (npop+1)); 
 if(parent1 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
     parent1[i] =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (nDv+1));  
  if(parent1[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 parent2 = malloc (sizeof (int *) * (2+1)); 
 if(parent2 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
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 for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
   { 
     parent2[i] =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (nDv+1));  
  if(parent2[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 parent3 = malloc (sizeof (int *) * (npop+1)); 
 if(parent3 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
     parent3[i] =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (nDv+1));  
  if(parent3[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 tempparent = malloc (sizeof (double *) * (npop+1)); 
 if(tempparent == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
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     tempparent[i] =  malloc (sizeof (double) * (nDv+6+1));  
  if(tempparent[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
 
 crosssite = malloc((nDv+1) * sizeof(int)); 
 if(crosssite == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 Np = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(int)); 
 if(Np == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
  
 Rank = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(struct rank)); 
 if(Rank == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  Rank[i].rankgroup =  malloc (sizeof (float *) * (2*npop+1)); 
  if(Rank[i].rankgroup == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
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   return; 
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  for (j = 0; j <= 2*npop; j++) 
  { 
   Rank[i].rankgroup[j] =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (nDv+2+1)); 
   if(Rank[i].rankgroup[j] == NULL) 
   { 
    printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
    return; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  Rank[i].original_location =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (2*npop+1)); 
  if(Rank[i].original_location == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  Rank[i].original_location1 =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (2*npop+1)); 
  if(Rank[i].original_location1 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
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 { 
  Rank[i].original_location2 =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (2*npop+1)); 
  if(Rank[i].original_location2 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  Rank[i].diversity1 =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (2*npop+1)); 
  if(Rank[i].diversity1 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  Rank[i].diversity2 =  malloc (sizeof (float) * (2*npop+1)); 
  if(Rank[i].diversity2 == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 } 
 
 parentrank = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(int)); 
 if(parentrank == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
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 parentdiversity = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(parentdiversity == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 /*combine = malloc (sizeof (float *) * (npop*2+1)); 
 if(combine == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop*2+1; i++) 
 { 
  combine[i] =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (nDv+1)); 
  if(combine[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 }*/ 
    
 combinerank = malloc((npop*2+1) * sizeof(int)); 
 if(combinerank == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 combinediversity = malloc((npop*2+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(combinediversity == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
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  return; 
 } 
  
 sprintf(rptfilename, "buildout_gen_outputProc%i.rpt", 0); 
 errr[1]=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand_PRV.inp", rptfilename, ""); 
 errptr = fopen("penalty_cost_output.txt", "w"); 
  
 do 
 { 
  if (combinepop >0) 
  { 
   if (evalparents >0)  
   { 
    combinepop = 0; //combinepop is set to 1 at the start of the function to cause evaluation to enter this loop for 
initial evaluation of population, 
    // but its value should really be 0, so it is reset here. 
    evalparents = 0; 
    startpopval = 1; //evaluate the parents, which are stored in the top half of the array (1 to npop, as npop is now 
small) 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    startpopval = npop/2+1; //evaluate the children, which are stored in the bottom half of the array (npop/2 +1 to 
npop, as npop is now large) 
   } 
   // Evaluate solutions 
   for(scen =1; scen <= nscen; scen++) 
   { 
    // k = 1 or 2 depending only on demand (not supply) scenario 
    k = scen %4; 
    if ((k == 1) || (k==2)) 
     k=1; 
    else k=2; 
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    /*if (k==1) 
     errr[1]=ENopen("WISP_pw_2050_CthroughI_pipeandpumpandplant_new2.inp", 
"buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); 
    else if (k==2) 
     errr[1]=ENopen("TAZ_pw_2050_CthroughI_pipeandpumpandplant_new2.inp", 
"buildout_gen_output.rpt", "");*/ 
 
    for (z = startpopval; z <= npop; z++) 
    { 
 
     // Pipe diameters 
     for (i = 1; i <= pipeDv; i++) { 
      if (Devar[z][i] > 1) 
      { 
       ENsetlinkvalue(i, EN_DIAMETER, diampw[Devar[z][i]]); 
       ENsetlinkvalue(i, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       ENsetlinkvalue(i, EN_DIAMETER, 0.5); 
       ENsetlinkvalue(i, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      } 
 
     } 
 
     // Pumps 
     // Add number of additional pumps on for each scenario to number common to all scenarios 
     for (i = 1; i <= pumpDv; i++) { 
      if ((Devar[z][pipeDv + 2 * pumpDv + i] != 0) || (Devar[z][pipeDv + 4 * pumpDv + plantDv + 2 * 
(scen - 1)*pumpDv + i] != 0)) { 
       ENsetheadcurveparams(i, Devar[z][pipeDv + i], Devar[z][pipeDv + pumpDv + i]); 
       for (j = 1; j <= 8; j++) { 
        if (j <= (Devar[z][pipeDv + 2 * pumpDv + i] + Devar[z][pipeDv + 4 * pumpDv + 
plantDv + 2 * (scen - 1)*pumpDv + i])) { 
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         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv + numExt + 8 * (i - 1) + j, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
         ENsetpumpcurveparams(8 * (i - 1) + j, Devar[z][pipeDv + i], 
Devar[z][pipeDv + pumpDv + i]); 
        } 
        else { 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv + numExt + 8 * (i - 1) + j, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
         ENsetpumpcurveparams(8 * (i - 1) + j, 99, 99); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      else { 
       ENsetheadcurveparams(i, 99, 99); 
       for (j = 1; j <= 8; j++) { 
        ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv + numExt + 8 * (i - 1) + j, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
        ENsetpumpcurveparams(8 * (i - 1) + j, 99, 99); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
 
     //// Hydraulic calc. 
     // Set peak demands 
 
     // Scenarios 1 and 2 (high demand, high and low supply) 
     if (k == 1) 
     { 
      demandnodes = 0; 
      totalPeakDemand = 0; 
      for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++) { 
       ENsetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemandH[i]); 
       totalPeakDemand += pdemandH[i]; 
       if (pdemandH[i] > 0) 
       { 
        demandnodes++; 
       } 
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      } 
     } 
     else if (k == 2) // Scenarios 1 and 2 (low demand, high and low supply) 
     { 
      demandnodes = 0; 
      totalPeakDemand = 0; 
      for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++) { 
       ENsetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemandL[i]); 
       totalPeakDemand += pdemandL[i]; 
       if (pdemandL[i] > 0) 
       { 
        demandnodes++; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Plants 
     for (i = 1; i <= plantDv; i++) { 
      valveindex = pipeDv + numExt + 8 * pumpDv + i; // index of valve corresponding to plant's 
recharge facility in list of links 
      ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[z][valveindex - numExt - 4 * pumpDv] * 1.6); 
     } 
 
     //ENsaveinpfile("TestPeak.inp"); 
 
     // for debugging only 
     //ENclose(); 
 
     hydrun(nnode, pipeDv, numExt, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, presss, ppflow, respotflow, errr); 
 
     // Calculate amounts of water coming from regional water supply.  
     // *******Can eliminate this section for peak flows, no? That is, only calc totresflow and not 
regPWflow[z][i] . . . that one gets overwritten w/ avg flows 
     totresflow = 0; 
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     for (i = 1; i <= numRes - plantDv; i++) { 
      regPWflow[z][i] = respotflow[i]; 
 
      // Previous code below. Makes no sense. regPWflow should be negative because it is a demand 
on the reservoir. Negative value is taken care of below with totresflow -= and in CostFunc 
      //if(regPWflow[z][i] < 0) // try to avoid error w/ negative costs 
      // regPWflow[z][i] = 0; 
 
      // New code. Do want to ignore it if water is flowing into (instead of out of) a reservoir. 
      if (regPWflow[z][i] > 0) // try to avoid error w/ negative costs 
       regPWflow[z][i] = 0; 
      totresflow -= respotflow[i]; 
     } 
     for (i = numRes - plantDv + 1; i <= numRes; i++) { 
      totresflow -= respotflow[i]; 
     } 
 
     check_penalty = 0; 
     //fprintf(errptr, "scen = %i, z = %i, initial penalty cost A= %f \n", scen, z, check_penalty); 
     // Calculate penalty cost 
     for (i = 1; i <= demandnodes; i++) { 
      if (presss[i] < minPpw) { 
       check_penalty = check_penalty + penalty_cost*pow(minPpw - presss[i], 2); 
       //fprintf(errptr, "i = %i,  pressure = %f, low pressure penalty cost = %f \n", i, presss[i], 
check_penalty); 
      } 
      else if (presss[i] > maxP) { 
       check_penalty = check_penalty + penalty_cost*pow(presss[i] - maxP, 2); 
       //fprintf(errptr, "i = %i,  pressure = %f, high pressure penalty cost = %f \n", i, presss[i], 
check_penalty); 
      } 
     } 
     for (i = demandnodes + 1; i <= nnode; i++) { 
      if (presss[i] < 0) { 
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       check_penalty = check_penalty + penalty_cost*pow(0 - presss[i], 2); 
       //fprintf(errptr, "i = %i,  pressure = %f, low pressure penalty cost = %f \n", i, presss[i], 
check_penalty); 
      } 
      /*else if(presss[i]>maxP){ 
       check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[i]-maxP,2); 
      }*/ 
     } 
 
     if (totresflow < totalPeakDemand - 1) { // account for potential rounding error 
      check_penalty = check_penalty + 10 * penalty_cost; 
      //fprintf(errptr, "demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", check_penalty); 
     } 
 
     if ((errr[1] != 0) && (errr[1] != 5) && (errr[1] !=4)) { 
      check_penalty=check_penalty+100*penalty_cost; 
      //fprintf(errptr, "errr = %i,   error code penalty cost = %f \n", errr[1], check_penalty); 
     } 
     pcost1[z]=check_penalty; 
 
     if(pcost1[z] / 100000000000000000 >10000000000000000000) 
      pcost1[z] = 100000000000000000 * 100000000000000000; 
 
     //fprintf(errptr, "pcost1[z] = %f \n", pcost1[z]); 
 
     // Set base demands 
     totalBaseDemand = 0; 
     if(k==1) 
     { 
      for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++){ 
       ENsetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemandH[i]); 
       totalBaseDemand += bdemandH[i]; 
      } 
     } 
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     else if (k==2) 
     { 
      for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++){ 
       ENsetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemandL[i]); 
       totalBaseDemand += bdemandL[i]; 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Pumps 
     for(i = 1; i <= pumpDv; i++){ 
      if((Devar[z][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+i] != 0) || (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+plantDv+(2*(scen-
1)+1)*pumpDv+i] != 0)){ 
       for(j = 1; j <= 8; j++){ 
        if(j <= (Devar[z][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+i] + 
Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+plantDv+(2*(scen-1)+1)*pumpDv+i])){ 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(i-1)+j, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
        } 
        else{ 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(i-1)+j, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      else{ 
       for(j = 1; j <= 8; j++){ 
        ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(i-1)+j, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Plants 
     for(i = 1; i <= plantDv; i++){ 
      valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 8*pumpDv + i; // index of valve corresponding to plant's 
recharge facility in list of links 
      ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[z][valveindex - numExt - 4*pumpDv]); 
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     } 
   
     //ENsaveinpfile("TestAvg.inp"); 
 
     hydrun (nnode, pipeDv, numExt, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, presss, ppflow, respotflow, errr); 
 
 
     // Calculate amounts of water coming from regional water supply and going to regional ww treatment 
     SatWWTreat = 0; 
     for (i = 1; i <= plantDv; i++){ 
      SatWWTreat += Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+i]; 
     } 
     regWWflow[z] = 0.5* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; // Assume 50% of total potable use goes to ww 
(might need to change for nonpotable reuse scenarios) 
     //regWWflow[z] = 4.167* totalBaseDemand - SatWWTreat; // Assume 50% of total potable use goes to 
ww. 
     // multiplier for rw is 4.167; for ipr, 0.5. 
     if (regWWflow[z] < 0){ 
      regWWflow[z] = 0; // no ww to regional plant if satellite capacity exceeds ww generated 
     } 
     totresflow = 0; 
     for (i = 1; i<=numRes-plantDv; i++){ 
      regPWflow[z][i] = respotflow[i]; 
 
      // Previous code below. Makes no sense. regPWflow should be negative because it is a demand 
on the reservoir. Negative value is taken care of below with totresflow -= and in CostFunc 
      //if(regPWflow[z][i] < 0) // try to avoid error w/ negative costs 
      // regPWflow[z][i] = 0; 
 
      // New code. Do want to ignore it if water is flowing into (instead of out of) a reservoir. 
      if(regPWflow[z][i] > 0) // try to avoid error w/ negative costs 
       regPWflow[z][i] = 0; 
      totresflow -= respotflow[i]; 
     } 
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     for (i = numRes-plantDv+1; i <= numRes; i++){ 
      totresflow -= respotflow[i]; 
     } 
 
     check_penalty=0; 
     //fprintf(errptr, "scen = %i, z = %i, initial penalty cost B= %f \n", scen, z, check_penalty); 
     // Calculate penalty cost 
     for(i = 1; i <= demandnodes; i++){ 
      if(presss[i]<minPpw){ 
       check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(minPpw-presss[i],2); 
       //fprintf(errptr, "i = %i,  pressure = %f, low pressure penalty cost = %f \n", i, presss[i], 
check_penalty); 
      } 
      else if(presss[i]>maxP){ 
       check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(presss[i]-maxP,2); 
       //fprintf(errptr, "i = %i,  pressure = %f, high pressure penalty cost = %f \n", i, presss[i], 
check_penalty); 
      } 
     } 
     for(i = demandnodes+1; i <= nnode; i++){ // check for nonnegative pressures at nondemand nodes 
      if(presss[i]<0){ 
       // check whether node in question is actually connected to anything by assigning 
demand at node and checking if disconnected() returns a positive value-- if so, I don't  
       // think we care whether pressure is negative or not-- this check only applies if there are 
no other disconnected nodes in network 
       /*errr[1] = ENdisconnected(); 
       if(errr[1]==0) 
       { 
        ENsetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, 100.0); 
        if(ENdisconnected()==0) 
         check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(0-presss[i],2); 
        ENsetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, 0.0); 
       } 
       else 
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       {*/ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+penalty_cost*pow(0-presss[i],2); 
        //fprintf(errptr, "i = %i,  pressure = %f, low pressure penalty cost = %f \n", i, 
presss[i], check_penalty); 
       //} 
      } 
     } 
     if(totresflow < totalBaseDemand-1){ // account for potential rounding error 
      check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
      //fprintf(errptr, "demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", check_penalty); 
     } 
 
     // check ww availability constraints, if applicable 
     if (plantDv > 0) 
     { 
      if (k==1) 
      { 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcapH[5]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
        //fprintf(errptr, "treatment 56 demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", 
check_penalty); 
       } 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5] + 
Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcapH[1]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
        //fprintf(errptr, "treatment 156 demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", 
check_penalty); 
       } 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+2]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] > satplantcapH[2]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
        //fprintf(errptr, "treatment 23 demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", 
check_penalty); 
       } 
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       /*if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > 
satplantcapH[3]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
       } 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] + 
Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > satplantcapH[1]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
       }*/ 
      } 
      else if (k==2) 
      { 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcapL[5]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
        //fprintf(errptr, "treatment 56 demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", 
check_penalty); 
       } 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+5] + 
Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+6] > satplantcapL[1]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
        //fprintf(errptr, "treatment 156 demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", 
check_penalty); 
       } 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+2]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] > satplantcapL[2]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
        //fprintf(errptr, "treatment 23 demand imbalance penalty cost = %f \n", 
check_penalty); 
       } 
       /*if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > 
satplantcapL[3]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
       } 
       if (Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+1]+ Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+3] + 
Devar[z][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+4] > satplantcapL[1]){ 
        check_penalty=check_penalty+10*penalty_cost; 
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       }*/ 
      } 
     } 
 
     if((errr[1] != 0)&&(errr[1] !=5)&&(errr[1] !=4)){ 
      check_penalty=check_penalty+100*penalty_cost; 
      //fprintf(errptr, "errr = %i,   error code penalty cost = %f \n", errr[1], check_penalty); 
     } 
     pcost2[z]=check_penalty; 
 
     // Avoid error with infinite cost causing variance to be ranked well. May want to investigate actual cause 
of error at some point. Probably float instead of double used to store cost. 
     if(pcost2[z] / 100000000000000000 >10000000000000000000) 
      pcost2[z] = (float)100000000000000000 * (float)100000000000000000; 
 
     //fprintf(errptr, "pcost2[z] = %f \n", pcost2[z]); 
 
     //printf("%i, %f, %f\n", z, pcost1[z], pcost2[z]); 
    } // end for z =startpopval to npop 
  
    //ENclose(); 
 
    // Calculate infrastructure cost 
    CostFunc_pw(startpopval, npop, pipeDv, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, numExt, scen, diampw, PeakFactorWW, 
QPot[scen], plength, pcostm, Devar, regPWflow, regWWflow, satdesflow, recharge, begPStationflow, totalBaseDemand, ppflow, pcost1, pcost2, 
scencost[scen], capcost, OMcost, QpotExcessAFY, obj1);  
    // satdesflow and recharge are just pointers to vectors that will be used within the function. cost is a return 
vector-- it is cumulative. 
 
    //GHGFunc_pw(startpopval, npop, pipeDv, pumpDv, numRes, plantDv, scen, diampw, PeakFactorWW, 
QPot[scen], plength, Devar, regPWflow, regWWflow, satdesflow, recharge, scenghg[scen], obj2); 
 
   } // end for scen = 1 to nscen  
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  // Convert cost vector to avg cost, calculate regret cost 
  for (i = startpopval; i <= npop; i++) 
  { 
   obj1[i] = obj1[i]/nscen; 
   capcost[i] = capcost[i]/nscen; 
   OMcost[i] = OMcost[i]/nscen; 
   QpotExcessAFY[i] = QpotExcessAFY[i]/nscen; 
 
   // New version. Standard deviation. 
   sumsquares = 0; 
   for(j = 1; j <= nscen; j++) 
   { 
    if (scencost[j][i] > scenoptcost[j]) 
    { 
     sumsquares += pow(scencost[j][i] - scenoptcost[j], 2);  
    } 
    else 
    { 
     printf("********************* better solution found for scenario %i. Old cost: %d\t New cost: 
%f\n\n\n\n\n\n\n", j, scenoptcost[j], scencost[j][i]); 
     scenoptcost[j] = scencost[j][i]; 
    } 
   } 
   obj2[i] = sqrt(sumsquares/nscen); 
 
   // older version. Straight-up regret cost; is correlated with cost, so it doesn't work as a second objective. 
   //sumregret = 0; 
   ////sumsupcost = 0; 
   //for(j = 1; j <= nscen; j++) 
   //{ 
   // // overpayment cost 
   // if (scencost[j][i] > scenoptcost[j]) 
   // { 
   //  sumregret += scencost[j][i] - scenoptcost[j]; 
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   // } 
   // else 
   // { 
   //  printf("********************* better solution found for scenario %i. Old cost: %d\t New cost: 
%f\n\n\n\n\n\n\n", j, scenoptcost[j], scencost[j][i]); 
   //  scenoptcost[j] = scencost[j][i]; 
   // } 
   // // supplementary cost 
   // //sumsupcost += supcost[j][i]; 
   //} 
   //obj2[i] = sumregret; 
 
   // oldest version. Variance across scenarios 
   /*sumsquares = 0; 
   for(j = 1; j <= nscen; j++) 
   { 
    sumsquares += pow(scencost[j][i] - obj1[i], 2); 
   } 
   obj2[i] = sumsquares/nscen;*/ 
   //printf( "%i\t %f\n \t %f \n\t %f \n\t %f \n\t %f \n\t %f\n", i, cost[i], scencost[1][i], scencost[2][i], scencost[3][i], 
scencost[4][i], variance[i]); 
  } 
   
 } // end if combinepop >0 
 
 
 
 
 
 //Fast-non-dominated-sort 
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          temp = 1E15; 
  for (i = 1; i<=npop; i++) 
  { 
   Np[i] = 0; 
   for (j = 1; j<=npop; j++) 
   { 
    if ((obj1[j] < obj1[i]) && (obj2[j] < obj2[i])) 
    { 
     Np[i] ++; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
 
 
 //Print #20, "====dominate population====" 
 
  Rank[0].totalcount = 0; 
  for (i = 1; i<=npop; i++) //rank 
  { 
   Rank[i].count = 0; 
   for (j = 0; j<=npop; j++) //-1 
   { 
    for (L = 1; L<=npop; L++) //population 
    { 
     if ((Np[L] - j ==0) && (Np[L] != -1)) 
     { 
      Rank[i].count++; 
      for (k = 1; k<=nDv; k++) // not sure if I changed this part right at all-- seems to be pulling in all 
components including objective functions? 
      { 
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       Rank[i].rankgroup[Rank[i].count][k] = Devar[L][k]; 
      } // k comes out as nDv+1 
      Rank[i].rankgroup[Rank[i].count][k] = obj1[L]; 
      Rank[i].rankgroup[Rank[i].count][k+1] = obj2[L]; 
      Rank[i].original_location[Rank[i].count] = L; 
      Rank[i].original_location1[Rank[i].count] = L; 
      Rank[i].original_location2[Rank[i].count] = L; 
      parentrank[L] = i; //insert rank!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  I changed this line to have a 
separate vector rather than including it in the parent/Devar matrix 
      Np[L] = -1; 
     } 
    } 
     if (Rank[i].count != 0) 
      break; 
   } 
   Rank[0].totalcount += Rank[i].count; 
   if (Rank[0].totalcount == npop) 
   { 
    Rank[0].rankend = i; 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
 
 //'Print #20, "====rank population====" 
 //'For i = 1 To N 
 //'    Print #20, parent(i, nolink + 1) & vbTab & parent(i, nolink + 2) & vbTab & parent(i, nolink + 3) & vbTab & myNSGA(i).Np 
 //'Next 
 
 //Crowding-distance-assignmnet 
   for (L = 1; L<= Rank[0].rankend; L++) 
   { 
    for (i = 1; i <= Rank[L].count; i++) 
    { 
     for (j = i + 1; j <= Rank[L].count; j++) 
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     { 
      if (Rank[L].rankgroup[j][nDv + 1] < Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1])  //largest to smallest Is this a 
sorting algorithm? Sorts by rank, right? 
      { 
       temp = Rank[L].rankgroup[j][nDv + 1]; 
       Rank[L].rankgroup[j][nDv + 1] = Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1]; 
       Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1] = temp; 
 
       temp = Rank[L].original_location1[j];      
 // reordering original location links to keep them in same order as rank list 
       Rank[L].original_location1[j] = Rank[L].original_location1[i]; 
       Rank[L].original_location1[i] = temp; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
 
    diversity.standardize = Rank[L].rankgroup[Rank[L].count][nDv + 1] - Rank[L].rankgroup[1][nDv + 1]; 
    Rank[L].diversity1[1] = (double)100000000000000; 
    Rank[L].diversity1[Rank[L].count] = (double)100000000000000; 
    if (Rank[L].count >= 3) 
    { 
     for (i = 2; i<= Rank[L].count - 1; i++) 
     { 
      if ((Rank[L].rankgroup[Rank[L].count][nDv + 1] != Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1]) && 
(Rank[L].rankgroup[1][nDv + 1] != Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1] )) 
      { 
       Rank[L].diversity1[i] = -(Rank[L].rankgroup[i - 1][nDv + 1] - Rank[L].rankgroup[i + 1][nDv+ 
1]) / diversity.standardize; 
      } 
      else if ((Rank[L].rankgroup[Rank[L].count][nDv + 1] == Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1]) || 
(Rank[L].rankgroup[1][nDv + 1] == Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 1] )) 
      { 
       Rank[L].diversity1[i] = (double) 100000000000000; 
      } 
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      //Print #20, Rank(L).diversity1(i) 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
   for (L = 1; L <= Rank[0].rankend; L++) 
   { 
    for (i = 1; i <= Rank[L].count; i++) 
    { 
     for (j = i + 1; j <= Rank[L].count; j++) 
     { 
      if (Rank[L].rankgroup[j][nDv + 2] < Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2])  // original comment said 
"smallest to largest", but inverse of reliability was being used, right? 
                  
      // This seems to be totally equivalent to code above, which sorts largest to smallest, right? 
      { 
       temp = Rank[L].rankgroup[j][nDv + 2]; 
       Rank[L].rankgroup[j][nDv + 2] = Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2]; 
       Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2] = temp; 
 
       temp = Rank[L].original_location2[j]; 
       Rank[L].original_location2[j] = Rank[L].original_location2[i]; 
       Rank[L].original_location2[i] = temp; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
 
    diversity.standardize = Rank[L].rankgroup[Rank[L].count][nDv + 2] - Rank[L].rankgroup[1][nDv + 2]; 
    Rank[L].diversity2[1] = (double)100000000000000; 
    Rank[L].diversity2[Rank[L].count] = (double)100000000000000; 
    if (Rank[L].count >= 3) 
    { 
     for (i = 2; i <= Rank[L].count - 1; i++) 
     { 
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      if ((Rank[L].rankgroup[Rank[L].count][nDv + 2] != Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2]) && 
(Rank[L].rankgroup[1][nDv + 2] != Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2])) 
      { 
       Rank[L].diversity2[i] = -(Rank[L].rankgroup[i - 1][nDv + 2] - Rank[L].rankgroup[i + 1][nDv 
+ 2]) / diversity.standardize; 
      } 
      else if ((Rank[L].rankgroup[Rank[L].count][nDv + 2] == Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2]) || 
(Rank[L].rankgroup[1][nDv + 2] == Rank[L].rankgroup[i][nDv + 2] )) 
      { 
       Rank[L].diversity2[i] = (double)100000000000000; 
      } 
      //Print #20, Rank(L).diversity2(i) 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
   for (L = 1; L <= Rank[0].rankend; L++) 
   { 
    for (j = 1; j <= Rank[L].count; j++) 
    { 
     for (i = 1; i <= Rank[L].count; i++) 
     { 
      if (Rank[L].original_location1[i] == Rank[L].original_location2[j]) 
      { 
       // insert diversity!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
       parentdiversity[Rank[L].original_location2[j]] = Rank[L].diversity1[i] + 
Rank[L].diversity2[j];  // I changed this line here, too, to have a separate vector 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
  //!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
  if (combinepop == 0) 
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  { 
   //Binary tournament with crowding comparison operator 
   i = 0; 
   do 
   { 
    i++; 
    do { 
     temp1 = rand()%(npop-1+1)+1; 
     temp2 = rand()%(npop-1+1)+1; 
    } while (temp1 == temp2); 
 
    if (parentrank[temp1] < parentrank[temp2]) 
    { 
     for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++)  
     { 
      parent1[i][j] = Devar[temp1][j]; 
     } 
    } 
    else if (parentrank[temp1] > parentrank[temp2]) 
    { 
     for (j = 1; j <=nDv; j++)  
     { 
      parent1[i][j] = Devar[temp2][j]; 
     } 
    } 
    else if (parentrank[temp1] == parentrank[temp2]) 
    { 
     if (parentdiversity[temp1] > parentdiversity[temp2]) 
     { 
      for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++)  
      { 
       parent1[i][j] = Devar[temp1][j]; 
      } 
     } 
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     else if (parentdiversity[temp1] < parentdiversity[temp2]) 
     { 
      for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++)  
      { 
       parent1[i][j] = Devar[temp2][j]; 
      } 
     } 
     else if (parentdiversity[temp1] == parentdiversity[temp2]) 
     { 
      i--; // allows return to start of do loop with no net gain in i (avoids goto statement) 
     } 
    } 
   } while (i < npop / 2); //Population size 
 
 
  //Random Selection with npop/2 times (=npop/2*2=npop children population) 
  for (z =1; z <= npop; (z +=2)) 
  { 
   do 
   { 
    temp1 = rand()%(npop/2-1+1)+1; 
    temp2 = rand()%(npop/2-1+1)+1; 
   } while (temp1 == temp2); 
 
   for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) //+4 is needed?  
   { 
    parent2[1][j] = parent1[temp1][j]; 
    parent2[2][j] = parent1[temp2][j]; 
    parent3[z][j] = parent1[temp1][j]; 
    parent3[z+1][j] = parent1[temp2][j]; 
   } 
 
 
   //Crossover and mutation 
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   nansoopc = (double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX;;  
   nocrossgene = rand()%(nDv-1+1)+1; 
 
   for (j = 1; j <= nocrossgene; j++) 
   { 
    crosssite[j] = rand()%(nDv-1+1)+1;  // Correctly adjusted for index? 
   } 
 
   // Multi-Point Crossover 
   if (nansoopc < crossover) 
   { 
    for (i = 1; i <= nDv; i++)  
    { 
     for (j = 1; j <= nocrossgene; j++) 
     { 
      if (i == crosssite[j]) 
      { 
       parent3[z][i] = parent2[2][i]; 
       parent3[z+1][i] = parent2[1][i]; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
 
   // Mutation  
   for (i = z; i <= z+1; i++) 
   { 
    for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++)   
    {    
 
     temp=(double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX; 
     if(temp < mutationr) { 
      cconst=parent3[i][j]; 
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      if(maxb[j]-minb[j] >0) 
      { 
       if(j<=distPipe){ 
        do { 
         tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+minb[j]; // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
         parent3[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
        } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
       } 
       if(j>distPipe && j<=pipeDv){ 
        do { 
         tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
         parent3[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
        } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
       } 
       else if(j>pipeDv && j<=pipeDv+pumpDv){ 
        do { 
         tempz=(rand()%(maxb[j]/100-minb[j]/100+1)+minb[j]/100)*100; // 
rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
         parent3[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
        } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
       } 
       else if(j>pipeDv+pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+2*pumpDv){ 
        do { 
         tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+minb[j]; // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
         parent3[i][j]=tempz; // Design heads in ft 
        } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
       } 
       else if(j>pipeDv+2*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+3*pumpDv){ 
        do { 
         tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
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         parent3[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (peak 
conditions) 
        } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
       } 
       else if(j>pipeDv+3*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+4*pumpDv){ 
        if (maxb[j] >0) 
        { 
         do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
          tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-0+1)+0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
          parent3[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg 
conditions) 
         } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
        } 
       } 
       else if (j>pipeDv +4*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +plantDv){ 
        if((double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX<=0.5){ 
         tempz=rand()%(int)((maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+minb[j]); // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
         tempz=tempz - (tempz % 100); 
        } 
        else{ 
         tempz=0; 
        } 
        parent3[i][j]=tempz; // capacity of satellite reclamation plant (avg, gpm) 
       } 
       else if (j>pipeDv +4*pumpDv +plantDv && j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +plantDv 
+2*pumpDv*nscen){ 
        if(((j-pipeDv-4*pumpDv-plantDv) % 2*pumpDv) <= pumpDv) // use modulus to 
determine if decision variable is for peak or average conditions 
        { 
         do{ 
          tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-
min+1)+min; 
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          parent3[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (peak 
conditions) 
         } while(parent3[i][j]==cconst); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
         do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
          tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-0+1)+ 0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
          parent3[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg 
conditions) 
         } while(parent3[i][j] == cconst); 
        } 
       } 
      } // end if maxb-minb 
     } //end if(temp < mutationr) 
     //else value stays same because no choice 
    } // end for j 
   } // end for i 
   //end of mutation 
 
   // # of pumps peak >= # of pumps avg 
   for (i = pipeDv+2*pumpDv+1; i <= pipeDv+3*pumpDv; i++){ 
    if(parent3[z][i]<parent3[z][pumpDv+i]){ 
     parent3[z][pumpDv+i]=rand()%(parent3[z][i]-0+1)+0; 
    } 
    if(parent3[z+1][i]<parent3[z+1][pumpDv+i]){ 
     parent3[z+1][pumpDv+i]=rand()%(parent3[z+1][i]-0+1)+0; 
    } 
   } 
 
   for(j = 1; j <=nscen; j++) 
   { 
    for (i=pipeDv +4*pumpDv +plantDv +pumpDv*2*(j-1); i<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +plantDv +pumpDv*(2*(j-1)+1); 
i++) 
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    { 
     if(parent3[z][i]<parent3[z][pumpDv+i]){ 
      parent3[z][pumpDv+i]=rand()%(parent3[z][i]-0+1)+0; 
     } 
     if(parent3[z+1][i]<parent3[z+1][pumpDv+i]){ 
      parent3[z+1][pumpDv+i]=rand()%(parent3[z+1][i]-0+1)+0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } //end for z 
 
  //Combine parent and offspring population 
  // Original code-- remove if other works? 
  //for (i = 1; i <= npop; i++) 
  //{ 
  // for (j =1; j <= nDv; j++)  // also combine rank and diversity vectors? I think not because they will be reevaluated next, 
right? 
  // { 
  //  combine[i][j] = parent[i][j]; 
  //  combine[i + npop][j] = children[i][j]; 
  // } 
  //} 
 
  //npop = 2 * npop; 
 
  //for (i = 1; i <= npop; i++) 
  //{ 
  // for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) 
  // { 
  //  parent[i][j] = combine[i][j]; 
  // } 
  //} 
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  // New code 
  for (i = 1; i <= npop; i++) 
  { 
   for (j =1; j <= nDv; j++)  // also combine rank and diversity vectors? I think not because they will be reevaluated next, 
right? 
   { 
    Devar[i + npop][j] = parent3[i][j]; 
   } 
  } 
 
  npop = 2 * npop; 
  combinepop = 1; 
 
  } // end if (combinepop == 0) 
 
 
  else 
  { 
   combinepop = 0; 
 
 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
    // Combined population (Rank and diversity) 
   i = 0; 
   z = 0; 
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   oktoprocess = 1;  
   do 
   { 
    i++; 
    if (Rank[i].count <= npop / 2 - z) 
    { 
     for (j = 1; j <= Rank[i].count; j++) 
     { 
      if (z != 0) 
      { 
       for (k = z; k >=1; k--) 
       { 
        if (obj1[Rank[i].original_location[j]] == tempparent[k][nDv+ 1]) 
        { 
         oktoprocess = 0; 
        } 
       } 
       for (k = z; k >= 1; k--) 
       { 
        if (obj2[Rank[i].original_location[j]] == tempparent[k][nDv + 2]) 
        { 
         oktoprocess = 0; 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      else if (z == 0) 
      { 
       oktoprocess = 1; 
      } 
 
      if (oktoprocess > 0)  
      { 
       z++; 
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       for (k = 1; k <= nDv; k++) 
       { 
        tempparent[z][k] = Devar[Rank[i].original_location[j]][k]; 
       } 
       tempparent[z][k] = obj1[Rank[i].original_location[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+1] = obj2[Rank[i].original_location[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+2] = parentrank[Rank[i].original_location[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+3] = parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+4] = capcost[Rank[i].original_location[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+5] = OMcost[Rank[i].original_location[j]]; 
 
       if (z >= npop / 2) 
        goto outofloop; // exits do loop.   
 
       // ????????????????????????? 
         /* tempparent(z, 100) = Devar(Rank(i).original_location(j), 100) 
       tempparent(z, 101) = Devar(Rank(i).original_location(j), 101) 
       tempparent(z, 102) = Devar(Rank(i).original_location(j), 102) 
       tempparent(z, 103) = Devar(Rank(i).original_location(j), 103) 
       tempparent(z, 104) = Devar(Rank(i).original_location(j), 104)*/ 
      } 
      oktoprocess = 1; 
 
     } // end for j 
    } // end if Rank[i].count <= npop / 2 - z 
    else 
    { 
     for (j = 1; j <= Rank[i].count; j++) 
     { 
      for (L = j + 1; L <= Rank[i].count; L++) 
      { 
       if (parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] > 
parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]) 
       { 
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        for (k = 1; k <= nDv; k++) 
        { 
         temp = Devar[Rank[i].original_location2[L]][k]; 
         Devar[Rank[i].original_location2[L]][k] = 
Devar[Rank[i].original_location2[j]][k]; 
         Devar[Rank[i].original_location2[j]][k] = temp; 
        } 
 
      
        temp = obj1[Rank[i].original_location2[L]]; 
        obj1[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] = obj1[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
        obj1[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] = temp; 
      
        temp = obj2[Rank[i].original_location2[L]]; 
        obj2[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] = obj2[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
        obj2[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] = temp; 
 
        temp = parentrank[Rank[i].original_location2[L]]; 
        parentrank[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] = 
parentrank[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
        parentrank[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] = temp; 
 
        temp = parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[L]]; 
        parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] = 
parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
        parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] = temp; 
         
        temp = capcost[Rank[i].original_location2[L]]; 
        capcost[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] = capcost[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
        capcost[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] = temp; 
         
        temp = OMcost[Rank[i].original_location2[L]]; 
        OMcost[Rank[i].original_location2[L]] = OMcost[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
        OMcost[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] = temp; 
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       } // end if parent diversity  . . . 
      } // end for L 
     } // end for j 
 
     for (j = 1; j <= Rank[i].count; j++) 
     { 
      if (z != 0) 
      { 
       for (k = z; k >= 1; k--) 
       { 
        if (obj1[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] == tempparent[k][nDv + 1]) 
        { 
         oktoprocess = 0; 
        } 
       } 
       for (k = z; k >= 1; k--) 
       { 
        if (obj2[Rank[i].original_location2[j]] == tempparent[k][nDv + 2] ) 
        { 
         oktoprocess = 0; 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      else if (z == 0) 
      { 
       oktoprocess = 1; 
      } 
 
      if (oktoprocess >0) 
      { 
       z++; 
 
       for (k = 1; k <= nDv; k++) 
       { 
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        tempparent[z][k] = Devar[Rank[i].original_location2[j]][k]; 
       } 
 
       tempparent[z][k] = obj1[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+1] = obj2[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+2] = parentrank[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+3] = parentdiversity[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+4] = capcost[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
       tempparent[z][k+5] = OMcost[Rank[i].original_location2[j]]; 
 
       if (z >= npop / 2) 
        goto outofloop; // exits do loop.  
 
      } 
      oktoprocess = 1; 
     } // end for j 
    } // end else 
 
   } while (z < npop / 2); 
 
 
   outofloop: npop = npop / 2; 
 
   for (i = 1; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
    for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) 
    { 
     Devar[i][j] = tempparent[i][j]; 
    } 
 
    obj1[i] = tempparent[i][j]; 
    obj2[i] = tempparent[i][j+1]; 
    parentrank[i] = tempparent[i][j+2]; 
    parentdiversity[i] = tempparent[i][j+3]; 
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    capcost[i] = tempparent[i][j+4]; 
    OMcost[i] = tempparent[i][j+5]; 
   } 
 
   iter++; 
 
   //if (totalcount == endeval Then 
   //    Print #20, "=============", totalcase, totalcount, "?=============" 
   //    For i = 1 To N 
   //        Print #20, "===", i, "===" 
   //        For j = -2 To nolink + 4 
   //            Print #20, parent(i, j) 
   //        Next 
   //    Next 
   //'End If 
   // 
   //    Print #20, "=============", totalcase, totalcount, "?=============" 
   //    For i = 1 To N 
   //        Print #20, parent(i, -2) & vbTab & parent(i, -1) & vbTab & parent(i, 0) & vbTab & parent(i, nolink + 1) & vbTab & 
parent(i, nolink + 2) & vbTab & parent(i, 100) & vbTab & parent(i, 101) & vbTab & parent(i, 102) & vbTab & parent(i, 103) & vbTab & parent(i, 
104) & vbTab & parent(i, nolink + 3) & vbTab & parent(i, nolink + 4) 
   //    Next 
   //End If 
 
   printf("\rIteration %i of %i completed  ", iter, ngen); 
 
 
  }// end else (combinepop =1) 
 
 } while (iter <ngen); 
 
  
 ENclose(); 
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 // Free dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1) 
 // Free each of the pointers  and then the final double pointer 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
  { 
   free (parent1[i]);  
  } 
 free (parent1); 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2; i++) 
  { 
   free (parent2[i]);  
  } 
 free (parent2); 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
  { 
   free (parent3[i]);  
  } 
 free (parent3); 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
     free (tempparent[i]); 
   } 
 free (tempparent); 
 
 //for (i = 0; i <= npop*2; i++) 
 // { 
 //  free (combine[i]);  
 // } 
 //free (combine); 
 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
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 { 
  for (j = 0; j <= 2*npop; j++) 
  { 
   free(Rank[i].rankgroup[j]);  
  } 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  free (Rank[i].rankgroup); 
 } 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  free (Rank[i].original_location); 
 } 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  free (Rank[i].original_location1); 
 } 
 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  free (Rank[i].original_location2); 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  free(Rank[i].diversity1); 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
 { 
  free (Rank[i].diversity2); 
 } 
 //free(Rank); 
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 free (crosssite); 
 free (Np); 
 free (parentrank); 
 free (parentdiversity); 
 free (combinerank); 
 free (combinediversity); 
 for (i = 0; i <= 2*npop; i++) 
   { 
    free (regPWflow[i]);  
   } 
 free (regPWflow); 
 
 free (presss); 
 free (ppflow); 
 free (pcost1); 
 free (pcost2); 
 free (regWWflow); 
 free (respotflow); 
 free (satdesflow); 
 free (recharge); 
 free (scencost); 
} 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
 int   i, j, jj, k, x, tempz, numRes, numExt, numValv, numValvTot, distPipe, npop, ngen, nsgaend, pipeDv, pumpDv, 
  nDv, nnode, nlink, npipe, err, diampw[11], diamrw[12], valveindex, type, oncount, diaindex, nscen; 
 float  Dpeakpw, Hpeakpw, Speakrw, Ipeakrw, Dpeakww, QPot[5], crossover, mutationr, cap, dia, flow, head, stat, setting, 
begPStationflow[39]; 
 char inpfilename[80], rptfilename[80]; 
 double scenoptcost[5]; 
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 // Set up dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1) 
 int **Devar, *minb, *maxb; 
 float *bdemandH, *pdemandH, *bdemandL, *pdemandL, *plength, *QpotExcessAFY, *pcostm, *results1, *results2, *results3, 
*satplantcapH, *satplantcapL; 
 double *cost, *variance, *CapCost, *OMCost; 
 
 FILE *ptr; 
  
 
 // Reset random seed 
 srand((unsigned)time(NULL));  
  
    begPStationflow [1] = 2937.5; 
    begPStationflow [2] = 20.83; 
    begPStationflow [3] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [4] = 1250; 
    begPStationflow [5] = 1145.83; 
    begPStationflow [6] = 750; 
    begPStationflow [7] = 687.5; 
    begPStationflow [8] = 625; 
    begPStationflow [9] = 250; 
    begPStationflow [10] = 458.33; 
    begPStationflow [11] = 479.17; 
    begPStationflow [12] = 458.33; 
    begPStationflow [13] = 479.17; 
    begPStationflow [14] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [15] = 541.67; 
    begPStationflow [16] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [17] = 166.67; 
    begPStationflow [18] = 166.67; 
    begPStationflow [19] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [20] = 562.5; 
    begPStationflow [21] = 562.5; 
    begPStationflow [22] = 520.83; 
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    begPStationflow [23] = 500; 
    begPStationflow [24] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [25] = 416.67; 
    begPStationflow [26] = 416.67; 
    begPStationflow [27] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [28] = 125; 
    begPStationflow [29] = 166.67; 
    begPStationflow [30] = 62.5; 
    begPStationflow [31] = 20.83; 
    begPStationflow [32] = 270.83; 
    begPStationflow [33] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [34] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [35] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [36] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [37] = 0; 
    begPStationflow [38] = 0; 
 
 nscen = 4; // number of scenarios to be considered 
 
 //// Open EPANET inp file 
 sprintf(rptfilename, "comparisonProc%i.rpt", 0); 
 err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand_PRV.inp", rptfilename, ""); 
  
 // Get link properties 
 ENgetcount(EN_LINKCOUNT, &nlink); 
 ENgetcount(EN_PUMPCOUNT, &pumpDv); 
 //pumpDv = pumpDv / 4; // 4 pumps per pump station 
 pumpDv = pumpDv / 8; // 8 pumps per pump station 
 
 numExt=0; // number of existing pipes (not decision variables) 
 numValv=0; //   
 numValvTot = 0; 
    //numValv=6; // number of valves 
 distPipe = 0; // number of new, non-parallel pipes in (skeleton) distribution network 
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 for (i = 1; i <= nlink; i++) 
 { 
  ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
  if (type <= EN_PIPE) // that is, type is EN_PIPE or EN_CVPIPE (check valve) 
  { 
   ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
   if (dia < 100) 
   { 
    numExt++; 
   } 
   if ((dia >= 180)&&(dia<190)) 
   { 
    distPipe++; 
   } 
  } 
  else if (type >= EN_PRV) 
  { 
   numValvTot++; 
   if (type == EN_FCV) 
   { 
    numValv++; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 npipe=nlink-numExt-8*pumpDv-numValvTot; 
 
 // Decision variable 
 pipeDv=npipe;  
 nDv=pipeDv+4*pumpDv+numValv+2*pumpDv*nscen; 
 
 //// Pipe size candidates (in) 
 /*diampw[1]=1; diampw[2]=6; diampw[3]=8; diampw[4]=10; diampw[5]=12; diampw[6]=16; diampw[7]=20; diampw[8]=24;  
 diampw[9]=30; diampw[10]=36; diampw[11]=48; diampw[12]=60; diampw[13]=72;*/  
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 diampw[1]=0; diampw[2]=12; diampw[3]=16; diampw[4]=20; diampw[5]=24;  
 diampw[6]=30; diampw[7]=36; diampw[8]=48; diampw[9]=60; diampw[10]=72; 
 
 diamrw[1]=1; diamrw[2]=6; diamrw[3]=8; diamrw[4]=10; diamrw[5]=12; diamrw[6]=16; diamrw[7]=20; diamrw[8]=24;  
 diamrw[9]=30; diamrw[10]=36; diamrw[11]=48; 
 
 // Dynamic array allocation 
 // initialize minb to zero to form min for additional infrastructure (at end of vector) 
 minb = calloc(nDv+1, sizeof(int)); 
 if(minb == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 maxb = malloc((nDv+1) * sizeof(int)); 
 if(maxb == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 // Initialize maxb to 4 for additional pumps operating (the additional infrastructure at end of vector) 
 for (j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) 
 { 
  maxb[j] = 4; 
 } 
 
 ENclose(); 
  
 // Note: The overall code has 8 pumps per pump station (to accomodate additional infrastructure added per scenario), but the original 
(single-scenario) solutions 
 // have only 4 pumps per pump station 
 solncompare(npipe, pumpDv, numExt, numValv, minb, maxb); 
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 // Change diameters to indices 
 for (j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++) 
 { 
  if(minb[j] == 0.5) 
   diaindex = 1; 
  else 
  { 
   diaindex = 7; //use a medium diameter if diameter in file is not one of the choices (could modify to find closest 
diameter) 
   for(i = 1; i<=10; i++) 
   { 
    if(diampw[i]==minb[j]) 
    { 
     diaindex = i; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  minb[j] = diaindex; 
 } 
 for (j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++) 
 { 
  if(maxb[j] == 0.5) 
   diaindex = 1; 
  else 
  { 
   diaindex = 7; //use a medium diameter if diameter in file is not one of the choices (could modify to find closest 
diameter) 
   for(i = 1; i<=10; i++) 
   { 
    if(diampw[i]==maxb[j]) 
    { 
     diaindex = i; 
     break; 
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    } 
   } 
  } 
  maxb[j] = diaindex; 
 } 
 
 /// Open output file 
  
 sprintf(rptfilename, "OverallSolnProc%i.txt", 0);  
 ptr=fopen(rptfilename, "w"); 
  
 // Write bounds 
 fprintf(ptr, "minbounds********************\n"); 
 for (i=1; i<=nDv; i++) 
 { 
  fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", minb[i]); 
 } 
 fprintf(ptr, "maxbounds********************\n"); 
 for (i=1; i<=nDv; i++) 
 { 
  fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", maxb[i]); 
 } 
 
 //// Open EPANET inp file 
 sprintf(rptfilename, "buildout_gen_outputProc%i.rpt", 0); 
 err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand_PRV.inp", "buildout_gen_output.rpt", ""); // has base demand 
     
 QPot[1] = 28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, high demand case 
 QPot[2] = 22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, high demand case 
 QPot[3] = 28679200; // gpd = 28.7 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, high supply, low demand case 
 QPot[4] = 22943360; // gpd = 22.9 MGD --Quantity of CAP water available, low supply, low demand case 
 
      // Scenario optimal costs 
 scenoptcost[1] = 1465053568; 
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 scenoptcost[2] = 1596324992; 
 scenoptcost[3] = 936331456; 
 scenoptcost[4] = 957396352; 
  
   
 //// Constants 
 // Peaking factors 
 Dpeakpw= 1.6; // potable daily peak (=1.6) 
 Hpeakpw= 2.8; // potable hourly peak (=1.6*1.75=2.8) 
 Speakrw= 1.6; // reclaimed seasonal peak (=1.6) 
 Ipeakrw= 5.0; // reclaimed instantaneous peak (=5.0) 
 Dpeakww= 1.5; // wastewater daily peak (=1.5) 
 
 // GA parameters 
 npop=100; // population size 
 ngen=10; 
 nsgaend= 6000; // GArun repetition 
 crossover=0.8; // crossover rate 
 //mutationr=0.016; // mutation rate 
 mutationr=0.1; // mutation rate 
 
 // Read the number of nodes and links 
 ENgetcount(EN_NODECOUNT, &nnode); 
 ENgetcount(EN_TANKCOUNT, &numRes); 
   
 nnode=nnode-numRes; 
 
 // Set up dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1 
 // and http://cboard.cprogramming.com/c-programming/70750-need-help-dynamic-array-syntax.html) 
 
 /* Allocate the first dimension, which is actually a pointer to pointer to int.   */ 
 Devar = malloc (sizeof (int *) * (2*npop+1)); 
 if(Devar == NULL) 
 { 
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  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 /* Then allocate each of the pointers allocated in previous step arrays of pointer to ints 
  * within each of these arrays are floats.   */ 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop*2; i++) // parent and child populations are combined in this vector in the NSGA II code 
   { 
     Devar[i] =  malloc (sizeof (int) * (nDv+1)); 
  if(Devar[i] == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   } 
    
 bdemandH = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(bdemandH == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 bdemandL = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(bdemandL == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 pdemandH = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(pdemandH == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
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 pdemandL = malloc((nnode+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(pdemandL == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 plength = malloc((pipeDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(plength == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 QpotExcessAFY = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(float)); 
  if(QpotExcessAFY == NULL) 
  { 
   printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
 pcostm = malloc((pipeDv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(pcostm == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 cost = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(cost == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 variance = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(variance == NULL) 
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 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 CapCost = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(cost == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 OMCost = malloc((2*npop+1) * sizeof(double)); 
 if(variance == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 }  
 results1 = malloc((4*pumpDv + 1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(results1 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 results2 = malloc((4*pumpDv + 1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(results2 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 results3 = malloc((4*pumpDv +  1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(results3 == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
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 satplantcapH = malloc((numValv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(satplantcapH == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 satplantcapL = malloc((numValv+1) * sizeof(float)); 
 if(satplantcapL == NULL) 
 { 
  printf(stderr, "out of memory\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 // Obtain pipe lengths and cost multiplier that will be used for pipe cost calc. 
 for (i = 1; i <= pipeDv; i++){ 
  ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_LENGTH, &plength[i]); 
  ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
  if((int)dia % 5 == 2) 
  { 
   pcostm[i] = 2; 
  } 
  else if ((int)dia % 5 == 3) 
  { 
   pcostm[i] = 3; 
  } 
  else 
   pcostm[i] = 1; 
    
  //printf("%f \n", pcostm[i]); 
 } 
 
 // Obtain base and peak demands 
 for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++){ 
  ENgetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, &bdemandH[i]);    
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  pdemandH[i]=Dpeakpw*bdemandH[i];  
  //fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", pdemand[i]); 
 } 
 
 // Obtain satellite plant capacities 
 i = pipeDv + numExt + 8 * pumpDv + 1; 
 j = 1; 
 ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
 while ((type == EN_FCV) && (i <= nlink)) 
 { 
  ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_INITSETTING, &cap); 
  //satplantcapH[numValv -j +1] = cap; 
  satplantcapH[j] = cap; 
  printf ("satplantcapH[%i] = %f \n", j, satplantcapH[j]); 
  i++; 
  j++; 
  ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
 } 
 
 //// Open next EPANET inp file 
 ENclose(); 
 sprintf(rptfilename, "buildout_gen_outputProc%i.rpt", 0); 
 err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_low_basedemand_PRV.inp", rptfilename, ""); // has base demand 
 // Obtain base and peak demands 
 for (i = 1; i <= nnode; i++){ 
  ENgetnodevalue(i, EN_BASEDEMAND, &bdemandL[i]);    
  pdemandL[i]=Dpeakpw*bdemandL[i];  
  //fprintf(ptr, "%f\n", pdemand[i]); 
 } 
 
 // Obtain satellite plant capacities 
 i = pipeDv + numExt + 8 * pumpDv + 1; 
 j = 1; 
 ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
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 while ((type == EN_FCV) && (i <= nlink)) 
 { 
  ENgetlinkvalue(i, EN_INITSETTING, &cap); 
  satplantcapL[j] = cap; 
  printf ("satplantcapL[%i] = %f \n", j, satplantcapL[j]); 
  i++; 
  j++; 
  ENgetlinktype(i, &type); 
 } 
 
 ENclose(); 
 //fprintf(ptr,"========================================== \n"); 
 
  
 
  /*************************** Load previous solution or warm start (comment out for random 
start)********************************/ 
  // load peak file 
  for(jj= 1; jj<=nscen; jj++) 
  { 
   //// Open EPANET input file 
   sprintf(rptfilename, "warmstartProc%i.rpt", 0); 
   switch (jj) 
   { 
    // For starting from scenario optimal solutions 
    case 1: 
     err=ENopen("Results1Peak.inp", rptfilename, ""); 
     break; 
    case 2: 
     err=ENopen("Results2Peak.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 3: 
     err=ENopen("Results3Peak.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
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    case 4: 
     err=ENopen("Results4Peak.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
 
    // For starting from previous compromise solution(s) 
    /*case 1: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen1PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, ""); 
     break; 
    case 2: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen2PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 3: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen3PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 4: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen4PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break;*/ 
   } 
 
   for (j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++) 
   { 
    ENgetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, &dia); 
    if(dia == 0.5) 
     diaindex = 1; 
    else 
    { 
     diaindex = 7; //use a medium diameter if diameter in file is not one of the choices (could modify to find 
closest diameter) 
     for(i = 1; i<=10; i++) 
     { 
      if(diampw[i]==dia) 
      { 
       diaindex = i; 
       break; 
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      } 
     } 
    } 
    Devar[jj][j] = diaindex; 
   } 
 
   for (j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
   { 
    oncount = 0; 
    for (i =1; i<=4; i++) 
    { 
     ENgetlinkvalue(8*(j-1) + i + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
     if (stat == 1) 
      oncount++; 
    } 
    Devar[jj][j+pipeDv+2*pumpDv] = oncount; 
     // Note: This is not an entirely accurate way to warm start the pump parameters. When the .inp  files 
are written as results, the first however many pumps at each station get turned on,  
     // whether they are from the pumps common to all scenarios or the extra pumps for that particular 
scenario. This only looks at the first four (out of eight) at each pump station and turns 
     // them on as common pumps. 
 
    ENget1ptpumpcurve(8*j-7 + pipeDv + numExt, &flow, &head); 
    Devar[jj][j+pipeDv] = flow; 
    //Devar[jj][j+pipeDv] = flow*oncount; // this was old method-- now Devar represents the design flow for the 
curve itself-- no longer divided by oncount. Also avoids problem with 0s written if no pump installed. 
    Devar[jj][j+pipeDv +pumpDv] = head; 
   } 
    
   ENclose(); 
   // load avg file 
   switch (jj) 
   { 
    // For starting from scenario optimal solutions 
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    case 1: 
     err=ENopen("Results1Avg.inp", rptfilename, ""); 
     break; 
    case 2: 
     err=ENopen("Results2Avg.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 3: 
     err=ENopen("Results3Avg.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 4: 
     err=ENopen("Results4Avg.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
 
    // For starting from previous compromise solution(s) 
    /*case 1: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen1PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, ""); 
     break; 
    case 2: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen2PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 3: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen3PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break; 
    case 4: 
     err=ENopen("Proc0ResultsScen4PeakSoln1.inp", rptfilename, "");  
     break;*/ 
   } 
   for (j=1; j<=pumpDv; j++) 
   { 
    oncount = 0; 
    for (i =1; i<=4; i++) 
    { 
     ENgetlinkvalue(8*(j-1) + i + pipeDv + numExt, EN_INITSTATUS, &stat); 
     if (stat == 1) 
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      oncount++; 
     // Note: This is not an entirely accurate way to warm start the pump parameters. When the .inp  files 
are written as results, the first however many pumps at each station get turned on,  
     // whether they are from the pumps common to all scenarios or the extra pumps for that particular 
scenario. This only looks at the first four (out of eight) at each pump station and turns 
     // them on as common pumps. 
    } 
    Devar[jj][j+pipeDv+3*pumpDv] = oncount; 
   } 
   for (j =1; j<=numValv; j++) 
   { 
    ENgetlinkvalue(j + pipeDv + numExt + 4*pumpDv, EN_INITSETTING, &setting); 
    Devar[jj][j+pipeDv+4*pumpDv] = setting; 
   } 
 
   // Write zeros to all extra pump variables 
   for (j=pipeDv +4*pumpDv +numValv+1; j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +numValv +2*pumpDv*nscen; j++) 
   { 
    Devar[jj][j] = 0; 
    // See note above about pump parameters. 
   } 
   ENclose(); 
  } //end for jj 
  /*********************************************************end load warm 
start***************************************************/ 
 
   
  fprintf(ptr, "Initial decision variable values (pipe size, pump flow, pump head, pumps on peak, pumps on avg, sat rec capacity, 
extra pumps on peak and avg for each scenario):\n"); 
  //// Initial population 
  for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++) // use when no warm start present 
  { 
   fprintf(ptr, "i = %i\n", i); 
   for(j = 1; j <= nDv; j++) 
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   { 
    /************************************* Non-random solution-- comment out for random 
solution********************************/ 
    if((i > nscen) && (i < 0.5*npop)) 
     Devar[i][j] = Devar[i%nscen +1][j]; 
    else if (i >= 0.5*npop) 
    { 
     if(minb[j] == maxb[j]) 
     { 
      Devar[i][j] = minb[j]; 
     } 
     else 
     { 
     //// Random generation for the first population 
     /************************** comment out down from here to start from non-random 
solution***********************************/ 
      if(j<= distPipe){ 
       tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+minb[j]; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
      } 
      else if(j>distPipe && j<=pipeDv){ 
       tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Pipe size generation 
      } 
      else if(j>pipeDv && j<=pipeDv+pumpDv){ 
       if(j==pipeDv+1){ 
        tempz=(rand()%(maxb[j]/100-minb[j]/100+1) + minb[j]/100)*100; // 
rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
        Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
       } 
       else{ 
        tempz=(rand()%(maxb[j]/100-minb[j]/100+1)+ minb[j]/100)*100; // 
rand()%(max-min+1)+min;  
        Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design flow in gpm 
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       } 
      } 
      else if(j>pipeDv+pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+2*pumpDv){ 
       tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // Design heads in ft 
      } 
      else if(j>pipeDv+2*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+3*pumpDv){ 
       tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (peak conditions) 
      } 
      else if(j>pipeDv+3*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv+4*pumpDv){ 
       do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
        tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-0+1)+ 0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
        Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg conditions) 
       } while(Devar[i][j-pumpDv]<Devar[i][j]); 
      } 
      else if (j>pipeDv +4*pumpDv && j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +numValv){     
       if((double)rand()/(double)RAND_MAX<=0.5){ 
        tempz=rand()%(int)((maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+minb[j]); // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
        tempz=tempz - (tempz % 100); 
       } 
       else{ 
        tempz=0; 
       } 
       Devar[i][j]=tempz; // capacity of satellite reclamation plant (avg, gpm) 
      } 
      else if (j>pipeDv +4*pumpDv +numValv && j<=pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +numValv 
+2*pumpDv*nscen){ 
       if(((j-pipeDv-4*pumpDv-numValv) % (2*pumpDv)) <= pumpDv) // use modulus to 
determine if decision variable is for peak or average conditions 
       { 
        tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-minb[j]+1)+ minb[j]; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
        Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # operating pumps generation (peak conditions) 
       } 
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       else 
       { 
        do { // # of peak >= # of avg 
         tempz=rand()%(maxb[j]-0+1)+ 0; // rand()%(max-min+1)+min; 
         Devar[i][j]=tempz; // # of operating pumps generation (avg conditions) 
        } while(Devar[i][j-pumpDv]<Devar[i][j]); 
       } 
      } 
     } // comment out when not using warm start 
    } // comment out when not using warm start 
   /*************************************************************/ 
    if(j<=pipeDv){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", diampw[Devar[i][j]]); 
     // fprintf(ptr,"Initial indi= %i, %ith gene= %i\n", i, j, diampw[Devar[i][j]]); 
    } 
    else{ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\n", Devar[i][j]); 
     // fprintf(ptr,"Initial indi= %i, %ith gene= %i\n", i, j, Devar[i][j]); 
    } 
   } 
 
  // fprintf(ptr,"end of %i=========================================== \n", i); 
  } 
 
 for(k=1; k<=nsgaend; k++) 
 { 
  /////////// GA run 
   NondominatedSortingGA2_1 (nnode, diampw, plength, pcostm, bdemandH, pdemandH, bdemandL, pdemandL, npop, ngen, 
nscen, nDv,  
    pipeDv, pumpDv, numExt, numRes, numValv, distPipe, Dpeakww, QPot, scenoptcost, satplantcapH, satplantcapL, 
begPStationflow, crossover,  
    mutationr,  QpotExcessAFY, Devar, cost, variance, CapCost, OMCost, minb, maxb); 
  ////////// 
  printf ("Processor number %i, NSGAIIend = %i, Top Solutions:\n", 0, k);  
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  for (i=1; i<=10; i++) 
  { 
   printf("Solution %i cost %e, st dev of regret cost %e \n", i, cost[i], variance[i]); 
  } 
  printf("scenoptcost values: \t %e\t %e\t %e\t %e\n", scenoptcost[1], scenoptcost[2], scenoptcost[3], scenoptcost[4]); 
   
  fprintf(ptr, "\nNSGAIIend = %i. Population results (cost, std deviation of regret cost, capital cost, O&M cost, potable water 
purchased (afy)):\n", k); 
  for (i =1; i<=npop; i++) 
  { 
   fprintf (ptr, "%i\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\t%e\n", i, cost[i], variance[i], CapCost[i], OMCost[i], QpotExcessAFY[i]);  
  } 
 
  
  if ((k%200 == 0) || (k==nsgaend)) 
  { 
   if(k==nsgaend) 
    fprintf(ptr,"FINAL SOLUTION FRONT ========================++================== \n"); 
   else 
    fprintf(ptr,"INTERMEDIATE SOLUTION FRONT ========================++================== \n"); 
 
   //CostFunc_pw(1, npop, pipeDv, pumpDv, numRes, numValv, i, diampw[14], Dpeakww, QPot, plength, pcostm, Devar,  
 
 
   fprintf(ptr,"Pipe sizes==================++++++++++++++======================== \n"); 
   for(j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++){ 
    for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", diampw[Devar[i][j]]); 
    } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
   } 
 
   fprintf(ptr,"\n Pump design flow (gpm) ========================================== \n"); 
   for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
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    for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv + j]); 
    } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
   } 
 
   fprintf(ptr,"\nPump design head (ft) ========================================== \n"); 
   for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
    for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv + pumpDv +j]); 
    } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
   } 
 
 
   fprintf(ptr,"\nPumps on (peak)==================================== \n"); 
   for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
    for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv + 2*pumpDv +j]); 
    } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
   } 
 
   fprintf(ptr,"\nPumps on (avg)========================================== \n"); 
   for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
    for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
     fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv + 3*pumpDv +j]); 
    } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
   } 
 
   fprintf(ptr,"\nSatellite plant capacities========================================== \n"); 
   for(j = 1; j <= numValv; j++){ 
    for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
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     fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv + 4*pumpDv +j]); 
    } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
   } 
   
   for (jj=1; jj <= nscen; jj++) 
   { 
    fprintf(ptr,"\nAdditional pumps on (peak) scenario %i============================== \n", jj); 
    for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
     for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
      fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv+4*pumpDv +numValv + 2*(jj-1)*pumpDv +j]); 
     } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
    } 
   } 
 
   for (jj=1; jj <= nscen; jj++) 
   { 
    fprintf(ptr,"\nAdditional pumps on (avg) scenario %i============================== \n", jj); 
    for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
     for(i = 1; i <= npop; i++){ 
      fprintf(ptr, "%i\t", Devar[i][pipeDv+4*pumpDv +numValv + (2*(jj-1)+1)*pumpDv +j]); 
     } 
    fprintf(ptr, "\n"); 
    } 
   } 
    
   fprintf(ptr, "\n Potable water purchased (AFY)========================================\n"); 
   for (jj = 1; jj <= nscen; jj++) 
   { 
    for (i = 1; i <= npop; i++) { 
     fprintf(ptr, "%e\t", QpotExcessAFY[i]); 
    } 
   } 
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  } // end if k . . . 
 
  //// Write top results to inp files 
  if ((k%200 == 0) || (k==nsgaend)) 
  { 
   sprintf(rptfilename, "buildout_gen_outputProc%i.rpt", 0);  
   err=ENopen("newscen_pw_2060_high_basedemand_PRV.inp", rptfilename, ""); // has base demand 
   for (x = 1; x <= 10; x++) 
   { 
    for(i = 1; i <= nscen; i++) 
    { 
     if ((i%4 == 1) || (i%4 == 2)) 
     { 
      // Set peak demands (high demand scenarios) 
      for (j = 1; j <= nnode; j++){ 
       ENsetnodevalue(j, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemandH[j]); 
      } 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      // Set peak demands (low demand scenarios) 
      for (j = 1; j <= nnode; j++){ 
       ENsetnodevalue(j, EN_BASEDEMAND, pdemandL[j]); 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Pipe diameters 
     for(j = 1; j <= pipeDv; j++){ 
      if(Devar[x][j] >1) 
      { 
       ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, diampw[Devar[x][j]]); 
       ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
      } 
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      else 
      { 
       ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_DIAMETER, 0.5); 
       ENsetlinkvalue(j, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Pumps 
     for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
      if ((Devar[x][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j] != 0) || (Devar[x][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+ numValv +2*(i-
1)*pumpDv+j] != 0)){ 
       ENsetheadcurveparams(j, Devar[x][pipeDv+j], Devar[x][pipeDv+pumpDv+j]); 
       for(jj = 1; jj <= 8; jj++){ 
        if(jj <= (Devar[x][pipeDv+2*pumpDv+j] + Devar[x][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+ numValv 
+2*(i-1)*pumpDv+j])){ 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1);  
         ENsetpumpcurveparams(8*(j-1)+jj, Devar[x][pipeDv+j], 
Devar[x][pipeDv+pumpDv+j]); 
        } 
        else{ 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
         ENsetpumpcurveparams(8*(j-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      else{ 
       ENsetheadcurveparams(j, 99, 99); 
       for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
        ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
        ENsetpumpcurveparams(8*(j-1)+jj, 99, 99); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
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     // Plants 
     for(j = 1; j <= numValv; j++){ 
      valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 8*pumpDv + j; // index of valve corresponding to plant's 
recharge facility in list of links 
      ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[x][valveindex - numExt - 4*pumpDv]*1.6); 
     } 
 
     // Write inp file for peak conditions 
     /*switch (i) 
     { 
      case 1: 
       ENsaveinpfile("ResultsScen1Peak.inp"); 
       break; 
      case 2: 
       ENsaveinpfile("ResultsScen2Peak.inp"); 
       break; 
      case 3: 
       ENsaveinpfile("ResultsScen3Peak.inp"); 
       break; 
      case 4: 
       ENsaveinpfile("ResultsScen4Peak.inp"); 
       break; 
      default: 
       ENsaveinpfile("Results_Peak.inp"); 
       break; 
     }*/ 
     sprintf(inpfilename, "Proc%iResultsScen%iPeakSoln%i.inp", 0, i, x); 
     err = ENsaveinpfile(inpfilename); 
 
     if ((i%4 == 1) || (i%4 == 2)) 
     { 
      // Set base demands (high demand scenarios) 
      for (j = 1; j <= nnode; j++){ 
       ENsetnodevalue(j, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemandH[j]); 
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      } 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      // Set base demands (low demand scenarios) 
      for (j = 1; j <= nnode; j++){ 
       ENsetnodevalue(j, EN_BASEDEMAND, bdemandL[j]); 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Pumps 
     for(j = 1; j <= pumpDv; j++){ 
      if((Devar[x][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+j] != 0) || (Devar[x][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+ numValv +(2*(i-
1)+1)*pumpDv +j] != 0)){ 
       for(jj = 1; jj <= 8; jj++){ 
        if(jj <= (Devar[x][pipeDv+3*pumpDv+j] + Devar[x][pipeDv+4*pumpDv+ numValv 
+ (2*(i-1)+1)*pumpDv +j])){ 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 1); 
        } 
        else{ 
         ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      else{ 
       for(jj = 1; jj <= 4; jj++){ 
        ENsetlinkvalue(pipeDv+numExt+8*(j-1)+jj, EN_INITSTATUS, 0); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
 
     // Plants 
     for(j = 1; j <= numValv; j++){ 
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      valveindex = pipeDv + numExt+ 8*pumpDv + j; // index of valve corresponding to plant's 
recharge facility in list of links 
      ENsetlinkvalue(valveindex, EN_INITSETTING, Devar[x][valveindex - numExt - 4* pumpDv]); 
     } 
   
     // Write inp file for average conditions 
      
     sprintf(inpfilename, "Proc%iResultsScen%iAvgSoln%i.inp", 0, i, x); 
     err = ENsaveinpfile(inpfilename); 
 
    } // end for i = 1 to nscen 
   } // end for x = 1 to 10 
  } // end if k%500 = 0 . . . 
 } // end for k=1 to nsgaend 
 
 fclose(ptr); 
 
 ENclose(); 
 
 // Free dynamic arrays (Guidance from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/7221981/how-to-make-a-dynamic-sized-array-in-c?rq=1) 
 // Free each of the pointers  and then the final double pointer 
 for (i = 0; i <= npop; i++) 
   { 
    free (Devar[i]);  
   } 
 free (Devar); 
 
 free (bdemandH); 
 free (pdemandH); 
 free (bdemandL); 
 free (pdemandL); 
 free (plength); 
 free (cost); 
 free (variance); 
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 free (results1); 
 free (results2); 
 free (results3); 
 free (satplantcapH); 
 free (satplantcapL); 
 
  
 return 0; 
  
} 


